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Quality and quality improvement in Australian higher education (HE) is a complex maze of 
multidimensional meanings, stakeholder expectations and measures that are becoming 
increasingly performance-driven by external agencies. Associated with this, the culture that 
supports the pursuit of quality is an illusory and much contested concept. As universities 
become increasingly dispersed geographically and temporally as well as having a presence in 
cyberspace, the role played by information and communication technology (ICT) in the quality 
culture of a university has received little if any attention. Current research into the contested 
construct of what may constitute quality culture in a university has remained largely at the 
theoretical level without delving into mechanisms or tools that might mediate, support foster or 
impede such a culture. To investigate the relationship between ICT and the idea of a quality 
culture, this study focuses on four interconnected aspects – the core business of a university, 
how quality is understood, what constitutes quality culture and the affordances of ICT. Drawing 
on Ehlers’ model of quality culture in HE as well as other theories of organisational culture, a 
case study approach is employed to investigate one Australian university. I argue that the use 
of asynchronous and aspatial communication technologies supported by information 
technologies in an environment of collegial trust play an important part in the participation and 
collaboration transverse elements of Ehlers’ model. I also propose a conceptual framework that 





The conceptualisation of and accountability for quality has become a critical issue to the 
credibility and even the very survival of higher education (HE). During the latter part of the 
20th century, HE in most Western nations underwent a great deal of change, precipitated in part 
by increasingly smaller budgets being allocated to publicly funded universities, processes of 
massification and internationalization, increased competition amongst all universities 
internationally to meet market demands and requirements and internal restructuring resulting 
from “political processes and socio-economic mobilization” (Maassen et al., 2012, p. 2). 
Performance-based funding, increased marketisation and greater levels of external 
accountability to students, governments and the professions have placed pressure on 
universities to demonstrate the quality of their teaching and research activities (Barnett, 2011; 
Maringe, 2011; McNay, 2010; Shah and Nair, 2012). 
 
Universities have hastened to embrace various quality frameworks or approaches, some specific 
to the university sector such as research assessment, others which are more generic to 
management which have been migrated from new public administration or corporate sectors 
outside education. For example, Total Quality Management (TQM), which emphasises the 
development of a ‘culture of quality’ within the organisation, is typical of models imported 
from business or industrial contexts often with very limited success (Bilen, 2010; Hodgkinson 
and Kelly, 2007; Houston, 2007). While research exists on the application and suitability of 
different quality approaches, the role that ICT plays in fostering the ‘quality culture’ that 
underpins them, is scarce.  
 
These two aspects, ICT and ‘quality culture’, and how they interact, are fundamental to this 
study so some preliminary definitions are in order. For the purposes of this study, the UNESCO 
(2007) definition of ICT has been used: 
 
Information and communication technologies” (ICT) refers to forms of technology that 
are used to transmit, process, store, create, display, share or exchange information by 
electronic means. This broad definition of ICT includes such technologies as radio, 
television, video, DVD, telephone (both fixed line and mobile phones), satellite 
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systems, and computer and network hardware and software, as well as the equipment 
and services associated with these technologies, such as videoconferencing, e-mail and 
blogs. (p. 1). 
 
Defining quality culture, however, is far more difficult and contentious. As a starting point only, 
I will use the European University Association (EUA, 2006) definition: 
 
…quality culture refers to an organisational culture that intends to enhance quality 
permanently and is characterised by two distinct elements: on the one hand, a 
cultural/psychological element of shared values, beliefs, expectations and commitment 
towards quality and, on the other hand, a structural/managerial element with defined 
processes that enhance quality and aim at coordinating individual efforts. Thus, the 
cultural/psychological element refers back to individual staff members while the 
structural/managerial refers back to the institution. (p. 10, emphasis added) 
 
The much-contested concept of ‘quality culture’ will be explored in much greater detail in later 
chapters. However, the understanding of a quality culture that resonates most powerfully for 
me and with which I commenced this research is embodied in the italicised sections of the 
definition above. In short, a quality culture must “enhance quality permanently” through a 
“commitment to quality” and this relies on the involvement of “individual staff members”. The 
tension between quality culture and quality assurance mechanisms is therefore a focus as much 
due to my own background, experience and work location in higher education. 
 
I started my university studies to become a high school science teacher in 1976. Hence, I 
benefited from the freeing up of HE accomplished by the Whitlam government. While 
universities were still largely catering to an elitist clientele, my friends and I were all the first 
members of our families to enrol at university. Moreover, the socio-economic brackets of our 
families would have been placed no higher than lower middle class. My family had been 
involved in coal mining for several generations and my father, although quite academically able 
at high school, was unable to attend university in the mid-1950s as there was no financial 
support available at the time. My mother was married and starting a family virtually straight 
out of school so never undertook any post-secondary education. While my parents supported 
my tertiary studies in spirit, financial support was unlikely to be forthcoming as my six younger 
siblings had a far greater need for that support. The income from a part-time job which 
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supplemented the scholarship support I received meant that I could complete my studies and 
become the first member of my family to graduate from university. As an interesting postscript, 
my father did eventually go to university and graduate in his early 60s. Three of my siblings, 
all females, attended university and graduated. None of my three brothers have ever attended 
university. 
 
After graduating with a BSc(Ed) I then taught in several New South Wales country and 
metropolitan high schools over the next eighteen years ultimately becoming a science 
department coordinator before moving overseas to the United Arab Emirates (UAE) to take up 
a teaching position in the Higher Colleges of Technology (HCT). 
 
This research has been a long personal journey that started with a casual conversation in 2010. 
At the time, I was employed at HCT in the UAE in a quality improvement role. HCT comprised 
seventeen campuses distributed across the UAE where mostly diploma and associate degree 
programs, designed for entry-level technical careers, were offered. Generally, the same 
programs and courses were delivered at most of these campuses. The challenge, from a quality 
perspective, was to ensure consistent quality of content and delivery as well as student 
experience across all campuses. As a result, I became interested in curriculum development and 
evaluation and completed an MEd degree at the University of Southern Queensland entirely 
through distance education in the days before the widespread use of learning management 
systems. During my tenure at HCT, I proposed a project that would eventually see the 
development of a web-based quality improvement system. After the project was given the green 
light, I spent the following three years designing and continuously improving the system 
supported by a small team of developers. 
 
At the end of the third year of the system’s implementation I was chatting to the Dean of 
Business about the system. Although I cannot recall his exact words, I will paraphrase as 
follows: “The system is working really well. We now have a system-wide view of what is 
happening with every course offered and solid evidence for quality improvement. But do you 
think it has done anything to improve the quality culture at HCT?” I had to acknowledge that I 
knew little, if anything, about quality culture and nothing about whether the system I had 
designed had made any difference in this area. Thus, my journey started into the world of quality 




Discrete information technologies are used in HE but are designed more to gather and give 
order to data in disconnected sets or databases rather than make connections for quality 
assurance or quality improvement purposes. This information silo approach potentially hinders 
institutional engagement with quality improvement and may prevent the establishment and 
growth of positive quality cultures. 
 
This research investigated the role played by ICT in fostering a quality culture through a case 
study approach in one Australian university. Data was collected from two sources: initially, 
from an analysis of university policy documentation which, subsequently, informed data 
collected from key internal stakeholders, both academics and professional staff, through 
interviews. Analysis of data was used to determine the extent to which different forms of ICT 
used at the university promote a quality culture by mediating the engagement of staff with the 
university quality improvement process. 
 
The research outcome provides universities with insights into the technologies that are 
potentially the most effective and how ICT might best be leveraged in institutional quality 
assurance and quality improvement activities. A conceptual framework has been proposed to 
show how information and communication technologies interact within the construct of a 
quality culture and may potentially mediate the relationship between internal stakeholder 
engagement and institutional quality improvement. 
1.2. Statement of the Problem 
The pursuit of excellence or quality within HE has arguably been an ongoing tradition for 
centuries. The time-honoured practices that prepare students for a lifetime of critical intellectual 
activity and investigation and also seek to push the boundaries of new knowledge through 
rigorous research in the “disinterested search for truth” (Kogan, 1999, p. 68) have arguably 
been the jewel in the crown of academic culture. However, the concept of ‘quality’ is 
problematic. As will be seen later, quality has diverse means depending on the historical and 
institutional context, academic discipline, personal or collective biases or even the point in time 
being considered. A definition applied in one setting becomes meaningless or irrelevant in 
another. Attempting to understand the meaning of quality in HE requires the unpacking of 
historical, political and social baggage and then reassembling in different configurations 
depending on the purpose to which the meaning will be applied. This inevitably introduces 
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complexity, disagreement and tension into the discourse associated with quality in HE where 
“discourse” is taken in its broadest sense as defined, for example, by the Oxford English 
Dictionary as “written or spoken communication or debate…formal discussion of a topic in 
speech or writing…a connected series of utterances; a text or conversation” (Oxford University, 
2019). Hence, discourse can range across a spectrum from casual conversation, through views 
aired in the public media and political arenas to scholarly debate, and involve all of the 
stakeholders who, rightly or wrongly, feel they are entitled to contribute to the conversation. 
 
As we move further into a new millennium on the crest of an ill-defined knowledge economy 
wave (Olssen and Peters, 2005), it is imperative that the educational experience afforded 
students and the quality of research being undertaken should continue to evolve and improve 
as the global society itself changes to meet new challenges. During the early part of the 20th 
century, universities enjoyed institutional autonomy where inputs rather than outcomes were 
the dominant measure of quality and professorial peers informally regulated academic 
standards at the discipline level (Benezet, 1981; Mollis and Marginson, 2002). The term “ivory 
towers” aptly described the impenetrability and unassailability of universities. 
 
In the latter half of the 20th century, however, as HE moved from being an elitist activity to one 
of mass education, student numbers began to increase (Altbach et al., 2009; Campbell and 
Rozsnyai, 2002) so that during the 1980s, particularly in the UK under the Thatcher 
administration, governments began to exert pressure on universities to demonstrate effective 
and efficient use of public money through research assessment and later teaching assessment 
(Harvey, 2008; Stephenson, 2004). How this has played out in the Australian university context 
will be covered in more detail in Chapter 2. 
 
Some have maintained that universities have been slow to respond to critical changes in their 
environment. This has often resulted in poorly thought out knee-jerk reactions. Tierney (1999) 
describes this phenomenon as “organizational attention deficit disorder” and maintains that 
colleges and universities that are unable to redesign their organisations and reinvigorate their 
leadership risk becoming irrelevant in addition to losing their funding. Recognising this, many 
universities have rushed to embrace various theories, management practices, frameworks or 
approaches to reinvent the organisation and stake a claim to teaching and research excellence 
for which they are now being held accountable (Bexley et al., 2013; Kimber and Ehrich, 2015). 
Many of these have been migrated from corporate or industrial sectors where they have 
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sometimes enjoyed phenomenal successes. Total Quality Management (TQM), which 
advocates a whole-of-organisation, customer-centric management approach to the 
improvement of processes, products and services that was developed out of the early industrial 
efficiency work of Shewhart (Shewhart, 1939, 1986), Deming (1993, 2000) and Ishikawa 
(1980, 1985a, 1985b, 1990), Balanced Scorecard (BSC) (Kaplan and Norton, 1992), which 
promotes alignment of activities with organisational strategy, and Continuous Quality 
Improvement (CQI) (J. R. Dew and Nearing, 2004),  which assesses how an organisation works 
and means to improve its processes, are just some of the imports that have been hailed as the 
means by which universities can both demonstrate they are meeting their promises and also 
systematically achieve continuous institutional renewal. While these have sometimes been held 
up as the way forward (Hladchenko, 2015; J. J. Lawrence and McCollough, 2001; Mark, 
2013{Todorup, 2013 #597; Yu et al., 2009)}, their application in the academy has been 
questioned (Habbal and Jreisat, 2018; Sayed, 2013; Taylor and Baines, 2012). Bogue and Hall 
(2003), while recognising that TQM has had limited success in HE, also acknowledge that 
education cannot be reduced to a supplier, product and customer relationship or seen, as Morley 
(2003) describes, “as entities in an industrial process” (p. 130). Education is a more complex 
contractual relationship between teacher and learner where the contracts are not always equally 
measured yet are held important by different groups of people (Rawolle et al., 2015). Zero 
defects and six sigma statistical approaches do not translate well in such relationships. 
 
Some forty years ago, Cohen and March (1974) observed that academics preferred “‘organized 
anarchy’ to a coherent institutional purpose, harmonious new initiatives and thoughtful 
organizational adaptation” (p.8). More recently Newton (1992) suggested that the community 
of scholars “seem oblivious to crucial matters of money, enrolments, and public opinion”. 
However, in the current context, these may refer to a very small and diminishing proportion of 
academics, if any. It has also been noted that “academics don’t like being told what to do” (N. 
James, 2013, p. 804) nor ‘how to do things’ (Conole et al., 2006, p. 147) which, given the 
critical disposition academics bring to their role , is a reasonable response when approaches are 
imposed without supporting evidence or changes are poorly managed. Australian universities 
have seen some dramatic changes in the period since the Dawkins reforms in the late 80s and 
early 90s. As will be seen in Chapter 2, these changes have brought a new context to HE with 
increased external quality assurance, scrutiny, accountability and expectations of performance. 
Inevitably, this has also brought a level of tension to the sector with academics at times caught 
between perceived external regulatory interference and internal imperatives whilst also 
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struggling to keep abreast of a constantly changing landscape and remain on the cutting edge 
of their fields. In efforts to come to terms with increasing regulatory and administrative imposts, 
Vazzana, Elfrink and Bachmann (2000) and Srikanthan and Dalrymple (2002; 2003) note that, 
while business and administrative units within universities have often benefitted from 
embracing management and quality assurance technologies, Anderson (2006) maintains 
‘quality’ is a contested concept whereby the academy often finds itself at odds with notions of 
quality assurance imposed by prevailing external pressures. “They [academics] regarded 
quality assurance as undermining academic notions of quality as excellence and threatening to 
replace them with notions of ‘Quality’, which they saw as instrumental, minimalist and 
mediocre” (p.171). It has further been observed that institutional responses to the multitude of, 
sometimes contradictory, obligations, constraints and requirements have often led to 
counterproductive or negative organisational systems including the rise in managerialism 
(Anderson, 2006; Attwell, 2009; Avis, 2003; Ball, 2003; Becket and Brookes, 2005; 
Blackmore, 2013; Blackmore and Sachs, 2007; Goedegebuure and Schoen, 2014; S. Gray, 
2015b), the application of instrumentalist practices which appears to deliver the desired 
outcomes without addressing the underlying complex realities and tensions (Blackmore, 2013; 
Thornton, 2014) and reliance on performativity as a proxy for quality (Avis, 2003; Ball, 2003; 
Blackmore and Lauder, 2005; Harvey and Williams, 2010; Morley, 2005; Zipin and Brennan, 
2003). 
 
To complicate matters further, the related, and also highly contested, concept of quality culture 
has been intertwined with the already messy debate on quality. While the exact nature of a 
quality culture is unclear (Harvey and Stensaker, 2008; Kogan, 1999), and will be explored in 
greater detail in Chapter 3, it could be argued that the improvement of HE will not take place 
if there does not exist an environment where a shared understanding, and tolerant acceptance 
from all stakeholders of, the multi-faceted quality discourse is embraced by those involved in 
its delivery and assessment, both within and without the institution (Cardoso et al., 2016). Given 
a shared environment of understanding as a preliminary starting point for understanding quality 
culture, some observers maintain that true quality improvement can only occur where a quality 
culture exists and flourishes within the academic community (J. Dew, 2003; Ezer and Horin, 
2013; Hodson and Thomas, 2003; B. L. Smith and MacGregor, 2009; G Srikanthan and 




In an increasingly technological society it seems odd, then, and in universities in particular 
where digital technologies are embedded features (Selwyn, 2014), that the place of ICT tools 
in the process of quality improvement and their role in the establishment or nurture of quality 
cultures has attracted such little attention. The role played by communication or information 
storage and retrieval systems, for example, in the way they support university staff, both 
academic and non-academic, in their efforts to tackle aspects of and advance the quality of the 
work they do and the bearing  individual conceptualisations of quality may have on that would 
seem to merit investigation. While research exists on the application and suitability of different 
quality approaches, the role that technology plays in fostering and/or sustaining or impeding 
these approaches is scarce. 
 
Within the context of this study it is important to define two types of technologies: 1. those that 
are used to carry out the work of the university and 2. those that might be used to support quality 
improvement. The Learning Management System (LMS), used in almost every university, is a 
good example of the first type. LMS software such as Desire2Learn (D2L), Blackboard and 
Moodle underpins and “powers” e-learning and is a tangible technology to both teachers and 
students. The second type of technology, however, is less transparent in the teaching and 
research space. Technologies such as student information systems (SIS), business intelligence 
(BI), knowledge management (KM) and digital repositories of academic research suites are 
common discrete applications used in HE. They are often seen as critically important and given 
a high profile (along with the high price) and touted as the answer to external quality assurance 
and accountability pressures. But their often fragmented implementation leads to a disjointed 
approach that potentially hinders institutional commitment to quality improvement and are seen 
by academics as externally imposed “solutions” that have little to do with academia and serve 
only to consume time by “feeding the system” that would be better spent teaching or conducting 
research (Anderson, 2006). Home-grown applications such as Colorado State University’s 
“PRISM” (Bender and Siller, 2006), the University of Louisville’s “QMS” (Welsh et al., 2001) 
and commercial products such as the suite of Ellucian software for HE institutional 
management (Ellucian, 2017), and SPOL (SPOL, 2017), which is used to manage institutional 
effectiveness, represent notable attempts to use ICT to address the specific needs of academic 
quality improvement and management in universities. These applications provide frameworks 
that allow staff within the institution to engage in standardised quality improvement processes, 
via an ICT medium, which can then be demonstrated to external stakeholders especially 
regulators, external quality assurance agencies and accreditation agencies. While this may fit 
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the needs for institutional and accreditation purposes, tensions may surface where this is at odds 
with the imperative for staff to distance themselves from a “one size fits all” approach for real 
quality improvement to take place. Research into whether these or any other ICTs help to 
nurture, embed or sustain or impede a quality culture in HE remains an untapped field. 
1.3. Research Questions 
Given my interest in the development of ICT-based quality improvement systems, I was keen 
to see if such systems could, in fact, play a role in the quality culture of a university. My review 
of the literature also made me realise there was much debate around the concepts of quality and 
quality culture. Although not strictly necessary for a case study, I have formulated two 
overarching questions that will be examined as part of this research. 
 
1. Does university policy inform university-wide understandings of quality and quality 
culture? 
2. Can information and communication technologies foster a quality culture? 
 
To realise the purposes of this case study, and to interrogate the key questions above, the 
following research questions were framed: 
 
1. How do university staff conceptualise quality and quality culture in the context of the 
work that they do? 
2. How are ICTs involved in everyday practices that can enhance or impede a culture of 
quality at a university? 
 
These questions provided the basis upon which the research was designed and were constantly 
borne in mind and used as points or reference, particularly during interviews and while 
analysing policy documents. Their utility was also called upon when considering my own 
observations as an employee and insider researcher at the university outside the contexts of 
interviews and policies. 
1.4. Research Rationale and Significance 
Educational technology is widely used to support teaching and learning. Much research has 
been carried out to investigate the characteristics, quality and effectiveness of these 
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methodologies (e.g. Andrews et al., 2007; Bonk and Cunningham, 1998; U. D. Ehlers, 2007; 
Hartley, 2007; David H. Jonassen, 2000; Lei, 2010; Mehanna, 2004). However, technologies 
other than those used for teaching and learning have been adopted by universities at an 
astonishing rate. Prior to the start of the new millennium, McCann, Christmass, Nicholson and 
Stuparich (1998) noted that ICT was used in HE: 
 
• for administration, to record and exchange information; 
• for curriculum development and exchange of teaching resources and ideas; 
• for the delivery of learning programmes to remote students and to students onsite; and 
• to allow institutions to participate in national and global projects via the Internet. (p. 1) 
 
Fast forward to 2014 when Selwyn asserts that “The centrality of digital technology is manifest, 
for example, in the use of complex digital portals and databases to support teaching, learning 
and research processes. It is also apparent in the use of digital technologies to support the 
coordination of management and administrative procedures….Digital technologies are now a 
central element of what universities do, and how (and through whom) they do it” (Selwyn, 
2014, pp. 29-30). 
 
These areas touch on the potential for quality enhancement within HE but are one step removed 
from it and, it could be argued, are intended more to manage academics and academic processes 
to align with university priorities rather than improve quality. “Indeed, from the day-to-day 
perspective of working within higher education, the university (and by extension the digital 
processes and practices of the university) is most likely to be experienced in terms of its rules, 
regulations, requirements and rigid management and governance structures” (Selwyn, 2014, p. 
29). That is, the link between quality as perceived by staff working in HE and technology is not 
well considered or researched. Furthermore, while bodies of research exist for the use of 
technologies in teaching (Bae et al., 2015; Brahimi and Sarirete, 2015; Farley and Doyle, 2014; 
Holmberg, 2016; Issa et al., 2012; Tuapawa, 2016; Wong et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014) and a 
variety of ICTs are employed to support research (such as Scopus, Web of Science, etc.), studies 
do not address how these, and other more routine technologies such as office applications, 
might be interconnected with a quality culture which reflects “the way in which a group of 
people … address the issue of quality in their lived, every day, existence.” (Harvey, 2009b, p. 
14). A study by Wills and Yetton (1997) found that Australian universities were investing 
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heavily in information technology in order to gain competitive advantage and increase 
differentiation. The factors driving this strategy were “increased quality, lower costs, 
distribution and campus size, competition for students and changing student profiles” (p. 30). 
 
In the past, “increased quality” was largely within the domain of teaching and learning and was 
generally seen in the context of targeted educational projects but the scope of quality has 
broadened considerably during the last two decades to encompass a greater focus on research, 
institutional performance metrics and rankings. While institutional culture is briefly addressed, 
it is only within the context of technology adoption for teaching and learning purposes 
particularly in educational technology. Little attention has been paid to the relationship between 
the breadth of ICTs that are already in place within institutions and the more indiscernible 
quality culture that underpins institutional approaches to quality improvement. These 
technologies, though ubiquitous and often taken for granted, connect and affect institutional 
stakeholders daily as they are used by nearly all staff for communication; data storage and 
retrieval; information interpretation; and knowledge construction and management as part of 
the operational workings of the institution. Although it will be shown that most of the use of 
ICT is transactional in nature, this study seeks to identify those practices which make use of 
ICT for quality improvement purposes.  
 
This becomes all the more significant as universities internationally are coming under increased 
scrutiny and calls for accountability in many areas including quality and quality improvement 
efforts (Harvey, 2008; Hodson and Thomas, 2003). While universities go to great lengths to 
satisfy regulatory requirements for quality assurance, the notion of quality is notably absent 
from institutional mission statements (Kreber and Mhina, 2007; Morphew and Hartley, 2006). 
Hoang and Rojas-Lizana (2015) found that some universities represent institutional quality on 
their websites through the use of potentially flawed global rankings as proxy measures of 
quality. Naidoo (2008) writes “rather than investing in achieving missions, universities invest 
valuable resources in attempting to move up rankings” (pp. 49-50). At a deeper level of 
documentation, Gray and Radloff (2010) found that university learning and teaching plans 
lacked “genuine activity around improvement and change on the ground” (p. 301). 
Organisational culture literature indicates that unless clear and honest messages regarding 
organisational values are espoused, reiterated and formalised by way of organisational 
practices, they are unlikely to become basic underlying assumptions of the organisation (Ehlers, 
2009; Hofstede et al., 2010; Schein, 2010). This does not, in any way, assume that there is a 
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single, monolithic culture within universities. There may be multiple subcultures within any 
institution – campus-based, discipline-based, team-based, administrative role-based, etc. 
 
The literature on culture in HE (e.g. Becher, 1981, 1994; Becher and Trowler, 2001; Clark, 
1972; Ehlers, 2009; Gordon, 2002; Harvey and Stensaker, 2008; Kogan, 1999; Lomas, 1999; 
Loukkola and Zhang, 2010; Maasen, 1996; Tierney, 1988; Yorke, 2000), quality in HE (e.g. Y. 
C. Cheng and Tam, 1997; Harvey and Green, 1993b; Houston, 2008; Mortimer and Stone, 
1990; Owlia and Aspinwall, 1996; G Srikanthan and Dalrymple, 2002), and quality culture in 
HE (Adina-Petruţa, 2014; Bendermacher et al., 2017; Berings et al., 2010; Ehlers, 2009, 2010; 
Gordon and Owen, 2009; Harvey, 2009a; Harvey and Stensaker, 2008; Loukkola and Zhang, 
2010; Sursock, 2011; P. J. Wells and Florea, 2014; Yorke, 2000) is extensive. However, 
corresponding research into the area where ICT and quality culture overlap and the relationship 
between the use of ICT and the development of a quality culture in HE is largely absent in the 
literature. This research seeks to create an initial body of knowledge with a framework that 
elaborates the relationship between these areas. In so doing, several potential benefits may flow 
from the research: 
 
• Gaining a better understanding of the relationship between the use of ICT for quality 
improvement purposes, the personnel using the technology and the quality culture 
which exists in the institution; 
• Gaining a better understanding of the technologies that support an institutional quality 
culture; and 
• Illuminating the way ICT might be used for quality improvement purposes within 
universities. 
1.5. Purpose of the Study 
University staff are the lifeblood of an institution. Academic staff, in particular, are on the front 
line of the enterprise and, hence, are responsible for the key functions of teaching and research 
and most recently, engagement. On the other hand, professional staff are in the engine room, 
so to speak, sustaining the support services and infrastructure that allow the academic functions 
of the university to run smoothly. While the relationship between academic and professional 
staff is sometimes uneasy (S. Gray, 2015b), particularly as professional staff are undertaking 
less overt support for academics and more work related to external  accountabilities, a necessary 
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cooperative connection exists. Understanding how these different staff approach quality and 
quality improvement, but, more importantly, how staff potentially interact in a quality culture 
would provide insights into how staff use the tools and mechanisms of ICT and the part played 
by these. Staff perceptions of these constructs will, inevitably, be underpinned by an array of 
influences including orientation to their discipline or work function, personal history and beliefs 
as well as the effect of central institutional policy and authority. 
 
The purpose of this research is to critically examine the interconnectedness between quality 
culture and the use of ICT by university staff and the practices that are informed by this 
connection. The data collected were analysed to determine 1. the relationship between ICT and 
quality culture; and 2. the extent to which ICT develops, supports, fosters or hinders a quality 
culture within the university. Specifically, this study focused on two embedded units of 
analysis: 
 
1. The review and interpretation of interview data collected from a purposively selected 
sample1 of academic and professional staff pertaining to: 
a. Their personal perceptions regarding “the real work in HE”; 
b. Their personal perceptions of quality, quality improvement and quality culture; 
c. Their opinions regarding the institution’s quality improvement policies and 
procedures; 
d. Their opinions regarding the institution’s approach to enculturation of the 
quality improvement philosophy; and 
e. The way in which they use ICT as part of the institutional quality improvement 
process; 
2. The review of institutional documentation pertaining to quality improvement policies 
and procedures and the way in which ICT is to be used as part of the process and how 




1 After initial purposive selection, subsequent inclusion of respondents was based on theoretical 
sampling. See Data Collection (page 113) and Data Management and Analysis (page 119). 
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1.6. Disciplinary Context and Conceptual Framework 
Categorising this study within an existing discipline is problematic. Aspects of quality in HE, 
organisational quality culture and ICT will be necessary parts of the study. However, this 
research does not sit squarely within any of these fields. Rather, it seeks to investigate an area 
that clearly lies within the discourse related to quality within HE and quality culture in HE but 
focuses on the use of ICT as an underlying or mediating construct. The study draws on three 
key underpinning conceptual frameworks: 
 
1. Quality in HE – extensive work has already been carried out around quality in HE. While 
this is a broad field, the study concentrated on: 
a. The various competing conceptualisations of quality that have emerged 
internationally within the last thirty years. In particular, the discourse generated 
by Lee Harvey in attempting to define quality will be used (Harvey, 2004-9, 
2008; Harvey and Green, 1993a, 1993b). Considering the strident demands for 
accountability being imposed on universities within a globalised context (Currie 
et al., 2008; Harrison et al., 2013; Holland et al., 2016); Lewis, 2015; Olssen, 
2016), the definition of quality in HE plays a central role. 
b. The way in which these concepts have been perceived or adopted by internal 
staff within the university and; 
c. The effect this internalisation has on the mental schema these staff bring to their 
work and the way they engage with the pursuit of quality using ICT within their 
institution. 
 
Harvey and Green’s work continues to generate intellectual debate, but this is often overtaken 
by the rapidly changing landscape of HE. National policy shifts often affect universities and 
their staff far more quickly than the literature can capture or analyse. Hence, it is expected that 
staff may have understandings about quality that are influenced more by external pressure and 
expectations, which are, in turn, translated into internal expectations, and how they affect their 
own personal work contexts and practices than theoretical notions, for example, the increased 
use of university rankings and citations as a measure of quality. 
 
2. Quality culture in HE – this draws on organisational culture theory derived mostly from the 
business world. While Hardy suggests “research on HE is not well suited for studying culture 
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in a meaningful way” (as quoted in Maasen, 1996, p. 155) a body of work exists which 
investigates the nature, development and structure of quality cultures within both the 
institutional and disciplinary contexts of HE. The organisational culture theories of Edgar 
Schein (2010) and Geert Hofstede (2001; 2010) have been examined alongside theories and 
models put forward by Becher and Trowler (Becher, 1981, 1994; Becher and Trowler, 2001) 
and Harvey and Stensaker (2008), However, the most comprehensive of the models is that 
synthesised by Ehlers (2007; 2009) which subsumes general organisational culture theories and 
HE-specific models and contextualises them for the current quality and quality assurance 
environment in HE. 
 
The assumption at the outset of this study is that the construct of quality culture is real, albeit 
imperceptible and may often be unacknowledged. Ehlers’ model will be taken at face value but 
will be examined as part of the study and considered relative to the respondent’s experiences 
and perceptions to determine the extent to which it is applicable in the university. 
 
3. Information and Communication Technology – The use of ICT as a mediating or underlying 
construct, whereby theoretical notions of quality and the instrumental pursuit of quality are 
incorporated as intuitive parts of the mental schemas of internal stakeholders is examined using 
two disparate frameworks. Work done by David Jonassen on the use of ICT as “mindtools” 
(David H. Jonassen, 2000; David H. Jonassen et al., 1998; D. H. Jonassen et al., 1999) will be 
integrated with concepts developed by Peter Senge regarding both learning organisations and 
organisational culture (Senge, 2006a). Critiques of computer technology in universities, such 
as that of Selwyn (2007, 2014), will also be taken into account. 
1.7. The Research Respondents 
In the text above I have referred to the staff that took part in the research. This aspect bears 
some amplification. As will be seen in the next section, I was a professional staff member at 
the university where the data for this case study was collected. In the literature I read as part of 
this research, I was surprised by the overwhelming number of studies that focused only on 
academic staff in universities compared with those that included or focused only on professional 
staff (although work by Celia Whitchurch (Gordon and Whitchurch, 2009; Whitchurch, 2008, 
2009, 2010, 2012, 2013; Whitchurch and Gordon, 2011) together with George Gordon (Gordon 
and Whitchurch, 2009; Whitchurch and Gordon, 2011) is going some way to addressing this 
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gap). On one level this makes perfect sense. The functions of universities are academic in 
nature. Hence, the key players are academic staff who teach and conduct research. Research on 
teaching, learning and research will, logically, centre on the staff closest to them. 
 
However, the staff of any university is not composed entirely of academics. There is a myriad 
of services provided by professional staff which actively support the academic and 
accountability/quality functions of a university. Admittedly, these are one step removed from 
the “coalface”, but essential, nonetheless. In order for those services to assist the effective and 
efficient running of operations, there must be a level of cooperation and understanding between 
academic and professional staff. 
 
Furthermore, I observed that professional staff were increasingly involved, to varying degrees, 
with matters related to quality, quality assurance, quality improvement, information technology 
and research administration, management and advancement and less with directly supporting 
academic staff who do increasingly more administrative work because of the affordances of 
ICT. Although this shift has been at the root of some conflict between academic and 
professional staff, particularly where academics perceive performative quality assurance is 
being imposed upon them (Avis, 2003; Morley, 2005), it remains a fact that players on both 
sides of the divide are involved. Hence, this study will attempt to redress, to some small degree, 
the conspicuous under-representation of professional staff in studies related to these aspects of 
university work. 
 
This research was not specifically about teaching or research or, indeed, about the support 
services provided by professional staff. These are all commendable areas of investigation, but 
the purpose of this study was to investigate the university as a whole to identify how ICTs are 
used by staff, academic or professional, as part of the quality improvement process and how 
this is related to a quality culture which, quite conceivably, cuts across all staff. Part of the 
interview conducted with respondents asked them to define quality and consider the notion of 
a quality culture. It was reasonable to assume at the outset that the answers would be informed 
to a large extent by the work carried out by the respondent. Therefore, the definitions given by 
an academic staff member whose primary focus is teaching might be realistically expected to 
be different to a research-focused academic or a support service professional staff member. My 
purpose was not to define quality as it related to teaching or research or any other work function. 
This aspect has been extensively studied in the past, especially over the past thirty to forty years, 
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with no definitive outcome. Rather, I was interested to get a sense of the spectrum of 
conceptualisations across all staff who could potentially make up the quality culture of the 
university and how that informed their interactions. From this I then wanted to explore the 
connection with ICTs used as part of the daily work of staff. 
 
Finally, every academic interviewed was involved in both teaching and research, though the 
proportion of each varied. The two functions were part of the job description and were 
inextricably linked. For all of them, the field of research also corresponded closely to the units 
taught. So, there is an overlap and interconnectedness between teaching and research, and I did 
not attempt during the interviews to tease out how academic respondents might think of quality 
differently in the context of teaching as opposed to research. Instead, all respondents were asked 
to consider how they thought about quality within the broad context of their work. 
1.8. The Insider/Outsider Researcher 
The initial stages of this research, including the problem definition, rationale and literature 
review, were commenced while I was employed full time at HCT. I had initially intended to 
collect data from respondents at HCT but, for family reasons, I returned to Australia to take up 
a full-time post at another the university where I did, eventually, collect the data using a case 
study approach. As will be disclosed later, my role at the Australian university, which shall 
remain unnamed due to confidentiality, was concerned with aspects of quality, quality 
improvement, academic governance, external quality assurance and regulatory compliance, and 
accreditation. Hence, I was extremely interested in the outcome of the research from a 
professional perspective, but my role potentially presented a conflict of interest that may have 
affected the data collection. I have provided details in Section 4.8 of how I attempted to address 
this situation. From a more positive standpoint, my role as an insider researcher provided a 
number of opportunities that are generally not afforded an outsider researcher. The 
opportunities and challenges of insider research are discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.  
 
Soon after the data collection phase and initial analysis, I moved back to the UAE where I am 
currently employed, full-time, at a university in Dubai. My current place of employment was 
not involved in any way with the research although colleagues there have encouraged me and 




Summary of the Chapters 
This thesis is presented in eight chapters. This chapter has outlined an overview of the study 
including the research questions and the rationale for and potential significance of the research. 
The study attempts to identify the relationship between the use of ICT and quality culture at an 
Australian university, and how I was located as an insider within the Australian institution 
where I undertook the study. 
 
Chapter 2 provides a brief account of the history and changing landscape of the Australian HE 
sector focusing on the period from the 1970s onward. The social, ideological, political and 
policy drivers that have increasingly impacted how universities are perceived by a growing and 
diverse set of stakeholders including students, employers, governments at different levels, 
academic and other staff of HE institutions, the sector regulator, external accreditors and the 
public, to name just some, are examined. 
 
Chapter 3 comprises the literature review that surveys scholarly thinking in three areas. First, 
conceptualisations and perceptions that different stakeholders have of quality in HE will 
demonstrate that this concept is passionately contested with some quite polar interpretations 
depending on the context or vested interests of the players. The starting point for identifying 
the different concepts is the paper by Harvey and Green (1993b), which finds that the use of 
the term ‘quality’ by different stakeholders to mean different things is one of the fundamental 
problems confronting HE. Five broad definitions are offered and the evolution of these over the 
intervening years is followed. Second, organisational and quality culture are examined. 
Organisational culture theories and models have been developed generally for organisations 
other than universities and there is a paucity of research into how these might translate to the 
academy. However, organisational culture theory provides some insights into how the more 
specific sub-culture of ‘quality culture’ in HE might manifest. The theories of Schein (2010), 
Hofstede (2010) and Senge (2006a) are provided as counterpoint to the more specific model 
proposed by Ehlers (2009) for a quality culture in HE. As with quality, quality culture has 
multiple meanings as well as advocates and detractors. Lastly, the place and role of ICT in HE 
with a focus on its use in quality improvement is examined. As a starting point, Jonassen’s 
(2000) mind tools framework is used as an overarching construct to provide some order to the 
multiplicity of ICTs used at the university. The framework is also posited as a way of viewing 




Chapter 4 describes the research paradigm and methodological framework used in this study. 
A case study methodology, using an embedded single-case design to investigate a typical or 
“common” Australian university, is set out as the approach utilised to build a conceptual model 
of and framework for the interrelationships between the business of the university, quality, 
quality culture and the use of ICT by university staff. The processes of data analysis and concept 
development are described together with an examination of the advantages and pitfalls of 
insider research. The safeguards used to ensure the quality and credibility of the research 
outcomes together with the limitations of the study and ethical considerations are also identified 
and discussed alongside an evaluation of the study from a methodological viewpoint. 
 
Chapter 5 is the first of two analysis chapters. It deals with the university and the quality 
agenda. Two of the constructs, the core business of the university, and quality, are examined 
here. Both university policy and staff interview transcripts are presented as exemplars to 
illuminate concepts which were specific to and common between the constructs. While core 
business and quality definitions largely reflect the literature, some additional dimensions of 
quality emerge. The analysis indicates that performance had become the lingua franca of quality 
as a result of pressure from external influences. 
 
Chapter 6 follows on from Chapter 5 but focuses on the analysis of data related to the 
constructs of quality culture and ICT. Data are again examined to identify the dimensions of a 
quality culture at the university as well as how ICT is used by staff within this context. Within 
the construct of quality culture, the dimensions of core beliefs, commitment and 
engagement/collaboration together with the enabling themes of leadership and induction are 
identified and discussed. As a result, a modified conceptualisation of a culture of quality is 
presented. While for ICT, communication, chiefly by email, and the use of data emerge as 
central aspects of the way in which technology is used at the university. Trust is identified as 
an important connecting theme between a culture of quality and both computer-mediated 
communication and the data used at the university for performance measurement purposes. 
 
Chapter 7 draws together the preceding chapters in a narrative combining the thematic 
connections and findings of the research. The chapter opens with a presentation of the thematic 
connections between the constructs examined that collectively create a dynamic which is at 
play within the case study university. A two-dimensional conceptual framework is then 
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presented which elaborates a subset of Ehlers’ (Ehlers, 2009) model, specifically where trust 
overlaps with the use of ICT. The framework is also compared and contrasted with other 
frameworks proposed by Veiga et al. (2014) and Harvey and Stensaker (2008) and identifies 
the distinguishing characteristics of the framework presented as an outcome of this study. 
 
Chapter 8 sets out the key findings of the research and the contribution this study makes to the 
ongoing discourse of quality culture but speaks particularly to the role played by ICT. The 
implications of the study for universities are set out in several recommendations encompassing 
better understanding of the complexity of quality in HE, leadership roles and how ICTs can be 
better leveraged in the pursuit of quality. Finally, avenues for further research including staff 
cultures, tools for quality, communication technologies for quality and ICT for creating 
collaborative quality are identified. 
 
Note to Readers 
The word quality and its numerous collocations, such as quality assurance, quality 
improvement, quality culture, culture of quality, etc., appear many times throughout this thesis 
so it is important for the reader to realise that no single definition can be attached to it or the 
terms associated with it. The point will be made that the notion of quality, particularly in HE, 
is fervently contested. In essence, “quality means different things to different people” (Harvey 
and Green, 1993b, p. 9). Hence the definition and our understanding of quality are problematic. 
However, quality, and the other terms which include it, will often be used unproblematically, 
frequently quoted directly from source documents or participant’s comments or used in the 
sense attached to it by the different literature or commentators. Where it is used outside these 
instances it must be seen as carrying a broad spectrum of multifaceted, and essentially loaded, 
meanings. Furthermore, it is almost certain that the varied audience of this document will attach 
their own different interpretations to the concept. I have made no attempt to pin down a single 
definition as this would not be true to the different voices described here and would imply that 
I had come to a conclusive understanding of the concept where others have been unable to do 
so. I do, however, make some observations about the way in which quality was understood in 
the case study university. My analysis and findings are set out in Chapter 5.  
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2. Context of the Study 
2.1. Australian HE Context 
To understand the setting within which this case study research was conducted, it is necessary 
to take a brief look at the recent history of the HE sector in Australia, specifically as it relates 
to universities. While what follows is not a thorough examination of HE in Australia, it will 
serve to set the scene and provide context for the comments and opinions expressed by the 
study’s participants. 
 
Universities have been a feature of the Australian educational landscape for well over one 
hundred and fifty years with the first University, the University of Sydney, being established 
as a public research university by an act of the New South Wales Legislative Assembly in 1850. 
Other state-based public universities were also established soon after this. These institutions 
were known as “sandstone” universities as the grand buildings that made up their campuses 
were generally constructed from this stone and echoed the architectural style of British 
universities as well as borrowing heavily from their educational style, features, governance and 
indeed academic cultures. Prior to World War II there were a total of six universities, one in 
each of the states. At the close of the war the Australian National University was established in 
Canberra. By 1958 Victoria boasted two universities, the University of Melbourne and Monash 
University, while New South Wales accounted for three, the University of Sydney, the 
University of New South Wales and the University of New England. 
 
During the early 1960s, in parallel with the establishment of universities,  Colleges of Advanced 
Education (CAEs) were created under the Menzies government as a result of a report by the 
Committee on the Future of Tertiary Education in Australia (CFTEA), known as the Martin 
Report (CFTEA, 1964). This followed on soon after a similar report in the UK, the Report of 
the Committee on HE (CHE, 1963), known as the Robbins Report. Both reports were significant 
as they advocated the expansion of HE by appealing to the underlying value of and need for 
HE in a modern society: 
 
The Martin Report began with a statement of guiding principles. It postulated the need 
for a co-ordinated system of HE; and it laid down the requirements that the system 
should provide for those who had the qualifications and the willingness to pursue HE; 
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that it should ensure equal academic awards for equal performance; that it should 
eliminate artificial differences of status and recognise hierarchy only in so far as it was 
based on function and attainment; that it should ensure ease of transfer for students, as 
well as freedom of development and flexibility of organisation for institutions; and 
finally, that it should encourage the cultivation of high excellence. (CHE, 1963, p. 265) 
 
1.(iv) The human values associated with education are so well recognized as to need 
little elaboration, but the Committee emphasizes that they are the very stuff of a free, 
democratic and cultured society… 
1.(vii) The Committee has framed its recommendations with the object of widening the 
range of educational opportunities beyond the secondary school, of providing extensive 
vocational and specialized training and of ensuring that Australia makes a worth-while 
contribution to the advancement of knowledge and of achievement. 
1.(viii) The Committee agrees with the view (widespread in Australia) that HE should 
be available to all citizens according to their inclination and capacity. Such a view 
accords with the aspirations of individuals and serves the needs of the community in 
promoting dynamic economic growth. (CFTEA, 1964, p. 1 of Vol. 1) 
 
Ideologically, both reports supported a significant widening of access to HE which would be 
largely state subsidised. The Martin Report produced a two-tiered binary system whereby 
“universities would protect culture, while CAEs would produce professionals” (Forsythe, 2014, 
Ch. 5 p. 7). CAEs, which ranked below universities but above colleges of Technical and Further 
Education (TAFE), many established in the 1970s, provided formal post-secondary 
professional qualifications mainly in fields such as nursing, teaching, fine art, accountancy and 
information technology.  
 
From the mid 1960s to mid 1970s several universities were established to meet the needs of the 
increased number of school-leavers resulting from the post-war baby boom fuelling the rise of 
the professional middle class. These were: Macquarie University (1964), La Trobe University 
(1964), University of Newcastle (1965), Flinders University (1966), James Cook University 
(1970), Griffith University (1971), Murdoch University (1973), Deakin University (1974) and 
University of Wollongong (1975). Except for James Cook and Griffith, these universities were 
in suburban and/or regional settings and generally constructed from red brick, concrete and 
glass in contrast to the sandstone universities which were located on the fringes of the central 
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business districts of their respective capital cities. They also differed in being modelled on the 
new breed of UK university which emerged largely because of the Robbins Committee on HE 
1961-1963 which argued for wider access to post-secondary, especially university, education 
(Moodie, 2012; Shattock, 2014). As will be seen below, the CAEs were amalgamated into 
universities following the Dawkins reforms of 1989 and the Technical Institutes became 
universities. By the end of the 1970s there were thirty-three universities serving the HE and 
research needs of the country. 
 
It is from this point that a brief account of some of the changes that have occurred in Australian 
HE will be of benefit in understanding the context of this study. I attended university as an 
undergraduate education student during the late 1970s, so this period has some personal 
importance, but it is also the period in which dramatic changes began to take place in HE, 
particularly at the national policy level. Up to the post Second World War period universities 
were characterised as catering to a very small elitist market of high school graduates. That is, a 
university education was generally only available to students who came from well-to-do 
backgrounds where the expense of such an education was not of any great consequence or those 
on Commonwealth scholarships. A university education carried with it considerable social 
status as it was often the basis for entry into respected professions such as law and medicine 
and these professions were often carried on through generations of families. These positions 
within society often carried not only respect but also considerable influence and even power. 
People from low socio-economic backgrounds were effectively excluded from these, thus 
creating a self-fulfilling social divide. 
2.2. Massification 
In the years following WWII a trend to increase the number of university graduates began to 
emerge in western countries notably the United States, Europe and many countries within the 
British Commonwealth, including Australia. The main rationale for this was national economic 
growth, productivity and sustainability (Hunter, 2013; Marginson, 1989). If countries were to 
compete effectively in an increasingly global marketplace, then far greater numbers of its 
citizenry had to be educated to a level where they could contribute not just labour but higher 
levels of knowledge, skills and innovation to the national economy. This phenomenon came to 
be known as “massification”. Dobson (2001) places the beginning of massification in Australia 
at 1989 being the year following the release by the then Labour Education Minister, John 
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Dawkins, of the White Paper (HE: A Policy Statement). However, the beginnings of the rise in 
the number of students, particularly women, gaining entry to HE in Australia pre-dates this by 
almost two decades. The stage had been set by the 1964 Martin report so that, when Gough 
Whitlam became Prime Minister in 1972, HE became effectively free allowing students to study 
without incurring a debt with nearly two thirds receiving income support (Forsythe, 2014). By 
the time the Whitlam government was controversially dissolved in 1975, there had been a 
modest twenty percent increase in the participation in HE from 221,281 to 276,559 enrolments, 
(Forsythe, 2014). 
 
The Fraser government, which followed the Whitlam government, found itself having to deal 
with the ramifications of the oil crisis of the late 1970s. While overall participation in university 
education continued to increase, the growth in student enrolments at universities slowed from 
8.6% in 1975 to just 1.0% in 1988 (DET, 2017) as graduates who benefitted from the freeing 
up of HE failed to find the employment due to the prevailing difficult economic times resulting 
in young people being less inclined to embark on a university education (Forsythe, 2014). The 
Williams Report of 1979, commissioned by the government, was themed around the efficiency, 
accountability and flexibility of the HE sector. In treading a careful path between the 
contradictory briefs of opportunity and choice on the one hand and the assurance of quality and 
excellence on the other, the report called for a “tightening up” of the HE system (Clarke and 
Edwards, 1980). Forsythe (2014) posits that the “tightening” occurred in the connection 
between HE and economic growth as well as the call for better management of and 
accountability for the expenditure of public money. This, increasingly, placed accountability in 
the same list of terms as “quality”, "performance", "effectiveness" and "efficiency" (Lindsay, 
1992). With skyrocketing oil prices driving inflation, the need to cut costs but still produce 
growth in HE resulted in the government proposing the reintroduction of student fees and cuts 
to funding. However, by the end of the Fraser government in 1983 very few of the proposed 
reforms had been implemented due to a general outcry and significant opposition from an 
increasingly unionised academy (O'Brien, 2003). 
 
While the Hawke government, which succeeded the Fraser administration, inherited all the HE 
woes, it was keen to distance itself from the electorally damaging Whitlam years. With the 
economy still very much the primary concern for the nation, HE came under the spotlight with 
calls to shake off its traditional British model for a more modern approach that was much more 
attuned to the Australian context and the needs of the marketplace (Forsythe, 2014). Courses 
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that were of high quality and “fit for purpose”, commercialisation of research, the arrival of 
private universities and the emergence of education as a commodity that could be successfully 
marketed and “exported” were all a part of this modernization of HE. 
2.3. The Dawkins Reforms 
However, as indicated above, the real surge in university participation took place in the 
academic year following the “Dawkins Revolution” (Croucher et al., 2013). Dawkins proposed 
major reforms of the HE system in Australia. In the statement which triggered these reforms 
(Dawkins, 1988) it was acknowledged that education was vital as it is “one of the principal 
means for individuals to achieve independence, economic advancement and personal growth” 
(p. 6). These personal benefits were balanced against a national priority to achieve a strong 
economic base which would be achieved through a “larger and more diverse….skilled 
workforce”. The fact that these personal benefits had been the preserve of “privileged members 
of our community” up to this point, needed to change to allow “greater equity of access to the 
system and its benefits” (p. 13). The Dawkins reforms proposed a broad range of changes to 
the HE system including income contingent loans for tuition costs through the HE Contribution 
Scheme (HECS), the conversion or amalgamation of all CAEs2 into universities and funding to 
universities for courses and research dependent on justifiable plans. “Dawkins…turned colleges 
into universities, free education into HECS, elite education into mass education, a local focus 
into an international outlook, vice-chancellors into CEOs, and most academics into both 
teachers and researchers” (Croucher et al., 2013). The introduction of HECS effectively 
provided Labor with a balance between equity and economic efficiency. 
 
As the Martin Report largely mirroring the Robbins Report, so the Dawkins reforms followed 
on the tail end of neo-liberal reforms in the UK under the Thatcher government. Thatcherites 
advocated a market values-driven approach. “The Thatcher government’s objective for all 
public services was a smaller, stronger state accompanied by effective monitoring of 
institutional performance to ensure compliance. HE was not exempt” (Spencer, 2015, p. 42). 
Throughout the 1980s, HE in the UK came under increasing state control. “This reflected the 
 
2  When the CAEs were operational in the 1970s, the economy was weaker and youth 
unemployment was high (Beddie, 2015, p. 9). These conditions may have contributed to the 
demise of the binary system under the Dawkins reforms. 
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increased importance of economic competitiveness and the view of successive governments of 
all parties that, left to themselves, universities would make a sub-optimal contribution to 
national wealth” (Brown and Carasso, 2013, p. 12) As one example, the University Grants 
Committee (UGC) was requested by the Department of Education and Science (DES) to 
develop a strategy for HE with the direction that the strategy should result in “more efficient 
use of resources and a shift towards technological, scientific and engineering courses and other 
vocationally relevant forms of study” (ibid, p. 13). The resulting Green Paper The development 
of HE into the 1990s (DES, 1985) was not well received in HE: 
 
Many students may have their HE aspirations frustrated, teachers will have increased 
workloads and decreased job opportunities, and while many employers will gain from 
the increase in the output of industrially relevant graduates, they may face a shortage of 
good generalists. (Pearson, 1985, p. 92) 
 
In hindsight, possibly the most significant proposal in the Green Paper was the introduction of 
performance measures which would be used to evaluate individual institutions. “Performance 
measures may in due course prove to be even more controversial that the policy perspective” 
(ibid, p. 92). A decade of Thatcherism resulted in a withdrawal from Robbins’ practical idealism 
to a point where “economic stringency, an instrumental approach to knowledge and fostering 
individual ambition, gradually encroached on support for public funding, critical engagement 
with ideas and collegiality” (Spencer, 2015, p. 45). 
 
In Australia, not surprisingly, the Dawkins reforms met with widespread criticism. The 
restructuring of universities was seen by Marginson (1989) as an attack on the liberal university 
as a “community of scholars” where economic goals were previously achieved through 
generalist education in the arts and sciences. The reforms posed a threat to the humanities which 
were not seen as being as valuable to economic development as applied science and technology 
studies. Criticism was also levelled at the neoliberal approach which sought to increase the 
exposure of universities to market and economic forces, reduce public spending on universities 
and make them more accountable. Research funding was a particularly contentious issue as 
funding previously granted by the Australian Research Grants Committee (AGRC) now had to 
be spread across a wider sector that included the newly created universities, some amalgamated 
with CAEs, as legitimate claimants (Beddie, 2015; Marginson, 2013). The AGRC had been set 
up in the 60s to fund research in fields that did not already have sources such as the National 
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Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) for medical research or industry support for 
agricultural or pharmaceutical research. Aitken (1996), the last chairman of the AGRC, had 
already identified problems within the committee. The AGRC funded “pure basic research” 
from an indexed parcel of public money with “excellence being the sole criterion” (Brennan, 
1994). Efforts were always made to fund as many research projects as possible that were 
deemed to have merit. This meant spreading a small pool of funds a long way. While the AGRC 
was held in high regard within the academic ranks who applied for funding, it had almost no 
profile with the public which had lost confidence in HE in general (OECD, 1983). 
 
A change in research focus was quite explicit in the Dawkins White Paper: 
 
...the Government reiterates its full commitment to maintain a strong basic research 
capability in HE. In addition, however, increasing emphasis must now be placed on 
strategic basic research; that is,' basic research in areas that hold potential for major 
developments or applications across a range of fields. The application of research 
findings into processes of direct social or economic benefit is also crucial to the 
Government's objectives and must be increased. None of these areas of research can be 
effective if limited resources are spread too thinly. Concentration and selectivity in 
research are needed if funding is to be fully effective. (Dawkins, 1988, p. 90) 
 
Thus, The Australian Research Council (ARC) was established to replace the AGRC. Whereas 
universities had been funded prior to this to support academics undertaking 40% research, 40% 
teaching and the remaining time in service to the university or community, now all research 
funds were clawed back to the ARC for which all academics now had to compete, with 
decreasing rates of success. This has meant that, over time, government funds based on numbers 
of students for teaching allocated to universities have been necessarily cross funding research 
which is increasingly important for all universities and academics to be seen to be doing, and 
which pressure on individual academics to win and universities to win competitive funding due 
to the status of being research focused, but also because ARC funding brought research 
infrastructure funds with it. In notable contrast to the AGRC the ARC was tasked with 
providing advice to the National Board of Employment, Education and Training on research 
policy and to the Minister of Employment, Education and Training on the allocation of research 
funds to research schemes that were deemed to be of relevance by providing benefits to the 
community (Brennan, 1994). In 2010 the ARC was given responsibility for research assessment 
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with ERA, and, therefore, for defining what counts as ‘quality’ in research. This will be 
discussed in more detail in Section 2.5. 
 
Post 1989, as a consequence of the Dawkins reforms which created a unified sector of higher 
education and multiple amalgamations,  universities sought to pursue their specific interests 
according to their historical legacy, profile and location, as well as play an active role in 
promoting their different interests in Universities Australia, the overarching body in which all 
universities were represented and which acts as a voice and lobby group for the higher education 
sector. Seven of the sandstones and Monash University became affiliated in 1999 as the Group 
of Eight (Go8). Many of the other universities also formed affiliations such as the Australian 
Technology Network (ATN), the Innovative Research Universities (IRU) and the Regional 
Universities Network (RUN) while some such as Deakin, initially established as Australia’s 
open university, remain unaffiliated. Many of the newly designated universities, along with 
some new-comers, established the New Generation universities network in 2002, comprising 
the Australian Catholic University (1991), Central Queensland University (1992), Edith Cowan 
University (1991), Southern Cross University (1994), University of Canberra (1990), 
University of South Australia (1991), University of the Sunshine Coast (1994), University of 
Western Sydney (1989) and Victoria University (1990). While the fortunes of the ATN, IRU, 
RUN and New Generation affiliations have waxed and waned over the past couple of decades, 
the Go8 universities have grown to be some of the largest in the country and account for 
approximately 75% of competitive research funding received by universities (Goedegebuure 
and Schoen, 2014) as a consequence of their historical legacies and  their focus on being 
research intensive, particularly in areas of medicine. The tension within the sector is that in 
order to attract international students upon which all Australian universities are increasingly 
dependent, the higher education sector has to be perceived to be ‘high quality’ in international 
education markets, while individual universities compete with each other  in order to improve 
their international rankings and be considered to be ‘world class’ (Marginson, 2014; Marginson 
and van der Wende, 2007; S. Wright and Shore, 2017; Zipin and Brennan, 2003). Quality can 
therefore be understood as what the market determines, rankings, as well as other external 
regimes such as research assessment or professional standards. 
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2.4. External Quality Assurance and Regulation 
Beginning in the 1990s, an increased emphasis began to emerge regarding standards that related 
to HE. In particular, this was in the context of a trebling of student numbers without an 
equivalent increase in academics but also that a HE sector that met high standards was essential 
to ensure equity and high quality outcomes for national students as well as being attractive to 
international students. With this came yet more accountability and increased scrutiny and 
regulation of the HE sector. 
 
1995 saw the introduction of the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) which sought to 
“underpin the national system of qualifications in Australia encompassing HE, vocational 
education and training and schools” (AQF, 2016). This was becoming increasingly important 
as the export of education in the form of international students studying in Australia began to 
take on greater economic importance. The AQF provided a structure for the quality assurance 
of curriculum that would ensure the recognition of Australian qualifications internationally and, 
hence, enhance the portability of credentials designed using the framework (DEST, 2004). 
Since its introduction, universities have undertaken the systematic alignment of their curricula 
to the AQF. However, Delany et al. (2016), in a review of health science literature related to 
master’s level courses, found that the extent to which academics had adopted or incorporated 
pedagogies that would support students achieving the nationally prescribed learning outcomes 
was limited. The time and effort as well as professional development needed to implement such 
an outcomes-based approach had not been given sufficient consideration at the national policy 
level. Furthermore, many academics considered that approaches such as this, that directed 
university efforts towards the production of a market-focused workforce, were instrumentalist 
and narrowed the purpose of HE (Barnett, 2000; Gannaway and Sheppard, 2017; Gordon, 1995; 
Marginson, 1989; Watty, 2006). 
 
Three significant regulatory instruments were introduced at the national policy level in 2000. 
The Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA) was established in March along with the 
National Protocols for HE Approval Processes (the National Protocols (MCEETYA, 2000)) 
and the Education Services for Overseas Students Act 20003 (ESOS Act (Commonwealth of 
Australia, 2000)) was passed. 
 




AUQA was to be “an independent, not-for-profit national agency that promotes, audits, and 
reports on quality assurance in Australian HE” (AUQA, 2016). AUQA undertook themed audits 
of HE providers including universities based on a fitness-for-purpose approach incorporating 
the standards in the National Protocols and the AQF (Carroll, 2003; Woodhouse and Stella, 
2011). Audits sought to identify areas where a provider was meeting or exceeding criteria for 
HE as well as identifying issues or gaps and suggesting remediation. Reports to providers were 
then followed up to monitor how recommendations were being implemented. Reports of audits 
undertaken from 2002 up until AUQA was replaced by the Tertiary Education Quality and 
Standards Agency (TEQSA) in 2011 were made publicly available on the agency’s website. 
Scott and Hawke (2003) saw AUQA as “a positive driver internally for improving institutional 
quality management” and an international review of AUQA carried out in 2005 found that 
AUQA was “a sound, efficient organisation that has a robust and well documented quality 
system” (Jackson et al., 2006). However, Blackmur (2008) judged the reviews to be flawed and 
the agency attracted much criticism from the sector for focusing on quality assurance processes 
rather than on quality outcomes (Guest and Duhs, 2003; Richard James, 2003; Massaro, 2013; 
Shah, 2013; Shah and Jarzabkowski, 2013; Shah et al., 2011). Shah and Jarzabkowski (2013) 
also noted that AUQA lacked the regulatory power to reward or penalise institutions. 
Nonetheless, AUQA reinforced a fundamental shift in the way universities were organised. As 
public funding declined to be replaced with greater reliance on market forces for financial 
survival, universities began to be organised as business entities with a “new managerialist” 
focus on processes and quantifiable outputs as proxies for quality (I. C. Reid, 2009). 
 
One other aspect of AUQA audits was monitoring compliance with the ESOS Act. This was 
introduced, in part, as a reaction to the relatively unregulated period during the 1990s which 
saw the failure of some private providers and examples of unacceptable practices such as 
turning a blind eye to bogus students (Megarrity, 2007) but also to counter the negative 
international perceptions of campus-based racism directed at overseas students studying in 
Australian HE institutions. The ESOS Act served to protect the interests of overseas students 
as well as the reputation and economic value of the Australian education market. Since 2000, 
education has consistently ranked as one of the top five national exports with steady growth 
over the past ten to fifteen years such that recently, international students brought in $20.96 
billion in the year to September 2016 (Dodd, 2016). The Act required compliance with a 
national code, provider and course registration, payment into an assurance fund and close 
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student visa violation monitoring. While ESOS has ensured that international students are better 
cared for, the ongoing constraints that it places on universities are not trivial. 
 
As public universities have traditionally been government funded, the introduction of the HE 
Support Act 2003 (HESA) was aimed at ensuring the Commonwealth was getting value for its 
investment. HESA required universities to enter mission-based compacts as a condition of 
receiving support grants. The compacts demonstrated that “the Commonwealth and individual 
universities have a shared and mutual commitment to provide students with high quality 
educational experiences and outcomes and to building research and innovation capabilities and 
international competitiveness” (DET, 2016b). These compacts were to allow universities 
autonomy on what and how they achieved their outcomes. Collectively, AUQA, the National 
Protocols, the ESOS Act and HESA placed additional regulatory burden on universities without 
providing a clear picture of how quality educational and research outcomes might be effectively 
achieved or assessed. 
 
In 2008 a report on a government initiated review of Australian HE was published (Bradley et 
al., 2008). Known as the Bradley Review, it made a total of forty-five recommendations 
including: 
 
An explicit national target for raising participation rates and attainment rates; 
An explicit national target for improving equity, framed around low socio-economic 
status (SES) participation; 
Improved student finance arrangements;  
The uncapping of volume of places to drive up provision of places and increase 
diversity;  
A new regulatory paradigm, with explicit attention to standards and to tighter regulation, 
preparing for the inevitable anxiety about standards as participation rates grow and 
providers diversify; and 
Additional base funding for university places, some based on university performance 
against outcome measures. (C. King and James, 2013, p.13) 
 
The national target of 40 per cent of 25-34 years olds’ to hold at least a bachelor’s degree by 
2025 and the demand-driven market presented challenges to both the government and 
universities alike. With the global financial crisis looming, the government ignored 
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recommendations to improve funding arrangements and effectively cut funding thus placing 
additional pressure on universities. Marginson (2013) described as “wishful thinking” the 
notion that a demand-driven system “would establish a virtuous circle between student demand 
(which was assumed to partly reflect labour market demand for skills), institutional program 
offerings, and teaching quality, generating continuous improvement over time” (p.65) when the 
eligible potential student marketplace was not yet sophisticated enough. 
 
With regard to the regulation of quality in the sector, and AUQA in particular, Shah and 
Jarzabkowski (2013) noted that “The review found significant complexity related to the 
assurance of quality with excessive focus on systems and processes for quality assurance rather 
than standards and outcomes…” (p.97). Hence, Recommendation 19 (Bradley et al., 2008, p. 
116) clearly signalled the replacement of AUQA by TEQSA, under the TEQSA Act 2011 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2011), which formally commenced operations in January 2012. 
TEQSA was different to AUQA in that it “regulates and assures the quality of Australia’s large, 
diverse and complex HE sector” (TEQSA, 2016a) using a standards framework 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2015, which superceded the 2011 Threshold Standards 
Framework) and, later, a risk assessment framework (TEQSA, 2016b). The TEQSA Act, 
significantly, gave the agency investigative as well as enforcement powers and aligned 
universities with the Vocational Education and Training (VET) sector which was also able to 
provide higher education degrees e.g. Bachelors and Masters. 
 
Just eighteen months after officially commencing operations, Massaro (2013) expressed the 
concern that TEQSA’s focus appeared to be on uncompromising regulation rather than quality 
assurance. Shah et al. (2014) also noted the exclusion of students from TEQSA’s quality 
assessment process represented a significant gap when compared with international practice. 
By relying solely on the Australian Graduate Survey (AGS), the University Experience Survey 
(UES); end of semester teacher and unit evaluations; and student complaints directed to TEQSA 
as indicators of the student voice, there was a risk that gaps in quality and areas for improvement 
not identified in the current survey instruments would be missed or overlooked by TEQSA. The 
Graduate Destinations Survey (GDS) which was part of the AGS also potentially provided 
skewed data on graduate employment as it is administered approximately four months after 
graduation (Graduate Careers Australia, 2016) (and was the basis of funding to universities) 





TEQSA, like its predecessor, AUQA, attracted much criticism from the sector. Dow and 
Braithwaite (2013) in a government-initiated review of HE regulation made the point that 
TEQSA “regulates a sector that for the most part was already compliant, self-regulating, and 
monitored” but that the agency may have set up “an environment of regulatory over-reach” (p. 
40). The review went on to note that TEQSA had, in some areas created an administrative 
burden where the agency’s requirements overlapped with other government bodies and/or 
legislation (p. 18) and using a “one size fits all” approach “irrespective of an institution’s 
characteristics, history or risk” (p. 43). Craven (2013), while acknowledging that TEQSA had 
made mistakes such as a lack of consultation and partnership with providers, rejected much of 
the sector’s criticism as being “irresponsible, outrageous and damaging” as it distracted TEQSA 
from the task of regulating a sector that was growing quickly and, hence, needed regulation. 
This was more the case for the VET sector than higher education which had strong internal 
processes of quality assurance with significant committee systems of peer review monitored by 
Academic Boards. 
2.5. Assessing Research Quality and Impact 
In line with international trends (Marsh et al., 2012) Australia has endeavoured to assess the 
quality of research being undertaken at universities. In 2006 the Department of Education, 
Science and Training (DEST) released the Research Quality Framework (RQF) (DEST, 2006) 
which was based largely on one of the first systems developed to evaluate research, the UK 
Research Assessment Exercise (RAE). RAE submissions were collected in 1986, 1989, 1996 
and 2001 with the last results of the exercise published in 2008. These results were used by 
different media to produce league tables of institutions and disciplines with similar, but not 
identical, rankings. The RAE was replaced in 2014 by the Research Excellence Framework 
(REF). The RAE was criticised for unintended consequences on a number of fronts including 
the bias towards established refereed journals, the disincentive for interdisciplinary research, 
the poaching of top researchers and the distortion of performance by the imposition of 
performance indicators, as well as unintended consequence on particular fields of research 
(Elton, 2000). Marques et al. (2017) note that, although the RAE went through a number of 
iterations and became more “formalized, standardized and transparent” (Marques et al., 2017, 
p. 836), behaviours such as selective research collection submission and game playing by 
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individual scholars to “maximise their ‘research power’ and their positioning via the rating 
scale” (ibid, pp. 836-837) were identified. 
 
The Australian RQF was piloted but never introduced. “Quality in the RQF was not only 
defined as the impact of research on the discipline or field as indicated by peer review and panel 
assessments including citations, as in the RAE, but additionally, quality of impact on policy 
and practice as indicated through case studies and ‘user’ testimonies” (Blackmore, 2010b, p. 
6). However, debate over how impact could be measured and the “inadequacy of citations and 
metrics to measure research activity” (ibid, p. 6) lead to the replacement of the RQF by the 
ERA Framework. ERA was used to undertake an assessment of research quality through 
research data collections in 2010, 2012 and 2015: 
 
ERA: is a comprehensive quality evaluation of all research produced in Australian 
universities against national and international benchmarks. The ratings are determined 
and moderated by committees of distinguished researchers, drawn from Australia and 
overseas. The unit of evaluation is broadly defined as the Field of Research (FoR) within 
an institution based on the Australia and New Zealand Standard Classification 
(ANZSRC). (ARC, 2015a) 
 
The official ARC website goes on to set out that the objectives of ERA are to: 
 establish an evaluation framework that gives government, industry, business and the 
wider community assurance of the excellence of research conducted in Australian 
HE institutions 
   provide a national stocktake of discipline level areas of research strength and areas 
where there is opportunity for development in Australian HE institutions 
   identify excellence across the full spectrum of research performance 
   identify emerging research areas and opportunities for further development 
   allow for comparisons of research in Australia, nationally and internationally, for all 
discipline areas. (ARC, 2015a) 
 
It is interesting that, while “excellence” is one of the attributes being sought and the title of 
ERA specifically incorporates the word, the ARC has not defined the term possibly as it is 
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to describe a universal standard even though it has 
become a ubiquitous keyword in HE, albeit subject to constant change (Allan, 2007). “Quality” 
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is also not defined but is determined by way of comparison “against world standards”. To 
quantify this, the framework judges research on a five-point scale from “well below world 
standard” to “well above world standard” within each field of research (FoR). 
 
As will be seen in Section 3.2 ERA has had a significant influence on Australian research. 
Hughes and Bennet (2013) argue that “ERA is part of a drive to produce greater accountability 
in the Australian research environment” (p. 340) and that this had prompted a shift in publishing 
behaviour because of competing external and internal research demands. This has, necessarily, 
created tension between “[individual] research and knowledge dissemination priorities and 
ERA requirements” (p. 351). Blackmore (2010b) also noted that research assessments have 
influenced the behaviour of institutions which “changed their research practices with a focus 
on managing research(ers) better” (p. 13) which increased research administration overheads 
without a resultant increase in research quality. 
 
One controversial aspect of the ERA assessments was the use of journal rankings to evaluate 
research quality (Bloch, 2010; Sharman and Weller, 2013). These were widely criticised for 
lacking rigour and that they did not correlate with other “acknowledged metrics of journal 
standing” (Vanclay, 2011, p. 265) and that “discrepancies detract from the credibility and 
impartiality of the ERA classification” (ibid, p. 273). Following the 2010 research data 
collection the use of journal rankings was abandoned for subsequent collections based on 
feedback from Research Evaluation Committees that they relied on their own expert knowledge 
of the quality of research outlets (ARC, 2015b). Sharman and Weller (2013), noted, however, 
that the earlier ERA journal rankings would inevitably influence assessor’s judgments of 
journal quality, and they continue to be used in many universities as measures of success. 
 
An implicit understanding underpinning research, particularly at publicly funded universities, 
is that it will, in some way, benefit society (Terämä et al., 2016). This benefit, or research 
impact, has become part of national research policy in the UK and Australia (Chubb et al., 
2017). The ARC, in its Research Impact Principles and Framework, defines research impact as 
“the demonstrable contribution that research makes to the economy, society, culture, national 
security, public policy or services, health, the environment, or quality of life, beyond 
contributions to academia” (ARC, 2015d). The Framework includes a Research Impact 
Pathway which extends the assessment of research beyond traditional outputs (e.g. publications, 
additions to national collections, patents, inventions, etc.) to outcomes (e.g. commercial 
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products, new companies, job creation, citations, etc.) and benefits (e.g. public policy or 
services, higher quality workforce, job creation and risk reduction in decision making) (ARC, 
2015c). However, measuring impact is problematic (K. M. Smith et al., 2013). The key issue 
of attribution combined with the time lags involved in determining impact cause and effect 
make the assessment of impact difficult (Stanwick et al., 2009). 
 
In 2012, the Go8 and ATN universities together with Charles Darwin University, the University 
of Newcastle and the University of Tasmania conducted the Excellence in Innovation Australia 
(EIA) trial. The trial had two objectives: “1. To measure the innovation dividend of research 
generated by Australian universities, and 2. as a precursor to a possible companion piece to 
Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) in the allocation of research funding” (ATN/Go8, 
2012). The EIA methodology used expert panels comprising 70% industry membership to 
assess the impact value of the case studies submitted. The trial demonstrated that research 
carried out in Australian universities has “considerable” impact in Australia, the region and the 
world. However, some case studies were found to be wanting by not presenting a compelling 
narrative. The time commitment of expert panels was also found to be onerous. This led to 
recommendations for the refinement of an impact assessment framework that could be used 
nationally. Both this trial and a study conducted by Terämä et al. (2016) found that there is a 
strong link between research impact within the field and good quality research, measured using 
traditional metrics. 
 
Grant applications to the ARC now require a statement on impact and impact and engagement 
assessment was included in the ERA 2018 data collection which also specified scholarly 
journals that were eligible for inclusion in the collection. However, as mentioned above, these 
journals were not be ranked, thus hopefully reducing the skewed results of the past. 
 
Finally, two other aspects have had a significant impact on research publication behaviours. 
Firstly, global university ranking systems such as the Shanghai Ranking Consultancy (the 
Academic Ranking of World Universities; ARWU), Times HE (THE) and Quacquarelli 
Symonds (QS) are generating competitive pressures in HE (Marginson, 2007) and have become 
a “‘reputation race’ with geo-political implications” (Hazelkorn, 2011, p. 6). These rankings 
focus almost entirely on the research mission of universities to the exclusion of other missions 
such as excellence in teaching, university service or engagement (Marginson and van der 




Secondly, as a result, universities are bringing pressure to bear on academic staff, through 
performance management which largely reflect the indicators of the national performance-
based research funding (PBRF) system (Woelert and McKenzie, 2018), to focus on a more 
international, rather than a local, research context and publish in outlets which contribute to the 
bolstering of the global ranking of the university (Soudien and Gripper, 2016). This, in turn, 
demonstrates to stakeholders, particularly governments, that “investment in research is 
effective and delivers public benefits” (Abramo, 2017, p. 113) and provides universities with a 
self-perpetuating cycle of greater and more assured access to further research grants and public 
monies. However, demonstrating individual research performance or productivity is 
problematic. Abramo (2017) maintains that bibliometric measures, such as the raw number of 
publications, the mean normalised citation score (MNCS), highly cited articles (HCAs) or the 
h-index, produced by citation indexes and databases, such as Scopus and Web of Science, are 
flawed in one way or another. This leaves academic staff caught in a situation where they are 
measured against what is easily counted rather than what actually counts and “may be at the 
expense of local impact and social relevance” (Chou and Chan, 2016, p. 431). 
2.6. Uncertainty in HE and the Conflict over Quality 
Although massification provided greater access for a broader cross-section of society, it also 
marked the beginning of a globalised environment accompanied by a rapidly and continuously 
changing national policy context that has led to ongoing upheaval and uncertainty in HE. 
 
At the heart…is a nagging dis-satisfaction with the current state of universities. This, in 
itself, is not an especially novel or earth-shattering concern. Indeed, this is a concern that 
has been expressed frequently throughout the past fifty years or so of ‘mass’ HE. Thus it 
is worth reminding ourselves…that ‘universities’ have been long assumed to be in ‘crisis’, 
‘decline’ and ‘turmoil’. (Selwyn, 2014, p. 3) 
 
On the subject at the very heart of what universities are about, university knowledge, whether 
producing or disseminating it, Barnett (2000) argues that universities no longer hold the 
monopoly on this commodity. In a globalised and marketised environment, “the university is 
no longer the sole or even the main source of production of knowledge in society” (Barnett, 




University knowledge, understood as offering a pure, objective reading of the world, does 
have to be abandoned. The institutional autonomy upon which such a contemplative 
conception of knowledge had some basis is no longer available to the university: the 
university both is incorporated into projects of the state and, amid globalization, is 
promoting its knowledge services through its own entrepreneurial activities (Clark 1998). 
But the university is not, thereby, delegitimised (Delanty 1998). In an age of 
supercomplexity, a new epistemology for the university awaits, one that is open, bold, 
engaging, accessible, and conscious of its own insecurity. It is an epistemology for living 
amid uncertainty… Yet, in reaching out to such a new epistemology, the university – as it 
turns out – emerges in continuity with its rhetorical past. Its earlier beliefs in itself as a site 
of enlightenment, of critical scrutiny, of the open society, and of personal fulfilment: all 
these are now back on the table. The university can be reborn. (ibid, pp. 420-421) 
 
Barnett (2004), in asking the question “how might we understand ‘the university’?” posits that, 
in the past, a university’s ‘liberal education’ “stood for (i) objective knowledge and (ii) critical 
thought in (iii) autonomous institutions” and concludes that “all three elements are now put in 
doubt” (p. 72) given the changes occurring in HE. Considine (2006), in discussing the apparent 
dissolution of the boundaries between universities and other organisations or institutions, 
observes:  
 
From being places where one could think about anything, universities have evidently 
become sites where everyone must at some point think about everything….the new 
‘‘everything’’ that must be included in academic thought is not simply the many new forms 
of knowledge erupting inside and between disciplines; it is also expressed in multiple, 
nonintellectual projects — that is, in projects that are primarily strategic, not substantive. 
These include ways to raise national export earnings, metrics for status competition, 
avenues for the expression of personal or sociological identity, and methods for poaching 
and transporting Nobel Prize winners from one part of the globe to another. (p. 258) 
 
Watty (2006) observed that significant changes have occurred in Australian HE related to 
quality and quality improvement and that this “has resulted in a compliance-driven environment 
(more measures, more meetings, more form-filling and less time for the core activities of 
teaching and research)” (p. 23). In a study of academic accountants, Watty (2006) found that 
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“academics are more likely to participate effectively in quality assurance systems that are 
designed to assure the attributes of quality they deem important – attributes which reflect their 
perceptions of what the purpose of HE ought to be….[and] more often agreed that the purpose 
of HE ought to be about developing critical reasoning, promoting lifelong learning and assisting 
the formation of intellectual abilities and perspectives”. This was in contrast to “the provision 
of work-ready graduates, delivering efficient teaching and extending opportunities for the 
individual as the key purposes of HE currently promoted” (ibid, p. 34). 
 
Barnett (2017) identifies six forces: globalisation; the knowledge economy; the university as a 
site of bureaucracy; managerialism; national and global academic competition; and regional, 
national and cross-national audit regimes, that “are at work in a complex of interactions, 
constituting large structuring and causal mechanisms that influence the shaping of universities 
across the world” (p. 85). Hence, “While the university is an extraordinary institution and is 
ubiquitous across the world, it is though falling short of its potential. And in a changing world, 
that potential needs continually to be revisited and reimagined” (p. 86) 
 
In parallel with this continual “reimagining” of the university, Marginson (2011) identifies 
three imaginaries of HE: 1. HE as an economic market “led by neoliberalism…which 
emphasizes the market economy” (p. 421), 2. HE as a field of status ranking and competition 
with the real objective of “the timeless power and prestige of the university as an end in itself” 
(p. 422), and 3. HE as “the networked and potentially more egalitarian university world 
patterned by communications, collegiality, linkages, partnerships and global consortia.” (p. 
422). This last imaginary is the more traditional notion of HE but, Marginson goes on to state, 
HE is both “valued and contested”. Citing Marginson’s (2011) imaginary of HE as an economic 
market, Blackmore and Sawers (2015) maintain that “In Australian policy, education has 
increasingly been treated as an individual positional good, as an export earner and source of 
revenue to fund domestic expansion, and to be increasingly funded by individuals not 
governments” (p. 321). Hence, essentially, the economisation of higher education. 
 
This confluence of complex factors has resulted in uncertainty about the purpose, current status 
and future direction of HE. In parallel with this uncertainty, the tricky issue of quality and the 
question of accountability is raised. Who defines quality and to whom or what are universities 
accountable for that quality? Students-as-consumers (Bunce et al., 2017) who pay in part or full 
for their education? The neoliberal government that contributes public funds towards both 
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teaching and research and calls for transparency and accountability through technologies based 
on business models (Jankowski and Provezis, 2014)? The quality assurance and other 
regulatory bodies and agencies (Raaper, 2016)? Individual academic disciplines? The national 
and international community? 
 
The rapid expansion of HE in Australia and the global context in which it is now situated, make 
finding the answers to these questions all the more critical, particularly if universities need to 
reinvent themselves in order to survive. The time, prior to massification, when academia 
dictated notions of quality and was accountable largely only to its own professorial community 
are long gone. While universities, and academics in particular, may rail against the seemingly 
unstoppable globalisation (Torres, 2009) and market forces now being applied to them and the 
attendant global, political and social shifts that are shaping new academic work landscapes, the 
fact remains that a larger number of participant factions with legitimate stakes in how quality 
is conceptualised and how it is measured are now active players in the sector. 
 
I have seen firsthand that performative systems and mechanisms often lead to administratively 
burdensome “tick box” approaches to quality assurance which neither measure quality nor 
advance its achievement. However, these mechanisms are borne out of the notion that “What 
gets measured gets managed”4. The corollary of this is that what gets measured as quality counts 
as quality. If academia is unable or unwilling to propose better ways to assess the more 
immeasurable aspects of quality such as excellence and transformation, then it risks becoming 
an impotent player and increasingly sidelined from the debate by forces beyond its control. 
 
While it is difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at definitive answers to the questions posed 
above, and, some would argue, a time consuming, counterproductive and ultimately fruitless 
exercise, the first part of the literature review in the following chapter will address these 
questions from both academic as well as economic theoretical perspectives. Regardless of 
whether or not clear answers are possible, the fact remains that these questions and 
uncertainties, inevitably, contributed to the environment within which the study was situated 
and influenced the opinions and behaviours of the study participants.  
 
4 Attributed to management guru Peter Drucker. 
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3. Quality, Culture and ICT: A Literature Review 
3.1. Introduction 
As previously mentioned, the use of ICT within the context of institutional quality culture has 
hardly entered the discourse of HE. While some attempts have been made to recount efforts to 
implement technology systems designed specifically with quality improvement in mind 
(Bender and Siller, 2006; Thompson, 2009; Welsh et al., 2001), investigations into how these 
systems might contribute to or support a quality culture within an institution are almost non-
existent. Complicating the situation is uncertainty regarding the definitions of quality in HE 
and quality culture in organizational theory, and how these might relate to practices involving 
the use of ICT by university staff as part of their work. This review describes various concepts 
and frameworks that guided the research study. The primary areas to be addressed are: 1) 
definitions and concepts of quality in HE; 2) organisational cultures and subcultures; and 3) the 
use of ICT in HE with a focus on quality improvement. 
 
The literature reviewed spans a wide timeframe from the mid-20th century where the genesis of 
the current HE context is to be found up to the present but with an emphasis on recent writing. 
Academic journals concerned with education in general and HE in particular make up the bulk 
of sources but references in the fields of business, ICT, philosophy, sociology and psychology 
as well as professional association and industry periodicals, news outlets and popular media 
have also been drawn upon where a valuable or interesting perspective has been identified. 
3.2. Definitions and Concepts of Quality in HE 
One of the fundamental issues in any investigation of quality in HE is the basic definition of 
the term ‘quality’ and, possibly more importantly, the multiple discourses relating to quality 
and the shared and disparate conceptualisations that stakeholders carry with them and, hence, 
contribute to a ‘quality culture’ within the institution. From a purely linguistic perspective Poole 
(2010) points out that the word ‘quality’ can be used as both a noun and an adjective and, when 
used as a noun, can be in “several distinct but related senses” (p. 7). 
 
While there is a degree of certainty about how quality is conceptualised for those involved with 
products, services and processes (Juran and Godfrey, 2000) the literature pertaining to HE is 
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clear that quality is difficult to define (Y. C. Cheng and Tam, 1997; DEST, 2006; Elassy, 2015; 
Grifoll, 2016; Harvey and Green, 1993b; Mortimer and Stone, 1990; Pounder, 1999, 2000; 
Prisacariu and Shah, 2016; Reeves and Bednar, 1994; Sahney et al., 2004). Whilst some 
characterise education using a product or service-based definition (Sahney et al., 2004), this is 
much contested and gives rise to problems when “evaluating the quality of HE…due to the 
complexity of the service” (Hrnčiar and Madzík, 2017). Teaching and learning are part of 
complex relational processes and outcomes measured through assessment are only one aspect 
of an individual’s identity formation through education. Stephenson (2004) noted “many people 
have commented that they are able to recognize quality when they see it, but find it almost 
impossible to define” (p. 62). Since it is variously agreed that "quality means different things 
to different people” (Harvey and Green, 1993b, p. 9), “different definitions of quality are 
appropriate under different circumstances” (Reeves and Bednar, 1994, p. 419), “the term is 
difficult to use outside a particular context” (Mortimer and Stone, 1990, p. 70) and that quality 
is multi-dimensional (OECD, 1989, quoted in Mortimore and Stone, 1990; Owlia and 
Aspinwall, 1996; Pounder, 2000; Vlăsceanu et al., 2007) intense debate surrounds the fact that 
quality cannot be dealt with as a “unitary concept” (Sahney et al., 2004; Tight, 2000). 
 
The seminal paper by Harvey and Green (1993b) identifies five broad definitions or concepts 
of quality from the literature. These are: 1. Quality as Exceptional; 2. Quality as Perfection or 
Consistency; 3. Quality as Fitness for Purpose (FFP); 4. Quality as Value for Money; 5. Quality 
as Transformation. Table 1 expands on these definitions which resulted from a survey of “the 
ways of thinking about quality” organises the definitions into “discrete but interrelated 
categories” (Harvey and Green, 1993b). The definition a HE stakeholder will incorporate into 
their cultural assumptions will depend on their context. Ivy League and Oxbridge institutions 
are likely to embrace “Quality as Exceptional”, a government funding body will probably 
emphasise “Quality as Value for Money”, an employer may focus on “Quality as Fitness for 
Purpose (FFP1) – Customer Satisfaction”, while academic staff would embrace “Quality as 
Transformation” and so on. However, this latter assumption was found to be incorrect in a study 
by Lomas (2007) which indicated that lecturers in UK HE institutions perceived quality to be 
“largely related to fitness for purpose and accountability rather than transformation” (p. 402), 
possibly because of the regimes of external quality indicators that were being imposed. Fitness 
for purpose was adopted by AUQA in the first quality review of HE in Australia in 2000 and 
was “used to form the basis of the Quality Assurance Agency review methodology in the UK” 
(M. Cheng, 2016, p. 2). However, there is a risk in ascribing a single category as the sole 
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definition of quality as it ignores the interrelatedness of categories. It is far more likely that 
individuals will adopt an amalgam of categories as the most appropriate to their particular 
context. The contested nature of quality emerges when individuals or groups find themselves 
subscribed or attached, sometimes passionately, by virtue of their own personal or group beliefs 
and experiences to quite different mixes of categories. These different perspectives will, 
necessarily, alter the internal cultural approach taken by an institution to the assessment, 
measurement and reporting of quality, often with conflicting outcomes. It will also affect the 
extent to which internal stakeholders subscribe to a shared vision of quality and work together 
to achieve it. Indeed, within any institution, a universally agreed definition is extremely 
unlikely. The more probable situation is that all of the above definitions will coexist, possibly 
uncomfortably, alongside the different notions of the purpose(s) of HE discussed in Chapter 2. 
Of greater significance is the tension which often exists at the interface between universities 
and external stakeholders who may use quite different paradigms to assess quality. 
 
Rowlands (2013) contends that university Academic Boards, traditionally the bodies with 
instrumental roles and responsibilities in internal quality assurance, have been increasingly used 
by senior executives “as performative vehicles for their universities’ quality assurance 
framework” (p. 154). The shift of power and authority away from academic boards has largely 
sidelined the community of scholars from collegial academic governance (Rowlands, 2014). 
Echoing this, Hil (2012) concluded “… that the development of ‘corporate management 
structures’ inside universities in order to meet market demand tended to diminish ‘collegial 
decision-making structures” (Ch. 3, p. 14). These changes have effectively limited the extent to 
which academics may have a legitimate stake in defining quality within the institution. 
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Table 1: Definitions and Concepts of Quality (Adapted from Harvey and Green, 1993b) 
Definition/Concept Sub-categories Characteristics 
Quality as 
Exceptional 
Excellence 1 – Exceeding 
High Standards 
Excellence = Quality, high 
standards; 
Excellent inputs = excellent 
outputs; 
"Doing the right things well". 
Conformance to Standards A quality product has passed a set 
of quality checks; 
Conformance to standards; 
Quality improves if standards are 
raised. 
Quality as Perfection 
or Consistency 
Excellence 2 – Zero defects Conformance to a standard; 
Output is consistently free of 
defects. 
Quality Culture Everyone is responsible for 
quality; 
The organisation is a system of 
nodes having an input, a process 
and an output. 
Quality as Fitness for 
Purpose (FFP) 
FFP1 - Customer 
Satisfaction 
Needs (purpose) of the user are 
translated into measurable 
characteristics. 
FFP 2- Mission Meeting an institution-set 
standard; 
“Quality in fact”; 
Internal quality assurance. 
Quality as Value for 
Money 
Accountability Managerial efficiency and 
institutional effectiveness; 





Enhancing the participant Value added; 
Education enhances the 
knowledge; 





Minimum standards guarantee 
(e.g. student charters); 
Control over learning and 




Mukhopadhyay (2001 quoted in Sahney et al, 2004, p. 149) in an examination of Total Quality 
Management (TQM) in education, identified seven different concepts of quality from the 
literature which correlate closely with those of Harvey and Green. When these are set alongside 
an updated review by Harvey (2004-9) which included a number of additional definitions, some 
of which are drawn from national and international HE quality assurance standards, a rich multi-
dimensional picture of quality definitions emerges as can be seen in Table 2. This demonstrates 
that there remains a great deal of coherence and overlap but still a tension between 
fundamentally different and competing perspectives on quality. For example, fitness for 
purpose is almost universally seen as a definitional category. However, Cheng notes that there 
is “no agreement on what purpose and for whose purpose” (M. Cheng, 2016, p. 3) making the 
concept somewhat fluid where, at times, it is associated with customer satisfaction (of 
employers, students, etc.) and at other times aligned with economic needs or government 
political ambitions or quality research within specific disciplinary fields. 
 
On the other hand, value for money is probably one of the most contested definitions and only 
exists in two of the taxonomies shown. Governments, in particular, would like to see a 
reasonable return on the investment of taxpayer’s money. Measurements such as retention, 
progression, dropout and graduation rates along with time to graduation and research products 
are used to measure this value for money but are widely criticised as output rather than outcome 
measures and do not necessarily equate to inherent quality. Moreover, in the current 
international HE context, value for money with regard to research is now being seen 
increasingly in terms of knowledge transfer and commercialisation of research outputs (Borlaug 
and Jacob, 2013; Guena and Musico, 2009; Heher, 2006). While this may sit comfortably with 
technology and engineering disciplines, for example, where patents and spin-offs are possible 
(Coutino and Young, 2016), it places other disciplines, such as the humanities and social 
sciences, at a distinct disadvantage (Borlaug and Jacob, 2013; Reichenfeld, 2010; Watermeyer, 
2014). 
 
Excellence 2 – Zero Defects and Defect Avoidance, has been borrowed from business or 
industrial environments and sits uneasily within an educational context where humans are not 
seen as perfect manufactured products. Doherty (2008) goes further by claiming academics find 
it anathema that “quality assurance (QA) methods currently used in education demonstrably 
derive from industrial applications” (p. 255). The use of stakeholder terms such as “customer” 
and “client”, common in TQM methodologies being used in some universities, are also 
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problematic in academia (Eagle and Brennan, 2007; Hodgkinson and Kelly, 2007; Hrnčiar and 
Madzík, 2017; Sahney et al., 2004; Stephenson, 2004) with research by Owlia and Aspinall 
(1997) indicating that, while this terminology has entered the discourse, these notions have not 
been widely accepted in HE to the extent that some opponents “saw it as “a disastrous 
simplification” which results in missing a whole part of education” (Owlia and Aspinall, 1997, 
p. 532) while Rowan (2003) advocates that “‘Quality’ can and needs to be reclaimed from the 
clutches of managerialism, corporatism and rationalism” (Rowan, 2003, p. 5, original 
emphasis). As mentioned above, stakeholders, both internal and external, have a strong 




Table 2: Survey of Quality Definitions 
Survey of Quality Definitions (Adapted from Analytic Quality Glossary (Harvey, 2004-9) and Mukhopadhyay 
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The concept of “quality as excellence” is also an almost universally agreed category identified 
by Harvey and Green (1993b) and is present in four of the taxonomies in Table 2. It could be 
argued that there exists a centuries-old tradition that universities, as the progenitors of most 
current-day universities, were established on the premise of striving for excellence in teaching 
and research in an autonomous environment that honours academic freedom. Shukla and Singh 
(2016) note that it is incumbent upon ‘academic institutes’ to achieve excellence. Nixon (2013) 
links excellence in HE with “the intellectual virtues of truthfulness, respect and authenticity” 
and that academics should continually focus on these as “the only way to aspire to excellence” 
(p. 20). However, Doherty (2008) maintains that any definition of quality is subjective and 
defining quality as excellence is “tantamount to defining quality as quality and means nothing 
more profound than, “excellence is what I and like-minded others say it is” ” (p. 256). 
Furthermore, Poole (2010), through an examination of the usage of the words “quality” and 
“excellence” concludes that it is “unhelpful and misleading” (p. 6) to equate quality with 
excellence. Nonetheless, the concept has seen a popular resurgence during the last ten to fifteen 
years (Bridges, 2006; Grifoll, 2016; Kalayci et al., 2012; Wood and Su, 2017; Yeo, 2008). This 
is due, in part, to a perception that universities must be “excellent” to differentiate themselves 
in an increasingly globalised market place (Yeo, 2008). The establishment of awards, rankings 
and frameworks such as the Baldrige Excellence Awards in the US, the THE and QS university 
rankings, the Research Excellence Framework in the UK, the Excellence in Research for 
Australia (ERA) Framework in Australia and teaching excellence awards in many countries 
have served to embed the notion that excellence should be the only goal of HE. While many 
universities are, sometimes unwillingly, carried along by the wave of aspiring to be “excellent”, 
debate continues around how excellence is defined and how this impacts practices in HE. As 
one example, the ERA Framework developed by the Australian Research Council (ARC) has 
done much to fuel debate about what constitutes excellent research and how it is measured. The 
role played by ERA within the Australian HE landscape was discussed in Section 2.5, but 
Hughes and Bennett (2013) maintain that the ERA, which is essentially an external assessor 
and arbiter of research quality, has had a significant impact on how research is carried out and 
on how individual researchers change “their research and publication activities to meet new 
demands” (p. 352). Furthermore, Blackmore (2010b) argues that the performative effects of 
calculative technologies, such as “universal and generic rankings, standards, benchmarking, 
templates, models, measures and categories” (p. 2), embedded within ERA, are reconfiguring 





Finally, the category of quality as transformation is a more aspirational definition in the sense 
of adding ‘value’ to students through learning (M. Cheng, 2014) or in research by “transforming 
a given body of knowledge for particular purposes” (Harvey and Green, 1993a, p. 24). Williams 
and Harvey (2015) note that this definition has” proved influential… around defining quality 
in the context of higher education” and “remains the central reference point for many 
researchers” (J. Williams and Harvey, 2015, p. 507). This conception of quality is often 
associated with “transformative learning” (M. Cheng, 2014, p. 272) but such change processes 
are challenging to define, implement or assess (Marshall, 2016). Further, Rowen (2003) 
maintains that not all transformative change is positive or possible given the learning 
environment, the capabilities of academics or the dispositions of students. 
The Quality Debate 
Defining quality in higher education falls into what Krause (2012) describes as “wicked 
problems” as “they are ill-defined, views on possible solutions vary widely across the diverse 
parties with a vested interest in the problems and how to address them, the problems change in 
scope and nature on a daily basis and according to the setting in which they are addressed and 
today’s apparent solution is no guarantee of tomorrow’s success” (p. 286). The brief history of 
HE in Australia outlined in Chapter 2 traces some of the events that have paralleled the 
evolution of the different theoretical models and concepts of quality in HE and the resulting 
intense debate around how quality in universities is defined. While these different, and 
sometimes opposing, views attempt to describe “what” constitutes or defines quality, the 
question of “who” defines quality in HE is not addressed. 
 
Baird (2008) who, at the time, was an auditor with AUQA and, hence, possibly presented a 
view from the regulator’s perspective, argues for the use of convention theory as a means of 
understanding quality in HE as it is perceived by stakeholders. Although a wide range of 
stakeholders potentially have a say in defining quality, Baird identifies three key groups: 
government(s), students (and their families) and industry (employers, research and 
development). Using language borrowed from economic theory, HE is characterised as a global 
marketplace comprising “providers” of learning and research (HE institutions), and 
“purchasers” or “investors” who pay for or meet the expense of the provider’s products (courses 
and research outputs). In this scenario, market forces are used as a means of understanding 
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which of the stakeholders might predominate and, hence, have a greater say in defining what 
constitutes quality. Convention theory offers six different principles of justification or 
evaluation” (Baird, 2008, p. 69) or conventions which a purchaser or investor might use in order 
to judge the quality of a good or service 
 
1. market (merchant)—quality is assessed by price; 
2. industrial—quality is assessed by measurable criteria and statistics; 
3. opinion—quality is assessed by fame and renown and signs that identify this; 
4. domestic—quality is assessed by trusted relationships and personal interactions of 
esteem and by customary reputation; 
5. civic—quality is assessed by the contribution to society or the collective good; and 
6. inspired or transcendent—quality is assessed by personal experience of inspiration or 
creativity. 
 
These conventions were mapped against a number of other categorisations of quality to 
demonstrate coherence and to support the proposal that convention theory could be considered 
a valid framework alongside existing taxonomies (see Table 3). 
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Table 3: Quality conventions mapped onto other categorisations of quality in higher 
education (from Baird, 2008, p. 75) 








Market/price Quality as Value for 
Money 
Quality as Value for 
Money, i.e. the 
trade-off between 
price and quality 




and domestic (fame, 
esteem, and 









Quality as perfection 
(consistency) 
Quality as fitness for 
purpose 
Quality as zero 
errors (not generally 
applicable to HEIs) 
Quality as threshold 
 
Civic   Quality as fitness of 
purpose (focus on 
whether the 
objectives and 
mission of an HEI 
are appropriate for 




















quality as fitness for 
purpose, where 
fitness for purpose is 
defined by the 
quality conventions 
of purchasers, i.e. 






Definitions retrieved from Harvey (2004-9) 
 
Acknowledging that the conventions themselves are potentially fluid in nature, Baird proposed 
a set of hypothetical proportions of each convention. Government(s) were more inclined to 
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subscribe to the industrial and civic conventions while industry and students tended to use the 
opinion and industrial conventions in making decisions about HE quality. 
 
This triumvirate of external market forces could be visualised as below (Figure 1) with the key 
players exerting market forces on universities and on each other in an effort to “push” the 
definition of quality towards a negotiated agreement palatable to each stakeholder. This 
effectively sets up a form of dynamic tension with the accepted definition of quality, and means 
by which it might be measured, shifting on almost a daily basis (Krause, 2012). 
 
Figure 1: Quality in HE as a marketplace dynamic according to convention theory 
 
 
In the middle of this dynamic are universities which, in many cases, have long and storied 
histories which are most often organised around structured disciplines or “academic tribes” 
(Becher and Trowler, 2001). Members of these tribes have traditionally been inducted into 
academia through a research apprenticeship pathway (Michael Jones, 2018) followed by a 
scholarship trajectory within fields of research customarily associated or consistent with their 
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discipline. This results in views on teaching and research quality along disciplinary lines5 which 
are generally consistent with the opinion and civic conventions. In spite of some disciplinary 
differences, this convergence and coherence of thinking has sustained decades or even centuries 
of academic endeavour. A less positive view is taken by Wisniewski (Wisniewski, 2000) who 
maintains that this effectively grants individuals entry into the academy as members of an 
“exclusive club” which has “embedded norms that encourage self-aggrandizing, and self-
perpetuating behaviors” (Wisniewski, 2000) and where critical analysis of the academy itself 
is “perceived as potentially dangerous to the researcher’s career” (p. 9). A logical consequence 
of this can be academic “groupthink” (Klein and Stern, 2009) where members of the academy 
come to ideological beliefs, including what constitutes quality, in a way that is consistent with 
its system of norms and values to the exclusion of any dissenting positions opposing their 
beliefs (Anglin and Jussim, 2017). Although, increasingly, academics are expected to align with 
university strategic planning agendas (Howes, 2018) these are often viewed as a “bureaucratic 
imposition, of little importance to their trilogy of contractual duties” (Elwood and Rainnie, 
2012, p. 124). It is no surprise then, that there is a paucity of scholarly literature championing 
the cause of neoliberal managerialism or calling stridently for the extension of industrial 
convention quality assurance statistics and the introduction of even more accountability of the 
academy using performative measures. 
 
With so many different perspectives on quality, several implications follow: 1. The 
determination of quality teaching and research is contentious and difficult, if not impossible to 
pin down; 2. Following on logically from this, the evaluation of the quality of educational 
offerings, research outcomes or operations, is difficult for universities given the competing 
views; 3. Using conveniently quantifiable metrics to “assure” quality ignores the more 
subjective and intractable aspects of quality that would require a more complex and fine-grained 
set of both qualitative and quantitative measures that, up to the present, have not been 
adequately identified much less effectively or productively used; 4. Universities that attempt to 
use a single definition of quality rather than apply a multidimensional approach to the unique 
characteristics of different activities, run the risk of being at odds with the demands of 
competing internal and external stakeholders and alienate those stakeholders in the process. 
 
 




This tension at the very outset of defining quality has the potential of creating diametrically 
opposed conceptual camps. It is probably safe to state that everyone involved with HE would 
profess the desirability of quality (Neave, 1988). As Gordon (2002) notes, “All parties to the 
debates are in favour of quality but each feels that it, better than the others, knows best how to 
achieve it (and what it is); and, at least in some systems and institutions, each mistrusts the 
motives and agendas of the others’ (p. 98). Gordon goes on to discuss the views of academics 
who are at the heart of the education process and “…the controversy over the language of 
quality, which has tended to sit somewhat uncomfortably with that of academic disciplines, 
sometimes appearing to academics as ̀ imperialistic, a spurious quasi-discipline with suspicious 
links to management’." (Gordon, 2002, p. 98, quoting Brennan, 1999 (p. 225)). As mentioned 
above and discussed later, disciplinary differences on the perceptions of what constitutes quality 
may further confuse matters. In a similar vein, Bonvillian and Dennis (1995) maintain quality 
that is legislated or regulated “is considered contrary to the ideology of academic freedom” (p. 
38). Indeed, many would argue that the ongoing quality debate and the resulting quality 
measures and stakeholder and market pressures have permeated the academic work culture and 
notions of academic freedom have become more restricted (Alvesson and Spicer, 2016; Craig 
et al., 2014; Mingers and Willmott, 2013; Rowlinson et al., 2015; Shin, 2015; Tourish, 2011; 
Tourish et al., 2017; van der Walt et al., 2010). 
Observations on Quality 
Since Harvey and Green first advanced the five possible definitions of quality in HE the 
definitional landscape has changed very little. More recent authors have made attempts to refine 
some of these definitions and, in some cases, relabelled or remapped them for different 
contextual purposes, but the original work has, for nearly three decades, remained the 
benchmark against which all efforts to define quality in HE have been compared. 
 
However, since this study will encompass both academic and professional staff, it makes sense, 
at the outset, to determine whether these definitions would apply equally across both types of 
staff. From the review above it can be deduced that, in general, academic staff would tend to 
identify more readily with three of these definitions. The first, quality as exceptional, sits 
comfortably with notions of excellence historically associated with universities and, more 
recently, where the international research community privileges research judged as excellent 
by peer review. Fit for purpose has a shorter tradition and is often associated with teaching in 
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that courses of study are designed and delivered such that they meet the standards and 
expectations of a profession, especially those where graduates must be licensed in order to 
practice (such as medicine, nursing, teaching, engineering, etc.). Lastly, the more aspirational 
definition of transformation. The trait shared by these is they are very difficult to quantify. 
 
On the other hand, professional staff are engaged in customer service activities which are more 
in tune with the other two definitions: quality as perfection or consistency and quality as value 
for money. Services where performance can be readily measured, such as response time to 
enquiries, service turnaround time, customer satisfaction and service unit costs, are more the 
benchmarks for these activities. Hence, the quantifiability of these is a defining characteristic. 
 
That is not to say that there is a hard and fast division between these two sets based on 
quantification. Indeed, quality as perfection or consistency and quality as value for money are 
both filtering into academic work (Biggs, 2001; Yeo, 2009) and academics are now expected 
to “satisfy” their clients (Blackmore, 2006) but this has lead largely to the ongoing debate, 
disagreement and tension around how quality is defined, how it is measured and by whom. 
 
Notwithstanding the popularity or suitability of any definition with any stakeholder at any point 
in time, one aspect of this study is to investigate the implications of the differing 
conceptualisations held by internal university stakeholders, and hence the potentially different 
conceptualisations of quality culture, and the impact this has on the role played by ICT in 
establishing, sustaining, fostering or hampering such a quality culture within the organisation. 
On this basis, the definitional taxonomy proposed by Harvey and Green provides a very useful 
conceptual framework and an excellent lens through which to view this case study. 
3.3. Organisational Culture and Quality Subcultures 
Work by Burton Clark in the 1970s and 1980s examined the initiation and perpetuation of 
cultures in American liberal arts colleges. His development of the concept of “organisational 
sagas” was one of the earliest attempts to investigate the origin and effect of cultures within 
universities. Clark’s definition of organisational saga as “a collective understanding of unique 
accomplishment in a formally established group” (Clark, 1972, p. 178) embodies earlier 
anthropological notions of culture. He expands on this by including ideology, shared belief, 
symbols and rituals as part of any successful collegiate institutional saga. The field enjoyed an 
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upsurge of interest beginning in the 1980s when a great deal of research was focused on the 
way in which culture impacted the way organisations, particularly businesses, operated. Edgar 
Schein, who is recognised as a leading theorist in organisational culture, defines culture as a 
“pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of external 
adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, 
therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation 
to those problems” (Schein, 2010, p. 18). 
 
Schein identified three levels of culture within organisations:  
 
1. Artefacts: the observable objects and behaviours within an organisation. While these 
hold meaning for those within the organisation they may be difficult to interpret for 
outsiders who are seeking to divine the essential nature of the culture. Observers also 
need to be somewhat circumspect with regard to artefacts as they may simply reflect an 
image senior management wishes to project about the organisation (Lomas, 1999); 
2. Espoused Beliefs and Values: the vision, mission, goals, values and ideologies 
disseminated by an organisation. These become accepted often as the result of a strong 
leader who has demonstrated that a particular action leads to organisational success. 
While these are the public face of an organisation, they may not be the observed 
behaviour of the organisation’s personnel if they do not correlate with effective 
organisational performance; 
3. Basic Underlying Assumptions: are the beliefs and values that have worked so 
consistently and reliably that they gain the status of being “taken for granted”. They 
guide group members in “how to perceive, think about, and feel about things….who 
they are, how to behave toward each other, and how to feel good about themselves” 
(Schein, 2010, pp. 28-29). 
 
Like Clarke and others (Gordon, 2002; Kulkarni, 2006; Tierney, 1988; Yorke, 2000) Schein 
emphasises the role played by leadership in sustaining a coherent organisational culture, though 
the lack of strong leadership does not preclude the existence of a culture. This contrasts with 
the paucity and conflicting nature of research on leadership in HE (Zacher and Johnson, 2015). 
Concepts of leadership in HE are seen as ambiguous and contested (Juntrasook, 2014; Sewerin 
and Holmberg, 2017). Although the range of leadership types and styles is extensive, the 
transformational form of leadership in which leaders “transform and inspire followers to 
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perform beyond expectations while transcending self-interest for the good of the organization” 
(Avolio et al., 2009, p. 423) is generally agreed as being the most effective in fostering a 
positive academic work climate (Bryman, 2007; Zacher and Johnson, 2015).  
 
Within Schein’s model, espoused beliefs and values will only become part of the basic 
underlying assumptions of a culture through the intervention of leaders who are able to 
demonstrate the achievement of a vision through consistently effective performance. 
 
Hofstede likened culture to “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the 
members of one group or category of people from another" (Hofstede, 2001, p. 9) This analogy 
of culture being the “software of the mind” (Hofstede et al., 2010) is a useful one when 
attempting to understand the relationship between Hofstede’s three “levels of mental 
programming”: human nature, culture and personality as depicted in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Three Levels of Mental Programming 
Three Levels of Mental Programming (from Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 6) 
 
 
According to Hofstede, human nature is common to all people and is inherited genetically. 
Although there are limitations to the analogy, this is likened to a computer “operating system” 
as it determines such things as “[the] human ability to feel fear, anger, love, joy, sadness and 
shame; the need to associate with others and to play and exercise oneself; and the facility to 
observe the environment and to talk about it with other human beings” (Hofstede et al., 2010, 
p. 6). Personality is a unique set of personal programming that includes genetically inherited 
traits as well as those that are learned from collective programming (culture) as well as personal 
experiences. Culture lies between the operating system (human nature) and the personal 
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program (personality) though the boundaries are indistinct. Hofstede argued that culture is a 
collective or social phenomenon and is learned, not innate and is constituted by one’s social 
environment, primarily the family, but extended within an organisation. Echoing Clark’s 
attributes of institutional saga and Schein’s three levels of culture, Hofstede proposed a simple 
“onion” model that nested four important aspects of organisational culture with a common 
construct binding three of them together as represented visually in Figure 3. The four aspects 
of organisational culture are: 
 
1. Symbols: are the most superficial of cultural manifestations. These include such things 
as “words, gestures, pictures, or objects that carry a particular meaning that is 
recognized as such only by those who share the culture” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 8). 
As symbols are transient and may be borrowed from other cultures, they form the 
outermost layer of the “onion” as they are often the most visible signs of a culture to an 
observer. These correspond closely with Schein’s “artefacts”. 
2. Heroes: are people, alive or dead, real or imaginary, within, or even beyond, the culture 
who serve as models for behaviour or who possess characteristics to be emulated. Clark 
identified such charismatic individuals as central to the creation of institutional sagas 
within colleges. Hofstede’s word “hero” also coincides neatly with Clark’s analogy of 
an epic saga and with Schein’s centrality of leaders within organisations. 
3. Rituals: are activities, carried out by members of the culture, which often embody little 
instrumental purpose. They are enacted, therefore, for their own sake and serve ritual 
purposes such as bolstering group cohesion or reinforcing the power or position of 
leaders. The use of language and greeting formalities are examples of cultural rituals. 
 
These three aspects are bound together by the overarching construct of “practices”. Because 
symbols, heroes and rituals are visible signs of culture, they constitute outward manifestations, 
which are often official management images, that have meaning for members of the culture, 
but which may be unintelligible to outsiders. 
 
4. Values: constitute the central layer of the onion and, hence, the most deeply seated 
aspect of culture. Values are feelings about the world as a person experiences it. They 
embody an aspect of preference for one state of affairs over another and, so, carry with 
them both positive and negative components (good vs. evil, moral vs. immoral, etc.). 
This constitutes a point of terminological departure from the sense in which Schein uses 
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the same word. For him, a value remains a contestable thing until it is widely accepted 
by the culture at which point it becomes a basic underlying assumption. Hence, it may 
be argued that Hofstede’s “values” are analogous to Schein’s “basic underlying 
assumptions”. 
 
Figure 3: The "Onion" - Manifestations of Culture at Different Depths 
(Adapted from Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 8) 
 
 
These models have attracted criticism when their application to HE has been considered (Bovill 
et al., 2015; Fanghanel and Cousin, 2012; Silver, 2003) and it should be acknowledged that 
universities have, traditionally, been fundamentally different organisations to those investigated 
by Hofstede and Schein. Considine (2006) makes the point that, in order to better investigate 
university culture, it is important to identify what makes a university different from any other 
organisation: 
 
At one time the key distinction was defined as the separation of knowledge creation and 
its later commercial application, or the difference between deep specialization and its 
subsequent synthetic forms in the professions and the workplace. These linear paths are 
now more uncertain…. the boundary that once existed between the university and its 
object domain (other systems) may be collapsing. (p. 257) 
 
The cultural identity of a university is, therefore, predicated on being able to establish a 
boundary separating it from other organisations/institutions on the basis of an underlying 
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“knowledge-value” (Considine, 2006, p. 266) which will be undermined if, other, competing 
values within the university are not translated into a viable position. However, McSweeney 
(2002), in criticising the uniform application of Hofstede’s model to organisations, points out 
that many factors, both cultural and non-cultural, may be at play within any organisation: 
 
His [Hofstede’s] conflation and uni-level analysis precludes consideration of interplay 
between macroscopic and microscopic cultural levels and between the cultural and the 
non-cultural … we need to engage with and use theories of action which can cope with 
change, power, variety, multiple influences – including the non-national – and the 
complexity and situational variability of the individual subject. (p. 113) 
 
While Considine sees competing values as potentially detrimental to university cultural 
identity, McSweeney acknowledges the possibility that diversity within a culture such as gender 
and ethnicity, originating from both individuals and groups, has a part to play in shaping the 
culture even though that may lead to differences of opinion and perspectives with a resulting 
unresolved tension. 
 
Furthermore, in contrast to Hofstede’s notion of the hero and Schein’s “leader”, Morley (2013) 
has identified “leaderism” as a “development or evolution of managerialism” within 
universities which “suggests that certain subjectivities, values, behaviours, dispositions and 
characteristics can strategically overcome institutional inertia, outflank resistance and 
recalcitrance and provide direction for new university futures” (p. 117). Blackmore and Sawers 
(2015) contend that such managerial leaderists, invariably male, “possess power, in that they 
are members of the executive group that plans, makes policies, and distribute resources 
accordingly” (p. 330) but, increasingly, do not necessarily have recent academic experience as 
“research leaders with accrued intellectual capital were [seen as] less appropriate for university 
executive leadership” (p. 331). This indicates that universities, customarily led by academics 
and run along collegial lines, where power and trust relations were coincident (Considine, 
2006), have moved to an uneasy model with corporate leaderists on one side and an often 
disaffected and mistrustful academy on the other. 
 
What implications, then, do these theories have for a ‘quality culture’ within a university? And, 
indeed, is there a unitary culture within universities? Drawing in part on the concepts proposed 
by Schein and Hofstede, Kuh and Whitt (1988) examined “culture” within a university context. 
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They defined it as “persistent patterns of norms, values, practices, beliefs, and assumptions that 
shape the behaviour of individuals and groups in a college or university and provide a frame of 
reference within which to interpret the meaning of events and actions on and off the campus” 
(p. 6). While the quality of various aspects of a university is a pervasive theme within Kuh and 
Whitt’s report, and the presence of sub-cultures within a university culture is acknowledged, 
the existence of a ‘quality culture’ is not specifically mentioned. 
 
The term quality culture, like quality, does not enjoy any universal agreement on its definition 
or the content of the concept (Bendermacher et al., 2017; Berings et al., 2010; Harvey, 2009b; 
Loukkola and Zhang, 2010). The notion pre-dates the recent discourse on quality in HE but has 
been drawn into the debate: “A culture of quality is one in which everybody in the organisation, 
not just the quality controllers, is responsible for quality” (Crosby, 1986 as quoted in Harvey 
and Green (1993b), p. 16). More recent literature variously portray a quality culture in HE as 
having a shared set of values, beliefs and commitment to quality (Rapp, 2011; Vlăsceanu et al., 
2004); a “care for quality” (Berings et al., 2010) and an “aspiration towards what it [HE] could 
be” (Stensaker, 2005 quoted in Gordon and Owen (2009), p. 8). All these definitions are 
underpinned by the assumption that the notion of quality exists within the organisation with the 
implication that the organisational context provides a conceptualisation of quality and, 
furthermore, individuals within the organisation strive towards its achievement. If this is the 
case, then a quality culture may be reasonably supported by that conceptualisation. That is, 
what counts officially as quality, as defined by policy, procedures, checklists, criteria, etc., 
within an organisation may be an overriding discourse within the organisation, and in so doing 
may, or may not, inform the values, practices of individuals and become dominant within the 
organisation. However, in a university setting, this should be balanced against the role played 
by academic disciplines and the deep-seated notions of quality brought to fields of research and 
practice as well as how academics undertake leadership in a variety of roles (Becher and 
Trowler, 2001). 
 
While quality, and issues related to it, may be discipline specific, these definitions tend to 
characterise culture as discipline- and activity-neutral. Hence, the “quality in their lived, every 
day, existence” (Harvey, 2009b, p. 14) may relate to teaching, research, administration, 
community engagement, support services or any of countless aspects of a university. In a sense, 





Harvey and Stensaker (2008) argued that definitions for quality culture in HE “are characterised 
by a relatively high degree of ambiguity” and “the quality culture concept is heavily related to 
political ambitions, nationally and internationally, of changing the way HE institutions work 
and function in a more fundamental way” (p. 434). That is, to link them more closely to national 
economies and priorities. They proposed a “cultural theory” framework resulting in four 
‘quality culture’ types. This has been further adapted by Veiga et al. (2014) to illustrate two 
dimensions that generate “ideal cultures” within Harvey and Stensaker’s framework. These 
dimensions correspond to the relationships established within institutions (group) and 
relationships with external regulation (grid) as set out in Table 4. 
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Table 4: ‘Quality Culture’ in a ‘Cultural Theory’ framework 




Weak (-) Strong (+) 
Weak (-) 
1. Fatalist 
Isolate, informal, superficial 
connection 
Reactive quality culture 
Reacts, rather than engages with 
external demands 
2. Hierarchical 
Controlled and centrally managed, 
tasks are previously defined 
Responsive quality culture 
Led by external demands the 
institution has the opportunity (or is 




Open, the system emerges 
spontaneously from individual action 
Reproductive quality culture 
Focus on reproducing the status quo 
and minimising impacts 
4. Egalitarian 
Enclave, closed, built based on 
fellowship, respect for all members 
Regenerative quality culture 
Focus on internal developments, 
albeit fully aware of the external 
context and expectations 
 
1. Fatalist: the institution responds negatively to externally imposed requirements for 
compliance and accountability. ‘Quality culture’ is externally imposed and managed 
and removes institutional ownership of the process. This type is characterised by 
disjointed and uncoordinated approaches. Academics may construe ‘quality’ as a “tick-
box” activity or act in ways to subvert quality policies (J. Newton, 2000; Stephenson, 
2004). This may result from an overemphasis on the hierarchical ‘quality culture’ type. 
2. Hierarchical: the institution responds to external (government or external quality agency 
– EQA, etc.) requirements. The institution uses the opportunity to review institutional 
practices. This type is most consistent with a quality assurance approach, for example, 
the ERA research quality audit. 
3. Individualist: represents an institution that attempts to remain in a condition of stasis by 
constantly working to minimise the effects of external pressure on the internal situation 
which, nonetheless, embodies a quality system that has worked well in the past albeit in 
tightly defined areas of endeavour at which each sub-unit excels. The ‘quality culture’ 
may be discipline-based and, hence, somewhat more impenetrable to outside observers. 
4. Egalitarian: while remaining cognisant of and responding to external requirements, the 
institution “has a coordinated plan for its own internal regeneration” (Harvey and 
Stensaker, 2008, p. 437). This type represents a mature institution that has a clearly 
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mapped out quality improvement agenda and undertakes continual critical re-
examination of the path towards a clearly articulated academic aspirations. 
 
Veiga et al. found that the perceptions of academics indicated they fell into either the responsive 
or regenerative quality cultures. Both show strong group relationships which may suggest the 
cohesiveness of disciplinary subcultures where quality issues are most sharply contested. 
 
Ehlers (2009) maintains “quality management for HE…is moving away from a mechanistic to 
a holistic and cultural view of quality” (p. 343). Thus, he synthesised Schein’s and Hofstede’s 
theories together with those of Rüegg-Stürm and Morgan to posit a model for quality culture in 
HE. Looking similar in appearance to Hofstede’s “onion” it places quality culture within both 
the organisational context and other organisational cultures. There are four elements to the 
model, as seen in Figure 4. 
 
1. Structural elements: these are quality approaches, frameworks, criteria or strategies 
(often provided or imposed by EQAs) that provide a quality system for institutional 
quality assurance, management and enhancement. Many EQAs implement either 
national or international approaches to quality in HE (Woodhouse, 2004). Additionally, 
such organisations as the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO, 2007), 
the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM, 2003), and the Malcolm 
Baldrige National Quality Award (BNQP, 2009) provide quality and excellence models 
that can be applied to HE. While the EQA frameworks vary in nature and appearance, 
the underlying foundation is, more often than not, based on the Deming (or Shewhart) 
quality improvement cycle6 (Deming, 2000, p. 88). 
2. Enabling factors: those characteristics that allow quality systems to develop and flourish 
within the institution. In particular, quality competencies are advocated by Ehlers 
(2007) as being essential pre-requisites for the establishment of a quality culture. 
3. Quality cultures element: this is similar to Schein’s “artefacts” level or Hofstede’s 
“symbols” layer. It contains the visible manifestations of the ‘quality culture’. 
4. Transversal elements: are “bridges” that link the three other elements. The three 
 
6 Deming (2000) acknowledges that Walter A. Shewhart originally developed the cycle but the 
name “Deming Cycle” became popular in Japan when Deming worked there with Japanese 
industry to improve quality. 
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elements of communication, participation and trust run through the model as factors that 
bind the three other element layers together. Ehlers maintains that without these, 
different (sub)cultures within the organisation may be at odds with each other. 
 
Figure 4: Quality Culture in HE 
Adapted from Ehlers (2009, p. 351) 
 
 
It could be argued that, when functioning optimally, this model would most likely describe 
Harvey and Stensaker’s “regenerative” quality culture type. However, Ehlers’ model remains 
conceptual in nature and unsubstantiated. 
 
Quality culture effectively constitutes a subculture as it represents only one aspect of what goes 
on in educational institutions. Overlying or intersecting any quality culture are the numerous 
other subcultures within an institution. In particular, the culture associated with academic 
disciplines. (Kuh and Whitt, 1988) noted that academics represent a homogenous profession 
composed of “subprofessions characterized by fragmentation and specialization” where 
“Elements of disciplinary culture include assumptions about what is worth knowing and how 
knowledge is created, about the tasks to be performed and standards for effective performance, 
and about patterns of professional interaction and publication patterns” (p. 7). Over a period of 






































makeup and influence of disciplinary cultures, or “academic tribes”, within HE. While noting 
that disciplines are arguably the lifeblood of HE, he found that significant differences existed 
between the disciplines in how their members pursued their field and their perceptions of how 
other disciplines “stacked up” against their own, and what constitutes quality in each discipline. 
Merging separate investigations by Biglan (1973) and Kolb (1981) with his own research, 
Becher identified four broad intellectual clusters within the disciplines: 1. 'hard-pure' (pure 
sciences - e.g. physics), 2. 'soft-pure' (humanities - e.g. history and pure social sciences - e.g. 
anthropology), 3. 'hard-applied' (technologies - e.g. mechanical engineering), 4. 'soft-applied' 
(applied social sciences - e.g. education). While these clusters represent inherent value-laden 
simplifications and significant overlaps, the nature of disciplinary knowledge and the nature of 
the disciplinary culture differentiated the four clusters. However, within the context of 
institutionalisation of internal quality assurance, a study by Vukosovic (2014) comparing 
academics drawn from 'hard-applied' and 'soft-applied' disciplines found that disciplinary 
differences did matter. Specifically, when working in internal quality assurance, the hard-
applied group tended to focus on quantification and technical aspects, while the soft-applied 
field favoured procedural elements and was more disposed to adopt a qualitative approach. 
These different approaches may indicate that each cluster is indicative of a different quality 
culture resulting from disciplinary enculturation. 
 
Based on this, and considering the model Ehlers has proposed, the components of structures 
and enabling factors required for a quality culture possessed by individuals may vary 
significantly from discipline to discipline. For example, members of the ‘hard applied’ grouping 
may be more inclined to embrace quality management systems and tools (with the emphasis on 
quantitative data analysis associated with the trend to operational competence over academic 
competence (Becher and Trowler, 2001, p. 5, quoting Barnett)) than, say, members of the ‘soft 
applied’ group who may be more adept or comfortable with the analysis of qualitative data and 
engagement in discourse as part of the transversal elements of communication and participation. 
Research by Lin and Ha (2009) investigating the organisational dynamics of the use of a 
computer-mediated communication information system lends some support to these 
disciplinary cultural differences. Academics studied were divided into two groups7: “liberal 
arts” academics, which correspond broadly with Becher’s “soft-pure” and “soft-applied” 
 
7 A third “administrative” group was also part of the study but reference has only been made 
to the results for the academic groupings. 
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groupings, and “professional” academics, which correspond roughly with the “hard-pure” and 
“hard-applied” groupings. The study found that “professional” academics had more positive 
perceptions of the use of the system, used it more often and for longer each day as part of their 
work, and had more experience on the system than their “liberal arts” counterparts. 
 
As Ehlers (2009, p. 358) suggests, these disciplinary differences may do more to “split the 
faculty” (Becher, 1981, quoting Clarke, p. 121) than unite them in a cohesive pursuit of quality. 
Hence, institutional leaders need to be cognisant of the preferences of their constituents when 
proposing the implementation of changes aimed at inculcating or sustaining a quality culture. 
This has implications for the technologies that will be welcomed and used by academics as part 
of a quality system as opposed to technologies imposed as a “one size fits all” that may stimulate 
retreat into the reactive or reproductive culture types outlined by Harvey and Stensaker. 
 
Any examination of quality culture in HE would be incomplete without touching on Total 
Quality Management (TQM). TQM developed out of the early industrial efficiency work of W. 
Edwards Deming, amongst others, and constitutes one of the earliest quality models that 
embodied an intrinsic notion of quality culture. Deming (2000) recommended the adoption and 
action on the “14 Points”. Although “total quality management” and ‘quality culture’ were not 
terms used by Deming, his Point 14 most closely encapsulates the notion of a quality culture: 
“Put everybody in the company to work to accomplish the transformation. The transformation 
is everybody’s job” (p. 24). The “transformation” referred to by Deming were the fundamental 
organisational changes necessary to achieve quality. In a business or manufacturing context this 
would translate into increased productivity, market competitiveness and, ultimately, profits. It 
is far more difficult, however, to quantify increased quality in a HE context, because it is an 
amorphous concept, particularly where different organisational units, working independently, 
may subscribe to different notions of what counts as quality. 
 
Like quality, TQM has been difficult to define. Although there is general acceptance and uptake 
in commercial organisations (Owlia and Aspinall, 1997), there is little agreement on what it 
means. Sahney et al. (2004) synthesised several studies to arrive at a provisional definition for 
HE: 
 
“Total quality management in education is multi-faceted – it believes in the foundation 
of an educational institution on a systems approach, implying a management system, a 
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technical system and a social system – all based on the principles of quality, to be 
implemented throughout. It aims at satisfying the needs of the various stakeholders, 
through the design of a system based on certain principles and practices. It includes 
within its ambit the quality of inputs in the form of students, faculty, support staff and 
infrastructure; the quality of processes in the form of the learning and teaching activity; 
and the quality of outputs in the form of the enlightened students that move out of the 
system” (Sahney et al., 2004, pp. 149-150, quoting Sahney, 2002) 
 
This is somewhat consistent with Harvey and Green’s “quality as transformation” definition 
though it does not have the full range or nuance of “enhancing” or “empowering the participant” 
(Harvey and Green, 1993b). It also acknowledges the importance of a quality culture (“social 
system”) and a technical system (which would encompass ICT) as component parts of this 
approach. The pervasive cultural aspects of TQM are also emphasised by Motwani and Mazur 
(2002) when they describe it as being concerned with “changing the fundamental beliefs, 
values, and culture of a company, harnessing the enthusiasm and participation of everyone” (p. 
127). Sims and Sims (1995) also underline the cultural aspect when they describe it as “a set of 
management principles and core values” (p. 7). 
 
TQM, however, is not without its problems when it comes to implementation in HE (Becket 
and Brookes, 2005; Meirovich and Romar, 2006; Owlia and Aspinall, 1997; Stensaker, 2007). 
Houston (2007) maintains that it is a “poor fit with HE” as TQM either needs to be radically 
reshaped to a more appropriate methodology or HE must change to an image that fits TQM. 
Notions of customer satisfaction, already discussed, rankle with the perceptions academics have 
of HE who believe that student satisfaction ratings, for example, have gained an undeserved 
importance resulting, in some instances, in calls for greater regulation to ensure quality and 
which can be counterproductive to quality in terms of skewing the pedagogical relationship to 
being about student satisfaction and the market and not learning or improvement (Blackmore, 
2013). 
Observations on Quality Culture 
Traditional organisational culture theory does not translate well to the HE environment. 
Although models proposed by Shein and Hofstede embody elements that can be identified in a 
university, this was not the intended setting for the models and have attracted criticism for their 
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lack of nuance in an educational setting. The cultural theory framework proposed by Harvey 
and Stensaker and further adapted by Veiga et al. holds more promise as it is situated in and 
attempts to address the situation in HE institutions. However, this too, falls short of a holistic 
view of quality culture in universities. 
 
Of greatest utility is the quality culture in HE model proposed by Ehlers. The model takes 
account of the organisational context, including the regulatory environment and external 
stakeholder influences, incorporates elements of traditional organisational models but 
contextualises these for HE. Moreover, Ehlers includes levels subordinate to the traditional 
cultural elements which includes enabling factors and structures. In particular, I have argued 
that ICT is situated within the structures level of the model and so, is most pertinent to this 
study. Finally, across all the these are the transversal elements of participation, communication 
and trust. While this is a complex model, it offers possibly the richest representation of quality 
culture in a university and serves as a suitable reference point for this research. 
 
While it can be argued that the traditional organisational culture models and Ehlers’ model 
could be applied to professional staff within a university, I failed to find a single study that 
focused on this aspect. I hope that this study will make a contribution, albeit minor, to this gap 
in the research. 
3.4. ICT and the Changing Nature of HE with a Focus on Quality Improvement 
ICT is dramatically changing the way in which universities go about their business and has 
become embedded into nearly every aspect of university work. Classes can now be taken online 
via an LMS; libraries are changing fundamentally in nature from repositories of books and 
journals to providers of online access to e-books, journal databases and research repositories; 
researchers rely on electronic access to bibliographic and citation databases and use a wide 
array of ICT applications to collect, organise and analyse data. 
 
We have, therefore, reached a point where digital technology and digital culture appear 
to be bringing the ‘problem’ of HE to a head. To draw upon the awkward terminology 
of high-tech commentators, digital technology might well be the ‘game changer’ that 




When I first attended university as an undergraduate, computers were almost unheard of in 
functions related to administration and management. Communications in the form of 
handwritten or typed letters were still sent by postal services or internal mail systems, the 
internet and learning management systems had not yet been invented and computers were room-
filling behemoths that were accessed by way of dumb terminals or card/tape readers. I distinctly 
remember taking a unit in computer programming using a variant of the Fortran programming 
language called Miditran. Coding was entered onto cards much like multiple choice answer 
sheets using a pencil. The cards were then arranged in correct sequence and fed into a card 
reader that transmitted the ‘program’ to a mainframe computer. The output or results of the 
program were then printed by a line printer and handed back to me. Inevitably there would be 
a small error in the coding or a smudge on one or more of the cards that necessitated debugging, 
recoding and re-entry into the card reader. This would not be so bad if the line-up to the only 
three card readers did not extend halfway around the library building! The mobile phone I now 
carry with me is faster and has more processing power than the mainframe I used during my 
undergraduate studies. 
E-Learning 
Since computers first started appearing in education in the early 1980s much research has been 
undertaken regarding their value in supporting learning processes. As a high school student 
during the early 1970s I was a witness to the debate that raged over the introduction of handheld 
electronic calculators into the Mathematics curriculum. Opponents claimed “teaching 
machines” such as calculators “would merely reinforce rote memory associations rather than 
encourage students to solve problems creatively” (Roberts, 1980). From my own experience I 
know that calculators are of little use without an underpinning of mathematical knowledge and 
skills. Today, calculators as tools are so much a taken-for-granted part of the fabric of learning 
as to be virtually invisible. 
 
Salomon at al. (1991) pick up on this example of electronic calculators as being a form of 
“intelligent technology” which, they argue, allows a learner to engage with problems in “a state 
of mindfulness” (p. 4) under the right conditions. Extending this concept of mindfulness, 
Jonassen et al. (1998) and Jonassen (2000) propose the concept of “mindtools” as a framework 
which organises the key advantages afforded by educational technology. Jonassen  (quoting 
Jonassen et al, 1999) posits that mindtools “foster meaningful learning” which is “active 
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(manipulative/observant) … constructive (articulative/reflective) … intentional 
(reflective/regulatory) … authentic (complex/contextual) … [and] .. cooperative 
(collaborative/conversational)” (David H. Jonassen, 2000, pp. 11-12). These characteristics 
certainly hold promise if they translate well to activities such as the cognitive processes required 
when different individuals and stakeholders (university management, staff in charge of quality 
assurance, learning technology staff, etc.) engage with quality improvement in HE. According 




Table 5: Mindtools Framework 
Adapted from Jonassen (2000) 
• Semantic organization tools: help to analyse and organise data 
Examples: • Databases which allow the storage and retrieval of data  
• Semantic networking (mind-mapping) which allow users to visually represent 
the structure of knowledge 
• Dynamic modeling tools: permit the description of dynamic relationships among ideas. 
Examples:  • Spreadsheets that permit “what if” investigations by allowing users to change 
problem or situation variables 
• Expert systems that support intelligent decision-making based on pre-defined, 
or even dynamic, parameters 
• Systems modeling allow users to represent complex systems of interactive 
and interdependent components 
• Information interpretation tools: support the finding and interpreting of information culled from 
libraries and the internet 
Examples: • Internet browsers 
• Search engines 
• Visualisation tools that permit transformation of complex mathematical and 
scientific data into visual images or allow users to represent complex 
associations visually. 
• Knowledge construction tools: allow the presentation of ideas and the production of organised 
multimedia knowledge bases 
Examples: • Multimedia and hypermedia (combinations of audio, video, hypertext, etc.) 
• Presentation applications (e.g. PowerPoint, etc.) 
• Conversation and collaboration tools: allow individuals to interact in order to socially co-
construct knowledge and meaning 
Examples: • Synchronous communication tools (video conferencing, live meetings, shared 
workspaces, etc.) 
• Asynchronous communication tools (email, discussion boards) 
 
This framework has been adopted in schools and HE since its introduction in 2005 through the 
use of discrete mindtools as they are “ubiquitous, …discipline free, …cheap, [and] cognitively 
accessible” (Marra, 2013, p. 267). The framework would seem an obvious constructivist 
underpinning for e-learning or technology-enhanced learning (TEL). Pickering and Joynes 
(2016) maintain that TEL “has now crossed the Rubicon” (p. 1242) whereby increased student 
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demand for e-learning and blended learning environments mean that educational establishments 
from schools to HE would turn away from technology in the curriculum at their own peril.  
 
E-learning over the past thirty to forty years has progressed from students using stand-alone, 
non-networked computers to engage with computer-based learning programs to being able to 
take a class entirely online from anywhere in the world. My current employment is at a 
university which assigns a large proportion of online delivery to all of its courses. I have seen 
firsthand the flexibility this offers, particularly in postgraduate courses where the vast majority 
of students are employed full-time or stay-at-home parents while pursuing further studies. 
Although e-learning has been used by universities since the early 1990s, its nature is constantly 
changing. My first foray into this area was in the early 2000s when I taught a class on social 
issues in education as part of an undergraduate teacher training program. Students took the class 
in parallel to being on practicum placement, so a discussion board was set up on WebCT (Web 
Course Tools) which allowed students to respond to discussion questions and post their own 
questions and contributions without having to be physically on campus. WebCT was used in 
other classes in a blended mode where the bulk of interactions between teacher and students 
was face-to-face and the LMS was used as a repository of resources and activities and for online 
discussions.  
 
ICT has been touted as a way to “accelerate university students’ learning, enhance and 
democratize access to educational opportunities, and support interactivity, interaction, and 
collaboration” (Selwyn, 2007, p. 83). However, many teachers, myself included, have struggled 
to come to grips with an online environment and utilise the power of the medium. 
 
Digital technologies are often sold to universities as “solutions”. The obvious implication is 
that there is a problem with the current situation that needs to be solved or that the “solution” 
represents a quantum leap in efficiency, performance or effectiveness over a non-technological 
method. For example, it would be difficult to argue that an online searchable library database 
is less effective and efficient than the banks of library catalogue cards I had to contend with 
during the late 1970s. Similarly, student information systems have significantly improved the 
management of student data compared with laboriously locating paper files in, potentially, 




Selwyn (2013) argues, however, that the introduction of digital technologies into universities 
are often “problems posing as solutions” (Selwyn, 2013, p. 1). An LMS would be promoted as 
a “teaching solution” suggesting that traditional teaching is defective in some way. Claims of 
anywhere, anytime learner-centred learning and the potential for rich multimedia “learning 
objects” would seem to be a pedagogical godsend. Selwyn (2014) reflects on the language used 
to describe these technologies: 
 
To talk of ‘technology-enhanced learning’ or ‘computer-supported collaborative 
learning’ therefore has deliberate connotations. These politics of language are also 
evident in the slippery nature of the words and phrases that have come to describe digital 
products and processes at large within contemporary HE. For example, people now talk 
far less about ‘learning management systems’ and far more about ‘virtual learning 
environments’ when referring to software platforms such as Moodle, Blackboard and 
so on. The semantic differences between the top-down, regulatory notion of a ‘learning 
management system’ and the active, free-form implications of a ‘virtual learning 
environment’ are considerable. Who would want to have their learning managed by a 
system when they could be immersed virtually in an environment of learning? (Selwyn, 
2014, p. 130) 
 
In reality, the rationale for the introduction of an LMS into a university is more likely to be 
cost-effectiveness and the ability to capture an audience beyond the physical boundary of the 
lecture theatre. Promises of the reduction of costs and extension of reach, particularly in a global 
context, are attractive selling points for university management. However, the initial 
infrastructure and software costs associated with an enterprise learning management system are 
very high (Chuang et al., 2011) and the costs associated with the “unacknowledged bits of the 
[academic’s] daily grind [that]….seemed to escape managerial notice” are not part of the 
accounting process (Hil, 2012, Ch. 6, p. 8 of 42). Academics in Hil’s (2012) informal study 
spoke vehemently about the ‘rigidification’ of teaching and learning whereby “teaching and 
learning experts” imposed prescriptive one-size-fits-all templates to be used on the LMS. Hil 
uses the term “production line teaching” to describe this approach with one respondent seeing 
this as the “death of teaching” (Ch. 4, p. 16 of 34) as it does not reflect the way teachers teach. 




Why not refer to Moodle, Blackboard and similar applications as ‘teaching management 
systems’ or ‘instruction management systems’? Why not acknowledge that online 
spaces designed to elicit forms of student contribution are not ‘hangouts’ or ‘cafés’, but 
places for ‘required response’ or ‘mandatory comment’? Why not refer to online ‘work 
groups’ rather than ‘learning communities’? Why not acknowledge that students are 
‘co-operating’ rather than ‘collaborating” (Selwyn, 2014, p. 131) 
 
Could we foster talk of ‘digital resource dumps’, ‘content delivery services’ or ‘teacher 
monitoring systems’ within HE? The increased use of terms and phrases such as this 
would certainly help to forge a common sense amongst those to whom digital 
technology is ‘done to’ within universities” (Selwyn, 2014, p. 22) 
 
Learning management systems were largely built to “emulate…conventional classroom-based 
learning and teaching practices” (Naidu, 2006, p. 45) or for management purposes rather than 
pedagogical purposes as with early versions (M. Wells, 2007). As a result, Marra (2013) found 
that very few online courses in HE engaged learners in meaningful ways. Rather, they tended 
to replicate traditional pedagogies that largely ignored Jonassen’s mindtools. Barac et al. (2017) 
report studies that indicate pedagogy must be linked to technologies if education is to be 
transformed by it. They go on to find that academics had “stronger ideas around content than 
they do about their pedagogy or their use of technology” and that technologies were viewed “as 
a separate and unknown entity to their teaching and learning practices” (Barac et al., 2017). 
Dimitriadis and Goodyear (2013) defend the failure of “real teachers” to incorporate pedagogies 
optimised for e-learning due to the complex nature of online learning environments. They 
propose a reframing of online learning design that incorporates “adequate technologies” (i.e. 
learning tools) that form an integral part of the learning environment (Goodyear and 
Dimitriadis, 2013, p. 11). 
 
One pedagogy that has recently regained popularity, the flipped classroom, is being widely seen 
as the way forward for e-learning. While not specifically referred to, the concept can be traced 
back to an influential paper by King (1993) which advocated moving out-of-class activities, 
traditionally thought of as homework, into the classroom where class time is used for the 
construction of meaning and using out-of-class time for the transmission of knowledge. In an 
e-learning context this would entail delivering content using asynchronous online technologies 
while class time, either as a face-to-face session or possibly a synchronous online session, 
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would be used to explore subjects in greater depth and reconstruct information in more 
personally meaningful ways. However, the implementation of a flipped classroom poses 
“significant pedagogical, dispositional, temporal, institutional, technological, ethical and socio-
cultural challenges in integrating online resources to flip the learning in HE” that “require the 
reorientation of attitudes, beliefs and/or values-bases of educators and learners, towards valuing 
more learner-centric, autonomous, flexible learning experiences” (M. Wells and Holland, 2016, 
p. 41). Westbury et al. (2015) also identify “the tensions that arise when technology is 
introduced into a teaching context with minimal regard to teachers’ pedagogical goals, beliefs 
and practices” (p. 114). Additionally, flipped classrooms pose problems regarding student 
motivation and the additional workload required of teachers to adequately prepare for “flipped” 
sessions (Estevez-Ayres et al., 2018). 
 
While Pavel et al. (2014) see ICT and e-learning as catalysts for innovation and quality in HE, 
Talebian (2014) acknowledges there are significant disadvantages to implementation including 
the high costs of establishment, the time overhead involved in developing content and that e-
learning is not right for everyone. It is no wonder then that academics sometimes abandon 
technology because of unsuccessful experiences or changes in context (Shelton, 2017) 
 
Lastly, the growth of online learning, especially the recent emergence and success of Massive 
Online Open Courses (MOOCs) such as Coursera, Udacity and edX (Carr, 2012), has presented 
new challenges and generated significant competition for universities as they are notionally 
free, service large numbers of students simultaneously, use a model of peer-to-peer learning 
and award certificates rather than academic credit (Lawton and Katsomitros, 2012). Because of 
the nature of online learning, the challenges are global in nature. No longer do universities only 
compete with their counterpart in the same city or state, they now find competitors emerging 
all over the world. However, the recent decline in the fortunes of online universities such as the 
UK’s Open University (Havergal, 2016) and Phoenix University in the US (Gillespie, 2015) 
demonstrate that the online education market has not yet become robust or mainstream. While 
disruptive models such as MOOCs may not currently pose any significant threat to elite 
institutions where people are willing to pay a premium for more traditional face-to-face 
learning, only time will tell if these online offerings become the de facto mode of learning of 




The preceding discussion has ranged across the benefits and potential pitfalls of e-learning. 
Although e-learning technologies are ubiquitous and important in HE, they are not the focal 
point of this study as they have been designed with a teaching and learning goal using 
technology platforms in mind, rather than quality improvement. The purpose of this study is to 
investigate how staff in a university use ICT within the context of quality improvement. 
University academic staff rarely collaborate with each other via the medium of an LMS for the 
purposes of improving quality except where they may be team teaching a unit and academic 
staff would rarely, if ever, use an LMS as the means by which they would work with 
professional staff other than those in instructional design or assessment. E-learning has been 
surveyed here because the technologies that will be considered below have many of the same 
characteristics and idiosyncrasies and can both provide some insights into technology adoption 
and serve as a reference point for other technologies. 
The Use of ICT in Quality Improvement 
Jonasson’s ICT “mindtools” also potentially hold promise for use in universities as the basis 
for organisational learning. Ehlers (2009) stresses the need for individuals and teams to acquire 
knowledge, quality competencies and skills to create a quality culture. If used effectively, they 
can support what Peter Senge has described as a “learning organisation”. Senge (2006a) 
proposed five “component technologies” or disciplines that must converge to create a learning 
organisation: 
 
1. Systems Thinking: an overarching conceptual framework that integrates and relies on 
the other disciplines. Systems thinking means that all organisations are a series of 
connected systems that affect and are affected by other systems within and outside the 
organisation. In fact, each individual is a system that is connected to other individuals 
and systems within the organisation. Quality systems are just one type of system in HE 
that are connected to a multitude of other systems with an institution. The definition of 
TQM proposed by Sahney et al. (2004) underscores the importance of a systems 
approach. 
2. Personal Mastery: gaining proficiency in the knowledge and skills associated with the 
part a person plays in an organisation. Continual focus on personal vision as well as 
examining and analysing the organisational environment an individual inhabits is the 
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cornerstone of the learning organisation. Within the sphere of quality, this is very much 
akin to the quality competencies proposed by Ehlers (2007). 
3. Mental Models: “are deeply ingrained assumptions, generalizations, or even pictures or 
images that influence how we understand the world and how we take action” (p. 8). 
Clearly, these are analogous to Schein’s (2010) “basic underlying assumptions” and 
Hofstede’s (2010) “values”. 
4. Building Shared Vision: creating and gaining commitment to shared “pictures of the 
future” (p. 9). This almost always involves inspired leadership to guide the process. 
Clark (1972) and Schein (2010) both emphasised the need for visionary leadership in 
successful, vibrant organisational cultures. Ehlers (2009) also points to commitment as 
one of the enabling factors in a quality culture. 
5. Team Learning: collective learning and problem solving through dialogue8 leads to 
results not attainable by individuals acting alone. Ehlers’ (2009) transversal element, 
participation, and the enabling factor, negotiation, as well as Deming’s points related to 
continual learning correspond to this discipline. 
 
Srikanthan and Dalrymple (2002) maintain that “organisation behaviour norms, based on 
‘learning communities’, are fundamental prerequisites for implementing a quality management 
model in HE” (p. 222). The need for organisational learning as a necessary component of a 
quality culture is clear from the literature. The learning capabilities that ICT offers may provide 
important supporting components for a quality culture. 
 
With the push for more accountability in HE (Altbach et al., 2009; Ewell and Wellman, 1997; 
Pounder, 1999; Volkwein, 1999) and the need for institutions to maintain data repositories, and 
the applications that manage them, that, first, demonstrate quality academic offerings and 
outcomes but, second, can also be used as the starting point for continuous quality 
improvement, it would seem logical that universities would leverage the power of ICT in ways 
that capitalise on the characteristics listed above. Recently, universities have made significant 
advances with respect to the first component, creating and adding to institutional data 
repositories. These databases hold data related to students, research, publications, budgets, 
 
8 Senge makes a distinction between the words “dialogue” and “discussion”. Discussion implies 
a clash of ideas with the strongest proponent “winning” the discussion while dialogue carries 
the notion of “thinking together” (2015) 
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surveys, learning objects and myriad other datasets. These data collections have often been 
created in response to external pressures or requirements such as government reporting, 
university rankings, regulatory requirements, etc. In some cases, the requirements have been 
internal, e.g. budgeting to support strategic planning and track operational implementation. 
While these databases are extensive, they often lack the second component, the ability to use 
the stored data for quality improvement purposes. 
 
There are few ICT implementations in HE that are specifically designed with the enhancement 
of quality in mind. Furthermore, literature relating to the purposeful use of ICT to support 
quality improvement in HE is in short supply. Some of that which does exist will be discussed 
below. 
 
The nature of universities is such that academics and other staff must engage daily with ICT as 
part of their work. This may encompass the use of LMSs, research/publications management 
systems, library research repositories, finance systems and student information systems to name 
just a few. Additionally, office productivity tools such as word processors, spreadsheets, email 
clients, etc. are the constant companions of all university staff. However, repositories of data 
are only useful if the data held in them can be turned into information and, ultimately, 
knowledge that can be used for informed decision-making. Indeed, databases are becoming a 
critical component of university infrastructure. Academics are promoted or have workload 
allocated according to publication and research income and student completions, so databases 
must be complete, accurate and up to date. This, in turn, means that databases must integrate 
and synchronise seamlessly. As universities have grown into the digital era, data systems have 
often been implemented on a short-term needs basis without a long-term picture of what the 
overall enterprise architecture (EA) should be. Hence, data is often held in discrete databases 
which are not connected or integrated with other sources of data. This significantly hampers 
the ability of staff to use these dissociated data for making informed decisions regarding quality 
improvement. As large organisations, including universities, now commonly host vast amounts 
of data (Big Data), the use of business intelligence (BI) tools has become quite common. BI 
integrates data for user analysis “to enable effective decision making and management support” 
(Isik et al., 2013b, p. 14). These tools which include datawarehousing (DW) have the potential 
to organise knowledge “for the improvement of … research and academia” (Moscoso-Zea et 




A relatively recent use of BI under the general heading of educational data mining (EDM) is 
learning analytics which draws together various student data “for purposes of understanding 
and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs” (Furguson, 2012, p. 305). 
This can inform the management of effective learning and to identify students whose 
performance may have an impact on normal academic progress or, in extreme cases, result in 
withdrawal from and failure to complete courses. With university funding linked to successful 
completion rates, this use of BI brings the potential of identifying and providing appropriate 
support for “at risk” students. 
 
Possibly because there are multiple definitions of quality and myriad competing approaches to 
quality assurance/quality improvement and just as many regional, national and international 
quality assurance frameworks, systems and standards, the penetration of ICT into this domain 
of universities has been slow, even non-existent, in many institutions Kulkarni (2006) notes 
that: 
 
Technology provides an IHE 9  a potential to “support and amplify” its efforts in 
becoming a learning organization (Jonassen, 2000, p.24). Effectiveness of activities 
such as data collection, critical thinking, problem solving and reflection is enhanced 
with the optimal use of technology (Jonnasen, 2000; Kozma, 2000). It is evident from 
academic literature that innovations such as modern computing and technology systems 
provide significant assistance to IHEs in enhancing effectiveness of their academic and 
nonacademic programs (Littlejohn and Sclater, 1998). (p. 45) 
 
As noted above, ICT implementations focusing on the enhancement of quality are few and far 
between. Two notable examples are the Plan for Researching Improvement and Supporting 
Mission (PRISM) at Colorado State University (CSU) and the Quality Measurement System 
(QMS) at the University of Louisville. Bender and Siller (2006) describe PRISM as “a campus-
wide continuous improvement process that uses an interactive web-based reporting database to 
support its multiple quality enhancement efforts” (p. 177-8). Although the system is used across 
the entire university, the paper focuses on the Engineering College and the way in which the 
faculty have used the system to enhance program-level assessment of student learning while 
 
9 Kulkarni uses the acronym IHE for Institution of HE whereas “university” has generally 
been used in this paper. 
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simultaneously meeting the external accreditation requirements of the Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology (ABET). 
 
QMS at the University of Louisville is a “relational, interactive information system that 
includes data from 273 student, alumni, faculty, staff and employer satisfaction surveys that are 
linked to corresponding databases at the university” (Welsh et al., 2001, p. 391). The system 
was custom designed to support continuous quality improvement and outcomes assessment 
internally as well as accountability requirements externally. The authors of both papers draw 
several similar conclusions about the benefits of the use of the systems that are consistent with 
the literature outlined above: 
 
• PRISM 
1. Communication between program instructors and review committee members 
is enhanced – communication, participation and trust (Ehlers, 2009); 
2. Gives faculty the responsibility “to learn about themselves and to act on what 
they learn” (p. 189) – personal mastery (Senge, 2006a); 
3. Faculty are able to access best practice from within their own college as well as 
that from other colleges and universities – organisational learning (Deming, 
2000; Senge, 2006a; G Srikanthan and Dalrymple, 2002); 
4. Raises the integrity of reflective activities that can best be carried by faculty 
“while farming out to the central administration those jobs it does not have time 
to do” (p. 189) – systems approach (Ehlers, 2009; Senge, 2006a; G Srikanthan 
and Dalrymple, 2002) 
5. Ownership of the quality enhancement process – commitment (Ehlers, 2009) 
• QMS 
1. Provides a common institutional platform for quality improvement that allows 
all internal stakeholders to better articulate the institutional quality philosophy 
– building shared vision (Senge, 2006a); 
2. Devolves responsibility for the improvement of outcomes assessment to faculty 
units – participation and commitment (Ehlers, 2009); 





The implementation of ICT for any purpose within HE is not always a smooth journey nor is it 
guaranteed success. Over a period of four years Kulkarni (2006) studied the implementation of 
“a technology based, on-line program quality assessment system” (p. iii) in a College of 
Education, which offered initial teacher preparation undergraduate programs. He notes that: 
 
Success with implementation of innovation is reached only when the innovations are 
embedded into the internal culture, transitioned successfully and led to overall 
enhancement of organizational conditions (Fullan, 1982). Regardless of its nature, an 
innovation may not implement itself and simply spreading its anticipated importance 
among the users may not be enough to guarantee its successful implementation (Surry and 
Ely, 2001). Failure to consider the beliefs, attitudes, commitment and involvement of 
organizational members may prolong the process of adaptation and adoption, ultimately 
leading to implementation barriers (Fullan, 1982; Hall and Hord, 1987). (p. 45-6) 
 
Barriers to the implementation of the system were encountered during the study due to lack of 
communication and lack of training procedures that provides a reference for institutions 
considering such implementations. Kulkarni concluded that, although the system implemented 
had no causal effects on the program improvements made during the study period, faculty 
reported the system afforded enhanced access to results and data and contributed to institutional 
learning. 
Observations on Quality Culture and ICT 
ICT can be both a boon and a curse. ICTs provide opportunities for university staff to multiply 
their work efforts but also open the door to the creative use of technologies for quality 
improvement. At the same time ICT present obstacles to their adoption and implementation. 
Notwithstanding the inherent problems, significant points of overlap can be discerned in the 
literature between organisational culture, quality culture and the use of ICT in HE for quality 
purposes. In particular, the confluence of Senge’s Learning Organisation model with Jonassen’s 
Mindtools offers promising conceptual frameworks as reference points for this study. Table 6 
sets out a proposed synthesis of these models alongside the three cultural models already 
discussed. The table presents a visual cross-mapping matrix where the columns represent the 
different models or theories while each row shows the discrete elements of the theory or model. 
The shaded columns under ICT, separated into synchronous and asynchronous modes, show 
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where the models intersect in the form of a specific technology. The row containing basic 
underlying assumptions (Schein), values (Hofstede), mental models (Senge) and enabling 
factors/attitudes (Ehlers) is where the very bedrock of a quality culture resides. However, the 
review of the literature does not offer any discrete technologies that can be neatly placed here. 
It is this area that this study will attempt to illuminate. 
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Table 6: Synthesis of Cultural and ICT Literature 
Culture and Organisation Models Information and Communication Technologies 
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3.5. Conceptual Framework 
Four frameworks or models have emerged from the literature reviewed. I have suggested that 
Harvey and Green’s Quality in HE Taxonomy provides a structure for examining the 
conceptualisations staff have of quality within the university. This, in turn, would inform their 
notions of and dispositions towards a quality culture which might be reasonably described by 
Ehlers’ Quality in HE Model. Alongside Ehlers’ model is Senge’s Learning Organisations 
framework which also aligns with Jonassen’s Mindtools classification of the ways in which 
ICTs might be used by staff. However, the major focus of this study lies in the investigation of 
the relationship between the use of ICT by staff and a quality culture at the university. In 
particular, whether ICT fosters or sustains a quality culture. This conceptual framework is 
represented diagrammatically in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: Case Study Conceptual Framework 
 
 
The relationship between this framework, the methodological framework and the research 




3.6. The Neoliberal Managerial University – A Gendered Space 
Imperceptibly interwoven throughout the four models outlined above, but not explicitly dealt 
with by any of them, is the potentially confounding influence of inequality within the university, 
especially that of gender inequality. 
 
Acker (2006) asserts that “social and economic inequality…is created in organizations, in the 
daily activities of working and organizing work” (J. Acker, 2006, p. 441) inevitably leading to 
the situation where “all organizations have inequality regimes” (J. Acker, 2006, p. 443). In 
particular, gender inequalities are “deeply embedded … in organizations’ (J. Acker, 1990, pp. 
144-145), both public and private,  in industrialised countries including the US, UK, Europe 
and Australia (J. Acker, 2006; Adkins, 2018; Barry et al., 2007; Deem, 1998; Hearn, 2014, 
2017; Rao and Kelleher, 2005; Teelken and Deem, 2013). However, gender inequality is not a 
simple unitary phenomenon. Rather, it comes about as a result of what Hearn describes as the 
“intersectionalities” of “multiple social divisions, of gender with age, class, ethnicity and 
sexuality” (Hearn, 2014, p. 10). Hence, women have historically played subordinate roles in 
organisations, especially in the context of hierarchical class relations. That is, class categorised 
by the roles held by or jobs undertaken within the organisational structure. Lower ranked 
positions associated with lower power in the organisation have been, and still largely remain, 
the domain of women, while hierarchically higher ranked positions, afforded greater power 
over those below them, have traditionally been, and continue to be, occupied by men (J. Acker, 
2006; Hearn, 2014, 2017). 
 
The managerial university has been corporatised (Blackmore, 2010b) reflecting the adoption of 
“organisational forms, technologies, management practices and values more commonly found 
in the private business sector” (Deem, 1998, p. 47) which are “infused with notions of 
masculinity” (Deem, 1998, p. 66). While there has been a very long history of the “(male) 
‘collegial fraternity’ and patriarchal university” (Hearn, 2017, p. 23) up to the 1960s and 1970s, 
the emergence of the neoliberal, managerial university in the 1980s (see sections 2.3 and 2.6) 
initiated a shift “from explicitly patriarchal management…to marketised, informatised 
patriarchal management” (Hearn, 2017, p. 31). In the managerialist, rigidly bureaucratic, 
university, management is by top management teams (Hearn, 2017, p. 24) composed 
overwhelmingly of “dominant, male, white, middle-aged professionals” (Teelken and Deem, 
2013, p. 521). Hence, Thomas and Davies (2002) claim that “the university organization, in 
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both meaning and body, is a `man's world' ” characterised by subjectivities which favour 
academics that “comply with masculine discourses of competitiveness, instrumentality and 
individuality” (Thomas and Davies, 2002, p. 390). 
 
The historical notion of the university as a meritocracy that is “perfectly compatible with 
equality of opportunity” with “the implication that it applies culturally and value-neutral criteria 
(in this case, those relating to excellence) to the selection and promotion of employees” (Deem, 
2007, p. 617) creates a problematic tension within the contemporary managerial university 
setting. Hence, the determination of “scientific excellence” in research (Griffin, 2004) and 
definitions of excellence are often gendered (Marieke van den Brink, 2010; Marieke  van den 
Brink et al., 2010) in that “notions of research excellence are aligned to the dominant 
institutional culture” (White et al., 2011, p. 186) of male dominated managerialism. In this 
context, “.. notions of quality and excellence so prevalent in higher education do not sit easily 
with those of equality and diversity” (Teelken and Deem, 2013, p. 531). 
 
Gender inequalities for academic staff in universities are created and reproduced through 
recruitment (Teelken and Deem, 2013; Marieke van den Brink, 2010), promotion (Teelken and 
Deem, 2013; Winchester et al., 2006) and performance management (Teelken and Deem, 
2013). Furthermore, female academics often have higher teaching loads compared with males 
(Leišytė, 2016; Marieke van den Brink, 2010; Marieke  van den Brink et al., 2010) and, when 
often combined with family responsibilities (Blackmore, 2010b), are less able to engage with 
research, which is more highly valued (White et al., 2011) and scrutinised through “calculative 
technologies” (Blackmore, 2010b). Teaching, it has been argued, can be a nurturing pursuit (H. 
R. Wright et al., 2017) but is less compatible with masculine sensitivities and, therefore, is 
afforded far less weight than research intensity. Conversely, the university research context, 
focused on KPIs, targets and outputs, may favour males who are more comfortable with 
performance management and accountability practices within a quality assurance audit culture 
(Blackmore, 2010b) that is ostensibly gender-neutral (Teelken and Deem, 2013). Junior 
academic (teaching) appointments are skewed towards women who are then disadvantaged 
when it comes to promotion processes which are dominated by “old men” (White et al., 2011, 
p. 184) leading to women being held back due to a low research profile (White et al., 2011) 
Thus, there is a gendered effect associated with research (S. Acker and Armenti, 2004) and the 




For non-academic staff too, inequality exists in that most “administrative staff” positions are 
filled by women and, where women hold managerial roles, there are gendered and class 
expectations attached (Sebalj et al., 2012). Unlike academic ranks, the “professional staff” 
label, while preferred, does not adequately differentiate or stratify roles, creating an indistinct 
single class that spans a broad range of responsibilities and accountabilities. This often results 
in the “invisibility” of a large proportion of a university’s staff who are predominantly female 
(Szekeres, 2011). Although performance management is ostensibly a central plank of the 
managerial university, it is often applied more rigorously to professional staff compared with 
academics “which further entrenches the divide between staff groups” (White et al., 2011, p. 
181) leading to an “ “us and them” mentality” (Sebalj et al., 2012, p. 466). 
 
Leadership, also, is a gendered space in the managerial university. As already noted, senior 
management and leadership roles are mostly filled by men. While some gains have been made 
by women in university middle management in the past few decades (Blackmore, 2010b), there 
is still a paucity of women in leadership roles in universities (Teelken and Deem, 2013). This 
is, in part, due to the expectation that senior management must be research active which is 
skewed against women who tend to focus on, or become relegated to, teaching and pastoral 
care, thus tilting the balance of power in favour of men, as decision making is concentrated in 
executive leaders (White et al., 2011). While it has been posited that women make better (more 
pragmatic and difficult) decisions than men and women have an increased impact on decision 
making based on “soft” management skills, these are not valued in a competitive masculine 
culture strongly focused more on research output (White et al., 2011) than teaching and 
administration (Hearn, 2017). Moreover, women who transgress the norms and behave like 
‘social men’ experience ‘pity and criticism from colleagues’” (Barry et al., 2007, p. 106) or risk 
“the label of “witches” or “bitches” “ (J. Acker, 2006, p. 447). Hence, women in, or wishing to 
enter, management in higher education are faced with significant challenges (White et al., 
2011). 
 
The managerialist university also brings management by “technocratic strategic bodies” 
(Hearn, 2017, p. 24) that are part of a larger “technological global architecture managing 
research and knowledge” (Blackmore, 2010b, p. 70). Technocratic management is abetted by 
“the subtle, behind-the-scenes facilitation of ICTs” (Hearn, 2014, p. 15) to measure 
performance and, consequentially, rank universities. Hearn maintains this effectively conjoins 
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“machinic masculinities and technomasculinities” (Hearn, 2014, p. 15) to the use of ICT as a 
performative mechanism of power and control. 
Reflections on the Gendered University 
Universities are gendered environments still dominated by men and masculine subjectivities, 
power and world views. The roles played by women tend to be at lower academic levels, 
especially within the “precarious female academic” workforce (O’Keefe and Courtois, 2019), 
or in administrative roles, with a concomitant, and significant, lack of power. While some gains 
have been made by women in middle and upper management roles over the past few decades, 
their management and decision-making contributions are not afforded the same gravitas as their 
male colleagues, limiting their impact on the wider university context. 
 
Research, being now a highly monitored and audited enterprise, is more suited to a competitive 
masculine culture thus further marginalising women academics and their impact on the wider 
discourse on what is “measured” as research quality and the part technology plays in that 
performative measurement. 
 
This may have significant implications with regard to three aspects of the conceptual framework 
described, namely, the definition of quality, the quality culture dynamic and the way in which 
men and women relate or respond to the use of ICT as part of their work at the university. First, 
women are mostly absent from roles that have a significant bearing on the way in which quality 
is circumscribed, evaluated and measured. Quality is therefore far more likely to be aligned 
with a masculine, managerial characterisation and hence, I would suggest, will lack the 
involvement and contribution of feminine discourses. Second, the disproportionate balance of 
men and women in teaching and research roles, possibly exacerbated by the high proportion of 
women in low status administrative positions, may result in a biased quality culture which 
embraces and values masculine world views to the exclusion of feminine sensitivities. Third, 
the overtones of masculinity in the use of ICT for technocratic management, may further 
alienate or marginalise women in the managerial university.  
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4. Research Methodology and Design 
4.1. Introduction 
I have argued (Section 1.4) that the relationship or intersection between a quality culture in HE 
and the use of ICT has attracted little, if any, research attention. This area of investigation is 
distinctly social in nature as it focuses on the ways in which university staff construct 
knowledge of and dispositions towards a quality culture in the context of their work through 
their interactions with others including, especially, the medium of ICT. Hence, the starting point 
is to ask the question “What are the kinds of things (material and symbolic) to which people in 
this setting orient as they conduct everyday life?” and should precede questions such as “How 
many instances of a certain kind are there?” (Erickson, 2011, p. 43). In contrast to paradigms 
such as positivism, which aim to arrive at verified hypotheses, or critical theory, which aims to 
critique and transform social settings, the purpose of this inquiry is to gain an understanding of 
the phenomenon through a qualitative case study which will elicit rich data (Lincoln et al., 
2011, p. 99) and, in so doing, add to already established frameworks, models and theories. What 
follows will set out the methodological basis of this research. 
4.2. Methodological Framework 
The knowledge gained from this study will, necessarily, be reconstructions of individual and 
collective experience and interpretation so, ontologically, the knowledge will be relativistic 
with “local and specific constructed and co-constructed realities” (Guba and Lincoln, 2005, p. 
193). In such contexts, Lincoln, Lynham and Guba (2011) note that “…we construct knowledge 
through our lived experiences and through our interactions with other members of society. As 
such, as researchers, we must participate in the research process with our subjects to ensure we 
are producing knowledge that is reflective of their reality” (p. 103). It follows, then, that 
knowledge will be constructed interpretively - “…individual constructions are elicited and 
refined hermeneutically, and compared and contrasted dialectically, with the aim of generating 
one or a few constructions on which there is substantial consensus” (Guba, 1990, p. 27). 
 
An interpretive paradigm corresponds to one of the philosophical alternatives in the first layer 








The lack of a body of foundational literature and the inherent ill-structured nature of social or 
organisational contexts makes an interpretive qualitative approach situated within a 
constructivist paradigm a reasonable methodological choice for knowledge building. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, theoretical frameworks proposed by Harvey & Green, Ehlers, Senge 
and Jonassen have been drawn into this study as they might reasonably describe the different 
aspects being investigated. These various theoretical frameworks relating to understanding 
quality, quality culture(s) and the use of ICT collectively provide valid starting and reference 
points along the interpretive journey to find the connection between quality culture and ICT. 
 
This investigation utilised case study as the most appropriate method, given the focus of the 
thesis and my location as an insider. 
4.3. Case Study Research 
Yin (2018) points to three conditions that must be considered when selecting from amongst a 
range of different qualitative research methods: “(a) the form of research question posed, (b) 
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the control the researcher has over actual behavioural events, and (c) the degree of focus on 
contemporary as opposed to entirely historical events” (Yin, 2018, p. 9) and provides a decision 
guide which relates each of the conditions to five different social science research methods 
(Table 7). 
 
Table 7: Relevant Situations for Different Research Methods 
(from Yin (2018)) 
Method 
(a) 
Form of Research 
Questions 
(b) 





Experiment how, why? yes yes 
Survey who, what, where, 
how many, how 
much? 
no yes 
Archival Analysis who, what, where, 
how many, how 
much? 
no yes/no 
History how, why? no no 
Case Study how, why? no yes 
 
Considering these conditions, the research questions are both of the “how?” type: 
 
1. How do university staff conceptualise quality and quality culture in the context of the 
work that they do? 
2. How are ICTs involved in everyday practices that can enhance or impede a culture of 
quality at a university? 
 
While the phenomena investigated at the selected university would necessarily be influenced 
by the historical events outlined in Chapter 2, this study focused on contemporary events as 
seen through the eyes of the participants, supplemented by my own observations, and in policy 
documents in force at the time. Given my insider status, the case study was the most appropriate 
methodology as elaborated on now. 
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Definitions of Case Study and Case 
The definitions of “case study” and “case” are contested. Taking “case study” first, Schwandt 
and Gates (2018) note that there is “significant variation in the ways in which case study is 
understood” (p. 602) while Gerring laments that “…the term “case study” is a definitional 
morass” including definitions such as “(a) that its method is qualitative, small-N (Yin 1994); 
(b) that the research is ethnographic, clinical, participant-observation, or otherwise “in the field” 
(Yin 1994); (c) that the research is characterized by process-tracing (George and Bennett 2004); 
(d) that the research investigates the properties of a single case (Campbell and Stanley 1963, 7; 
Eckstein [1975] 1992); or (e) that the research investigates a single phenomenon, instance, or 
example (the most common usage)” (Gerring, 2004, pp. 341-342). Gerring defines the case 
study as an “in-depth study of a single unit (a relatively bounded phenomenon) where the 
scholar’s aim is to elucidate features of a larger class of similar phenomena. (2004, p. 341). 
Yin, as above, asserts that the case study is “the preferred research strategy when how or why 
questions are being posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and when the 
focus is on contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context” (2003, p. 1). 
 
Swanborn provides a definition “that includes those properties that are present in most case 
studies”. Swanborn (2010, pp. 12-13, bold emphasis added) states that: 
 
“a case study refers to the study of a social phenomenon: 
• carried out within the boundaries of one social system (the case), or within the 
boundaries of a few social systems (the cases), such as people, organisations, groups, 
individuals, local communities or nation-states, in which the phenomenon to be 
studied enrols 
• in the case’s natural context 
• by monitoring the phenomenon during a certain period or, alternatively, by 
collecting information afterwards with respect to the development of the 
phenomenon during a certain period 
• in which the researcher focuses on process-tracing: the description and 
explanation of social processes that unfold between persons participating in the 
process, people with their values, expectations, opinions, perceptions, 
resources, controversies, decisions, mutual relations and behaviour, or the 
description and explanation of processes within and between social institutions 
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• where the researcher, guided by an initially broad research question, explores 
the data and only after some time formulates more precise research questions, 
keeping an open eye to unexpected aspects of the process by abstaining from pre-
arranged procedures and operationalisations 
• using several data sources, the main ones being (in this order) available 
documents, interviews with informants and (participatory) observation 
• in which (optionally), in the final stage of an applied research case study project, the 
investigator invites the studied persons and stakeholders to a debate on their 
subjective perspectives, to confront them with preliminary research conclusions, in 
order not only to attain a more solid base for the final research report, but sometimes 
also to clear up misunderstandings, ameliorate internal social relations and ‘point 
everyone in the same direction’. 
 
This definition is particularly appealing as it provides a number of characteristics that can 
delineate an investigation as a case study. The text I have highlighted in bold identifies aspects 
incorporated into this study and will be discussed in more detail below. 
 
The second definitional problem is that of “case”. Cases are defined variously as “an instance, 
incident, or unit of something and can be anything—a person, an organization, an event, a 
decision, an action, a location like a neighborhood, or a nation-state” (Schwandt and Gates, 
2018, p. 600); an “individual unit” a “functioning specific” or “bounded system” (Stake, 2008, 
pp. 119-120); an “individual unit of study” (Flyvbjerg, 2011, p. 301); or can be understood as 
bounded empirical units or theoretical constructs and treated as either specific or general 
(Ragin, 1992, pp. 8-11). However, the common elements to nearly all the definitions are that a 
case is a unit of study contained within a, sometimes indistinct, boundary that separates it from 
an external context or environment. 
 
Identifying the unit of study is one of the first steps in any case study but equally important is 
answering the critical question of “What is this a case of” or, in other words, “distinguishing 
the phenomenon of interest from the studied unit or instance” and in so doing developing “an 
argument linking concepts or (more formally) theory and data or evidence” (Schwandt and 
Gates, 2018, pp. 601-602). In this instance, the boundary of the case is that of a medium-sized 
teaching-focused university and the phenomenon of interest is the relationship between quality 
culture and the use of ICT by staff at the university. This case is self-contained as an institution 
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but shares its boundary with the Australian HE context which necessarily influences many 
aspects of the university. Given the university is situated within the larger national setting 
presented in Chapter 2, the organisational context is informed by the Australian HE context 
which is shaped by the global HE environment which, in turn, affects the national context. 
However, for the purposes of this study, the global environment has been excluded on the basis 
that whatever influence it may have on the university will be apparent via the  national context 
and policies. 
Types of Case Study 
Case studies can be divided into one of three categories: 
 
• Exploratory: in which initial research is being undertaken into a hypothetical or 
theoretical idea by applying extant frameworks and models to the area of 
investigation. This will hopefully result in the development of emergent models or 
theories specific to the phenomena studied; 
• Descriptive: is informed by and attempts to build on prior exploratory research 
which has identified avenues for further research. Describing correlations between 
different aspects of a phenomenon would be a desired outcome; and 
• Explanatory: tries to identify causal relationships between variables identified in 
exploratory research and augmented by descriptive research. Being able to explain 
why things happen would be the objective. 
 
As previously argued, little is known about the connection between ICT and quality culture at 
a university, so this research falls into the first, exploratory, category. 
 
Yin (2018) identifies four different types of case study. These result from a 2 x 2 matrix having 
dimensions of case study number, either single or multiple, and number of units of analysis, 
either holistic (having one unit of analysis) or embedded (having multiple units of analysis). 
While multiple-case studies are often seen as providing more compelling evidence and, hence, 
considered more robust (Yin, 2018), conducting a multiple-case study would have been beyond 
the time and resources available to me so a single-case study was deemed more realistic. Yin 




1. Critical: a case that would be critical to a theory or theoretical propositions; 
2. Unusual: a case which is extreme or unusual and deviates from norms or everyday 
occurrences; 
3. Common: a case that represents an everyday situation which might provide lessons 
about the social processes related to the phenomenon of interest; 
4. Revelatory: a case which provides an opportunity to observe and analyse a phenomenon 
previously inaccessible; and 
5. Longitudinal: a case that is studies over a period of time. 
 
The case to be studied was neither critical nor unusual. Similarly, the case studied did not 
represent a situation which had been previously inaccessible and, as already mentioned, this 
study took place at one particular point in time and did not follow changes in the case over a 
period of time. However, the case does represent a common or everyday example of a university 
at a particular historical moment. As the university was of medium size with a teaching focus 
and research being undertaken across all disciplines, it would be seen as an “average” 
Australian university being representative of universities with missions of teaching and 
research. It should be noted, however, that this case would not be representative of research-
intensive universities making generalisability problematic. 
 
Hence, to understand the phenomenon of the role played by ICT in the quality culture at a 
university and given the preceding discussion, a case study approach was selected as it met a 
number of criteria: 1. a case study allows the investigation of how and why questions; 2. the 
phenomenon investigated was a contemporary event; 3. the case study design has been 
informed by a number of frameworks including, in particular, Ehlers’ Quality Culture model 
(Ehlers, 2009), and since the case study aims to employ and augment these, the research is 
building middle level concepts that inform a framework; 5. The use of an embedded single-
case design, which brings together sub-units of analysis makes it possible to provide a richer 
description of the relationship between quality culture and ICT. 
 
Hence, the case study presented here is of an exploratory nature and uses an embedded, single-
case design. This design allows for the exploration of a number of units of analysis within the 
case. Specifically, there are two embedded units of analysis: 1. the experiences of academic and 
professional staff related to quality culture and the use of ICT and 2. university policies 
regarding purpose, quality, quality culture and ICT. The case study design is represented 
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diagrammatically in Figure 7. Referring back to Figure 6, this research employs a cross-
sectional case study using an inductive approach situated within an interpretive philosophy. 
 






Criticisms of Case Study Methodology 
Although case studies have a long history in disciplines ranging from psychology through 
management to medical science and have produced much of what we know about the empirical 
world, the methodology is generally held in low regard by policymakers who seek simple 
solutions to complex problems and relative to quantitative studies which make claims about 
generalisability (Flyvbjerg, 2011). This, Flyvbjerg asserts, is because the case study is poorly 
understood and identifies five orthodox misunderstandings that attack the status of the case 
study as a scientific method. All of these misunderstandings gave me some cause for concern 
throughout the course of this study. These are paraphrased below together with my reflections 
and arguments offered by Flyvbjerg in defence of the case study. 
 
Misunderstanding No. 1: The case study produces concrete case knowledge which has a low 
value compared with theoretical knowledge. 
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Coming from a science background I initially felt that qualitative research was somewhat 
“fuzzy” and would never lead to the sort of rigorous theoretical knowledge one finds in, say, 
the laws of physics. However, “predictive theories and universals cannot be found in the study 
of human affairs (Flyvbjerg, 2011, p. 304), and complex social behaviour does not follow 
predictive laws. This case study endeavours to uncover and explore some of the complex social 
behaviour studied. 
 
Misunderstanding No. 2: The case study lacks generalisability. 
For much the same reason as above, generalisability from a single case seemed an improbable 
outcome. “But formal generalization is overvalued as a source of scientific development, 
whereas “the force of example” and transferability are underestimated” (Flyvbjerg, 2011, p. 
305). Hence, the research design chosen here (see Section 4.4) allows for a degree of 
generalisability within reasonable bounds. 
 
Misunderstanding No. 3: The case study is unsuitable for testing hypotheses or building theory. 
In developing the research design, I considered the development of propositions that could be 
interrogated. Flyvbjerg maintains “the case study is useful for both generating and testing 
hypotheses” (Flyvbjerg, 2011, p. 306) and is supported by others in the field (Merriam, 1995; 
Schwandt and Gates, 2018; Stake, 2008; Yin, 2018). Part of the motivation for starting down 
the research journey were my personal experiences in developing a quality improvement system 
and wanting to know if the use of ICT systems could make a difference to quality culture in a 
university. My intuitive feeling at the outset was that ICT has a role to play and that one or 
more propositions along that line might be of benefit. However, as this case study is of an 
exploratory nature, I have not pursued that course preferring to investigate the research 
questions alone, with the expectation that new knowledge would emerge, and a conceptual 
framework could be generated. 
 
Misunderstanding No. 4: The case study contains a bias toward verification. 
This issue, more than the others, concerned me the most. I was constantly troubled that I was 
using ambiguous evidence (Yin, 2018) to make connections and develop themes and concepts 
that validated my predetermined thoughts. However, as the study progressed, I found ideas 
emerging that I had not expected. Although some, such as the use of email as part of a quality 
culture, were mundane, the part they played in the relationship between ICT and quality culture 
could not be overlooked. This reflected Flyvebjerg’s observation that “experience indicates that 
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the case study contains a greater bias toward falsification of preconceived notions than toward 
verification” (Flyvbjerg, 2011, p. 311). 
 
Misunderstanding No. 5. The case study does not lend itself easily to summarisation or the 
development of general propositions and theories. 
The complexity I encountered during the analysis and concept development phase of this study 
presented me with a daunting and seemingly impossible task. The use of systematic procedures 
(Yin, 2018) combined with more open-ended mind mapping techniques allowed me to manage 
the volume and complexity of information, visualise connections between concepts and arrive 
at concrete knowledge. 
 
While Flyvbjerg’s defence of the case study does not portray it as a faultless methodology, 
nevertheless, it places it on an equal footing with other qualitative inquiry approaches. 
4.4. Insider Research 
Mercer (2007) notes that many researchers undertaking research Masters or PhDs programs do 
so often “on a part-time basis while continuing with their regular jobs, with the result that their 
own school or college often becomes the research site” (p. 2). Researchers in such situations 
are said to be insider researchers or insiders. I was employed for four years at the university 
and filled a quality assurance and improvement role. I was also, importantly, in a position to be 
an observer at committee meetings related to Academic Board, the research committee, the 
curriculum committee and the student services committee. My position gave me access to any 
internal documentation unless it was considered confidential and only for limited circulation. I 
was known to some degree by all the participants and had worked with some on various projects 
but not with others. This allowed me access to the three data sets used for this study: participant 
interview records, policy documents and my own observations and recollections. Hence, for 
this study, I was an insider. 
 
Insider researchers are variously defined as “members of specified groups and collectives or 
occupants of specified social statuses” (Merton, 1972, p. 21); “someone who shares a particular 
characteristic such as gender, ethnicity or culture” with those being researched (Saidin and 
Yaacob, 2016, p. 849); and “those who chose to study a group to which they belong” (Breen, 
2007, p. 163).  The insider is contrasted with the outsider as “a researcher who does not have 
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an intimate knowledge of the group being researched prior to their entry into the group” 
(Griffith, 1998, p. 361). 
 
While the insider/outsider status of a researchers would, on the surface, appear to be an either/or 
classification, many authors reject the insider/outsider dichotomy in favour of a continuum 
(Carter, 2004; Labaree, 2002; Mercer, 2007; Merton, 1972; Trowler, 2016). A researcher is 
more likely to be at some point between the two extremes of insider and outsider and may shift 
along this scale depending on the context, the power dynamics and personality differences 
between researcher and researched, and the subject matter being discussed in an interview and 
the willingness, or trust, of an interviewee to share information (Mercer, 2007). 
 
It is also generally agreed that being an insider provides a researcher with opportunities not 
afforded the outsider but also presents some challenges that must be managed if the research is 
to be considered credible. Some of the advantages of being an insider include: having 
“monopolistic” or “privileged access to particular kinds of knowledge” (Merton, 1972, p. 11); 
having a better understanding of issues (Breen, 2007; Saidin and Yaacob, 2016), “The 
insider…[has] the direct intuitive sensitivity that alone makes empathetic understanding 
possible” (Merton, 1972, p. 15); insider and participants “speak the same language” (Saidin and 
Yaacob, 2016); insider research will not disrupt the flow of social interaction (Saidin and 
Yaacob, 2016), that is, the insider does not behave as a ‘seagull’ who “is a researcher or 
consultant who flies into a community; craps all over everything then leaves the community to 
tidy up the mess” (Drew, 2006, p. 40); and greater relational intimacy with the participants 
(Breen, 2007). 
 
Unfortunately, for almost all benefits of being an insider there are concomitant challenges. In 
having greater access to and familiarity with institutional respondents and documents, the 
researcher may fail to make the “familiar strange” (Fillery-Travis and Robinson, 2018, p. 846), 
in effect “greater familiarity can make insiders more likely to take things for granted, develop 
myopia, and assume their own perspective is more widespread than it actually is” (Mercer, 
2007, p. 6). This, in turn may lead to a loss of objectivity (Breen, 2007), bias (Kanuha, 2000; 
Labaree, 2002), and errors in analysis (Merton, 1972). In interview situations, respondents may 
assume that the researcher already knows the answers (Breen, 2007; Mercer, 2007) and, 




Hence, the challenge for insider research is to create a research design that will allow the 
researcher “to develop a holistic understanding of the phenomena under study that is as 
objective and accurate as possible given the limitations of the method” and “try to maximize 
the validity of the data that are collected and present a fair and objective analysis and 
interpretation of them” (DeWalt and DeWalt, 2011, p. 128). 
 
To do this effectively, I had to acknowledge that, as an observer, I was an imprecise data 
collection tool as I came to the task with some pre-existing notions and biases. As I came from 
a scientific background, I had great faith in data and technology as I had used both extensively 
as part of previous employment outside education and also in my teaching. My original 
motivation, then, to investigate the relationship between ICT and quality culture was borne out 
of a belief that a connection may exist. Hence, I had to constantly check myself to make sure I 
was not seeing connections where they did not exist. My role at the university, and at my 
previous institution also meant that I had confidence in continuous quality improvement as a 
means to renewal of many aspects of education and that this was tied, for better or worse, to 
systems of quality assurance (though I always told colleagues that improvement should always 
come before assurance). In hindsight, this latter bias may have caused respondents to give me 
answers they thought I wanted or withhold from me information which conflicted with my role. 
Finally, concept development was supported, in part, by my knowledge of the university, my 
observations and my recollections of incidents not formally recorded. Therefore, some leaps of 
association between data elements came from my status as an insider. 
4.5. Case Study Design 
At the centre of this study is an attempt to understand the phenomenon of the role played by 
ICT in the quality culture that exists at the university where, as previously stated, a quality 
culture must “enhance quality permanently” through a “commitment to quality” and this relies 
on the involvement of “individual staff members”. In investigating this relationship, it must 
also be acknowledged there is a significant overlap between the day-to-day operational work 
(teaching, researching and support services) and the quality culture of the university that 
incorporates the social, cultural and cognitive meta-processes that allow individuals to engage 
with each other and the work they are doing. These aspects are so intertwined that they may be 
perceived as the same thing. However, an effort will be made to separate these where possible 
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to identify distinct characteristics and determine any relationships that exist but, at the same 
time, recognise that there will exist an essential interdependence. 
 
To accomplish this, an embedded single-case study has been used to investigate a typical or 
“common” Australian university. In so doing, the study will examine university policy 
alongside staff experiences of the phenomena. The overall case study design is shown in Figure 
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Conceptual Framework - Extant Frameworks and Models 
As part of the literature review (Chapter 3), I identified a number of frameworks and models 
that would serve as underpinning knowledge and reference points and upon which I hoped to 
build. These were related to three aspects I felt were important to this study: 
 
Table 8: Frameworks/Models Underpinning the Study 
Constructs/Aspects of Interest Framework/Model 
Quality in HE Quality Taxonomy (Harvey and Green, 1993b) 
Quality Culture in HE Quality Culture in HE Model (Ehlers, 2009) 
ICT Mindtools Framework (David H. Jonassen, 2000) 
Learning Organisations (Senge, 2006a) 
 
At the outset, these foundational frameworks were used to inform and develop the research 
questions and, in turn, the guiding questions, which are described below. These frameworks 
were also used as the context against which the study findings were reviewed and assessed. The 
development and refinement of the research and guiding questions and the scrutiny of the 
findings with respect to the frameworks were all iterative processes that continued alongside 
the other procedures shown in the case study design. 
Research Questions and Methodological Framework 
The original substantive topic and initial research questions have changed, as could be expected, 
over time, and have become more specific. Upon further examination of alternative 
methodological approaches and informed by personal experiences, motivation to investigate 
the phenomenon and the key literature identified above, more precise and manageable research 
questions were developed that focused on “how” questions (see Section 1.3). This, iteratively, 
lead to the selection of a case study as the best methodological approach (see Sections 4.2 and 
4.3). As the case study design indicates, the research questions underwent some sharpening as 




The conceptual and methodological frameworks described above informed the main case study 
design embodying components related to procedures used to collect and analyse data; develop 
themes and concepts; identify findings and then assess against the underpinning conceptual 
framework; and draw study conclusions. The following sections discuss these components in 
more detail. 
Guiding Questions 
Throughout this study, in addition to the research questions already stated, I kept in mind a 
number of guiding questions which served as reference points during interviews, while 
collecting and examining documents and during observations. While some of these questions 
mirrored both the research questions and the questions used during interviews, they served as 
wider ranging queries that directed my work. These guiding questions also changed somewhat 
throughout the study informed by emerging ideas. 
 
1. What is the core business or purpose of the university? 
2. How does the university define quality?  
3. How do staff define quality? 
4. Is the concept of a quality culture explicit at the university? If so, do staff subscribe to 
this concept? If not, how do staff conceptualise quality culture? 
5. How does the university convey messages about quality and quality culture through 
policy? 
6. What are policies really trying to say? 
7. How do staff use ICT as part of their daily work? How is ICT used as part of work 
related to quality improvement? 
8. How do staff interact with each other when doing work related to quality improvement? 
9. How does ICT facilitate this interaction? 
10. What are people really trying to say? 
 
Data 
Data is a central part of the overall case study design (Figure 8) and affects many other 
components of the design. When considering the types of data to collect and analyse I focused 
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on those that would provide the richest sources of viewpoints of both staff and the university 
itself. Yin (2018), Stake (2008) and Merriam (1995) agree that triangulation of data from 
multiple sources allows the researcher “to capture the case under study in its complexity and 
entirety” (Yazan, 2015, p. 142). When suitable data sources have been selected, the evidence 
will converge demonstrating “a case study’s findings will have been supported by more than a 
single source of evidence” (Yin, 2018, p. 127) thus strengthening the credibility of the study. 
Where the case under study is an institution such as a university, it is generally agreed that 
interviews, observations and document reviews are the most appropriate (Merriam, 1995; 
Stake, 2008; Swanborn, 2010; Yin, 2018). The following sections set out details of the data 
collection site and how these three key sources of data were selected, collected, analysed and 
managed. 
 
As will be seen later, data coding and comparison was an important aspect of the data analysis 
phase. Hence, this study was well-suited to the use of Computer Assisted Qualitative Data 
Analysis or CAQDAS (Bringer et al., 2006; Corbin and Strauss, 2015; Lee and Fielding, 2004; 
MacQueen and Milstein, 1999; Pidgeon and Henwood, 2004; Silverman, 2006). Since 
institutional documents and interview transcripts can generally be collected and stored 
electronically it makes good sense to analyse them with the aid of a CAQDAS application. 
While acknowledging the limitations of CAQDAS, Corbin and Strauss (2015) note that 
“…computer programs can enhance the creativity of analysis because they enable researchers 
to try things first one way and then another, thus seeking alternative explanations.” (p. 310). 
This approach supported my efforts in data storage and retrieval; coding of text segments; 
memoing; code merging and splitting; category creation; and visual representations. Use of a 
CAQDAS package also provided an audit trail that allowed me to demonstrate links and paths 
taken between the data and any emergent models or theories. Two CAQDAS applications I 
have used in the past are ATLAS.ti and NVivo. Although both applications are very capable 
tools in assisting data analysis (Yin, 2018), I chose to use NVivo as it had some features which 
better suited my approach to analysis and it was available to me, together with training, from 
Deakin University. 
Data Collection Site 
As a case study was used for this study, the analysis of the initial data sample was used, together 
with a supplementary literature review, to iteratively inform the ongoing data collection, 
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guiding questions, research questions, data coding and theme development (see Figure 8). The 
data collection was undertaken between March 2013 and February 2015 at a single Australian 
university site. The collection site was selected largely on the basis that the university was 
reasonably typical of HE institutions in Australia. However, as I was employed at the university, 
the site was also selected, in part, based on proximity and convenience. 
 
The university was relatively young, having been established for less than thirty years. It was 
established through the amalgamation of several CAEs following the Dawkins reforms (see 
Section 2.3). Consequently, the initial focus of the university was primarily teaching rather than 
research. This was exacerbated by having to compete with more established universities for 
research funds from the outset. This is significant in that the responses from participants, 
particularly the academic staff, are reflective of this context. The university was consistently 
rated highly in the Good Universities Guide for teaching. This served it well for attracting 
students to courses. However, it was only ranked in the 701+ band in the QS World University 
Rankings and this certainly affected the chances of research grant applications being successful. 
Initiatives to improve the university’s world ranking were only in the initial stages at the time 
of the study. Respondent 5 (Researcher in Education) expressed frustration that this situation 
limited the extent and quality of research that could be undertaken due to limitations in funding 
and the inability to recruit leading researchers to the university. It would be safe to assume that 





Data were collected from three sources:  
 
1. Policy documents that provided the official university standpoint on the various aspects 
investigated in the study. 
2. Semi-structured interviews with purposively selected respondents who were likely to 
provide a rich source of data. The data elicited was juxtaposed against the policy data 
to identify similarities or points of departure. 
3. Insider Observer-Participant Observations 
Policy Document Data 
Swanborn (2010) maintains that “an effective way to get to grips with a case study subject is to 
study any relevant documentation” (p. 73) while Peräkylä and Ruusuvuori (2011) note that 
“…much of social life in modern society is mediated by written texts of different kinds” (p. 
529). In an institutional context, a source of data to analyse institutional culture can be found 
in documents such as policies. From a perspective seeking to understand organizational 
culture(s) these represent the espoused beliefs and values of an organisation and may or may 
not be juxtaposed to the lived beliefs and values of individuals within the organisation. These 
represent the dominant cultural representation of the organization – that which many equate to 
organisational culture – as viewed by management, but not necessarily individuals or groups of 
academics, although they are expected to align with the policies. 
 
In this instance policy documents10 relating to aspects of quality were identified, collected and 
analysed during the course of this study. These included policies on: 
 
a. Excellence Framework; 
 
10 Procedures associated with policies were excluded from the dataset on the basis that they 
contained operational processes that detailed the implementation of the policies and were not 
intended as documents that set out the fundamental guiding principles of the university. 





c. Curriculum development, approval and delivery; 
d. Research, research data and records management; 
e. Higher degrees by research; 
f. Information technology; 
g. Staff performance management; 
h. Professional development; 
i. Quality reviews; and 
j. Awards for excellence in teaching. 
 
Policy documents in portable document format (pdf) were downloaded from the university web 
pages and then uploaded into NVivo for analysis (see Data Management and Analysis section, 
below). 
Interview Data 
To gain an understanding of staff experiences, Peräkylä and Ruusuvuori (2011) note that “by 
using interviews, the researcher can reach areas of reality that would otherwise remain 
inaccessible such as people’s subjective experiences and attitudes” (p. 529). Interviews provide 
an effective means by which dense qualitative data can be collected from participants (Corbin 
and Strauss, 2015; Potter, 2004). Czarniawska (2004) notes that interviews may be particularly 
useful in eliciting narrative discourse in an organizational context. While interviews pose some 
problems for generalizability (Maxwell, 2002) and reliability (Silverman, 2006), determining 
whether or not the interview content gives direct access to a participant’s ‘experience’ 
(Silverman, 2006) and the neutrality of the process (Fontana and Frey, 2005) assuming there is 
neutrality in any type of research they can, nonetheless, provide a rich source of data for 
analysis. 
 
Semi-structured interviews with purposively selected respondents who were likely to provide 
a rich source of data were conducted. Initially, interview questions were piloted with two 
respondents. This process was useful as it identified two issues: 1. The discussion with one 
participant in particular tended to get off track quite easily and often lapsed into tangential 
topics; and 2. some of the questions used terminology that needed to be clarified with both 
participants. As a result, two adjustments were made. Firstly, I modified the interview questions 
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slightly by using more accessible terminology. Secondly, I employed strategies that would keep 
respondents on task such as breaking into the flow of their response if I felt it was veering away 
from the questions or lapsing into complaints about problems at the university rather than 
focusing on thoughts about the topics being canvassed. 
 
These procedures resulted in a set of interview questions/areas and an interview technique that 
were used during data collection (see Appendix 4). Working definitions for quality culture and 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) were also provided to the respondents at 
appropriate points during the interview (see Appendix 5). As quality culture is a central aspect 
of this study, the definition provided was intended to promote discussion with the interviewee 
rather than provide a predetermined conceptualisation. In most cases, interviewees questioned 
the definition and/or provided their own perspectives. This elicited valuable insights that were 
then triangulated against existing literature. Apart from preliminary questions to determine the 
profile of the respondent, it should be noted that the interview questions were divided into four 
distinct sections: the core business of HE with specific reference to this university; quality and 
its definition; quality culture and its definition; and the use of ICT in the work of respondents 
especially where that work had an element of quality improvement/enhancement, or quality 
assurance. These four sections were later used as the guiding categories in the analysis of data. 
The interviews allowed two-way communication where the interviewer could clarify any 
questions and follow up on responses that would provide rich data. 
 
Respondents were identified based on their role at the university. This group comprised six 
academic staff and four professional staff. Academic staff were selected based on providing a 
reasonable cross-section of disciplines and levels of seniority and experience while professional 
staff were selected because of familiarity with quality systems and processes at the university 
(see Table 9). 
 
Interviews, which generally lasted between an hour and an hour and a half, were audio recorded 
on two separate devices. The Audacity computer application was used on a MacBook Pro as 
the primary recording while a secondary recording was made using a LiveScibe Echo Smartpen 
that was also used to take notes synchronized to the audio recording. The secondary audio 
recording was intended as a back-up only in case the main recording failed. The main recording 
was transcribed verbatim as soon as possible after the interview (generally within 24-72 hours). 
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The notes during the interview were also transcribed. The transcripts of both recordings and 




Table 9: Study Respondents 
Respondent Role 






Lecturer/Course Coordinator (M, 4) Academic Information Technology 
Researcher (M, 5) Academic Education 
Teaching & Learning Leader (M, 6) Academic Education 
Research Leader (M, 8) Academic Medical Science 
Research Training Academic 
(M, 9)11* 
Academic Education 
Teaching & Learning Academic 
(M, 10) 
Academic Law 
Quality Adviser 1 (F, 1) Professional Course Accreditation 
Quality Adviser 2 (F, 2) Professional Internal Quality Review 
Quality Manager (F, 3) Professional 
Research Quality and Policy 
Support 






11 Research training, carried out through the supervision of higher degrees by research (HDR) 
students, was under the direct control of faculties and schools. However, a separate unit had 
been established at the university that was responsible for the administration and monitoring of 
all HDR students. Additionally, the unit delivered some generic training, such as interview 
skills, use of NVivo and SPSS, etc., and provided support and counseling, as required, for HDR 
students. This respondent, formerly a professor in the School of Education, headed up this unit 




Insider Observer-participant Observations 
During the period of data collection, observations and notes were recorded in a Livescribe 
Journal so that there was both a written and digital record. These were of four types: 1. 
Interview summary notes which combined dot points jotted down during interviews with 
reflections immediately after the interview concluded; 2 Direct observations and notes of events 
as they took place (e.g. the TEQSA audit site visit, committee and other meetings, etc); 3. 
Reflections on these events or on my general experiences at the university; and 4. Further 
reflections and observations, often in the form of questions, that emerged as the investigation 
progressed - these were usually recorded out of work hours in conjunction with data 
organisation and analysis. The structured notes were uploaded into NVivo and dealt with in one 
of two ways. Firstly, notes taken down during interviews were used as guides in parallel with 
the analysis of interview data. Otherwise, other observational notes were included in the 
analysis. In addition to these structured observations there were also other recollections of my 
work experiences which were not formally recorded but have been included in the analysis 
wherever they may serve to illuminate an aspect not picked up in other data or to augment the 
analytical narrative. 
Data Management and Analysis 
The volume of data collected meant that a systematic process of data storage, management and 
analysis had to be employed. All data including interviewee details (spreadsheet format). 
interview recordings (WAV format), interview transcripts (both Word and pdf documents), 
policy documents (pdf documents) and observation journals (electronic journal format 
converted to Word format) were stored on my personal laptop which was never connected to 
the university network. These electronic files were organised into password-protected folders. 
A back-up copy of the laptop’s hard disk was kept in a locked safe12. 
 
As indicated above, interview transcripts, policy documents and observation journals were 
uploaded to NVivo. While NVivo has many features, two of these proved to be of great value. 
Firstly, the application provided a document file management facility allowing me to organise 
 
12 This proved to be a wise precaution. Part way through this study, the hard disk in my laptop 
suffered an unrecoverable failure and the backed-up data had to be restored to a new laptop. 
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data logically; and, secondly, a data coding tool. I use the word “tool” because I had to use my 
own knowledge, discernment and skill to assign codes to elements of text. The application did 
not do this for me. Other features of NVivo that proved useful were text and code search queries 
and word frequency queries 
 
Data collection and analysis was carried out in the following way: 
 
1. Policy and interview data were collected and managed as outlined above. 
2. Interview transcripts and institutional policies were uploaded into the NVivo 
application; 
3. Analysis (coding and memoing) was carried out to identify initial concepts that 
informed the next stage of theoretical sampling. A text retriever was also used to identify 
word co-locates and frequency after initial coding; 
4. Further sampling of data comprising interviews was carried out based on the outcome 
of step 3; 
5. Concepts identified in step 3 were refined, renamed and defined; 
6. Concepts were combined into higher-level categories; 
7. Relationships between categories were determined to arrive at a framework that would 
depict, explain or account for phenomena. 
 
Yin suggests that “one starting point for any analysis is to “play” with the data…searching for 
patterns, insights, or concepts that seem promising” (Yin, 2018, p. 167). Hence, the process for 
analysing data followed an iterative process of data sampling, coding and comparison. The text 
of policy documents and respondent answers, comments and statements in the interview 
transcripts were open coded to capture what was in the document or interview data. As far as 
possible, the coding was approached with an open mind so that no pre-conceived concepts were 
incorporated at this stage. Constant comparisons were made between data being coded and the 
codes assigned to previous documents or transcripts to identify if similarities emerged. Where 
this occurred, the pre-existing code was assigned to new data otherwise a new code was used. 
 
When all the data had been open coded an iterative process of interpretive code merging or 
aggregation was used to collect codes which reflected similar concepts. This was also done on 
an iterative basis so that, over the course of the interviews, an ongoing refinement of concepts 
occurred. This process resulted in the identification of themes and dimensions under the four 
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constructs of core business, quality, quality culture and information and communication 
technology. For example, the dimension of “excellence” was associated with the construct of 
quality. This dimension resulted from the interpretive aggregation of themes as shown in Figure 
9. 
 
Figure 9: Themes aggregated to the dimension of "Excellence" 
  
Concept Development 
The themes and dimensions developed through data analysis described above, were transferred 
to mind maps to show the inter-relationships between these. Concepts that shared common 
dimensions or linking themes were then identified where constructs overlapped. This was done 
through the identification of themes and relating themes and potential concepts to literature but 
was also somewhat intuitive based on my insider status. These concepts were also represented 
diagrammatically as a prelude to refinement of definitions, identification of findings and 
development of a conceptual framework. 
Quality of the Research Design 
Yin (2018) identifies commonly used tests that can be applied to establish the quality of 
empirical social research. As case studies fall into this body of research, the tests are applicable 













exploratory in nature, the test for internal validity is not applicable. The remaining tests are for 
construct validity, external validity and reliability. Yin also provides tactics that can be used 
for each test when applied to case studies. Table 10 sets out these tests and tactics together with 
the ways in which I incorporated components and strategies into the research design in order to 
address the tests. 
 
Table 10: Tests and Tactics for Research Design Quality 
(adapted from Yin (2018, p. 43)) 
Tests Case Study Tactics 
 




Use multiple sources of 
evidence 
Multiple sources of data, 
specifically, interviews, policy 
documents and observations, were 
triangulated in order to enable the 
emergence of themes concepts 
and findings from convergent 
evidence. 
External Validity Use theory in single-case 
studies 
Extant frameworks and models 
were used as an underpinning 
conceptual framework 
Reliability Use case study protocol 
Develop case study 
database 
Maintain chain of 
evidence 
Structured procedures for data 
collection and analysis were used. 
Data was managed systematically 
throughout collection, storage, 




4.6. Credibility versus Reliability and Validity 
All researchers must be able to demonstrate the quality or trustworthiness of their research 
findings, but the literature is unclear as to how this might be done. Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
maintained that the issue of “trustworthiness” is encapsulated in the question: “How can an 
inquirer persuade his or her audiences (including self) that the findings of an enquiry are worth 
paying attention to, worth taking account of?” (p. 290). They contended that all qualitative 
inquiry should have “truth value”, “applicability”, “consistency” and “neutrality” and that these 
qualities usually translated as reliability, validity and objectivity in a classic methodological 
paradigm. However, these notions, often taken for granted, though contestable, in quantitative 
methodologies, are challenged in the qualitative arena. Corbin and Strauss (2015) admit to 
feeling uncomfortable with the terms “validity” and “reliability”, preferring, instead the term 
“credibility” meaning that “…findings are trustworthy and believable in that they reflect 
participants’, researchers’, and readers’ experiences with the phenomenon but at the same time 
the explanation is only one of many possible “plausible” interpretations possible from data.” 
(p. 346). 
 
Some, like Agar (1986), have advocated an abandonment of “scientific control” in favour of 
the reader placing trust in the experiences and interpretations of the researcher and the resulting 
findings. In a similar way, Marshall and Rossman (as quoted in Silverman, 2006, p. 226) reject 
the positivist notion of reliability as being based on the incorrect underlying assumption of an 
unchanging social world. Likewise, validity in the sense of “…the “truth” of the findings of a 
particular inquiry…” (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 290) is held to be an inappropriate measure 
of qualitative research as truth is socially constructed or “…what is good for us to believe ” 
(Rorty, 1991, p. 22, emphaisis in original) and does not necessarily denote a correspondence to 
the physical world. 
 
However, Silverman (2006) maintains that “…the first goal of scientific research is valid 
knowledge” (p. 221) and rejects the type of methodological anarchy Agar proposes. Morse et 
al. (2002) note “…reliability and validity have been subtly replaced by criteria and standards 
for evaluation of the overall significance, relevance, impact, and utility of completed research.” 
(p. 14). Silverman along with others (Corbin and Strauss, 2015; Denzin, 2002; Lincoln, 1995; 
Lincoln and Guba, 1985) have proposed sets of criteria that should be satisfied in order for any 
qualitative research to be considered credible. Table 11 sets out the criteria cited by Silverman 
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that are not unlike those proposed by the other authors mentioned. These provide a framework 
within which the research community can judge the credibility of research outcomes. 
 
Table 11: Criteria for the evaluation of research 
From Silverman (2006, p. 276) 
1. Are the methods of research appropriate to the nature of the question being asked? 
2. Is the connection to an existing body of knowledge theory clear? 
3. Are there clear accounts of the criteria for the selection of cases for study, and of the data 
collection and analysis? 
4. Does the sensitivity of the methods match the needs of the research question? 
5. Was the data collection and record-keeping systematic? 
6. Is reference made to accepted procedures for analysis? 
7. How systematic is the analysis? 
8. Is there adequate discussion of how themes, concepts and categories were derived from the 
data? 
9. Is there adequate discussion of the evidence for and against the researcher’s arguments? 
10. Is a clear distinction made between the data and its interpretation? 
 
These criteria will be revisited later as a means of evaluating this research. However, as these 
are post-hoc criteria, Morse et al. (2002) warn “…the investigator runs the risk of missing 
serious threats to the reliability and validity until it is too late to correct them.” (p. 14). This, 
they claim, has left the literature “muddled” and has marginalised qualitative research in the 
eyes of the wider research community. To counter this, they suggest a set of “verification 
strategies” that are carried out during the conduct of the inquiry: 
 
1. Methodological coherence: ensuring that there is consistency between the research 
question(s) being addressed and the methodology employed; 
2. Sampling sufficiency: the sample must be appropriate “consisting of participants who 
best represent or have knowledge of the research topic”. Data should continue to be 
collected until category saturation has occurred; 
3. Developing a dynamic relationship between sampling, data collection and analysis: 
implementing and maintaining a recursive theoretical sampling approach based on the 
analysis of data; 
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4. Thinking theoretically: use of an iterative approach to investigate (and collect additional 
data on) theoretical ideas that emerge as the data is collected and analysed; and 
5. Theory development: moving purposefully from a descriptive or substantive account of 
the data towards a theoretical account where valid theories “… are well developed and 
informed, they are comprehensive, logical, parsimonious, and consistent.” (J. Morse et 
al., 2002, p. 18-19) 
 
These strategies are general in nature and will vary depending on the methodological approach 
chosen for a study, but all have been incorporated, to some degree, into the research design for 
this study. Lee and Fielding (2004) note that, if researchers document the conduct of their 
analysis at each stage, the analysis can be validated. Further, Merriam (1995, pp. 54-5) suggests 
the following procedures to bolster internal validity (Merriam’s headings in italics): 
 
1. Data triangulation, used to “open up different facets of complex phenomena to view” 
(Pidgeon and Henwood, 2004); 
2. Member checks or respondent validation, in which informants can be used to verify ones 
findings (Silverman, 2006). Pidgeon and Henwood (2004), however, caution that 
respondent (or member) validation may only be appropriate where “there are grounds 
for believing that participants have special insights into the social worlds and issues 
under study…” and that “…such commentaries work best if also treated as data.” (p. 
642) 
3. Peer/colleague examination, asking peers or colleagues to check the data to verify 
coding choices and category development. The use of CAQDAS and its inherent audit 
trail significantly assists in the implementation of this measure; 
4. Statement of researcher's experiences, assumptions, biases: this allows the reader to 
evaluate how the data was interpreted; 
5. Submersion/engagement in the research situation: collecting data over a long enough 
period of time to ensure an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon. 
 
All of these procedures except member checks were employed for this study. 
 
Ensuring the credibility of research findings in a qualitative context is not a clear-cut situation. 
Although approaches are hotly contested, the literature clearly comes down on the side of taking 
measures that will guarantee rigor. These measures may be less prescriptive and detailed than 
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their quantitative counterpart and more dependent on the overall methodology chosen, but they 
must be an essential component of any research for the findings to be judged worthy of 
consideration. 
4.7. Limitations of the Study 
As this study was situated in a single institution the findings will have limited external validity 
(generalisability) although they may be extrapolated to other institutions in similar contexts. 
The following limitations apply: 
 
1. Sample Limitations. 
• Site Selection. The site chosen for data collection was done so based on providing 
a context that was relevant to the research question and one that offered the 
likelihood of providing a rich source of data. 
• Participant selection. Initially, key participants with the most experience of the 
topic were selected in order to provide the dimensions, boundaries and trajectory 
of the study (J. M. Morse, 2010). Subsequently, participants were purposively 
selected based on emerging concepts. 
Since both the site and participant selection are non-random the samples cannot 
be interpreted as representative of all universities, caution must be used about 
generalising more widely. However, the purposive selection of a small number of 
interview participants can yield amounts of data that can “…illuminate to some 
significant degree, the "worlds" of the participants” (Hycner, 1985, p. 295) and 
open up the possibility of generalisation to similar work contexts (Englander, 
2012; Henriques, 2014)) or the generalisation of formal theory across a variety of 
settings (Hood, 2007). 
Key weaknesses of the participant sample are the low number of staff interviewed 
and the gender of academic staff. In particular, the absence of female academic 
staff prevented the collection of data that might illuminate perspectives on the 
constructs being investigated from a female academic standpoint. However, the 
gender skew reflected the sector-wide gender disparity at the time of the study. 
The sample for this study was drawn from academic staff above senior lecturer 
who were involved in quality assurance and hence, would reasonably be expected 
to provide a rich source of data. At the time of the study the proportions stood at 
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33.5% male compared with just 15.3% female (DET, 2016a). Although female 
academic staff were approached, all the academic staff who agreed to take part in 
the study were male. This reflected the predominance of men in such roles at the 
university. Three of the four professional staff were female, again, reflecting the 
high proportion of 66.3% female staff in these roles (DET, 2016a). While these 
respondents did provide some informative insights, this gender skew is 
acknowledged as a weakness of the study. Both this and non-random selection are 
threats to reliability. 
2. Interview Data/Internal Validity 
• In collecting data from interview participants, I relied on the guarantee of an 
ethical approach and confidentiality to elicit honest responses to questions. As I 
was an insider researcher, it was natural that the interviewees would approach the 
interview with some degree of reservation particularly since they would be asked 
to offer personal opinions on university policies and practices. This may have 
resulted in interviewees providing skewed data in an effort to give me the answers 
they thought I wanted to hear, or which were politically correct. However, 
respondent observations were quite candid, often making comments about, and 
occasionally leveling criticism at, other staff working at the University 13 . 
Credibility was also addressed by “sampling sufficiency” (J. Morse et al., 2002). 
3. Insider Research 
• As discussed in Section 4.4, my role as an insider posed a number of challenges 
to objectivity of observations and analysis and interpretation of data. By 
acknowledging my motivations, predispositions and biases and making every 
effort to account for these during the research process, I have attempted to 
overcome these issues. 
4.8. Ethical Considerations 
As this research involved human subjects it was important “…that participants be accorded the 
respect and protection that is due to them” (NHMRC, 2007, p. 7). Hence, informed consent was 
obtained from both interview participants and the institution itself (via ethics approval). Plain 
 
13 Where this occurred, names have been redacted from the comments quoted. 
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Language Statement and Consent Forms (see Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and Appendix 3) were 
used to inform the institution and participants of the: 
 
• Purpose and background of the research; 
• Research procedures; 
• Potential benefits to the individual, institution, and the community; 
• Possible risks; 
• Privacy, confidentiality and disclosure of information; 
• Results of the project; 
• Voluntary participation; 
• Source of ethical guidelines; 
• Complaints procedure; and  
• Reimbursement of costs. 
 
Approval to undertake the research project was granted by the Deakin University Human Ethics 
Advisor Committee on 15 October 2012 with a currency period from 15 October 2012 to 15 
October 2016. An application to undertake research was also submitted to the Human Research 
Ethics Committee at the university where I worked, and approval was granted for a currency 
period from 24 January 2013 to 15 October 2016. 
 
Already discussed was my role as an insider researcher and the challenges that posed. This 
situation potentially created a conflict of interest that could have skewed interview responses, 
as I was reasonably well known to all participants. However, confidentiality of identity and 
responses was emphasised in both the consent forms and at the commencement of each 
interview. While it is not possible to know with any degree of certainty if this situation affected 
responses, all respondents appeared to give honest answers to questions even when these 
reflected negatively on the university or individuals employed at the university. None of the 
participants requested that their interviews be withdrawn from the study. Comments made by 
the respondents were not reported anywhere within the university and care has been taken in 
the sections that follow to mask the identity of respondents. 
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4.9. Evaluation of the Study 
Strengths 
Qualitative research is particularly useful for investigating and understanding or taking a fresh 
look at and making sense of people’s everyday experiences of a phenomenon not previously 
studied. Using a case study approach to construct an abstract conceptualisation from the 
analysis of data collected through semi-structured interviews with purposively selected 
participants and scrutiny of policy documents provided a well-matched methodology in this 
situation. Eliciting the perceptions of participants provided authentic and realistic data that was 
used to cast new light on the relationship between ICT and a culture of quality in a university. 
Participants’ accounts and reflections were additionally compared and triangulated with 
university policy. This counterbalance identified areas of commonality, divergence and tension, 
particularly regarding espoused values and principles embodied in policy as opposed to the 
lived experiences of participants. 
 
As this study investigated an aspect that had not previously been researched from the 
perspective of ICT, the outcome of this research synthesised and built on existing knowledge 
and conceptual models which were associated with the phenomenon of the use of ICT by 
university staff within the context of a culture of quality. This, hopefully, provides a starting 
point for further avenues of research to expand our understanding of this field. 
 
This research meets all of Silverman’s (2006) criteria for the evaluation of research (see Table 
11, p. 119). Specifically: 
 
1. The research methodology was appropriate to the phenomenon being investigated as no 
existing body of knowledge nor theory existed for the relationship between the use of 
ICT by university staff and a culture of quality (Criteria 1, 2 and 4); 
2. A sound basis for the selection of data collection location and participants was 
established (see Section 4.5, Data - Criterion 3); 
3. Data collection, record-keeping and data analysis were carried out systematically as 
described in Section 4.5, Data. A clear distinction has been made between data and the 
resulting interpretation. (Criteria 5, 6, 7 and 10); 
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4. An account describing the derivation of the themes, properties and dimensions 
associated with the categories investigated is clearly set out. (Criterion 8); and 
5. Where appropriate, arguments both for and against interpretations have been integrated 
into the discussion (Criterion 9). 
 
As previously noted in Section 4.6, research findings must be assessed based on credibility, 
trustworthiness and believability. In particular, that the research reflects the experiences of 
participants, researchers and readers. Every effort has been made to faithfully represent the 
stories, perceptions, opinions and in some cases, the feelings of participants. As far as possible, 
extracts quoted verbatim have been selected so that the context has been preserved and any 
interpretations drawn from that data, are reasonable and have not been manipulated to validate 
any preconceived concepts or theories. 
 
Ultimately, however, readers of this research, especially those working in universities, will be 
the final arbiters of the merits of this work in deciding if it is believable and hence represents a 
trustworthy reflection of the setting and interpretation of the data and that the resulting 
framework represents a credible contribution to knowledge. 
 
This study has drawn on a range of other research from varied fields to corroborate or provide 
counterpoint to the arguments, conclusions, findings and framework presented. The conceptual 
interpretation that resulted from the analyses has focussed on the lived experience of university 
staff using ICT as part of their ongoing conversations with colleagues about quality 
improvement in the workplace context. In this regard, the study stands as an original 
contribution. 
 
Every attempt has been made to faithfully convey the contents and intent of policy documents 
as well as what was meaningful to participants in their personal experiences of the phenomenon 
studied. The themes that emerged reflected the reality of staff in their use of ICT both on a day-
to-day basis as well as within a culture of quality. The dimensions and themes identified were 
generally reflected in literature which touched on the different aspects of the study, but this 
study goes further in demonstrating the central role played by trust in the use of ICT in fostering 
a culture of quality. Also, from my perspective and knowledge of the university investigated, 




While the synthesis of the data interpretations echoes and confirms some existing knowledge 
and models, the entirety of the analysis and proposed framework draws together and connects 
previously disjointed aspects of the setting and presents the readers with a new lens through 
which the university environment can be viewed. 
Limitations 
At the outset, it must be acknowledged that the number of participants in this study, being ten, 
was quite low. For family and employment reasons I moved countries twice during the period 
of candidature. This limited the window of time during which data could be collected from the 
university chosen for the study. This affected the participant interviews more than policy 
documentation. The sample was also made up of a mix of academic and professional staff. This 
was a deliberate decision as it was the intention to obtain a balanced view of the use of ICT by 
university staff rather than focussing solely on academic staff as much research in HE does. 
The inclusion of professional staff provided a broader perspective. However, this reduced the 
opportunity of exploring the experiences and views of a broader cross-section of either group. 
Nevertheless, the university staff interviewed were purposively selected based on their ability 
to contribute “rich responses” or “who best represent or have knowledge of the research topic” 
(J. Morse et al., 2002, p. 18) from both professional and academic perspectives regarding 
quality, quality enhancement and quality assurance within the university. Another limitation of 
the sampling was the gender balance. The growth of external quality assurance in HE and the 
expansion of such functions within universities to manage the resulting regulatory burden have 
afforded women a “new visibility as a consequence of the creation of a new cadre of quality 
managers” (Morley, 2003, p. 411). However, these roles are predominantly held by professional 
staff as this has not translated into an equivalent increase in female academics holding positions 
of power or influence in the quality arena. While a number of female academic staff were 
identified as having roles related to quality assurance or improvement and approached to take 
part in the study, they either declined giving the reason of unavailability or did not respond to 
the email invitation. However, I cannot discount the possibility that my gender played a part in 
their unwillingness to take part in the study. The small number initially identified reflected the 
predominance of men in such roles at the university. On the other hand, a larger number of 
potential male participants also declined or failed to respond. Conversely, reflecting Morley’s 
observation, professional staff in roles related to quality functions at the university were 
predominantly female so three of the four professional staff respondents were female. This 
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weakness in sampling meant that I was unable to explore any potential differences between the 
experiences and perceptions of male and female academics. Notwithstanding the small number 
and gender imbalance of participants, analysis of the data demonstrated that sampling 
sufficiency was achieved as category saturation was established but the purposive sampling 
procedure may affect the generalisability of the research outcomes. 
 
Given the sample of respondents and the fact that the data collection site was a medium-sized 
university which was not research intensive, the outcomes of the research may have only limited 
generalisability though the literature indicates that many of the themes identified are found 
more widely in Australian and international HE. However, as discussed earlier, generalisability 
is enhanced by the rich source of data obtained from the purposively selected respondents. 
 
The time that has elapsed between the collection of data and the finalisation of this thesis also 
introduced a weakness. In the intervening time, changes have continued to take place in the 
Australian and international HE environment which potentially invalidate the findings and 
conclusions drawn from the analysis of data. To address this, I have endeavoured to draw on 
relevant research that has been published since then and use this to evaluate my conclusions. 
 
The reasons for selecting a case study approach for this research have been discussed in Chapter 
3.5. However, the outcome of the research is an interpretive construct and, so, is subjective and 
dependent on my abilities which may have been somewhat biased by preconceived ideas as 
well as blank and blind spots not apparent to me. This study presents one perspective on the 
phenomenon and does not claim to put forward an absolute truth nor make any predictions or 
sweeping generalisations. In this respect, the findings and conclusions are open to debate and 
different interpretations from other observers. The framework that has been proposed comes 
from my own interpretation of the studied phenomenon because, as Charmaz (2006) 
emphasises “The theory depends on the researcher’s view; it does not and cannot stand outside 
of it” (p. 130). 
 
Lastly, as previously noted in Section 4.4, I was employed at the university selected for data 
collection. As well as the potential conflict of interest already discussed, there exists the 
possibility that I was too close to the data, thus influencing the impartiality of interpretation. 
From a more positive perspective, however, this insider research role provided a situation where 
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I was involved in the day-to-day business of the university and, hence, was afforded a deeper 




5. The University and the Quality Agenda 
5.1. A Descriptive Framework 
This chapter and the one that follows represent a “descriptive framework” (Yin, 2018, p. 170) 
which reflects two interconnected facets of this study. Firstly, in this chapter I examine the 
interplay between what is taken to be the core business of the university and concepts of quality 
as they are presented in university policy juxtaposed with staff perceptions of quality. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, the definition of quality as it is applied in HE is contested. Hence, 
gaining an understanding of how it is defined within the context of the university being studied 
was an important precursor to understanding the role played by ICTs in enhancing or impeding 
a culture of quality at a university. This is the central focus of this study and will be explored 
in the Culture of Quality and ICT chapter. 
5.2. Core Business of the University 
Both policies and interviews were analysed to identify the “core business” of the university. 
This was considered an important construct because perceptions of quality may be applied 
differently depending on what was seen, either institutionally or individually, as day-to-day 
work within the subcultures within which each interviewee was located. 
 
The policies that formed the data sample were identified using the methodology described in 
the Section 5.3. This approach would most likely reveal where concepts of quality overlapped 
with core business. While policy documents may have been unclear about the nature of quality, 
there was no such ambiguity around the core business of the university as stated. 
 
The [university academic staff performance framework] (“The Framework”) is 
designed to provide Academic staff with clarity on performance expectations in the 
core areas of academic work at [the university]:  
 
• Learning and Teaching; 
• Research and Creativity; and 
• Academic Leadership and Service 




The Framework provides a holistic approach to organisational evaluation which 
encompasses all levels of the University and all aspects of our core business of 
teaching, learning and research. 
(Excellence Framework guide) 
 
In other policies, references to expectations and standards in the areas of teaching & learning 
and research emphasised these as the central activities of the university. However, the balance 
skewed clearly towards teaching & learning which reflected the fact that the university was not 
research intensive. 
 
Respondents too were generally quite clear about the central functions of the university and 
reflected the imbalance evident in policy. In response to the question “What would you say is 
the real work or the core business of the university, or HE in general?” most respondents gave 
answers along the following lines: 
 
…clearly teaching and research are central. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
Well, I think the classical definition is teaching and research…I think the balance [at 
this university] is probably 70/30 or even 80/20 with the higher number being the 
teaching. 
(Respondent 4 – Lecturer/Course Coordinator - IT) 
 
…but primarily if you look at the basic work of what universities are about it is the 
teaching [and] learning programs. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching & Learning Leader - Education) 
 
These respondents’ comments clearly indicate the teaching focus of the university. It is likely 
that, if the study had been conducted at a teaching and research or research-intensive university, 
the respondents would have indicated a greater emphasis on research. 
 
When it comes to the core business of the university, both policies and respondents reflect the 
literature. Botterill and De La Harpe (in Tight et al., 2010) consider academics to be “..in the 
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core business areas of teaching, learning and research” (p.88) while Braxton (2000) broadens 
this to “…the three core functions of HE: teaching, research and service” (p. ii). While teaching, 
research and service were the usual activities of all academics during the latter half of the 20th 
century, the push in a knowledge economy has been towards research, a trend exacerbated with 
research assessment and focus on global rankings which are research focused (Blackmore, 
2010b; Marginson, 2010). This has meant more academics are research or teaching only, and 
the newer universities are more teaching intensive. 
 
For most respondents, the activities of teaching & learning, research and engagement were 
linked to the idea of “people growing” which can be interpreted as analogous to the “quality as 
transformation” and “quality as added value” definitions originally proposed by Harvey and 
Green (1993b) which Cheng (M. Cheng, 2016) maintains “involves more than providing 
training for their [academic’s] students to pass exams, and to become researchers, and also 
involves developing students to fulfil their potential and to learn how to learn” (p. 8). It is 
interesting, therefore, that this notion does not appear in any of the policies especially those 
concerned with academic courses. There is evidence in the literature that a tension is created 
by this dissonance between policy and practice or between policy and perception. Blackmore 
and Lauder (2005) posit that policy texts are “inherently ambiguous and open to degrees of 
interpretation” (p. 191). The university policy makers may well argue that the notion of purpose 
underlying the stated activities of the institution is implicit. Alternately, the omission may be a 
deliberate attempt to sidestep being held accountable to such a declaration.  
 
Another attribute already mentioned, that of engagement, was noted by some respondents and 
reflected in policy: 
 
Well, I believe like every university really, core business is teaching and learning, 
research and development, and as…sort of, um… something that goes over both of 
those key areas is the issue of engagement 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager - Research) 
 
So, we serve the community through providing a skilled workforce for the community, 
and we create new knowledge and processes that the community needs. 




Respondent 3 used the term “issue” when referring to engagement. This may reflect uncertainty 
or ambivalence about the place of engagement within the core business of the university or that 
engagement is often the “poor cousin” of teaching and research (Sachs and Clark, 2017). 
Engagement has replaced the notion of service as it is about more active connections with 
external organisations in partnerships and informing policy through research or working with 
the media. Alternately, it may relate to the contested definition of engagement as the exercise 
of defining engagement formed a significant part of the preparations for the TEQSA audit 
mentioned previously. Historically, community engagement has been unidirectional. Bringle 
and Plater (2017) assert that “In contrast to doing work for communities, in communities, or on 
communities, the newer paradigms emphasize doing work with communities” (p. 301). 
Saltmarsh (2017) states that community engagement is “defined by relationships between those 
in institutions and organizations and those outside them that are grounded in reciprocity, mutual 
respect, shared authority, and co-creation of goals and outcomes” (p. 3) but also notes that 
embedding community engagement within institutions faces significant challenges around 
assessment of community perceptions, tracking and recording of engagement activities, impact 
assessment, development of reciprocal partnerships, and clearly articulating academic staff 
incentives and recognition for community engagement. Bringle and Plater (2017) concur with 
Saltmarsh (2017) that “the institution must ensure that there are policies and practices in place 
to recognize and reward faculty academic work on community engagement through formal 
advancement procedures, periodic personnel assessments, and public ceremonies to identify 
and celebrate exemplary action” (p. 307). These policies and practices were noticeably absent 
from the university. 
 
Within the Australian university context, a 2008-2010 position paper by the Australian 
Universities Community Engagement Alliance (AUCEA, 2008) was criticised by Peacock 
(2012) as privileging neoliberal commercial outcomes above “the more social, environmental 
and cultural ends to engagement” (p. 322). Prior to the TEQSA audit at the university, 
considerable effort was put into collecting and documenting engagement case studies and 
developing an engagement plan. The plan, complete with performance indicators for DVCs, 
PVCs, Deans and Directors, emphasised partnerships with a range of external stakeholders but 
the outcomes were weighted heavily in favour of the university with little indication of the 
benefits for stakeholders. The plan was seen by many academic staff as a managerial imposition 




It should be noted that Engagement had been selected by the university as the optional theme 
to be reviewed during an audit by TEQSA just prior to the commencement of data collection. 
Hence, this aspect of core business may have been more prominent in the minds of staff at this 
university during the collection of data than it would have been at other times or at other 
universities. Since this study, engagement has become a major issue for research intensive 
universities with the Excellence of Research in Australia. 
 
Although there was no engagement-specific policy, community engagement was picked up in 
the Course Consultative Committee policy: 
 
Role of Consultative Committees  
Advice should be sought from Consultative Committees on the following matters: 
o ….. 
o appropriate interface with industry/community organisations; 
o …. 
o engagement with the professions, employers and the community 
(Course Consultative Committee policy) 
 
What is distinctive about this university is the high emphasis on teaching. During the time I 
was employed there, the teaching tradition history of the university, coming from the 
amalgamation of CAEs, was often mentioned as a point of pride. In fact, some staff pointed out 
that when the back history of the university was considered, it could be cheekily claimed that 
it was the oldest university in the state! 
 
The three dimensions associated with the core business of the university were interconnected. 
Although teaching and learning was clearly seen to be the most prominent dimension, research 
was becoming increasingly important and was linked to teaching via the sub-themes of creation 
and application of knowledge and research training. The growing importance of research at the 
university was, in part, a response to national policies such as ERA and the “coercive pressures” 
of performance-based research funding which privileges research over teaching (Woelert and 
McKenzie, 2018). Both the teaching and research dimensions were, in turn, related to 





“People growing” was only referred to specifically by one respondent, 
 
…it’s a people growing business, which is all about growing not only the students that 
are studying within the organisation, but the organisation itself and the people that back 
it up…. Because, as a teacher I have the greatest responsibility, so I think this whole 
sense of growing the organisation as a way of insuring a quality education for our 
students is critical, and growing our staff and our system so we can conduct quality 
research to create a new knowledge, that both feeds into the teaching of a new program, 
and serves the needs of our community. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
However, I considered this an articulate description of the link between the three dimensions 
as well as being an overarching theme that references Harvey and Green’s “quality as 
transformation” definition of quality (Harvey and Green, 1993b). Others echoed aspects of the 
engagement theme: 
 
Our university’s all about the creation and dissemination of knowledge, and probably 
the empowerment of people. 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
 
The concept of “people growing” here is multi-faceted and multi-actor: individual (student) 
growth through learning; staff development, specifically to nurture quality research and support 
the research-teaching nexus; and engagement for the benefit of the external community. 
However, Reid (2013) notes this is a complex internal and external dynamic and “Mutual 
benefit and institutional impact are not assured; they do not just happen. Universities have to 
work at them, tackling the challenges of the real world.” (p. 40) and this is not helped by the 
fact that “the accomplishments of institutions with a social mission are easy to describe but hard 
to measure tends to marginalise them and mask their achievements” (p. 41) and echoes Sachs 
and Clark’s (2017) “poor cousin” comment where “that which is hard to count often doesn’t 
count.” (p. 41). As previously noted, engagement was not embedded in policy and procedure 
and, hence, lip service only was being paid to this aspect of the core business of the university. 
 




I think they are critical in the day-to-day operations and I think I mean everything from 
academic governance through to HR, through to finance in very different ways critical 
to everything that is in the strategic direction of the University. So, you can’t run a 
School … without the support, the integral support of all those, all those players. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching & Learning Academic - Law) 
 
Whitchurch (2009, 2010) found that, increasingly, professional staff are carrying out roles 
which are more complex than what has usually been seen as administrative or managerial work. 
These often involve work that straddles traditional academic/professional boundaries giving 
rise to “blended professionals”. However, these functions involve “working in ‘‘an invisible 
maze’’, with ‘‘…history and tensions between different factions and groups.’’….and played a 
part in ‘‘the power struggles and battles that go on’’.” (Whitchurch, 2009, p. 408). The 
traditional perceptions of professional staff are picked up by one respondent: 
 
Well, that is just the infrastructure. Without finance and HR…you need to employ 
people, you need to pay wages, you need to do a budget for buildings, you need to do 
maintenance, so it is…I shouldn’t use the word ‘evil’, it’s a necessary cost that you have 
to have and as to how efficient it is, I couldn’t really comment. But I think it’s something 
that you have to have. I think it’s essential, yeah. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
With regard to professional staff, Ramsden (2003) picks up on the “evil” aspects, mentioned 
by Respondent 9, of some non-academic support functions but concurs with others on the scope 
of core business by noting that “[Academics] are unimpressed especially by the administrative 
effort associated with quality assurance and accountability. It uses up time and energy that could 
be focussed on the core business of research and teaching.” (p. 4). The negative connotation 
assigned to quality assurance, particularly in the form of compliance, will be discussed in the 
next section. 
 
Furthermore this highlights what Gray (2015a) notes as a “discourse of tension between 
academic staff and the ‘professional other’ ” in the business of the university, finding that the 
further academics are from a centralised “ ‘managerialist’ culture” the less likely they were to 
see staff in those roles in a positive light. However, most academics in Gray’s study agreed 
“their workloads are lower due to professional staff at the local level”. This is contrary to 
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Langford (2010) who found that academic staff reported increased workloads over the two 
decades to 2010. This was certainly the case at the university, and I attributed part of this to 
organisational changes that had taken place in the years leading up to the study whereby 
professional staff were progressively transferred from schools and faculties to centralised units. 
This resulted in a tyranny of distance which made it more difficult for academics to get 
administrative support and that technology now facilitated academics to do what many 
administrative staff had previously done e.g. entering assessment data, employing casual staff, 
and other administrative functions often related to external accountability and financial audits. 
 
Academics in this study, however, tended to be more attuned to the need for professional staff 
to support core business across the university, either at a local or centralised level: 
 
Well my judgment is that they are the necessary aspects of an organisation that sit 
behind it's capacity to deliver the quality product that it seeks. So, as fact we'd be 
looking at an institution….producing graduates and producing good quality 
research…. you need lots and lots of support services underneath [academics] and 
that's where the professional staff do their job. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching & Learning Leader - Education) 
 
While this comment indicates professional staff provide support services to academics that 
allow them to teach and produce quality research, it contrasts with my own observations of a 
consistent narrative amongst academic staff at the university that their perceived their 
workloads increasing year on year (Lupton et al., 2017). Although not directing involved in the 
“core business” of the university, professional staff were included in the respondent pool, and 
academic staff generally acknowledged their role in supporting that work, but more indirectly 
than directly. Although, as seen above, an uneasy relationship existed between academic and 
professional staff, the data provided by professional staff added another dimension to the 
investigation and contributed a broader understanding of the quality culture environment. 
 
As previously discussed (see Section 3.2), there has been a shift in power away from the 
academic towards corporate management across HE (Hil, 2012; Rowlands, 2013, 2014) leaving 
academics out of the decision-making process. My observations were that academic staff 
perceived corporate decisions such as restructuring, and cost-cutting had resulted in an 
intensification of the labour of academic staff which distracted from the core business of 
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teaching and research. The other part of the equation, which will emerge in the analysis of the 
use of ICT, is that all staff felt they were continuously connected to work through the medium 
of communication technologies, particularly email, and that other ICTs they have at their 
disposal were now being used as a rationale for them doing more of their own administrative 
work (Hil, 2012; Selwyn, 2013). On top of this, there has been an overall decrease in the full-
time academic workforce (Blackmore and Sachs, 2007) and a consistent imbalance of 
professional to academic staff across the HE sector in Australia which for 2016 stood at 55.2% 
professional to 44.8% academic (DET, 2016a). While the number of professional staff may be 
right to support the functions of universities, academic staff perceive that it is the minority who 
are now servicing an intensified workload within the core business of teaching, research and 
engagement (Blackmore and Sachs, 2007). Counter to this, Whitchurch (2009) argues that 
professional staff now make significant contributions as “blended professionals” within what 
she calls the “third space” which has arisen out of online instructional design, research 
management, programs such as work integrated learning etc., though their “invasion” of the 
academic space  often results in tensions and power dynamics. 
 
As described in Chapter 2, the HE sector in Australia is a complex mix of different, and often, 
competing pressures which include statutory and regulatory requirements, teaching and 
research quality standards, disciplinary and professional criteria, student evaluations and 
community expectations to name just a few. This relates to the question of purpose or core 
business in that these factors are reconceptualised and filtered through the internal leadership 
hierarchy and the lens of the quality assurance system of the university. As will be seen later, 
these factors now have a significant impact on how academic work is carried out and how 
quality is conceptualised. 
5.3. Quality at the University 
Based on the literature surveyed, a review was carried out on all university policies to identify 
any references associated with current conceptualisations of quality and/or quality culture. This 
was done to identify policies that might yield insights to the way in which the university 
propagated officially endorsed directives related to quality. When searching for terms, the word 
tree function in NVivo was utilised to examine the use and colocation of the terms to assess the 
relevance to the context of the current research. All of the resulting policies identified were read 
in their entirety to determine if they did, in fact, offer insights into the phenomenon being 
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investigated. In many cases, policies were not included in the final sample even though they 
contained words or phrases that might be expected to reveal understandings of quality. For 
example, 108 of the policies had some reference to “compl(iance/y)” indicating the level of 
corporatisation of the university and concern with internal risk management both increasing 
academic workloads. However, on closer reading, most of these related to adherence to internal 
procedures and were not references, for example, to compliance with standards, minimum 
expectations or quality assurance procedures. Likewise, “accountability”, did not occur in any 
policies in the context of a sub-category of “quality as value for money”. This review resulted 
in the identification of 29 policies and one associated guide document. At the time of data 
collection, the university had a total of 176 policies. Hence, the policies identified for analysis 




• Administration (a guide document was associated with one administrative policy) 
• Human Resources 
• Information Technology 
• Facilities and Services 
• Community and International Affairs 
 
The two terms with the highest occurrence in policies were “standard(s)” and “quality”. The 
high frequency for the term “standards(s)” was due, in large part, to a single policy that related 
to English standards (total word frequency within the policy was 67). Discounting this policy, 
the occurrence totalled 124. Only three other terms (including stemmed words), 
“improve(s/ed/ing/ment)”, “excellence” and “enhance(ment)”, occurred often enough to be of 
any importance when compared with other terms. The phrase ‘quality culture’ was not found 
at all but there were six instances of the word “culture”. More will be said about how the term 
“culture” is used within policy documents below. 
 
I am not suggesting that this review in any way assigns relative weightings to particular 
terminology or privileges one dimension of quality over another. However, it does demonstrate 
that 1. The terminology used in policies largely reflects what is found in the literature, but, more 
importantly 2. That certain terminology had greater currency than some others in these official 
documents that were intended to regulate and guide practices within the university, and that 
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these reflected the wider policy context. Take for example the comparison between fitness for 
purpose and excellence. Fitness for purpose, which was a buzz phrase in the early 2000s mainly 
as a result of the focus of AUQA quality audits, is found in just one reference across all the 
policies identified. The fact that the policy in which it was found was not an academic policy 
is telling that this terminology has somewhat fallen out of favour. Whereas, excellence, 
occurred across a range of academic, administrative and human resources policies. I suggest 
that the influence of the first ERA research data collection, which occurred in 2010, 2012 and 
2015 (i.e., the years immediately preceding this study), played a large role in skewing the 
terminology in this direction. It is therefore surprising, given the emphasis on excellence in 
policy, that only two of the academic staff described quality in this way while all the non-
academic staff subscribed to this definition. This may reflect a reaction on the part of academics 
to the seeming barrage of different quality requirements (excellence, fit for purpose, 
transformation, quality assurance, compliance, etc.) and a certain level of scepticism about what 
each of these generic terms means when it comes to practice in a particular field. 
 
In all, six dimensions of quality were identified in policy. These will be discussed below, 
together with the seven dimensions which emerged from interview data. 
 
Many respondents combined several dimensions of quality already present in the literature in 
their comments demonstrating they were quite comfortable with a pick-and-choose or mix-and-
match approach to defining quality in their own context. Respondents identified all of the 
dimensions of quality that appeared in policy. However, some participants, particularly 
academic staff, identified the dimension of compliance, under the guise of quality assurance, 
as a negative, albeit necessary, dimension of quality but overdone in the sense that academics 
feel reduced professional autonomy (Morley, 2003). It is noteworthy that the compliance 
dimension did not occur at all in policy. Given the sensitivity and negative connotations around 
compliance, I posit that policy makers have avoided embedding this in policy where preference 
has been given to the more traditionally accepted and positive definitions. 
 
Defining quality was not an easy task for respondents and no two definitions were identical. 
 
Quality, to me….I think….it's hard to use just one word to describe it because quality 
means different things to different people. 




I think it is…multidimensional. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
The dimensions of quality, together with the themes identified as associated with each of them, 
are shown diagrammatically in Figure 10. As these have emerged from an analysis of both 
policy texts and interview transcripts, Table 12 presents a sampling of typical excerpts from 
policies and interview transcripts that illuminate the way in which these dimensions were 






















































Table 12: Quality dimensions arising from policy and respondent data 
Dimension Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Standards Good governance and administration of research practice at [the 
university] will enhance the reputation of the institution and its 
researchers, minimise the risk of harm for all involved, and ensure high 
standards and quality in research are maintained throughout the 
organisation. 
 (Principles of responsible research policy) 
How would I define quality, I think that it’s, it should be a test determined 
by others, there should be some sort of, you should be judged by others 
in an equivalent type industry or discipline to determine that what you 
do or what you deliver is not only defensible but of a high standard or 
high quality. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law) 
Excellence At [the university], we value personal excellence which is defined as 
striving to realise potential. This will involve endeavouring to achieve 
high performance through a process of continuous improvement. 
(Guide document associated with Excellence Framework policy) 
But in a nutshell, my own perspective is if you are a university, whatever 
you’re doing, if it’s not excellent, it’s not good enough, you know. We 
have no role in doing anything that is less than excellent. You know, I 
think excellence should be our quality benchmark. If the teaching isn’t 
excellent, if research isn’t excellent, why should students come here to 
do undergraduate courses, higher degrees by research, why would staff, 
you know researchers, come here to be part of our research community. 




Benchmarking will serve to compare [the University’s] products, 
services, processes and outcomes with competitors and/or other best 
practice organisations in order to identify opportunities for 
improvement and inform change. 
(Benchmarking policy) 
I suppose in that instance the quality is defining what you want to 
achieve, and then being open about the self-assessment process… but we 
need to do better when it comes to showing students that we take their 
feedback seriously and take action, those sorts of things. 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
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Table 12: Quality dimensions arising from policy and respondent data 
Dimension Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Fit for Purpose [The University] operates a Standard Operating Environment (SOE) to 
ensure that all computer hardware and software used at the University 
is fit for purpose and cost effective. 
(Standard operating environment policy) 
My definition of quality is the fact that the content is reflective of what 
industry wants and reflective of, you know, best practice ….but is highly 
applicable and I think that’s my area in computing obviously there is a 
high level of applicability, so there’s lots of theory but you have to be 
able to do stuff as a result of your years at university. 




Process: A set of activities that interact with one another because the 
output from one activity becomes the input for another activity. 
Processes add value by transforming inputs into outputs, using 
resources. 
([University] Excellence Framework policy) 
It could be both about process or it could be about outcomes. So, when 
we talk about quality, we’re looking at ... and I guess that’s where in the 
policy space, we’re looking more about how people go about doing what 
they do. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
Transformation The purpose of the Excellence Framework is to create: 
● …. 
 ● a focus on sustainable performance and the University’s improved 
capability to deliver positive outcomes for its students and stakeholders 
(Guide document associated with Excellence Framework policy) 
I have a personal philosophy that our core business is, it’s a people 
growing business, which is all about growing not only the students that 
are studying within the organisation, but the organisation itself and the 
people that back it up. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
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Table 12: Quality dimensions arising from policy and respondent data 
Dimension Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Compliance Not identified in policy data …the compliance thing has become incredibly labour intensive... The 
administrative burden around research and research training has gone 
through the roof. And the amount of forms and paperwork, and approvals 
and sign-offs, has increased exponentially, both in research and in 
research training, and academic staff who are time poor, who want to 
get on with research, a lot of their time and their enthusiasm has been 
sucked out by all the compliance stuff 




The data provided by respondents and the policy documents reaffirmed the literature which 
finds that defining quality in HE is difficult, if not impossible (DEST, 2006; Harvey and Green, 
1993b; Kalayci et al., 2012; Sahney et al., 2004; Watty, 2003). Wittek and Kvernbekk (2011) 
note that “The concept of quality emerges as multifaceted, ambiguous, and vague, with unclear 
boundaries and many different uses” (p. 675). 
 
Wittek and Kvernbekk go on to explore three types of definition of quality as identified by 
Scheffler (1974): 
 
I. Stipulative: “Some definitions are stipulations to the effect that a term is to be understood 
in a special way throughout a certain discourse or text. A stipulative definition is a 
“local” piece of terminological legislation, it does not purport to reflect standard usage.” 
(Wittek and Kvernbekk, 2011, p. 676). 
 
Three of the dimensions identified for quality fall into the stipulative definition type: 
“standards”, “excellence” and “fit for purpose”. It is noteworthy that these reflect the 
development of quality rhetoric since the massification of HE in the 1970s-1980s. Starting with 
“fit for purpose” which grew out of industrial quality thinking and picked up by AUQA, and 
more recently with “standards” and “excellence” promoted by TEQSA and the ERA process 
respectively. 
 
II. Descriptive: “Such definitions are often answers to requests for clarification, to questions 
of the form “what is x.” That is to say, when we ask a “what is” question, what we 
intuitively expect to get, is a descriptive definition—we expect to be told what x really is. 
The definition answers the question by giving a description of the term’s prior usage.” 
(Wittek and Kvernbekk, 2011, p. 677) 
 
Indeed, it could be argued that all the definitions given by respondents are of this type as they 
were all asked to define quality. Hence, most of the responses were an attempt to describe 
quality from the perspective of how it manifested within their own context and day-to-day work. 
So, quality as process, compliance and continuous improvement are descriptive of how 
respondents go about work they would like to think intrinsically as being of quality or is 




The dimension of continuous improvement was often closely related with the process 
dimension especially in the context of continuous quality improvement processes. The sense in 
which quality as improvement is used in the policies is by way of improving inputs, processes 
or products such as courses and units rather than improving outcomes. It is not used in the sense 
of transformation as outlined by Harvey and Green (2015), Campbell and Rozsnyai (1993b) or 
Vlasceanu et al. (2002) where it is taken to mean enhancement or empowerment of the 
participant (student) or adding social capital value by enhancing the knowledge, abilities and 
skills of students. In contrast to this, academic staff saw continuous improvement and 
transformation as related dimensions of quality and were critical of the performative nature of 
quality assurance that focuses on the imposition of processes and procedures that do not result 
in quality outcomes. Some staff, however, equated processes which notionally would lead to 
improvement, especially quality assurance processes, with quality itself. This possibly reflects 
Dew and Nearing’s (J. R. Dew and Nearing, 2004) Continuous Quality Improvement approach 
which aims to systematically achieve continuous institutional renewal through a refinement of 
processes. However, this “excessive focus on systems and processes for quality assurance rather 
than standards and outcomes” (Shah and Jarzabkowski, 2013, p. 97) only provides 
demonstrable activity that universities claim is evidence of the pursuit of quality. 
 
III. Programmatic: “Such definitions convey practical consequences, and social and moral 
questions are pertinent” (Wittek and Kvernbekk, 2011, p. 678) 
 
Only one definition, quality as “transformation”, could be said to fall under this type. Harvey 
and Green (1993b) identified this altruistic aspiration of educators and researchers to either 
enhance or empower participants through the educational process. Three themes associated 
with quality related to this definitional type, namely commitment, shared values and 
engagement, did not feature at all in policy, as there was a greater emphasis on quality as 
compliance and procedure, and were not considered strong enough themes in interview data to 
assign them as dimensions of quality. However, they take on greater importance when seen in 
the context of a culture of quality that will be discussed in the following chapter. 
 
Wittek and Kvernbekk (2011) go on to argue that the notion of vagueness is possibly a better 
lens through which to examine the concept of quality rather than ambiguity. They assert that 
most words are ambiguous simply because they have multiple meanings. The concept of quality 
can be vague “to the extent it has blurred boundary and therefore borderline cases” (p. 679). 
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So, it was with the data examined. Different respondents played different roles within the 
university and looked at the institution from different viewpoints. Because of the different roles 
played, respondents also interpreted policy, both internal and external, from their role-based 
perspective. Vukosovic (2014) found that different academic disciplines institutionalised policy 
in different ways. Hence, there were some clearly distinct and different perceptions of quality. 
At the same time, significant overlaps at the boundaries exist such that respondents 
conceptualise quality as a “network of discourses” (Filippakou, 2011, p. 19ff) where the extent 
to which a particular discourse will dominate depends on the power invested in the interest 
group promoting it. In this case, policy discourses around standards, excellence, accountability 
and performance have had a significant impact on staff perceptions. 
 
While there was agreement on six of the quality dimensions identified in both policy and 
interview transcripts, there was some variability with regard to the emphasis that was placed on 
each within the two datasets (see Table 13). For example, policy highlighted the standards 
dimension more strongly than any other. This was also found to be the case with academic staff 
who, equally, reported fit for purpose while professional staff emphasised excellence. The 
following will focus on what I believe to be the three most prominent of the shared construct 
dimensions: standards, excellence and continuous improvement together with some 
commentary regarding compliance which was negatively associated with quality staff. 
1. Standards 
Academic policies where references were made to standard(s) were divided broadly into two 
groups: 
 
1. Standards imposed externally by regulatory bodies: 
The joint NHMRC/Australian Research Council/Universities Australia Australian code 
for the responsible conduct of research (Australian Government, 2007) (“the Code”) is 
used by universities as the standard for the responsible conduct of research in Australia 
(Principles of responsible research policy) 
 
2. Provisions imposed internally to ensure standards-based outcomes: 
There shall be a designated Course Coordinator who is responsible for ensuring the 
standard of the [offshore] course and unit offerings. 
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(Curriculum delivery and assessment policy) 
 
While interviewees also strongly reflected a sense of the external and internal imposition of 
standards, there remained an element of personal standards guided by academic values: 
 
In other words that across the spectrum of the outputs of an institution there is a 
minimum that you are comfortable with and you're not, you don't have sort of half your 
products terrific and half your products poor and an average of reasonably good in the 
middle. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
 
The establishment of TEQSA in 2011 heralded a shift from the AUQA regime of quality 
improvement-led to a compliance-driven, standards-based system of external quality assurance 
(Shah et al., 2014; Shah and Jarzabkowski, 2013) which effectively marginalised discipline 
communities from the teaching and learning standards development process (Brawley et al., 
2012). In response to the reception of these and other standards, universities have produced 
internal policy which articulate and vernacularise external policy imperatives and, in so doing, 
have resulted in changes in practice (Blackmore, 2010a). 
2. Excellence 
Although “quality” is not defined in any policy documents, the term “excellence” was (albeit 
regarding individual excellence): 
 
At [the university], we value personal excellence which is defined as striving to realise 
potential. This will involve endeavouring to achieve high performance through a 
process of continuous improvement. 
(Guide document associated with Excellence Framework policy, p. 2) 
 
Personal excellence is also echoed by respondents: 
 
Personal excellence, for example, which is more around the way that everything we 
do, we do it in an excellent way. 




I think that, people are trying to do work and achieve at a level at which they’ve got 
resources and they’ve got the personal capabilities. And, we have to aspire to 
excellence. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
As well as excellence in the sense of exceeding expectations: 
 
So, meeting and extending may [be] people's expectation of quality. Whether it be the 
stakeholder or the actual establishment, the University in this case. Um, but exceeding 
expectations may be the level of quality you [are] wanting to achieve.. 
(Respondent 2 – Quality Adviser – Internal Quality Review) 
 
It is not surprising that quality as standards and excellence feature prominently as dimensions. 
Bendixen and Jacobsen (2017) argue that marketisation of education, which emphasises 
“measures, benchmarks and other standards of quality” (p. 8), will inevitably shape policy while 
professional standards regimes of accountability are also impacting on education. The high 
occurrence of the these dimensions in policy, I would argue, is reflective of the influence of the 
TEQSA standards framework (see Section 2.4) and the discourse around “quality as 
excellence”, particularly as it relates to research in HE (see Section 2.5) and the increasing 
importance placed on university rankings and of individual academics. However, there is a 
more historical aspect to the quest for excellence as noted previously by Shukla and Singh 
(2016) for ‘academic institutes’ to achieve excellence and I believe Respondent 5’s comment 
(Table 12) is reflective of this tradition in universities. By far, academic policies, which 
included policies related to research, accounted for the greatest occurrence of references 
associated with quality. This was followed by administrative policies, many of which related 
to processes related to quality assurance such as benchmarking, quality reviews and surveys. 
This preponderance reflects a clear focus on aspects related to the quality of teaching and 
research, identified by both policy and respondents as the core business of the university. 
3. Continuous Improvement 




At [the University] we value personal excellence which is defined as striving to realise 
potential. This will involve endeavouring to achieve high performance through a 
process of continuous improvement. 
(Excellence Framework Guide) 
 
The theme of improvement is linked here with performance which will be discussed in greater 
detail later. While continuous improvement is an ongoing process, the implication is that the 
objective is some form of performance that provides an account or can be measured. 
 
So, it's, so my definition of quality does include that whole process of planning, doing, 
reviewing and improving but the reviewing and improving is sort of like how the process 
was. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
 
I suppose in that instance the quality is defining what you want to achieve, and then 
being open about the self-assessment process… but we need to do better when it comes 
to showing students that we take their feedback seriously and take action, those sorts of 
things. 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
 
Reflection and self-critique are seen here as important elements of continuous improvement. 
The “action” referred to by Respondent 8 was often closely related to the “process” dimension 
in order to address real or perceived lapses in performance. Staff, in particular, equated 
processes which notionally would lead to improved performance, with quality itself. Although 
TQM is seen as highly controversial in HE (Owlia and Aspinall, 1997), continuous 
improvement is one component of the approach that seems to have been retained. This may be, 
again, in response to external stakeholders’ requirements, as TEQSA and most professional 
accreditation bodies incorporate criteria relating to continuous improvement into their 
standards. 
4. Compliance 
This aspect of quality, in the sense of having to meet a standard or benchmark, was the most 
divisive as it was generally seen as the negative face of quality assurance. There was very clear 
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division here between professional staff, who are often responsible for administration of quality 
audits or reviews and other mechanisms of accountability. 
 
Professional staff stated: 
 
Quality forced on people. 
(Respondent 2 – Quality Adviser – Internal Quality Review) 
 
And the way that we do that is sort of from a sticks-and-carrots approach, so that’s why 
I’ve got a policy element. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
 
Both female professional staff here reflect on an imposed quality audit culture in the form of 
policy-driven management of both teaching and research functions (Blackmore, 2010b). 
Respondent 3, who was in a middle management role and, hence, might be expected to bring 
feminine sensitivities and “soft” management skills to her work (White et al., 2011), 
nonetheless, engaged with the process in a male dominated context while recognising the 
undesirable implications. Both respondents outwardly behaved as “social men” (Barry et al., 
2007, p. 106) in order to get the job done. Conversely, this may reflect the freedom of speech 
afforded academic staff (Hansson, 2019; Herriman, 1983) which is “partly different from and 
usually stronger than not only the general rights…but also the autonomy enjoyed by non-
academic professional” (Andreescu, 2009, p. 500). It is in this context that academic staff, all 
male, who bore the brunt of compliance, were critical of the imposed audit culture: 
 
I think there are some things that we do for compliance reasons or for I think we do 
quite a lot of busy work at the University, but in some areas where it comes to quality 
that affects fundamental research and fundamental teaching and learning I don’t think 
there is any escape from what we need to do. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law) 
 
So, we have an incredibly strong compliance culture in this place, and it’s… in a sense 
it’s counter-productive to the quality culture. 




…you’ve got senior leadership pushing for quality but the troops thinking that it’s too 
much work. And they don’t want to do it….And to be bluntly honest I think that academic 
staff are being pushed with a lot of extra administrative type duties. Yeah, there’s a lot 
more to do. They have to do all these extra admin things but a lot of them might be 
related to quality things that the university expects and that’s how that’s managed. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
The latter respondent’s comment of “quality things that the university expects and that’s how 
that’s managed” reflected a general observation amongst the male academic staff indicating a 
tacit acceptance of a gendered managerial university characterised by masculine sensitivities 
where the “committed, single-focused academic is seen to comply with masculine discourses 
of competitiveness, instrumentality and individuality” (Thomas and Davies, 2002, p. 390). 
 
The emergence of TEQSA marked a “shift from a ‘fitness-for-purpose’ approach to quality 
assurance to a compliance-driven approach using an externally developed set of standards” 
(Shah and Jarzabkowski, 2013, p. 96). Negative responses to these and other externally imposed 
requirements for compliance and accountability, as expressed in the respondent comments 
above, have been associated with a fatalist (Veiga et al., 2014) or reactive (Harvey and 
Stensaker, 2008) quality culture in which quality assurance is a “tick-box” activity or where 
staff may actively work against or ignore quality policies (J. Newton, 2000; Stephenson, 2004). 
Much of the compliance dimension within the university was monitored by a semi-independent 
department, composed entirely of professional staff, responsible for risk management and 
internal audit. This department was very much outward looking as its work was based almost 
entirely on state and federal legislation and regulation. This created a knock-on effect where all 
compliance requirements and audits were predicated on external drivers. Hence, external 
pressures were being channelled through the mechanism of compliance, which was not explicit 
in university policy, but which was experienced in terms of practice. Although Respondent 10, 
above, acknowledges the need for compliance, the disruptive and counter-productive 
consequences remained an ongoing source of tension between the staff in the department and 
academics who felt the audits were attempts to “catch them out” with the possibility of punitive 
repercussions. 
 
Four of the dimensions of quality identified reflect definitions already identified in the literature 
reviewed (see Table 13) though “value for money” (Harvey and Green, 1993b) did not emerge 
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in any of the data. However, three of the dimensions are not found in the literature as definitions 
but have been investigated as components of the quality assurance context in HE: continuous 
improvement (Harvey, 2008; Hodson and Thomas, 2003), process (leading to outcomes) 
(Sahney et al., 2004) and compliance (Spencer, 2015; Watty, 2006) These have been included 
here as dimensions of the quality construct as they were closely associated with quality by both 
policy and respondents. Compliance, in the context of quality, was the only dimension not 
identified in policy. 
 
Table 13: Comparative matrix of respondent and policy definitions of quality 
Quality as….  
Data Source 
Already identified 
in literature as 
definitions of quality 
Found in the literature 
but not as 


































































Professional Staff +++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ + 
Academic Staff + +++ +++ ++ + ++ +++ 
Policy ++ + +++ + ++ + - 
Dimension occurrence: +++ = high, ++ = medium, + = low, - = missing 
 
Earlier, in Chapter 3, I considered that academic staff might be more likely to subscribe to the 
definitions of excellence, fit for purpose and transformation, while professional staff would 
support value for money and perfection as guiding concepts. However, Table 13, indicates there 
is no such division between the two types of staff. Also, as discussed in Chapter 3, each of the 
dimensions identified come with loaded assumptions: 
 
• Quality as standards implies externally prescribed outcomes; 
• Quality as excellence and continuous improvement are both aspirational where the 
former is assessed against the ranking of others while the latter is an ongoing process; 




• Quality as process assumes procedures are unbiased and applied dispassionately; 
• Quality as transformation is one that, traditionally, focuses on the core work of 
universities, is people oriented, and seen as relative to value added; and 
• Quality as compliance assumes that if particular procedures are carried out or 
behaviours exhibited, then risk for the institution is minimised 
 
Underpinning many of the interviewees comments is that universities are, increasingly, like any 
other organisation and are not distinctive in having multiple, often competing and contradictory, 
discourses including knowledge production (Barnett, 2004), the public good (Marginson, 
2011), educating the populace (Barnett, 2004), social change (M. Cheng, 2014), and academic 
freedom (Craig et al., 2014; Tourish, 2011). Instead, universities are under pressure to become 
“entrepreneurial” in order to contribute to economic growth and social development (Uslu et 
al., 2019). Much of the data indicated that external determinants of quality, e.g. government, 
industry, the university, the student as consumer, etc., were driving the quality agenda. 
The External Environment and University Policy 
Harvey and Green’s (1993b) notion of standards had both internal and external elements. As 
noted previously, external pressures to meet standards have come from the NHMRC, ARC, 
TEQSA, ERA and the AQF amongst others. These standards had been reflectively embedded 
in policy firstly in order to comply with regulatory imposts but, more importantly, to ensure 
that these requirements were pushed down into university practice. At a high level, Freeman 
(2014) suggests that university policies are “..defined as statements of principle that articulate 
and align with legislative, regulatory or organisational requirements”. Freeman goes on to say, 
“Institutional policy is an instrument of governance …and [a] management tool to drive 
teaching, learning, research and corporate operations and outcomes” (p. 75). In commenting on 
the RQF and later ERA research assessment exercises, Blackmore (2010b) noted that 
universities began adapting internal research policy to align with external, national policy. In 
doing so, the power and influence of the public policy as an instrument of governance was 
being embedded in internal policy. Boden et al. (2012) argue further that national policy 
imperatives have been progressively imposed as a result of government “distrust of collegial 
governance” favouring instead “the adoption of modes of governance that embody close control 
and direction by managerial elites of ‘strategic leaders’” (Boden et al., 2012, p. 16). As 
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indicated above, the policies identified made clear connections to the external regulatory 
environment by requiring that the activities of the university should be guided by and aligned 
to these requirements. Thus, a knock-on effect from external pressure was creating an internal 
policy pressure to meet standards. This inevitably leads to what one academic described as a 
“compliance culture”. While compliance is certainly not a definition of quality it was closely, 
and negatively, associated with quality by staff. 
 
However, the fact that a policy exists does not necessarily ensure that it will be followed or 
deliver the intended results. Policy must appeal to staff and be embraced by them if policies are 
to achieve the desired outcomes. This “…presupposes some degree of choice and participation 
in a relatively free debate firstly on values and objectives and secondly on the best way to 
achieve shared objectives14” (Hoecht, 2006). Booth, Saunders and Yang (2012) maintain that 
“University policy must engage institutional staff and persuade them that the policy meets 
operational needs and is the best way to achieve the institution’s objectives.” (p. 97). Pham and 
Starkey (2016) comment that “quality and QA have been claimed to be defined and developed 
by the top policymakers, whereas the grassroots are responsible for delivering the policies” (p. 
371). This leads to disparities between policymakers and practitioners. These differing 
approaches to policy development and implementation, a bottom-up, collaborative approach 
versus a top-down, managerial model, are identified by one of the respondents: 
 
…my role is around looking at ways we can drive and improve research quality and 
excellence throughout the university. And the way that we do that is sort of from a sticks-
and-carrots approach, so that’s why I’ve got a policy element….. Strategy, policy, 
evaluation, assessment, analytics ... I think it’s something that is very important, but some 
people don’t necessarily see the value of it. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
 
This also highlights the “calculative technologies” (Blackmore, 2010b) where policy, 
evaluation and assessment have become a daily part of university life for academics driven by 
analytics with overtones of “machinic masculinities and technomasculinities” (Hearn, 2014, p. 
 
14 The theme of achieving shared objectives emerged during the analysis of interviews as a 
dimension of a culture of quality. This will be explored in more detail in Chapter 6. 
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15) that this female manager was comfortable with, while acknowledging they were not 
universally embraced. 
 
Policies at the university were proposed, developed or amended by many different academic 
and non-academic stakeholders and then progressed through a number of committees. During 
my tenure at the university, my role involved the overall management of most of these 
committees. Although I was not a voting member of any of these, I attended most meetings and 
was sometimes called on to provide input from a quality assurance, regulatory or accreditation 
perspective. My observations of the processes involved in policy development or amendment 
was that of a very collegial approach with input sought from a broad cross-section of the 
university community. However, the authority for the final approval of any policy rested with 
the Academic Board. Rowlands (2013) notes that the role of academic boards in Australian 
universities have notionally changed over recent decades to take on a greater focus on academic 
quality assurance. It is not surprising then to find that the bulk of policies analysed which 
reference quality in some form or other are classified as academic. However, Rowlands found 
that, while academic boards generally met their terms of reference with respect to academic 
quality assurance, the role of the overview of policy implementation “appeared to be 
considerably more superficial and discursive” (p. 147). One of the respondents in this study 
was the chair of the academic board at the time of the interview and made the following 
comment: 
 
So, in general that means that my … role is to look after the quality of our programs in 
terms of the courses themselves and the way in which they are delivered and to look for 
ways and means to improve and to address any issues. 
(Respondent 6 – Senior Teaching and Learning Leader – Education) 
 
Again, the focus on teaching and learning at the university rather than research is evident but 
the comment indicates a certain degree of “hands-on” involvement in the framing and 
implementation of academic quality assurance. Conversely, research quality is far more 
externally driven: 
 
So….Excellence for Research in Australia, which provides a benchmark of the quality 
of …. our research and only benchmarks research outputs and publications. And clearly 
it shows that we have very high quality in research in small pockets. So, we do have 
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pockets of excellence here. If you look at the research grants we attract, there is an 
inbuilt quality ranking in the system. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
Rowlands (2013) maintains that the responsibility for setting academic quality performance 
measures has progressively shifted to Deputy Vice-Chancellors and other senior leaders and 
that academic boards “played a significant role in fabrications perpetrated by their universities, 
aimed at external quality assurance agencies” (Rowlands, 2013, p. 154). This would be an 
unfair assessment of the Academic Board I observed over a period of four years. Healthy, and 
sometimes heated, debate on policy matters often saw amendments made in favour of 
academic’s positions or, in the more extreme cases, policies returned to sub-committees for 
review to better reflect academic values. However, these were more about programs/courses 
and polices on teaching and learning, and not, as Rowlands argues, about strategic directions 
of the university. The academic values, I would argue, are independent of external standards 
and are related more to the deep-seated notions of quality that are inherent to disciplinary 
cultures (Becher and Trowler, 2001) but positions such as that held by Rowlands would assert 
that, increasingly, these standards are being marginalised by the greater pressure to 
comply/perform to standards beyond the control of the discipline. 
 
The comments of the Academic Chair respondent quoted above are consistent with Rowland’s 
assertion. Indeed, the Chair of Academic Board, albeit not the respondent quoted here, was a 
key interview subject during the TEQSA audit undertaken at the university. Questions posed to 
the Chair related to academic policy governance and policy implementation, rather than 
strategic directions, indicated that the role of Chair was perceived by TEQSA as a key player 
only in the academic quality regime of the university. The Chair involved in the TEQSA audit 
was not interviewed as part of this study. 
Performance 
One theme that emerged quite strongly in policy was that of “performance”. 
 
The [University] Excellence Framework (the Framework) provides the basis upon 
which quality assurance; quality management; and quality and performance 
improvement is carried out at the University. 




This extract appeared in the only policy that specifically addressed quality as a concept albeit 
without defining it. Performance is assigned the same importance as quality and quality 
assurance which implies an equivalence and telegraphs an expectation of how quality will be 
assessed. The guide associated with the policy expands on this and emphasises high 
performance as the goal for the university: 
 
The Framework provides [the University] with assurance that its performance is 
sustainable. High-performing institutions commonly look within and reflect on their 
own practices by asking key questions such as “How are we really performing as an 
organisation?”, “What are we good at?” and “What do we need to improve?” 
(Excellence Framework guide) 
 
Although not a formal ranking exercise, performance was also the basis of benchmarking 
against other universities and alludes to constant improvement in order to advance in relative 
standing: 
 
In line with [the University’s] continuous improvement approach to quality…Faculties 
and Centres will benchmark performance against suitable partners as part of an 
ongoing review of their practices. 
(Benchmarking policy) 
 
Performance was also identified by staff: 
 
I mean a big part of what we do is about assessing performance and what we’re looking 
for is a high quality [research] performance. We want to see improvements in 
performance, in the outcomes, and so, yeah, I think they are very key concepts. I think 
they’re very intertwined. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
 
In the same way that policy implied a correspondence between performance and quality, this 
respondent equated research outcomes, as measured by publications and citations, with research 
performance which, in turn, was equated with research quality (Miriam, 2008; Morley, 2015). 
This respondent described a performance culture (Thomas and Davies, 2002) which Hearn 
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(2017) sees as “neo-patriarchal” and Teelken and Deem (2013) identified as “a masculine 
manner of managing research and researchers” (Teelken and Deem, 2013, p. 531). 
 
One respondent made a case for performance improvement as a benchmark for external 
recognition and, indirectly, improved ranking: 
 
…for [the University] to get to a point of being a well-established, nationally recognized 
university we have to have a quantum leap in performance. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
Performance was initially coded as a dimension of quality but, on reflection I ascribed it as a 
connecting theme. This was done as I recognised that performance constitutes a link between 
the external environment, the core activities of the university and perceptions of quality within 
policy and amongst staff. Performance broke down further into five sub-themes: effectiveness, 
efficiency, measurable metrics/indicators, timeliness and data driven. The latter three were the 
most often identified by academic and professional staff alike. 
 
Metrics and indicators were cited several times by respondents as a way of assessing quality: 
 
Over time it’s happened. I’m thinking back to the mid-90s when I was at another 
university and the government said “Let’s evaluate the quality of what you’re doing at 
the university.” Then I remembered [in the] medical school there were people saying 
“Of course we’re [a] quality organisation. Here is the evidence of high quality teaching 
and high quality research” and they talk about the usual metrics around research 
quality and teaching quality, students’ satisfaction and the ability of the medical 
graduates to pass external exams and whatever. 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
 
So effectively, it’s things that are measured get done and that drives behaviour and 
performance and those are, if you like, proxies for quality. So, all of that together, we’re 
going to say is quality and that’s largely driven by government policy and funding. 




Both respondents here spoke about quality being measured by external rather than internal 
stakeholders demonstrating the accountability elements being brought to bear on the university. 
Respondent 3 also identifies the role played by policy in shaping the way in which quality, in 
this case research quality, is measured. 
 
Performance as timeliness was very much connected to student perceptions and evaluations of 
lecturers: 
 
Students are extremely demanding consumers, and they require a high level of 
responsiveness and service, and people find, you know, huge proportion of their energy 
and time is committed to servicing the teaching part. 
(Respondent 5: Researcher – Education) 
 
I think student’s definition of quality would be, from my experience, things such as the 
availability and response times of lecturers. 
(Respondent 4: Lecturer/Course Coordinator – IT) 
 
Related to metrics is the data-driven sub-theme of performance and, in particular, the 
identification of poor performance: 
 
Managers and leaders can’t manage and lead without data. Because they don’t know 
what the level of performance is, they don’t know where the weak spots are. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher – Education) 
 
Although this respondent was referring to poor research performance, teaching was also an area 
where data was used to assess performance: 
 
Student Evaluation of Units and Teaching 
The [evaluation] is a centrally administered survey which generates student feedback 
on the quality of the units studied and the teaching experienced by the students.  
The data generated about the student experience is for use in improving the design of 
units and teaching practice. The [evaluation] data will inform the annual review of: 
i. Teaching performance; 
ii. Promotion and probation decisions; and 
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iii. School Reviews. 
(Course and Unit Evaluation and Review Policy) 
 
Very early on during my tenure at the university, an academic made the glib observation that 
“lecturers are only interested in two things: having a reasonable research profile and getting 
good student evaluations”. In agreement with this, Blackmore (2013) notes that “these focus on 
visible and measurable proxies of quality – citations, audit trails and student evaluations – 
increasingly linked to funding.” (Blackmore, 2013, p. 29). As a teacher at HCT, my 
performance, as well as that of my colleagues, was assessed, in large part, through the use of 
student evaluation surveys. These were high stakes evaluations as salary increments were based 
upon them and contracts could be terminated in cases of “poor” performance. Small sample 
sizes, validity issues and socio-cultural teaching/learning differences often created unexpected 
data skews that created much stress and angst amongst faculty (Blackmore, 2013; Chan et al., 
2014; J. Jones et al., 2014; Spooren et al., 2013). 
 
The analysis outlined above which lead to the identification of the dimensions of quality and 
the uniting theme of performance is summarised visually in Figure 11 below. The diagram 
shows the dimensions and sub-themes found in the data. Together with performance, two other 
themes, those of commitment and engagement are shown classified as connecting themes. 
These two emerged during coding as being associated with quality. However, neither appeared 
in any policy and the associations were not considered strong enough to be considered 
dimensions of quality. However, as will be seen later, these were identified as dimensions of 
culture of quality and constitute themes that connect the two constructs and will be considered 








5.4. The Performance Connection 
The theme of performance, which featured prominently in policy documents, warrants further 
discussion. Since the early 1990s there has been a gradual importation from the corporate sector 
of neoliberal managerialist principles into HE (Anderson, 2006; Attwell, 2009; Avis, 2003; 
Ball, 2003; Becket and Brookes, 2005; Blackmore, 2013; Blackmore and Sachs, 2007; 
Goedegebuure and Schoen, 2014; S. Gray, 2015b). This has brought with it the language of 
meeting stakeholder expectations (Olaskoaga-Larrauri et al., 2016), performance indicators, 
rankings (R. Williams and de Rassenfosse, 2016), quality assurance processes (Kalfa and 
Taksa, 2016; Lynch, 2015), quality as a competitive factor (Bendixen and Jacobsen, 2017), 
quality assurance as performance (Morley, 2007), strategic planning priorities (Blackmore and 
Sachs, 2007) and academic audits (Olssen and Peters, 2005) in an audit culture (Blackmore, 
2010b; Christopher, 2012). In parallel with this has been a shift towards a culture of 
performativity in universities to drive improved performance (Kenny, 2016). That is, one in 
which there is an emphasis on measures of productivity or output and accountability 
(Alexander, 2000; Ball, 2000). Within the academy, Burnes, Wend and By (2014) contend this 
rise in managerialism has resulted in an erosion of the traditional collegial ethos of the 
university while Neary and Winn (2016) maintain this is fundamentally changing academic 
identity, or how a person performs defines “who they are” (Ball, 2000, p. 2), resulting in 
decreased individual autonomy, a worsening of contractual conditions, rising individual mental 
health issues and intensification of academic work (Neary and Winn, 2016, p. 409). 
 
Notwithstanding that critical success factors such as leadership, management commitment, 
continuous improvement, and communication are acknowledged as important to successful 
adoption of quality management (Asif et al., 2013; Nigsch and Schenker-Wicki, 2013; Psomas 
and Antony, 2017; Salleh et al., 2018) and quality assurance (Faller, 2018; Hsu, 2018; Lillis, 
2012; O’Sullivan, 2017) in HE, and also much contested and resisted (Harvey and Stensaker, 
2008; J. Newton, 2000), performance has been very much a part of the lexicon of these 
approaches. As a result, a narrative of performance has been embedded in policy. This may 
seem quite reasonable to the university’s senior leaders who, Blackmore and Sachs (2007) 
contend, have been transitioned over the last twenty or so years from collegiate leaders to 
corporate CEOs. In parallel with this was the centralisation of policy decision making - “Policy 
frameworks, strategic plans, and internal and external contractual arrangements constrained 
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decision making in local “autonomous” subunits as tasks cascaded down producing a 
proliferation of information feedback systems and regimes of accountability back to the center” 
(ibid, p. 151). The language of performance and the properties of “data driven” and 
“effectiveness” (see Figure 11) reflect an emphasis on policy-driven countability and 
accountability (Alexander, 2000; Currie et al., 2008). 
 
Performance as identified, especially by staff, should be differentiated here from 
performativity. The data indicated these were separate concepts. Academic staff were quite 
vocal about the “busy work” or performativity that often counted as quality assurance at the 
university and were critical of any imposed administrative overhead that did not lead to quality 
outcomes or distracted from the core business of teaching and research. In addition, academics 
through performance reviews were expected to plan and enact particular modes of academic 
practice that produce particular forms of performativity so they are ‘seen to be performing’ and, 
effectively, “play the game” (Leathwood and Read, 2013, p. 1172). However, staff, when 
referring to performance, did so in a way which signified that it had been incorporated into the 
language of quality and interwoven with traditionally recognised terminology such as 
excellence, standards, etc. and often used interchangeably with them. Given the prominence of 
performance in university policy I would concur with Blackmore (2010a) that 
“vernacularisation of policy through the processes of its reception, as well as the intent and 
effects of policy changing practice” (Blackmore, 2010a, p. 103) has taken place in this instance. 
It is significant in that this is not a sense in which quality is conceptualised in literature. Its 
emergence is almost certainly related to an increasingly performance and results driven 
environment in HE. In fact, there is evidence in the data that all of the dimensions of quality 
manifest as some form of performance (see Table 14). 
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Table 14: Embedding of performance into quality dimensions 
Dimension Performance assessed by 
Standards Meeting minimum standards 
Excellence Research publications in indexed journals (research) 
Student satisfaction ratings (teaching) 
Impact in the community (engagement) 
Continuous 
improvement 
Increases in stakeholder satisfaction with products or 
services 
Fit for purpose Student, employer or stakeholder satisfaction 
Process Desirable outcomes of processes 
Transformation Value added (e.g. graduation rates, employment, etc.) 
Compliance Binary compliance/non-compliance with standards or 
requirements 
 
These performances are being orchestrated by both external and internal drivers. Standards, 
such as those prescribed by TEQSA, excellence, as determined by the ERA research collection, 
fitness for purpose, as gauged by stakeholder satisfaction, transformation, as indicated by 
employment rates, and compliance, as established by independent audit are all externally 
imposed evaluations of HE quality. These performances are expectations of the three groups of 
government, industry and students which comprise the marketplace identified by Baird (2008). 
This external dynamic is matched internally by policy-driven performance constraints. 
Excellence, as judged by student satisfaction with teaching, continuous improvement, as 
measured by satisfaction with services, process, as determined by the achievement of pre-
determined outcomes and compliance, as established by internal audit have all been imposed 
by the university itself. Thus, both internal and external drivers conspire to reinforce the 
dominance of performativity, of being seen to be performing through multiple measures and 
displays, rather than performance in a traditional academic sense as a pervasive means of 





5.5. Academic and Professional Staff Perceptions 
The coherence between the policy references previously discussed, which reflect the wider 
accountability environment, and the interview references, indicates that respondents’ views 
were shaped to a large extent by policy. Table 13 shows the correlation of respondents with the 
dimensions of quality they identified. The table divides respondents into academic and 
professional staff groups. While I have already discussed the variability amongst these 
dimensions across the two staff groups, two features are worthy of note with regard to themes 
that were deemed too weak to qualify as dimensions. Firstly, only professional staff identified 
a theme of “what is rewarded” as being associated with quality. This is analogous to the notion 
that “what gets counted as quality becomes quality” and is a somewhat cynical view, 
particularly as each of these respondents was in some way involved in aspects of quality 
assurance within the university. However, it reflects how staff respond to the implementation 
of prevailing policy. Second, only academic staff (IT Lecturer/Course Coordinator, Education 
Researcher and Education T&L Leader) identified three other themes: commitment, shared 
values and engagement. The literature indicates the properties of “commitment” (Rapp, 2011; 
Vlăsceanu et al., 2004) and “shared values” (Ehlers, 2009; Hofstede et al., 2010; Schein, 2010) 
are critical components of quality within a quality culture. “Engagement” with students as part 
of the continuous quality improvement only received one mention but the connection between 
the two is clear from the respondent’s comment: 
 
But yeah, I would say I am an early adopter [of technology], but I’m not sure age is 
relevant in the fact that once again, if you are a lecturer who is committed to the quality 
cycle of teaching and learning and content development and you’re excited about 
finding new ways of getting students engaged, whatever your age is you’ll engage with 
this stuff. 
(Respondent 4: Lecturer/Course Coordinator – Information Technology) 
 
Although the occurrence of these properties was low, the fact that it was restricted to academic 
staff is positive in that it indicates those who are directly involved with the core business of the 
university may see these as more fundamental to a deep-seated and intrinsic understanding of 
quality in a university setting which is not influenced by external pressures for accountability 
and performance. A parallel can be drawn between the theme of performance and the findings 
identified in the study undertaken by Lomas (2007). There, UK lecturers perceived quality to 
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be related to accountability. Accountability and performance are themes that will be seen later 
to take on more importance and will be explored in more detail in the following chapters. 
 
As might be intuitively expected, the differences between academic and professional staff, 
though minor, do indicate different perspectives on the notion of quality. The logical extension 
of this to quality culture raises the question of whether there is a monolithic organisational 
culture within the university. While a body of research exists on the differences between 
disciplinary cultures (Becher, 1981; Becher and Trowler, 2001; Lin and Ha, 2009; Vukasovic, 
2014), little, if any literature exists on comparisons of academic and professional staff cultures 
(though Whitchurch (2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013) has made some valuable contributions). 
More will be said about quality culture in the next chapter, but this aspect certainly merits 
further study. 
5.6. Findings and Discussion 
No dimensions emerged from the respondents’ narrative data that did not reflect the core 
activities of HE, namely teaching, research and engagement, found in the literature (Khan, 
2017; Lillis, 2012; Tight et al., 2010), with more of a focus on teaching than might be observed 
in a research intensive university. Moreover, there was perhaps a greater emphasis on the aspect 
of engagement than would be expected, but also a degree of vagueness or ambiguity about it. 
The type of engagement about which respondents spoke was outward looking in the sense of 
engaging with the community for mutual benefit as opposed to engagement with colleagues 
and other staff which will be discussed later. 
 
The notion that universities, or HE in general, were in the business of “people growing” in the 
sense of transforming people’s lives was a strong theme that emerged from the interviews. Khan 
(2017) maintains that “the overall purpose of HE should be the morphogenesis of the agency 
of students, considered on an individual and on a collective basis” (Khan, 2017, p. 368). This 
aspect was most evident when respondents spoke about the teaching function of the university 
but Cheng (2014) asserts that measuring quality as transformation is difficult and “the current 
practice of measuring quality by criteria and standards might inhibit student transformation” 
(M. Cheng, 2014, p. 286). Transformation was also associated with research, in the sense that 
it contributes to knowledge that would allow individuals and communities to improve their lot 
and in engagement where mutually beneficial relationships are fostered. As previously 
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discussed in Section 2.5, the assessment of research impact is a hotly contested issue. Hence, 
the quality of both the teaching and research functions as transformation make them aspirational 
in nature but very difficult to demonstrate. When professional staff spoke about “people 
growing”, particularly about students, their role was more at arm’s length as the support 
services they provided were one or more steps removed from the core business. 
 
Academic staff spoke about their commitment to the quality of teaching and research while 
professional staff made observations about the value their support service was adding to the 
university. Both academic and professional staff agreed on the nature of the business they were 
in. This aspect of the interviews occurred right at the start and, from this point on, the comments 
of all respondents were framed within the context of the part they played at the university and 
their understanding of the contributions they made to the mission and goals of the university. 
 
This was counterbalanced by features of the prevailing HE landscape which were characterised 
by a predominance of externally imposed teaching and research standards (Hughes and Bennett, 
2013; Jarvis, 2014; Shah and Jarzabkowski, 2013) and performance oriented drivers (Collyer, 
2014; Grummell and Murray, 2015; Kenny, 2016; Sutton, 2017). Cheng (2016) argues that this 
has led to a deterioration in the working conditions within academia whereby academics are 
being “pushed into a predetermined shape to tick the box of evaluation, in order to demonstrate 
that HE is fit for purpose and value for money” (p.59). This was borne out by both academic 
and professional staff who spoke about the accountability and compliance aspects that formal 
quality assurance processes brought, but at the same time, acknowledged this as part of the 
fabric of university work though some academic staff coped through symbolic compliance or 
pragmatic behaviour (Teelken, 2012). While two academic staff respondents (#5 – Researcher 
(Education) and #9 – Research Training Academic (Education)) commented negatively on 
experiences with professional staff, the tension between the competing values of managerialism 
and professionalism suggested by Berings et al. (2010) and Collyer (2014) was only evident in 
the comments of one respondent (#5 – Researcher - Education) who pointed to the discrepancy 
in the narratives relating to the lack of success of the implementation of the university’s research 
management system (see Section 6.3, Information Technologies). 
 
The construct of quality, though, presented some novel perspectives beyond the traditional 
Harvey and Green (1993b) definitions. Four dimensions, standards; excellence; fit for purpose; 
and transformation, were well embedded and reflected the literature. Overall, the interview data 
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broadly matched concepts of quality found in the literature (Campbell and Rozsnyai, 2002; 
CHEA, 2001; Harvey and Green, 1993b; Mukhopadhyay, 2001; Vlăsceanu et al., 2004), while 
the policy documentation tended to sidestep any specific descriptions of quality. Goff (2017) 
posits that, when considering approaches to quality assurance in a HE institution, these 
established concepts of quality in HE coexist along a spectrum with “defending quality” 
(excellence) at one end through “demonstrating quality” (fitness for purpose and value for 
money) to “enhancing quality” (transformation) at the other end. Hence, rather than being 
discreet and exclusive of one another, the different concepts may serve different purposes 
depending on the quality assurance focus adopted. 
 
Notable exceptions to prevailing definitions of quality in HE such as quality as process, 
continuous improvement and compliance were either expressed by participants or found in 
policy. Some of these, especially continuous improvement and compliance, may be reflective 
of an increasingly performance-driven environment where participants have adopted these 
concepts because of having to observe multiple, and sometimes competing, internal and 
external quality agendas which encourage performativity. Tomlinson (2017) notes that within 
the globalised measured market of HE performativity “is used to incentivise behaviours which 
serve the end goals of favourable market positioning” (p. 11). Similarly, both policy and 
respondents reflected the normative effects of external evaluation of quality by agencies such 
as TEQSA and the ARC and the internal pressures of performance evaluation. Hence the 
mélange of definitions provided by staff may appeal to this broad audience but, as Allan (2007) 
notes, the “use of such words can be taken as an indicator of pressure on the sector to maintain 
and prove high standards” (Allan, 2007, p. 57). 
 
Although quality was not defined specifically in policy and respondents found it difficult to 
give a clear definition, individuals used a working definition that was best suited to their own 
work or discipline perspective though these did not vary as widely as might be expected based 
on existing literature (particularly amongst academic staff from different disciplines). 
 
The principal outcome of this part of the analysis, however, was the prominence of the theme 
of performance. While the long-standing Harvey and Green (1993b) definitions of quality are 
still clearly present, "academia has deeply internalised the performance culture” (Morley, 2005, 
p. 83) to the extent that, at this university, performance was part of the lexicon of policy and 
staff, both academic and professional and, I would argue, had become a byword for quality. 
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Moreover, performance represented a connecting theme between the business of the university 
and how quality was perceived by staff in response to external drivers. This was an 
interdependent relationship with teaching and research, in particular, being defined by 
performance measures which correspond with performance measurement of the dimensions of 
quality. This was, in large part, the result of external control from government regulatory and 
standards bodies but also influences from international rankings, employers and students 
amongst others. These stakeholders exert a top down pressure of standards, regulation and 
metrics that significantly influence how teaching, research and engagement is viewed and how 
quality is assessed or, more correctly, how performance is measured. Hence, woven within 
university policy and embedded in the minds of staff is the pervasive premise that all quality is 
seen as a measurable performance of some kind (Hearn, 2017; Teelken and Deem, 2013; 
Thomas and Davies, 2002). 
 
Considering the two constructs examined here, an unbalanced dynamic is being played out. The 
external setting, comprising the government, industry and student stakeholders; and the 
Australian and international HE environment are imposing a top-down pressure of standards, 
regulation and performance measurement. This, in turn, determines how the university core 
business and quality are manifested and conceptualised in university policy and ultimately 
impacts the way in which staff interpret quality. Although staff still subscribe to more 
traditional and aspirational concepts of quality within the bounds of the case being studied, the 
connecting theme of performance had effectively replaced the notion of quality and had become 
the means by which quality was pragmatically reconciled and demonstrated to upward and 
outward facing requirements.  
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6. Culture of Quality and ICT 
6.1. Introduction 
The analysis set out in this chapter follows on from the preceding chapter which examined the 
relationship between the university’s activities and conceptualisations of quality. Although 
related to concepts of quality, what follows regarding the culture of quality at the university 
and its relationship to ICT is far more central to the research questions being investigated as it 
more closely addresses the question of how ICT is used within the context of a culture of quality 
at the university. Hence, these two constructs are more central to the research. 
6.2.  The University’s Culture of Quality 
In contrast to interview data, policies identified for this study (see Section 4.5, p. 109) contained 
very little by way of reference to a quality culture. Neither of the terms quality culture nor 
culture of quality appeared in the policies analysed. However, as mentioned previously, the 
term culture did appear in several policy documents. These were identified within the contexts 




This process reflects [the university’s] commitment to strengthening organisational 
capabilities and building a high performance culture. 
(Staff Performance Management policy) 
 
The connecting theme of performance, identified in Chapter 5 as being inextricably interwoven 
with, and now realistically viewed as corresponding to, notions of quality, is here associated 
with what could be called a performance culture. The inference being that, given the 
internalisation of the performance culture (Morley, 2005), and the vernacularisation of policy 
into the language of the academy (Blackmore, 2010a), a “high performance culture” is being 






A variety of research groups, centres and institutes provide a focus for research activity, 
and play an important role in fostering collaborative research and promoting a 
research culture within the University. 
(Responsible Conduct of Research policy) 
 
To maintain a culture of responsible research conduct, [the University] will provide 
research induction, formal training and continuing professional development programs 
for all research staff and research students in the University. 
(Research Induction and Professional Development policy) 
 
As one of the core activities of the university, research is seen as something that must be 
enculturated. Of note is the use of the word “collaborative” in the first research reference above. 
Senge (2006b) maintains that collaboration is “how the work gets done” to “create value” (p. 
270). There has been an increasing trend towards collaborative research in academia arising 
from a variety of factors including the limitations of discipline specialisations in addressing key 
research issues, internationalisation of higher education globally rather than globalisation, 
dwindling funding sources, the ease of global communication, increased engagement with 
corporate entities (Dreyfuss, 2000) and bibliometric benefits. While there are potentially many 
positive outcomes from collaboration, issues relating to accountability to competing 
stakeholder agendas and compliance with multiple, sometimes contradictory, requirements 
(Marion Jones and Stanley, 2010), authorship and IP ownership (Dreyfuss, 2000), imbalances 
of power in academic relationships and performativity in the academic workplace (Macfarlane, 
2017) while still meeting individual academic performance management expectations (Kenny, 
2016) make the process onerous and ambiguous. The research culture being encouraged is 
associated with collaboration. During interviews, collaboration, though not specifically in the 
context of research, emerged as a dimension of a culture of quality. 
 
Having already grappled with the definition of quality, respondents were more inclined to tackle 
a definition for quality culture. However, a potential issue here was that respondents were being 
asked about something that perhaps only existed as an abstract concept in literature as it did not 
occur explicitly in the policy texts analysed which is where such terms generally emerge and 
then enter common management parlance. Interviewees noted they had probably not used the 
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term quality culture even though “high performance culture” and “research culture” are 
mentioned in policy. The notion of quality culture was seen more as being intrinsically 
embedded in normal work processes. 
 
Well, I’ve heard of quality and I’ve heard of culture, but not heard of a quality culture. 
But I guess in essence, again, it’s about how do we have a culture that’s in support of 
the aims of the institution. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
 
This most closely reflects the definition of quality culture given by Bendermacher et al. (2017): 
“an organisational culture that intends to enhance quality permanently and is characterised by 
two distinct elements: on the one hand, a cultural/psychological element of shared values, 
beliefs, expectations and commitment towards quality and on the other hand, a 
structural/managerial element with defined processes that enhance quality and aim at 
coordinating individual efforts (EUA 2006, p. 10)” (p. 41). However, for academics, it may be 
that their notion of quality culture fits more comfortably with the structural/managerial 
processes associated with the “more traditional, substantive quality improvement roles” of 
academic boards (Rowlands, 2013, p. 145) as well as peer review and committee systems. 
 
The same respondent also noted: 
 
…there’s been a new person appointed now who I think is terrific and much more part 
of this bigger picture and I’ve seen that shift in the culture. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
 
This suggests that culture was very much the overarching “bigger picture” element of the 
university. This mirrors earlier discussion (see Section 3.3) of Schein’s espoused beliefs and 
values which correspond to the vision, mission, goals, values and ideologies disseminated 
internally by the university and articulated by leadership. It should be noted that both the 
respondent and the “new person” to whom she reported, were both women. Although it is not 
possible to read too much into this single comment, this may reflect a like-minded connection 
based on shared, gender-informed sensitivities that allowed them to work collaboratively to 




One respondent pointed out a linguistic problem with the term quality culture: 
 
I was talking about …quality culture, but I’m thinking is this an example of noun as 
adjective? A noun, quality, is describing another noun, culture, as if it were adjective” 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
 
In fact, I used both the terms quality culture and culture of quality during interviews in order to 
avoid ambiguity and possible confusion created by simply using quality culture alone. 
Hereafter, the term culture of quality will be used as a more accurate way of describing the 
concept. 
 
Eight properties of the culture of quality construct as well as two enablers were identified in the 
data (see Figure 12). Table 15 presents a sample of typical excerpts from policies and interview 
transcripts that illuminate the way in which these dimensions were contextualised. Some of the 
properties that emerged have also been identified in literature as being important elements of a 
culture of quality. Three of the most prominent dimensions, core beliefs, commitment and 












































































* Also identified in policy data





















Table 15: Culture of quality dimensions and enablers arising from policy and respondent data 
Dimension Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Core beliefs Leading and sustaining the [University] culture  
Developing cultures and supporting behaviours that are consistent with 
[the University’s] values. 
(Excellence Framework Guide) 
If you believe that we live and honour our values, then I think that they 
are important drivers in us achieving our quality culture. 




Not identified in policy data I would say that if I was looking for the quality philosophy I would look 
at the worker bees and I would look at how they go about their job and 
what is important to them and what they believe the institution thinks 
is important to them. 
(Respondent 6 - Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
Organisational 
practices 
Not identified in policy data ….have an understanding of why they do things a particular way… and 
they may do something a particular way because it feeds into culture. 
(Respondent 2 - Quality Adviser – Internal Quality Review) 
Commitment Not identified in policy data Cultural quality is a statement of fundamental commitment to the 
institution as a whole to a particular way of operating. 
(Respondent 8 - Research Leader – Medical Science) 
Engagement Not identified in policy data It’s just talking about people and how they interact with each other 
(Respondent 3 - Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
Achievement of 
quality outcomes 
Not identified in policy data. However, a link was inferred to a number 
of policies including those related to performance management, 
excellence framework and benchmarking. 
I believe it's where people will be looking to make the improvements 
that are required to ensure that the outcomes at the end are what they 
should be and that everyone is fighting towards that goal. 
(Respondent 7 - Business Intelligence Manager) 
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Table 15: Culture of quality dimensions and enablers arising from policy and respondent data 
Dimension Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Social norms Not identified in policy data So I think the institution probably carries its philosophy by virtue of what 
are the interests and what are the perceptions and what are the goals … 
so knowing those people and what they're about is probably what the 
tone, what an institution's going to be like in that area. 




Not identified in policy data And some people, especially some of the new staff, especially some of the 
younger staff, they do strive for a quality culture and want to do things 
above and beyond the level of duty, call of duty. 
(Respondent 4 - Lecturer/Course Coordinator – IT) 
 
Enabler Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Leadership Developing and using ethical leadership concepts, business processes 
and management systems; developing a University culture consistent 
with its values 
(Excellence Framework Guide) 
So, the good quality culture or the good culture in general, comes from 
your leaders and what you see them doing. 
(Respondent 1 – Quality Adviser – Course Accreditation) 
Induction Academic Staff and Line Management will use the Framework in 
conjunction with, and in support of, other University policies, processes 
and systems; staff planning, recruitment, induction and orientation, 
performance management, career planning and development, academic 
promotion, staff planning and other relevant university wide processes. 
(Academic Staff Performance Expectations and Outcomes Framework) 
As part of the induction process at the University there’s a compulsory, 
mandatory course…It's the face-to-face with [university] staff and they 
give a spiel, an overview...to new staff members and it's written on the 
website, you know, the induction process in general…I think it gave me 
a good overview. 
(Respondent 2 - Quality Adviser – Internal Quality Review) 
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The most striking aspect of the table above is that, while interviewees identified a range of 
dimensions that are consistent with the cultural models discussed in Chapter 3, these are 
noticeably absent from the policies reviewed. In my experience however, these characteristics 
of culture were present and enacted rather than formally documented and this is borne out by 
the participants who reported their manifestation.  
Dimensions of the Culture of Quality Construct 
1. Core Beliefs 
…it encouraged me because then I felt like, “Oh, I feel more comfortable now that I’m 
in an institution that aligns with my values in terms of what it’s trying to achieve and 
how I go about that. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality) 
 
Unpacking comments such as these revealed several underlying themes including values and 
alignment of beliefs with culture. Adina-Petruţa (2014) suggests that a culture of quality 
“includes values, beliefs, attitude, commitment, expectation, agreement, capacity, negotiation, 
participation, unity and trust of the individuals, groups and stakeholders involved with the 
quality” (p. 3808) which are key features of the cultural models of Schein and Hofstede. 
Respondents reflected aspects of the three levels of culture of quality identified by Adina-
Petruţa: the normative level (what is expected), the strategic level (what is intended), and the 
operative level (what happens in practice). The normative level encompasses “values, beliefs 
and norms related to quality” seen in the comments above. It is worth exploring the elements 
of Adina-Petruţa’s culture of quality from another perspective, that of professionalism. The 
elements of values (encompassing “ethical standards, social roles and responsibilities” – 
(Dagilyte and Coe, 2014, p. 36)), beliefs and attitudes are often traits associated with 
professionalism (M. Cheng, 2016; Dagilyte and Coe, 2014). None of the respondents 
specifically used the term professionalism nor was this used as a code in the data analysis. 
However, this term could be seen as providing an overarching cohesion to respondent’s 
comments about their own values and beliefs and the way these manifested in their approaches 




A number of the respondents referred to the university values. These values were posted on the 
university website and were even printed at the bottom of all staff ID cards. One, personal 
excellence, has already been discussed with respect to the quality construct. Two others, respect 
and integrity, are relevant in this context. Implicit within these values is an element of trust. In 
particular, trust amongst staff that any dealings will be honest, ethical and fair; and trust that 
personal opinions will be valued by others. Ehlers (2009) model of quality culture in HE 
incorporates trust as a transversal element bridging the model layers of quality cultures, 
enabling factors and structures. Trust emerged in this study as a critical connecting theme 
between the culture of quality and ICT constructs especially with regard to electronic 
communication and data management. More will be said about the requirement for trust where 
ICT is used within the university later in this chapter. 
 
The other two levels of culture of quality described by Adina-Petruţa are noteworthy as they 
are relevant to previous discussion under the construct of quality. The strategic level includes 
“processes of decision making and planning as well as in organisational building up processes” 
while the operative level “is apparent in concrete concepts and measures focusing on quality 
improvements” (Adina-Petruţa, 2014, p. 3808). These levels correspond to what Domović and 
Vidović (2010) refer to as the top-down and bottom-up perspectives of a culture of quality 
where the top-down perspective is driven by the external accountability regime which institutes 
quality assurance mechanisms while the bottom-up perspective emphasises “quality as a shared 
value and a collective responsibility for all members of an institution, including students and 
administrative staff” (EUA, 2006). However, Wells and Florea (2014) are quite clear that these 
two aspects are quite distinct. Quality assurance is reactive and backward looking, which 
resonates with the compliance dimension of quality discussed in the previous chapter, while 
quality improvement is proactive and “is a self-determined and continuous staff led process” 
(p. 48) which is fundamental to a culture of quality. 
2. Commitment 
As the respondent quoted above points out, core beliefs and values are closely related to a 




..but if they can have buy-in into the purpose and they can support the purpose then 
change will happen and they’ll see the relevance of the change which is in the form of 
quality improvement. 
(Respondent 2 – Quality Adviser – Internal Quality Review) 
 
“Buy-in” was identified as a theme of a shared understanding of purpose. Wells and Florea 
(2014) contend that getting employee commitment and buy-in is “possibly one of the most 
instrumental keys to the building of a quality culture” (p. 44). This assumes that there is “…..a 
widespread and shared vision among members of the institution or at the very least a sufficient 
degree of agreement about overarching institutional aims” (EUA, 2006, p. 14). The key role of 
leadership in articulating a shared vision will be examined later in more detail. In agreement 
with the EUA definition of quality culture “that intends to enhance quality permanently” (EUA, 
2006, p. 10) the shared understanding of purpose was also associated with quality improvement: 
 
I think that … there's a common goal and it's all about improvement and ensuring that 
we have people that are working towards that. 
(Respondent 7 - Business Intelligence Manager) 
 
However, a common purpose, while being of paramount importance, is insufficient without 
mechanisms to achieve it. One respondent noted that commitment to a shared goal had to be 
combined with processes to realise desired outcomes: 
 
To me the really important part of quality is that you've got the heart and soul of people 
captured and I would say that's more important in many respects than having the 
processes delineated because once you've got the heart and soul of people captured they 
will then be happy to follow your processes…and having systems in place to encourage 
and enthuse and bring people along who might not be of the ilk when they start. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
 
Ehlers (2009) identifies commitment as an enabling factor in his quality culture model while 
Adina-Petruţa (2014) notes that individual commitment is subject to the tension that exists 
between the competing values of managerialism and professionalism (Berings et al., 2010; 
Collyer, 2014) identified by the respondent above in the people “who might not be of the ilk 
when they start”. This tension may manifest as allegiance to a discipline or academic 
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professionalism which may be at odds with, or mistrustful of institutional direction and order. 
This can sometimes translate into public comment on issues to which the institution is sensitive. 
For example, Hil’s (2012) whistleblowing exposé of Australian university academic life shone 
a harsh light on academic “busyness”, production-line teaching, top-down governance, the 
imperative to increase and maintain student numbers and the pressure to give students, 
especially international student, good marks. While Hil’s book was snapped up by academics 
who identified with the picture he was painting, official comment was far less forgiving with 
one university commentator (Mewburn, 2012) describing it as the “nostalgic activism” of a 
“grumpy old academic”. 
3. Engagement 
As previously noted in Section 5.4, engagement was a term with a specific meaning at the 
university. The definition used was taken from Garlick and Langworthy (2004) 
 
University-Community Engagement is defined by its focus on reciprocal, mutually 
beneficial knowledge-driven relationships between the HE institutions and community 
partners. 
 
Within the context of a culture of quality, however, mutually beneficial engagement takes on 
an inward-facing character. 
 
I mean I often talk to people. I often would engage people in conversation and so you 
know technology is one of those things underpins the way we go about our business...So 
if a teacher is having a problem doing something and wants to engage me in a 
conversation the face to face would work very well for that. 
(Respondent 6– Teaching & Learning Leader - Education) 
 
It is not difficult to see how the broader, outward-looking definition might be the basis for the 
respondent’s comment above about “a conversation” (reciprocal relationship) that might lead 
to a mutual benefit (knowledge-based resolution of a problem). Mårtensson, Roxå and Olsson 
(2010) argue that this form of engagement which takes place “backstage in small networks and 
without any documentation”, while personally important, does very little to affect culture but 
makes the case that wider, open engagement has the potential to nurture “significant networks” 
(Mårtensson et al., 2010, p. 59) which, in turn, support a culture of ongoing quality 
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improvement. In a broader sense, Laurel has identified a meaning that is useful in this context: 
“Engagement is what happens when we are able to give ourselves over to a representational 
action, comfortably and unambiguously. It involves a kind of complicity.” (Laurel, 1993, p. 
115). Although “complicity” often has a negative connotation, it reflects the notion of 
engagement here as being one of collaboration, involvement or a partnership where colleagues 
give themselves over to being complicit in achieving a “quality outcome”. 
Enablers 
The enablers of leadership and induction were also articulated in both policy and by respondents 
as fundamental elements that fostered a culture of quality within the university. These two 
enablers have been included along with the other properties as it became obvious that these 
elements needed to be present continuously to sustain a culture of quality. 
1. Leadership 
Leadership was noted in a way that indicated it manifested at many different levels within the 
university. For example, as well as more formal leadership roles such as school deans; associate 
deans; directors and managers (Macfarlane, 2011), academics and professional staff undertake 
various forms of distributed leadership (S. Jones et al., 2012) in chairing committees, initiating 
ideas, running courses and leading projects and other initiatives. As a result, much of the quality 
improvement work occurs through these less formal and hierarchical structures.  
 
Um, I think it comes from, you know, me personally, it comes from the managers and 
the people you see and the things they say to you. 
(Respondent 1 – Quality Adviser – Course Accreditation) 
 
I think definitely that there are some senior leaders that I would say I would try and 
emulate in the way that they behave, interact … and … their general work ethic and the 
way that they handle situations. 
(Respondent 7 – Business Intelligence Manager – Business Performance Reporting) 
 
While these comments reflect positive leadership role models, the following suggests an aspect 
of leadership that, like Morley’s (2013) “leaderism”, may be driven more by compliance and 
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quality assurance than a desire to achieve quality outcomes that are tacitly agreed amongst 
professional colleagues. 
 
Heads of School above all else are held accountable for balancing a budget, and the 
budget is balanced largely through their capacity to attract enough enrolled students, 
to pay the salaries and all the costs of the school. So, teaching and enrolments and 
issues of attrition, attracting and retaining students is of the highest priority for the 
Heads of School 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
As part of my work I came into contact with Heads of School across the university and it struck 
me as unfortunate that what was potentially an important leadership role seemed, in most cases, 
to take a back seat to managerial functions. This was at odds with the literature which argues 
that leadership, at all levels of the university, is critical to defining, communicating and 
fostering a culture of quality (Bendermacher et al., 2017; Gordon and Owen, 2009; Hankel, 
2014; Harvey and Williams, 2010; Kottmann et al., 2016). Further, Berings et al. (2010) 
maintain that, even where a dissonance exists between managerialism and professionalism, a 
culture of quality may still be established through “creative solutions” (p. 3) that reconcile or 
recognise the paradoxes of competing values. One female Head of School, in particular, was 
adept at balancing management and leadership roles and was widely respected by academic and 
professional staff both within and beyond the school. This resulted in the school being 
recognised for the quality of both teaching and research. This was achieved despite the 
challenges that face female university leaders (Hearn, 2017) especially given that, at the time 
of the study, there were only three female Heads of School of a total of ten. 
2. Induction 
Induction, both formal and informal, occurred at different times and in different contexts. All 
new university staff were required to attend formal induction sessions which include 
approaches to quality management. 
 
So, nowadays we have more formal processes and people who come in sort of are led 
through what we do and what we do is follow our particular model. 




When I joined the university, I underwent this formal induction process and later provided some 
sessions myself as part of the program. I observed over time that poor attendance, especially by 
academic staff, was a consistent theme. One academic confided that this resulted from 
colleagues suggesting that what was being presented was the university “party line” and that 
informal orientation to the ethos of the department or school was far important. This informal 
induction was seen as an ongoing process: 
 
And so the group of people who tend to be leaders in my view of quality and the 
commitment to quality…um… talk often about, you know “if I were doing that unit I 
would do [it] like this and this and this and these are the bare minimum things I would 
deal with”, and some people, that can rub off on. 
(Respondent 4 – Lecturer/Course Coordinator – Information Technology) 
 
A sub-theme of induction, both formal and informal, was communication. 
 
There is a striving for higher levels of achievements, and that’s quite well communicated 
I think. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
…and it was the values of the organisation that is so important and that should be 
forever reiterated at whatever level, at all levels in essence, but then that really does 
build more of a [quality culture]. 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
 
These comments refer more to top-down communication that is characteristic of senior 
leadership disseminating and reiterating messages within the university. Contrary to 
Respondent 8, some staff saw these one-way communications as exercises in being “talked at”, 
that effectively ignored the different leadership contributions that could be made at other levels 
of the hierarchy or within disciplinary fields. Wells and Florea (2014) identify reciprocal 
communication and consultation as being important to the establishment of a culture of quality 
that must be “…a self-determined and continuous staff led process” (P. J. Wells and Florea, 
2014, p. 48). Communication, understandably, was also a sub-theme of the shared 




It should be noted that policy, as a guiding principle of the university, has been recognised as 
an artefact or symbol as identified in the approaches. Policy also represents Schein’s “espoused 
beliefs and values” of the university, although not necessarily of all the staff, thus also in line 
with the values aspect of both models  
Assessment Against Extant Cultural Models 
A comparison of the dimensions that emerged from policy and interviews with the Ehlers and 
Hofstede cultural models discussed earlier in Section 3.3 reveals that some consistent overlaps 




Table 16: Comparison of culture of quality dimensions with Ehlers and Hofstede cultural 
models 
Ehlers Model Dimensions from Policy and 
Interview Data15 
Hofstede Model 
Quality Cultures   
Artefacts/Symbols Policy Symbols 
Heroes Leadership Heroes 
Rituals  Rituals 
Values Core beliefs, values, policy Values 
Practices Organisational practices Practices 
Norms Social norms  
Myths   
Patterns   
Stories   
Languages   
Incorporations   
Enabling Factors   
Commitment Commitment  
Attitudes   
Knowledge Induction  
Skills   
Quality competencies   
Negotiation   
Transversal elements   




Trust   










The most notable area of disagreement is with Ehlers’ Enabling Factors. Ehlers suggests that 
commitment is one of these factors. However, respondents, in defining a culture of quality, 
identified commitment as a dimension of the construct. On the other hand, respondents 
identified communication and leadership, encompassing formal, informal and distributed, as 
 
15  Dimensions are shown in bold, enabling factors are shown in italics. Dimensions and 
enabling factors that overlapped with the Ehlers and Hofstede models are shown with grey 
shading. 
16 As noted earlier, communication was identified as both an enabler and a dimension of “shared 
understanding of purpose”. 
17  Both of these dimensions were previously identified when respondents commented on 
concepts of quality. 
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enabling factors. In the table above, leadership has been associated with “heroes” which Ehlers 
classifies as a property of a ‘quality culture’.  Heroism is associated with leaders(hip) in both 
the Hofstede and Schein cultural models but, in reality, this may be a tenuous association as 
Learmonth and Morrell (2016) contend that the current literature on critical leadership has 
increasingly replaced the terms “manager” and “worker” with “leader” and “follower” and that 
this terminology is being adopted by organisations to manufacture a less managerialist façade. 
Indeed, at this university, the most senior staff were referred to in verbal and written 
communications as the “senior leadership team” but the term “follower” was not used to 
describe other staff. However, Deem and Brehony (2005) found “not only that new 
managerialism as a general set of ideological principles has permeated HE but also that many 
manager-academics have embraced these principles and the associated language” and these 
manager-academics “were seen by non-managerial staff of all kinds as a distinctive social group 
with interests quite different to those of other staff” (p. 231). This corresponds with the analysis 
in the previous chapter suggesting that language, particularly relating to the association of 
performance with quality, had been largely adopted across the university. Ultimately, with the 
emergence of ‘leaderists’ (Blackmore and Sawers, 2015; Morley, 2013) who have gained and 
centralised significant executive power, terminology such as manager/worker and 
leader/follower may be moot, as the division may be simply between those who manage and 
those who are managed and with what effect on practice (Rawolle et al., 2015; Rowlands, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2017). 
 
Similarly, Ehlers sees communication as a transversal factor while respondents saw it as an 
enabler of a culture of quality. Induction was seen to fall into both the enabling and transversal 
factors. As a formal process carried out soon after employment at the university commenced, 
induction served to provide staff with information and acted as an enabler to orient staff to the 
culture of quality at the university. 
 
While neither the Ehlers nor Hofstede models were specifically referenced by name during the 
interviews, the parallels with the existing models are evident. Nonetheless, there are several 
aspects of the Ehlers model that did not emerge at all. In particular, the quality culture aspects 
of rituals, myths, patterns, stories, languages and incorporations were not evident in the data 
nor were the enabling factors of attitudes, skills, quality competencies and negotiation. The 
missing enabling factors of skills and quality competencies suggests the possibility that 
respondents subconsciously assumed they had the skills and competencies necessary to engage 
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with the aspects of their work related to quality development and that staff engage with their 
work in ways that draw on these factors acquired through training and experience. The term 
“quality development” was proposed by Gosling and D’Andrea (2001) to describe processes of 
quality enhancement which take place within and are constrained by a larger quality assurance 
context. These skills and quality competencies are part of what Ehlers (2007) refers to in the 
enabling factors layer of his model as quality literacy which is defined as the “ability for an 
individual to competently use, modify, and further develop existing tools, instruments, and 
strategies, or to introduce them or develop them new in order to pursue a permanent quality 
orientation in an educational setting” (p. 100). As a quality literacy must be developed (Ehlers, 
2009, 2010), it cannot be assumed as an intrinsic personal quality or constant in an ever 
changing environment. However, most university staff would argue they do this all the time as 
part of their “quality work” which Elken and Stensaker (2018) define as the “activities and 
practices within higher education institutions, that address the quality of its educational 
provision” (Elken and Stensaker, 2018, p. 190) and provides a concept of quality that bridges 
the gap between quality management and quality culture. 
 
Based on the preceding analysis it is now possible to identify themes that link the constructs of 
core business, quality and culture of quality. Four themes were found to have direct or indirect 
links: 
 
Type of Link Connecting Theme Basis for Linking 
Direct 
Commitment Identified as themes for both quality and 
culture of quality Engagement 
Indirect 
Achieving outcomes 
Via achievement of quality outcomes 
Performance 
 
The themes of commitment and engagement were present in very similar senses in both 
constructs so were identifiably overlapping themes. The dimension of quality, achieving 
outcomes, would appear superficially to be similar, if not the same, as the dimension of 
achieving quality outcomes found in culture of quality. The difference, however, is that within 
the quality construct, outcomes had the broader sense of goals or objectives and included the 
endpoints or products of processes or projects. Hence, these outcomes were related more to 
effectiveness and efficiency and were not necessarily outcomes of high quality. Within the 
context of a culture of quality, however, outcomes must not just be an endpoint but must also 
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be characterised as meeting the more traditional criteria of quality such as excellence, standards, 
fitness for purpose, or process, etc. As previously discussed, performance had become a proxy 
substitute for the different conceptualisations of quality as it applies to the core activities of the 
university. Here, it is now also indirectly linked to culture of quality through the dimension of 
the achievement of quality outcomes where a quality outcome must meet the traditional criteria 
mutually agreed by the individuals involved in the work. Performance, therefore, emerged as a 
pervasive theme relating the three constructs. The analysis which lead to the identification of 
the dimensions of the culture of quality and the connecting themes of commitment, engagement, 
achieving outcomes and performance is summarised visually in Figure 13. 
 
In the figure, trust is also labelled as a connecting theme. Until now, I have only discussed this 
theme in relation to its association with the dimensions of core beliefs, commitment and 
engagement and the enabling factor of leadership. Trust will be discussed in greater detail in 











Re-conceptualising Culture of Quality 
One issue that emerged during interviews was the inadequacy of the definition of a culture of 
quality that was presented to interviewees. The definition below was provided to respondents 
after they were asked for their own definition: 
 
‘Quality culture’ relates to the ways in which an institution is viewed by the people that 
work within it and how those people use that understanding to investigate the world 
around them within the context of institutional quality assurance/improvement. 
 
One respondent found this inadequate for his context and identified missing aspects: 
 
I’m not so sure about the end of that sentence…I think more specific than the world 
around, I think to monitor and evaluate the work they do within the organisation and 
teams they are in. And how they use that information from monitoring that performance 
to improve it…..I don’t think it specifically focuses on quality. The conversations about 
research are often more focused on particular projects, and how we improve those. 
We’ve got a group of people,…and we’re sharing papers, and theoretical perspectives, 
and share data, and we work together, look for better ways of analysing those data. So, 
all the time I think we try to build a collegial community of people who work together 
to improve the quality of the work that they do and learn new ways of conceptualising 
and doing it and analysing the data. We never talk about quality per se, but we’re 
building capacity and understanding. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
This picks up on several of the identified dimensions of a culture of quality. Namely, shared 
understanding of purpose, commitment, engagement and achievement of quality outcomes. The 
teamwork aspect also references “people growing” earlier identified as a dimension of the core 
work of the university. Others echoed this response. As a result, I have sought to 
reconceptualise what culture of quality means in this university context after considering the 
input from all the respondents: 
 
A ‘culture of quality’ relates to the ways in which people working together in a 
university carry out, monitor, evaluate and improve their work to achieve personal 
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excellence and quality outcomes for the university. This culture is underpinned by 
collegial trust and professional values that are notionally aligned with the values and 
aims of the university but may manifest in distinctive ways within cohesive groupings of 
staff. 
 
This situated re-conceptualisation acknowledges that a culture of quality is present during the 
commission of day-to-day work. That is, it is recognisable in the teaching/learning, research or 
support service activities. However, what could be called ‘a culture of quality’ is part of a meta-
process that is one step removed from the work that people do. This meta-process can be 
thought of as being akin to metacognition whereby one thinks about thinking. This meta-
process can be thought of as being akin to metacognition whereby one thinks about thinking. A 
culture describes when groups of staff engage collaboratively in thinking about the quality, 
substance, processes and outcomes of the work they do and actively endeavouring to improve 
it when and where possible. Unlike metacognition, which involves a single person, a culture of 
quality, from the term culture itself, is premised on collaboration and relational processes. A 
group of staff can be as small as two. For example, two academics working together on a 
research paper can engage in a process of critical evaluation of the quality of the narrative and 
arguments they are crafting. More often, though, the groups will be larger and could run the 
spectrum from work groups through departments, centres, schools, and faculties, to Academic 
Boards and their committees, and the entire university with regard to systemwide audits. 
However, as the size of the group increases so also does the likelihood of its members adopting 
divergent concepts of quality and conflicting approaches to quality improvement which, in the 
case of academic staff, can be due to disciplinary differences. That is, subscribing to different 
cultures of quality, different ways of thinking about and improving quality. The element of trust 
in these practices, processes and relationships emerged during the analysis of data related to 
technologies and will be elaborated in greater detail in the following sections.  
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6.3. The Use of Information and Communication Technology 
While participants struggled with conceptual definitions of quality and quality culture, they had 
no such difficulty when speaking about ICT. The questions for this section of the interview 
were prefaced with a formal definition of ICT (UNESCO (2007), see Appendix 4). This was 
done as ICT is not a widely-used term. The term IT (information technology) is used more 
widely in general conversation and generally in the context of those technologies associated 
with computers. Most would acknowledge that IT encompasses aspects of communication, but 
this is not explicit. However, this study sought to also investigate the role played by 
communication technologies as communication has been identified in the literature as a 
precondition or requirement of a culture of quality. Hence the definition for ICT contained 
aspects of both technologies. Two lines of questioning were pursued during the interviews: 
 
1. Which ICTs did the respondent use as part of their day-to-day work? and 
2. How were these ICTs used in the context of quality and/or culture of quality? 
 
ICTs and the underlying sub-groups, such as databases; email; and the internet, were 
represented across a range of different policy documents though such references were scant 
and, as with other aspects investigated, respondents identified a far greater range of ICTs than 
appeared in policy. The separation of ICT into its different types and sub-groups used here is a 
categorisation used here for the purposes of analysis rather than a conceptual breakdown. More 
will be said about the technologies later in this chapter. However, the more fundamental 
infrastructure of technology, the hardware and software, will be dealt with before looking at the 
technologies and their sub-groupings. 
Hardware and Software 
Although every member of staff in the university was issued with, and used, a computer, only 
four respondents mentioned this hardware component. This may reflect that computers are an 
assumed part of the fabric of the workplace and it would be difficult for staff to work effectively 
without them. Increasingly, mobile devices such as phones and tablets were being supplied by 
the university depending on the role of the staff member My role did entitle me to a mobile 
phone but not a tablet. However, I provided my own iPad and configured it so that I could 
receive university email and access shared files remotely. I found this an effective way to keep 
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in touch with my staff and address urgent matters regardless of where on the campus I was or, 
indeed, which campus I was on. It is, therefore, notable that no references were made to these 
devices by respondents. Typical of comments regarding hardware were the following: 
 
…so computer hardware and software obviously would be our main tool because we 
use on it on a daily basis for …extracting the information from databases and… 
manipulating that into a report that we can push out as information. 
(Respondent 7: Business Intelligence Manager – Business Performance Reporting) 
 
Well, clearly the computer would be right at the very top. [The] Computer’s 
something that I use most of the day. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
However, respondents like the Business Intelligence Manager, tended to see computers as more 
of a transparent technology – a means to a more important end. These “tools of the trade” 
generally only became visible when functionality was less than expected or where IT support 
was inadequate to allow staff to do their work. 
 
As with hardware, software was not identified specifically as a significant technology. 
Although email is a software application, no respondent made that association, again, possibly 
because it is so much a part of everyday work and taken for granted. It will be seen later that 
email was perceived to be in a distinct class of its own and was discussed at some length by 
nearly all of the respondents. Email has been assigned as one of the sub-groups of 
communication technologies and will be dealt with as part of that technology type. 
 
Only two respondents mentioned software applications that could be classified as productivity 
tools: 
 
I used to sort of group them a bit, but I mentioned the productivity tools they're the other 
one. So, they're the tools that where the computer helps you do your job in an effective 
and efficient fashion. So that would be the word processing, the spreadsheets and often 
it's the access to data, so database access. 




The reference here to effectiveness and efficiency is salient in the context of performance 
discussed previously as a connecting theme within the core business, quality and culture of 
quality constructs. It suggests that staff are willing to leverage software that will potentially 
enhance performance but Leshed (2012) observes that productivity tools constitute a double-
edged sword that allow staff to manage events, tasks, contacts, and information but, at the same 
time, “they may be contributing to increasingly packed schedules, overcommitments, and 
feelings of overload” (Leshed, 2012, p. 63). 
 
…the majority of people, particularly in our area, understand Excel…and they are much 
more comfortable reading a 40 character…formula that you've written than to read a 
specific case statement that's not in a language that they would be familiar with. 
(Respondent 7 – Business Intelligence Manager – Business Performance Reporting) 
 
While working with spreadsheets would be a daily activity for most staff, this, and similar 
software applications such as word-processors, were so commonplace as to be taken for 
granted. Weller (2011) maintains that, for digital scholars, these software tools are not “worthy 
of particular interest; instead this represents a ‘business as usual’ model” (p. 12). For academics, 
there has been an increasing trend towards the use of Web 2.0 technologies such as wikis, blogs, 
discussions and a range of social media as part of teaching (Soomro et al., 2015). There are 
multiple forms of communication between academics and students in interactive blended 
learning environments and in various modes of working together online e.g. Dropboxes. Yang 
and Spear (2017) note, however, that support in the use of these time-intensive technologies is 
often not planned for, thus resulting in workload overheads that impact academic staff 
performance, particularly with regard to research expectations. Conversely, emerging and 
early-career academics, born in the early to mid-1980s, who have grown up “viewing 
technology as a natural part of life…[so] seem more open to fluidity in terms of their work lives 
(for example, in terms of how work is accomplished)…[and] have the advantage of having 
experienced teaching and learning in ways that greatly differ from those of the past.” (Gonzales 
and Terosky, 2016, p. 195). 
 
The technology types and sub-groups that were identified during data collection are shown in 
17, below, together with typical extracts from policy and interview transcripts. As with the 
construct of culture of quality, the technology sub-groups identified by staff covered a far 
greater spectrum that those cited in policy. For example, email was the only communication 
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sub-group found in policy. However, this policy made a clear connection to the culture of 
quality construct via the dimension of values and also linked it to the quality construct through 
professional standards. On the other hand, the information technology sub-groups were well 
represented in policy indicating the emphasis that was being placed on data as the foundation 
of performance measurement. 
 
These categories of ICT are discussed further following the table. 
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Table 17: Technologies appearing in policy and respondent data 
Technology Type Sub-Grouping Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Information 
Technologies 
Data [A] ‘Record’ [is] recorded information in any form, including 
data in computer systems, created or received by any staff member 
of the University in the course of his/her duties;…. Staff have an 
obligation to maintain the security and confidentiality of the 
information systems over which they have responsibility or 
control. 
(Code of Conduct policy) 
… data is critical for me and I’m understanding its value more and 
more, the older I get, the more I realise that data’s everything. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
Databases 
(Enterprise) 
Getting the …. data and the completions data, it’s coming through 
[the student information system] 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
Databases 
(Research) 
The responsible conduct of research includes the proper 
management and retention of the research data. Research data 
must be retained for an appropriate period in order to justify the 
outcomes of the research and to defend them if challenged. 
(Research Data Management policy) 
…[the research outputs system] and [the research management 
system], so they’re capturing information about our research 
income and about our research outputs, so publications and 
creative works. And we’re very reliant on those systems in terms 
of, as I say, providing us the performance data we need to be able 
to do all the other work we do. 






Benchmarking data and outcomes will be utilised in University 
reviews to validate performance and provide evidence to support 
actions and decisions. 
(Benchmarking policy) 
I think the more we embrace technology for knowledge 
management systems, for databases, to draw valid data, that’s 
where the asset is. And without that, I think we’re going to go 
backwards very quickly. So, getting valid data and using valid data 
to improve quality is absolutely right up there. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
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Table 17: Technologies appearing in policy and respondent data 
Technology Type Sub-Grouping Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Web/Internet An individual may request access to certain filtered sites for the 
purposes of teaching, learning, research, engagement and 
administration, with the granting of such access being at the 
University’s discretion. 
(Information Technology Policy) 
…the web, web browsing everywhere.. 





Not identified in policy data I use [the unit and course review system], I try to review it to see 
the extent to which our staff have used it, the extent to which their 
comments are useful and appropriate and I have on 2 or 3 
occasions talked with the Head of School and staff to indicate that 
…what they have done doesn’t add any value to the process … it’s 
about how we can improve the quality of what we do and how they 
might have considered making more productive commentary to the 
process. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law) 
Communication 
Technologies 
Email All forms of written communication (which includes Emails) will 
reflect the University values, and the professional standards of the 
University. 
(email Policy) 
So it is the central communication tool. I would get 80 emails a 
day 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
Phone Not identified in policy data So if I need to deal with somebody and I need to deal with them 
quickly a one to one works. Often I'm sending an email to someone 
and I'm thinking this would be much better on the phone and I'll 
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Table 17: Technologies appearing in policy and respondent data 
Technology Type Sub-Grouping Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
have three lines of an email crafted and I'll pick up the phone and 
call. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Education) 
Video-
conferencing 
Not identified in policy data I use video conferencing frequently. I use Skype and those sorts of 
tools with colleagues. I use the more…desk based video 
conferencing systems regularly. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
Communication 
Technologies 
Video capture Not identified in policy data I absolutely rely on video capture. So the number one teaching 
add-on that I had is doing video walkthroughs. So for instance, 
when I put up the assignment at the beginning of a semester, I do 
a video walk-through so I capture myself talking about the 
assignment, reading out the assignment to them and saying … 
giving examples of what I mean. 




Not identified in policy data …I have access to lots [of] boards where my colleagues are 
chatting about things and I can see what's on the agenda, what 
people talk about and how they're sharing…Discussion boards 
[are] more of an asynchronous way of communicating people's 
ideas. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
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Table 17: Technologies appearing in policy and respondent data 
Technology Type Sub-Grouping Typical Policy Quotes Typical Respondent Quotes 
Learning Management System Not identified in policy data You see, I often say to people, and our students, that Blackboard 
is a core enterprise system. It is not a support system, it's 
absolutely crucial. 






As indicated in Table 17, this technology type was further divided into 6 sub-groups. Data, a 
sub-group of information technologies, along with different variants of data, databases 
(enterprise) and databases (research), easily accounted for many of the references found within 
the policies and interview transcripts. From this, it is clear that the university placed great 
emphasis on the collection, analysis and use of data. One aspect, research data, is associated 
with the core business of the institution and relates both to data gathered for research purposes 
as well as the repository of research output for research assessment and dissemination. All other 
data, however, related to gathering information about the operation of the university whether it 
was student, benchmarking, HR or curriculum/ learning data, etc. 
 
A consistent theme in the use of data was that of assessing performance. For example, as 
previously discussed in Section 5.3 in relation to the quality construct, survey data collected 
from students was used for both performance management and audit purposes. 
 
Use of the [teaching and unit evaluation] Survey Data 
…. 
The data collected will be used to conduct a regular and systematic review of 
the teaching and learning performance in all units offered by the School in the 
previous teaching period.  
The Executive Dean/Dean/Head of School will use the data for the following 
purposes: 
o to improve the quality of teaching and learning in all units under 
their control in processes such as: 
– School reviews; 
– course reviews 
o to improve the performance of individual staff in the School in 
relation to the quality of teaching and learning; and  
o to inform the assessment of academic staff in processes such as: 
– Academic Promotions; 
– Academic Management for Performance; 
– Academic Probation; and 
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– Such other related policies adopted by the University 
from time to time. 
(Course and Unit Evaluation and Review Policy) 
 
The extensive use of student evaluations to judge performance when often statistically invalid 
has also put academics under pressure. Additionally, evaluations offer opportunity for 
vindictiveness and negative evaluations of low-achieving students (Hammer et al., 2018) which 
can be gender and race-biased (Wallace et al., 2018) in highly personal ways (Zhu et al., 2018). 
 
Performance in research was also reflected in respondent comments: 
 
…[the research outputs system] and [the research management system], so they’re 
capturing information about our research income and about our research outputs, so 
publications and creative works. And we’re very reliant on those systems in terms of, as 
I say, providing us the performance data we need to be able to do all the other work we 
do. 
(Respondent 3 – Quality Manager – Research Quality and Policy Support) 
 
In terms of measuring performance … be it to do with all of the inputs and outputs of 
research and research training and the like, provide you a means of showing where 
your organisation or parts of it sit in the context of the rest of the world, where the gaps 
are, where the opportunities to do more are. 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
 
These comments reflect that there are differences between data, information and knowledge. 
Unstructured data which is presented or visualised in a way that can be analysed becomes 
information. Knowledge, such as an understanding of the research performance of the 
university, will result from an analysis of information. Hence, the difference between 
performance data and performance knowledge may constitute a wide gulf if the data is analysed 
and understood correctly. 
 
Respondent 3, above, made comment on two of the research information systems at the 
university. According to the respondent, the purpose of these systems was to provide a picture 
of research “performance” across the university but it would also, ultimately, constitute a 
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component of the performance assessment of academic staff. In contrast to this remark by a 
member of the professional staff is the following criticism of the systems from a researcher in 
the School of Education: 
 
So, we’ve got systems ……that are difficult…[the research outputs system] is 
publications, [the research management system] is mainly about grants and grant 
income…..So getting all the data out of the different systems, linking all data sets 
through a common staff ID, and all these sorts of things is incredibly complicated, and 
there are real issues with data integrity in some of the systems, and getting the data out 
in different forms to produce the different sorts of reports, that different types of 
managers need, is incredibly complicated. But absolutely critical for us to actually know 
what we do and know how to improve it… But it’s crap!.....The University has spent a 
lot of money buying this system, they’ve spent a lot of money with consultants trying to 
improve this system, and it was to be the central system that would link research income, 
ethics, publications….And, at some point somebody is going to be extraordinarily 
courageous and say we’ve misspent our money because it will never put all of our 
systems together in a way that will be user-friendly. 
(Respondent 5 – Researcher - Education) 
 
This system, possibly more than any other, drew the widest criticism from academic staff. Quite 
apart from its cumbersome nature, it represented the technological face of research performance 
management. As previously noted, Hearn (2017) has suggested that such technologies manifest 
the masculine subjectivities prevalent in a managerial university. Dissatisfaction with data 
systems such as the one referred to above was a common theme amongst respondents. I also 
encountered these sentiments as part of my role. My department oversaw two bespoke systems. 
The first, a curriculum approval system which formed a central repository of university 
curriculum and its approval history, was developed externally while the other, a quality 
management system which provided a mechanism for the continuous quality improvement of 
the university’s units and courses, was developed in-house at the university. Both systems 
attracted a good deal of criticism. In contrast to generic productivity software discussed above, 
such as word processors or spreadsheets, which can be used in any organisation, the relatively 
small HE market with its very atypical data management needs meant these systems were not 
available “off the shelf”. Development of these systems often resulted in conflict and tension 
arising from competing stakeholder requirements, limited budgets and short development 
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timelines. Use of the systems, post-development and implementation, brought with it another 
set of criticism including lack of user friendliness; time-consuming data entry; reduction of 
effectiveness and efficiency; mistrust of data integrity; and untimeliness of data availability.  
 
Respondent 5’s comments, above, as well as my own experience point to the existence of two 
different narratives regarding the implementation of the data systems. On one hand, in the case 
of the research management system, a significant commitment in support, time and finance had 
been made by the university to deliver a technology system “that would link research income, 
ethics, publications…”. Contrary to this, a researcher-user of the system expresses frustration 
that the system has not delivered on the promise and that senior leaders are unwilling to admit 
this failure. Lim (2019) observes that much of this frustration may result from a lack of 
communication between administrators and end-users about the intended purpose of such 
systems. Dawson and Buchanan (2005) contend that competing narratives about technological 
change such as this often coexist within organisations. “The dominant or ‘official version’ of 
change may largely reflect the political positioning of certain key individuals or groups within 
an organization” and is crafted as a compelling narrative “to reject ideas which are perceived 
as challenging it” (Dawson and Buchanan, 2005, p. 852). In this case, the dominant narrative 
may have been preventing the system, so critical to the core business of the university, being 
replaced or improved so it was fit for purpose. 
 
The issues of data integrity and reliability, user-(un)friendliness and interconnectivity of data 
sources were not just limited to research. The sheer volume and complexity of data collected 
and stored within the university makes the process of the transformation of data into knowledge 
a difficult one. So, in order “to make sense of the rapidly increasing volume, velocity, and 
variety of data…business intelligence has become a critical foundation of competition for many 
organizations” (Isik et al., 2013a, p. 13). Because the university had, over time, acquired many 
different database systems, a Business Intelligence (BI) application had been implemented to 
integrate the disparate data in a meaningful way. The Business Intelligence Manager played a 
central role in this respect and here speaks about addressing some of the communication issues 
highlighted above: 
 
…whenever we push out data we, we will first engage with the person to understand 
what it is that they are wanting, what they're using the information for and we will then 
speak to them about other pieces of data that they may not be aware of that we can add 
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to, to add value to the information, provide more context than maybe [they] thought was 
possible. 
(Respondent 7 – Business Intelligence Manager – Business Performance Reporting) 
 
However, while the BI platform was intended to integrate data it was not universally embraced: 
 
I’ve been bitten by data before where…I’ll ask for [a BI] report about completion rates 
and supervisor capacity and for whatever reason the data is dirty and I present it in a 
meeting and one of the associates there goes, oh, that’s all [expletive] because in 
Natural Sciences we’ve got only six staff and not twelve so that’s all wrong. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
However, the same respondent acknowledged the need for data to underpin quality 
improvement: 
 
I think the more we embrace technology for knowledge management systems, for 
databases, to draw valid data, that’s where the asset is. And without that, I think we’re 
going to go backwards very quickly. So, getting valid data and using valid data to 
improve quality is absolutely right up there. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
While some may have had a love/hate relationship with data, it was the key input to many 
decisions within the university. Disagreements between end-users of data systems and those 
who “push out data” were common and often led to mistrust of data validity. This issue emerged 
a number of times, particularly for academic staff, who are often judged, for promotion or 
performance purposes, on data that may be inaccurate or significantly time-delayed and over 
which they may have little, if any, control. It should be noted that the validity of data, such as 
student evaluation of lecturers which may be skewed by low response numbers, and the 
timeliness of data, such as financial and research data, can provide misleading information 
leading to lopsided perceptions of performance, criticism and/or inappropriate decisions. 
 
The web, internet or intranet was cited as a technology used on a daily basis. The web was used 
for general information gathering and monitoring as well as more specific work-focussed 
purposes. For example, academics made use of web-based bibliographic databases such as 
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Scopus and Web of Science for academic literature searches, citations and metrics. 
Increasingly, academic social networking websites such as academia.edu are being used “to 
share their research, monitor deep analytics around the impact of their research, and track the 
research of academics they follow” (Academia, 2017). Social media is also becoming a 
necessity in many universities to link classroom meetings with learning resources (Kasuma et 
al., 2018) and provide academics with professional development and networking opportunities 
(Donelan, 2016) as well as platforms for academic self-presentation (Bar-Ilan et al., 2015). 
 
Only one participant mentioned the quality management system already discussed. It relied 
very heavily on data being integrated by the BI system and then “pushed” to unit and course 
coordinators for critical analysis with a view to quality improvement. 
 
I use [the quality management system], I try to review it to see the extent to which our 
staff have used it, the extent to which their comments are useful and appropriate and I 
have … talked with the Head of School and staff to indicate that …what they have done 
doesn’t add any value to the process and [I] talked to them … about what the review 
process is designed to do, it’s about how we can improve the quality of what we do and 
how they might have considered making more productive commentary to the process. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law) 
 
This demonstrates that the system was being used, contrary to its original purpose and spirit, to 
monitor staff use and the quality of information entered, but also suggest that staff did not have 
a clear understanding of the purpose of the system and hence, may not have placed any value 
in its potential outcomes. The information technologies, especially the databases in all their 
forms and specialised applications, constituted an important daily component of the work of all 
staff at the university. However, as indicated above, data is just the starting point for quality 
improvement and will not, of itself, sustain a culture of quality. An additional element is 
required that will allow or facilitate the productive engagement of staff with each other.  
 
The Learning Management System (LMS) as a sub-group of technologies merits some 
discussion. An LMS straddles the two technology types as it is not strictly an information 
technology in the same sense as a database, though it does have an underlying database, nor is 
it a communication technology, though there are communication functions, such as discussion 
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boards and chat tools, embedded within it. However, for want of a better opportunity, I will 
consider the place of the LMS here. 
 
While all the academic staff were involved in teaching at some level, the LMS used by the 
university, BlackBoard, did not feature prominently in responses. In fact, only two of the 
respondents made any mention of it. Both acknowledged that the LMS could be used as an 
engagement tool that allowed them to build relationships with students who they may never 
have met. 
 
You see, I often say to people, and our students, that Blackboard is a core enterprise 
system. It is not a support system, it's absolutely crucial. 
(Respondent 4 – Lecturer/Course Coordinator – Information Technology) 
 
This respondent’s field of teaching, Information Technology, and the fact that many of the units 
taught in this area were done so online, may have influenced the passion expressed for the LMS. 
Other colleagues, teaching in a more conventional mode, may not have capitalised on the 
potential of LMS quite as much and, so, did not think of it in such glowing terms. It may also 
suggest, as is evident in the literature (Hil, 2012; Selwyn, 2007, 2013; M. Wells, 2007), that the 
use of an LMS brings unintended problems and has become a prescriptive and limiting template 
for teaching. This is borne out by the other respondent who mentioned the LMS: 
 
I am not a great user of technology, I use Blackboard regularly, I use that for the 
purpose, especially for my role in [the faculty] and monitoring course and unit 
materials, assessments, compliance, meeting our minimum standards for our delivery 
of online materials, honouring what I think should be our commitment to external 
partners, particularly offshore. So, I used Blackboard a fair bit. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law) 
 
The audit and compliance survey being applied to the LMS here is an example of the dimension 
highlighted in section 5.3 as the negative face of quality assurance. 
 
Wells (2007) notes that the rapid expansion of online learning has brought with it an ill-defined 
online pedagogy and imposed additional workload burdens which have, in part, resulted in the 
repositioning of the professional academic. Online learning necessitates a different form of 
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communication and engagement between academics and students that may, in turn, lead to 
different relationships being built. Furthermore, the “digital, networked and open” (Weller, 
2011) nature of the contemporary universities is fundamentally changing the way academics 
go about their work. 
 
Weller uses Boyer’s (1990) four components of scholarship as the framework for investigating 
how “digital scholarship” is reinterpreting the “traditional, ‘analogue’ forms of scholarship” (p. 
51). Henkel (2010) maintains that the recent history of HE has led to a “breakdown of 
longstanding conditions for strong stable academic identities” and that “HE systems now need 
organizations and workforces that embody values, forms of knowledge, structures and 
relationships that are more varied than, and do not necessarily sit comfortably with, those of 
academe if they are to meet contemporary demands” (p. 7). While the entire range of scholarly 
work is becoming increasingly “digital”, it is in the area of teaching that the most profound 
changes are taking place. “Teaching is no longer a case of expert-led instruction, but supporting 
individuals to learn how to make connections, develop the capacity to know more, nurture and 
maintain connections to support continual learning, and being able to choose what is best to 
learn at any particular time” and “the ‘digital scholar’ is well connected, always curious, with 
a ‘default’ predilection to share over a range of informal and formal channels” (Selwyn, 2014, 
p. 64). Weller (2011) proposes that Boyer’s functions of the traditional scholar should now be 
seen as “engagement, experimentation, reflection and sharing” (p. 201). With almost all 
teaching now having a presence on an LMS, and the ability to source content, often as open 
education resources, the creation (digitisation) of learning and teaching resources is 
progressively being separated from the delivery of these resources leading to new types of 
teaching academics. However, the constant connectedness that the digital scholar must maintain 
can easily lead to what Hil (2012) describes as “Teaching 24-7” or a “culture of ‘never-ending 
teaching’” (Ch. 4, p. 9 of 34). 
Communication Technologies 
The communication technologies were, by far, a more significant ICT type. Furthermore, 
respondents were the most candid and forthright when commenting on the use of email and 
phones in particular. Firstly, however, the other communication sub-groups of 




Videoconferencing was used primarily for meetings or classes where the participants could not 
physically be at the same location, especially for multi-campus committee meetings such as 
Academic Board, but the activities or discussion had to occur synchronously: 
 
… so we’re keen to use technology to promote efficiencies and quality, big time quality 
and this is really a quality issue. So we’re rolling out the integrated PhD, all right? 
Now, integrated PhD, we are keen to make it available to remote and external students, 
it’s very, very important because you don’t want to just have it for face-to-face or on 
campus students, right?... so more than a year ago, more… [the university] invested in 
Cisco Virtual Classroom which they’ve installed in a classroom here in [Campus 1] 
and a classroom in [Campus 2]…. so that we don’t have to duplicate effort on two 
campuses. So now we can provide a pretty high quality service on one campus and [the 
other campus] can receive in very high fidelity video and audio instruction. That’s a big 
thing for us. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
The aim of providing a quality service and extended access to students is explicit. However, 
installation of fixed systems such as the one described, limit future flexibility. Hence, web-
based applications such as Skype and Zoom have been widely used more recently, especially 
for more informal and ad hoc virtual meetings. One respondent identified the value of 
videoconferencing but also recognised one of its key weaknesses: 
 
Three years ago, we spent a long time doing our work and there was going to be a face-
to-face meeting in Sydney on a Monday, and that weekend… Qantas will not fly because 
of some industrial excuse. So, I came in here with a colleague on a Sunday and we spent 
nine or ten hours on a teleconference – killed ourselves, but eventually got the work 
done to get around the problem, to do the final analysis of stuff. And so in that instance, 
technology was a fall-back position to get to developing the final outcome, but it was 
one of the means, the best way of doing it, because there’s nuances in face-to-face 
meetings we very quickly come to an outcome which was much more tortuous for the 
teleconference or video conferencing 




While videoconferencing overcame the tyranny of distance in this instance, the respondent felt 
that the result might have been more easily achieved had the more personal face-to-face meeting 
taken place. This is borne out by research reported by Wolfe (2007) on the use of 
videoconferencing among distributed research teams that indicates the technology can result in 
“narrow channel” communication due to being “abstract, both informationally and 
kinaesthetically” (p. 136). 
 
Video capture was used for recording live lectures or pre-recording lecture sessions (see 
respondent quote in Table 17). These recordings were then made available on the learning 
management system for students to watch or download. In contrast to videoconferencing, this 
form of communication is asynchronous and was only used unidirectionally between lecturer 
and students. While this provides students with flexibility in lecture attendance and learning 
behaviour, Chang (Chang, 2007) observes that this may lead to low attendance rates and 
expectations/pressures from students. However, studies have not identified low attendance as 
an issue with students using the recordings to support learning (Mcgowan and Hanna, 2016; 
Prodanov, 2012). As this technology sub-group was not used as a communication channel 
between members of staff, it is not considered as being significant in the context of this study. 
 
Respondents who indicated that they used discussion boards or discussion spaces tended to do 
so more on an ad hoc basis as casual observers (see respondent quote in Table 17) suggesting 
they may be reluctant to post comments, particularly on contentious issues, in the open forum 
of a discussion board. However, by accessing discussion boards, the respondents were either 
participating in the sharing of ideas or monitoring that sharing process. In effect, using the 
technology to become a member, and sometimes contributor, in a broader discourse. 
 
While videoconferencing, video capture and discussion boards were identified as 
communication technology sub-groups used as part of day-to-day work by some participants, 
these pale when compared with the comments generated when speaking about phones and 
email. 
 
As with computers, all staff at the university had access to their own landline phone. Phones 




So, if I need to deal with somebody and I need to deal with them quickly a one to one 
works. Often, I'm sending an email to someone and I'm thinking this would be much 
better on the phone and I'll have three lines of an email crafted and I'll pick up the phone 
and call. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Education) 
 
During the data collection period Internet Protocol (IP) phones were being installed across the 
university. These were equipped with a camera and allowed users to see each other if they 
wished (though some staff had resolutely turned off the cameras). This added another 
dimension to the communication experience: 
 
I'm loving the … picture phones like we’ve gone from a basic telephone, but I love being 
able to speak to someone and convey my message so much better because I have the 
ability to see them, you know, and get my point across. 
(Respondent 1 – Quality Adviser – Course Accreditation) 
 
The IP phones also had a conferencing feature so, in addition to the normal one-to-one nature 
of phone communication, a one-to-many aspect was opened up: 
 
Yeah, I’ve had personally a lot of really good value out of the Cisco telephones. Not just 
from one-to-one, and I use it probably daily…and I’m surprised that a lot of people 
don’t know about the conferencing feature. 
(Respondent 9 – Research Training Academic - Education) 
 
Phones provided a means of communication that embodied a personal interaction. Using the 
camera feature emulated videoconferencing, albeit one-to-one but, as one respondent noted, 
this did not replace the immediacy of physical meetings. One respondent, a Quality Manager 
(Research Quality and Policy Support), acknowledged that these interactions were “absolutely 
essential” to getting things done. Engagement was identified earlier in Section 6.2. as a 
dimension of a culture of quality. Phones provided a channel through which staff could engage 
with others in personal interactions as part of day-to-day work. 
 
Although it is only referenced in one policy (see Table 17), email emerged subsequently during 
interviews to be of much greater importance than policy would indicate. Email emerged as the 
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primary mode of communication within the university and hence, provided the conduit that 
supported transactional and collaborative work but was also the medium used to disseminate 
messages from managers and senior leaders that often carried the implicit values espoused by 
management of the university. Phones and email were often mentioned together: 
 
For me [the most used technology] would be telephone and, depending on what I'm 
doing, if I’m trying to convey a message, or work at or resolve a problem, or identify 
what the need is, it would be telephone and email. 
(Respondent 2 – Quality Adviser – Internal Quality Review) 
 
As with other office software such as a word processors and spreadsheets, email was an 
important day-to-day productivity tool: 
 
But I think it’s just history. It's just sort of, it was the first form of internet 
communication that we embraced and we've now embraced it to a point where it's [an] 
integral part of the way we do our business. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
 
In contrast to phones, email is an asynchronous communication medium. This was seen to have 
both advantages and disadvantages: 
 
The thing I like about it is it's asynchronous so it comes and it's for me to deal with it at 
a time when I can although I can deal with it relatively quickly and often I find myself 
synchronising my emails if there's something that comes up and people are accessible. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
 
The time lag inherent in emails was sometimes seen as a drawback of the medium: 
 
…if you've got something that is important to get a turn-around on…and get that 
feedback… but if I had something that was that important then I would both send the 
email to push it out there and I would then follow with phone calls to say, 'I need you to 
read this email because we need to get working on this.' 




While both these respondents tacitly acknowledge the asynchronous nature of email, they have 
used email in a way that assumes the constant availability of their colleagues. As Gregg (2011) 
says, “…a platform that was first designed to overcome the asynchronous schedules of co-
workers has been transformed into its opposite. It is now a means to demonstrate co-presence 
with colleagues and enhance the pace and immediacy of busy office schedules” (Introduction, 
p. 23 of 33). 
 
While email has overcome both temporal and spatial problems associated with communication, 
some unintended adverse effects, such as email volume, have also emerged. Most respondents 
spoke about the volume of email with which they had to deal on a daily basis (see respondent 
quote in Table 17) together with the fact they were often copied unnecessarily into discussion 
threads. Gregg (2011) identified the inappropriate use of the carbon copy (cc) as one of the 
culprits where “what begins as a democratic communication platform just as often becomes an 
opportunity for co-workers to force their own agendas on to others’ schedules, obstructing 
individuals’ capacity to manage their workload” (Ch. 4, p. 10 of 24). Email also intruded into 
the personal lives of staff: 
 
Well, email …every waking moment, even when I’m not awake…I use it for everything. 
It is basically … between email and electronic calendars, I arrange everything through 
that….every email I get, I keep and file away…um… and important documents get filed 
away so I use it as content management. 
(Respondent 4 – Lecturer/Course Coordinator – Information Technology) 
 
The 24/7 engagement with email described here is what Gregg (2011) refers to as “presence 
bleed”: “…where firm boundaries between personal and professional identities no longer apply. 
Presence bleed explains the familiar experience whereby the location and time of work become 
secondary considerations faced with a “to do” list that seems forever out of control” 
(Introduction, p. 2 of 32). Although this may allow responses to situations that require swift 
action, it also ties staff to a constant stream of, often, mundane communications that are not 
necessarily “business critical” (Sumecki et al., 2011). The use of communication technologies, 
including email, outside of work hours was investigated by Boswell and Olson-Buchanan 
(2007) who posited that it may lead to “lowered affective commitment because of a feeling of 
frustration or burnout” (p. 603) and contribute to a work-life imbalance. Within academia, the 
volume of email and the expectation of quick responses has led to feelings of “frustration and 
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stress” (Pignata et al., 2015, p. 169) while Jerejian, Reid, and Rees (2013) found that worry 
about email was a predictor for and contributed to stress among academics. So, the positive 
attributes of the medium had to be balanced against the demands it sometimes placed on 
people’s time and the sense of being inundated. Email was cited overwhelmingly by the 
academics interviewed by Hil (2012) as the ICT singularly responsible for the blowout in their 
workloads which invariably extended beyond normal work hours. 
 
Even more than phones, email removes the physical and personal presence from 
communication. 
 
I think it lacks fluidity. Sometimes it has created problems for me because I think it’s a 
harsh environment or can be seen to be harsh, and some problems have grown that 
needn’t have been created if I had got on the phone. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law) 
 
This lack of “fluidity” was also noted by some participants when speaking about their use of 
phones. Because email does not carry with it tone of voice and pauses in conversation, the 
message can be either lost or misinterpreted. Further, neither email nor phones allow the 
conversationalists to take in the non-verbal cues such as facial expressions and gestures that 
would be present in face-to-face encounters thus reducing the richness of communication18. 
 
Although the teleconferencing feature of phones was not widely used, the one-to-many feature 
of email was used extensively: 
 
I went to my computer and had a look at the number of emails that come to me with 
others named it would be almost every one of them. Perhaps the only ones that wouldn't 
have shared mailing lists or email lists of people involved might be personal emails but 
principally in my work when I'm talking to people I'm talking to a group of people at 
once. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
 
 
18 This does not apply to IP phones where the cameras were switched on enabling both parties 
to see each other. 
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Notwithstanding these disadvantages, the communication and engagement functions that email 
provides are the very ones that clearly connect it to a culture of quality. Shared understanding 
of purpose and engagement were identified as dimensions of a culture of quality. Phones and 
email provide channels through which these could be fostered. Both mediums were also often 
used to develop relationships with a view to establishing common understandings and shared 
goals or aims: 
 
…so the intention is sort of establish where you both stand on…an item and to meet that 
common ground….for them to be able to explain to you what it is that they think is the 
problem and very, very often through that type of direct communication both of you 
change your position so, so it's a better position when you've finished. 
(Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) 
 
As noted previously by Respondent 8 (Research Leader) who had to resort to a videoconference 
because of an airline strike, face-to-face meetings would be the preferred environment for 
communication and discussion. However, geographical barriers and the commitments of the 
other individuals involved limit the possibility of conducting such meetings. This increases 
considerably with the number of required attendees. So, combining the one-to-many aspect 
with its ability to allow collaboration and engagement, email constitutes a medium where 
participants can “push it out” (Respondent 7) or “seed ideas” (Respondent 6) to brainstorm with 
others. An appropriate phrase to describe this is a “virtual asynchronous meeting space”. 
Coppola (2010) uses the term in the context of a project management tool called Basecamp. 
However, it is an apt description of how email is being used here. This is particularly the case 
when email is combined with one of the information technologies, particularly any that are 
repositories of data. The ability to attach a dataset, most often in the form of a spreadsheet or a 
word-processed document, or embed an extract of data within the email itself opens the 
possibility of a richer conversation: 
 
“I think being able to use the software to drive information, to push it out through email 
…in a quick and timely manner … is important in producing that [quality] outcome, 
yeah.” 




Email allowed users to combine the positive attributes of information and communication 
technologies and, in so doing, facilitate the achievement of quality outcomes providing a further 
link to the quality and culture of quality constructs. 
 
“I think being able to use the software to drive information, to push it out through email 
…in a quick and timely manner … is important in producing that [quality] outcome, 
yeah.” 
(Respondent 7 – Business Intelligence Manager – Business Performance Reporting) 
Assessment Against Extant Model 
The themes associated with information and communication technologies identified in policy 
and participant interviews were compared against Jonassen’s Mindtools framework (Table 18). 
Respondents identified ICTs and how they used them across the entire range of mindtools. The 
semantic organisation tools (databases), dynamic modeling tools (spreadsheets) and knowledge 
creation tools (mainly word-processed documents) all appeared in the narratives as important 
technologies that supported the work of participants. However, in the context of a culture of 
quality, these ICTs provided information that constituted raw materials or starting points for 
wider conversations. As previously outlined, the conversation and collaboration tools featured 
prominently in the data, particularly with the purpose of allowing users to engage and then 
collaborate with others not only to carry out business as usual but, more importantly, to achieve 





Table 18: Comparison of emergent themes with Jonassen's Mindtools Framework 
Information and Communication Technologies 
Synchronous Themes identified in the data Asynchronous 
Jonassen’s 
Mindtools 
Student Information Systems 
Databases 
Electronic survey applications 
 
Data management 
supports decision making Business Intelligence 
Data Warehouses 
Semantic organisation tools 




 Dynamic modeling tools 
Data reporting applications  Data analysis  Information interpretation tools 
Presentation applications 
Knowledge Management Systems 
 Knowledge management 
Learning Management System 
Knowledge construction tools 
Supports teaching quality 
Relationship building 
Engagement tool 
Sharing best practice 
→ 
Word processed documents  Email (attachments)  
Internet/Intranet 
Corporate websites 
General information gathering  
Phone 
Video-conferencing 
 Time effective 
Discussion boards 
email 





Interaction with people 
Augments F2F interactions 








6.4. The Trust Connection 
A theme that emerged strongly when investigating the use of ICTs in a culture of quality was 
that of trust and its converse, mistrust. Hunt et al. (2009) maintain that the success or failure of 
any organisation in the 21st century is “directly related to the level of trust present within it” 
and “lack of trust is one of the most potent cancers in corporate organizations” (Hunt et al., 
2009, p. 75). Kuriyan et al. (2010) observe that the literature on trust shows it to be a complex 
and ill-defined topic. However, for the purposes of this study, the definition proposed by Mayer 
et al.(1995) has been widely accepted and is pertinent here: 
 
[Trust is] the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party 
based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the 
trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party. (Mayer et al., 
1995, p. 712) 
 
Morawczynski and Miscione (2008) also make the point that trust is a "… property of relations 
between two or more social actors” (Morawczynski and Miscione, 2008, p. 290) and these 
actors can be both individuals and institutions. In this study, the actors are members of staff and 
the university, generally represented by its leaders and managers. 
 
The theme of trust has already been touched on with regard to the extent to which staff trusted 
the way in which data was collected, manipulated, presented and interpreted. Questions 
regarding data integrity were an ongoing source of tension. Doubt was regularly cast on the 
validity of data and the use of a BI platform further compounded the situation as the underlying 
complex logic and algorithms used to turn raw data into high level, aggregated dashboards and 
metrics was often not understood by end users. Hasan et al. (2005) also note that universities 
must develop a cultural readiness around the use of data and analytics. Hence, effective two-
way communication can engender trust (Hunt et al., 2009) and cultivate cultural readiness 
(Hasan et al., 2005). The Business Intelligence Manager worked actively to overcome these 
gaps in communications and the resulting environment of mistrust: 
 
’Cause sometimes people can misinterpret the data and [as] soon as [I] hear that I'm 
normally picking up the phone going, 'Hey hang on, that's not what that data means.' 
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(Respondent 7 – Business Intelligence Manager – Business Performance Reporting) 
 
Furthermore, the timeliness with which data was made available meant that, often, data was too 
old to be used for informed decision-making. 
 
An element of mistrust also ran through respondent narratives when reflecting on phone and 
email communication: 
 
I call it an audit trail….I think I have become one of these people who uses email as an 
audit trail. I am becoming more and more adverse [sic] to phone calls, because quite 
often there are implied or explicit commitments to action in a phone call, but there is 
no record of it. And there are people in this institution who drive me crazy because I’ll 
send them an email about some issue and they will ring me up and talk about it, but will 
not email a confirmation of it and if I email a summary they will never reply probably 
because at the same time that some people might find it rude, that I would want that to 
happen and sometimes it’s not even as a finger pointing audit trail. It’s just so, for my 
records, I knew what happened. 
(Respondent 4 – Lecturer/Course Coordinator – Information Technology) 
 
Using email as an audit trail to confirm either phone calls or face-to-face meetings by creating 
a written record of interactions and work activity was a common strategy used by staff.  
 
…it's [email] permanent. It is….a verifiable record of discussions that have happened 
and you can attach files. 
(Respondent 7 – Business Intelligence Manager – Business Performance Reporting) 
 
In face-to-face communication there is often no written record unless a formal meeting took 
place in which case a record in the form of meeting notes or minutes will be made. With the 
ubiquitous use of email, notes or minutes and even summaries of individual face-to-face 
encounters are often then sent to participants to confirm what was discussed. This creates a 
written audit trail which can be referenced should questions, issues or disagreements arise. 
Email has significantly increased both the volume of information that can now be transferred 
and accelerated the speed at which this can be done While this has resulted in a higher workload 
throughput, the most negative aspect of this form of communication is where the email record 
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is being used as a precaution to ensure that blame is not ascribed to the sender. That is, the aim 
is not to promote any improvements or extend quality beyond the point of meeting the minimum 
requirements of the work. It was also used as a safeguard should questions be raised around 
responsibility and accountability. 
 
Because what I do requires some sort of auditable trail, and it’s ultimately a means of 
providing accountability. 
(Respondent 8 – Research Leader – Medical Science) 
 
This aspect of holding others to account or accounting for one’s own actions by having a written 
record of what was discussed, agreed or done suggests staff anxiety about working within a 
performance-driven environment and the need to protect themselves when their performance is 
evaluated. This aspect of using email as an audit trail as “a means of providing accountability” 
also speaks to a lack of confidence or trust, either in individuals or in the university in general. 
Boden et al. (2012) and Rowlands (2013, 2014) have reported on the gradual schism within 
universities, over the recent past, into the two camps of academics, who hold to professional 
values, and managerial leaders, who are more attuned to external demands, and the loss of trust 
that has been the resultant fall-out. This “breakdown in the coincidence of power and trust 
relations” (Considine, 2006, p. 264) has led to the erosion of traditional collegiality in favour 
of managerial interests. 
 
In contrast to the negative “audit trail” use of email discussed above, this respondent highlights 
an important converse aspect, that of trust. 
 
I would send it [data] by attachment and have it in the text and an explanation as to 
why its there…..usually some sort of improvement that is suggested and ask them to say 
do they think what I have suggested is the way forward, given what we have seen in the 
data or not the way forward, or would they have another suggestion or are they happy 
with what I have said, but again depending on your style, I try to go back with my view 
of the way we go and then others suggest tweaks. Rather than say “what do you think?”. 
(Respondent 10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law) 
 
This reflects a communication environment where the participants are willing to take risks 
(Schoorman et al., 2007) by proposing and exchanging ideas. It suggests that, for colleagues in 
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a group engaged in communication, by email or otherwise, to develop a culture of quality, the 
members must have trust in one another. Trust that their ideas will be considered at face value 
in a spirit of quality improvement and not censured out of hand. This trust is important to 
effective collaboration and is often built up in face-to-face encounters (Hossain and Wigand, 
2004) especially through working together on prior projects (K. A. Lawrence, 2006) but, as 
staff increasingly find themselves separated by distance or schedules that don’t line up, trust 
can also be established by email. In fact, Thompson-Hayes et al.(2009) found that computer 
mediated communication, including email, could overcome many entry barriers common to 
face-to-face interactions and provide a venue for relationship development and maintenance. 
Some participants noted having communicated with staff they had never met in person but, 
nonetheless, had developed a good working relationship. Communication that takes place in a 
context where trust is lacking is likely to be guarded and lead to the “audit trail” mentality and 
not be conducive to a culture of quality. Ehlers (2009) identifies trust as a transversal element 
in his quality culture model. Email can amplify the efforts of groups of staff working together 
but it also creates a record of what has been done or said/written and exposes individuals to 
scrutiny and evaluation. This is less of an issue where those taking part in email exchanges do 
so in an environment of trust. 
 
Moreover, a distinction should be made between the types of communication that were used at 
the university. Linear communication describes one-way messages that may be broadcast to a 
wide audience. These were normally top-down communications from leaders or managers 
where a response was neither expected nor invited. On the other hand, Barnlund’s (2008) 
Transactional Model of Communication describes two-way communication in which sender 
and receiver(s) exchange messages. In both cases, effective communication will take place if 
both sender and receiver(s) share the same frame of reference with which to code and decode 
the messages. Both types of communication often took place at the university using email. 
However, most communication at the university consisted of the mundane transactional 
exchange of work-related information which was generally understood by all communicators 
but did not necessarily require a trust relationship between the communicators. 
 
In every organisation in which I have worked, there have been breakdowns in communication 
as a consequence of linear communication misinterpretation. Unfortunately, a low level of trust 
between staff and management has sometimes contributed to this communication gap. At the 
study university, one such instance was the reorganisation of a faculty. Rumours of discussion 
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at senior leadership level regarding the ongoing viability of the faculty had been circulating for 
some time before a decision was made to change the faculty structure. As a result, staff had 
been left out of the discussion loop. Since staff were already anxious about their own continued 
employment, when the initial communication to staff was done via email, there was a lot of 
“reading between the lines” and “connection the dots” which lead to some inaccurate 
interpretations fuelling already high tensions.  
 
Likewise, Harris and Nelson (2009) observe that transactional communication can be complex, 
as the meaning of the messages exchanged are interpreted by those receiving them using their 
own frame of reference. This prompted one respondent to comment on the “harsh environment” 
of email that could result in “some problems … that needn’t have been created” (Respondent 
10 – Teaching and Learning Academic - Law). A culture of quality, however, will be based on 
a subset of transactional communication that encompasses effective information exchange, but 
takes place in the context of mutual respect and trust where all parties contribute value to the 
relationship with a view to improving the work being done beyond the boundary or limitation 
of the job specification. This can be thought of as productive relational communication. 
Productive because there will be an outcome which is related to quality improvement and 
relational because it is based on the development of respect and trust between those involved 
in the communication. 
6.5. Findings and Discussion 
There was a very good correspondence between the dimensions identified in the data and the 
organisational culture models of Schein (1992) and Hofstede (2010) as well as Senge’s (2006a) 
learning organisation. However, when compared with Ehlers’ quality culture model (2009) 
participants did not identify all of the model components. Participants characterised a culture 
of quality within the university as being grounded in core beliefs, commitment, and engagement 
with others to achieve quality outcomes but did not touch on factors such as quality 
competencies or skills. Nevertheless, and importantly for this study, the three transverse 
elements of Ehlers’ model, participation, trust and communication, emerged as important 
themes because respondents considered that only when people worked together by 
communicating in an environment of trust could it be said that a culture of quality existed. Avis 
(2003) maintains that “trust becomes a pre-requisite for the knowledge worker for, without it, 
risks will not be taken and, therefore, new ideas will remain unexpressed and hinder the 
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development of competitiveness as well as processes of continuous improvement” (Avis, 2003, 
p. 320). Likewise, Žalec (2013) highlighted “the key importance of trust for the cultivation of 
intelligent accountability” (Žalec, 2013, p. 78). Hence, work environments where 
accountability is closely associated with performativity, performance evaluation or an audit 
culture, normatively informed by external influences, would work counter to quality 
improvement and inhibit the growth of a culture of quality. With this in mind, Kohoutek (2016) 
pessimistically observes “it is contestable whether or not under the present-day rise of 
regulations and diminishing trust, higher education institutions can commonly exhibit true 
quality cultures as lived and shared experience by a self-critical and reflective community of 
practitioners” (Kohoutek, 2016, p. 322). 
 
Although participants were aware of the nature of the study through the information contained 
in the consent form they signed and returned, technology was not discussed in the context of 
the core business of the university. This was done to differentiate technology used to carry out 
work related to that core business, e.g. an LMS used for teaching, from technology used as part 
of a culture of quality, that is, any technology which allows staff to work together towards 
quality improvement. 
 
In speaking about ICTs, participants emphasised the engagement and collaboration capabilities 
of communication technologies. While several communication technologies were discussed 
during interviews, email, often combined with data sourced from various information 
technologies, was easily the most used communication technology. This comes as no surprise 
based on the literature but the way in which people were using email as a virtual asynchronous 
meeting space to “seed ideas” (Respondent 6 – Teaching and Learning Leader - Education) in 
a continuous improvement process provided a connection to the themes that emerged within 
the culture of quality construct. 
 
Section 3.4 covered the use of ICT in HE with a focus on quality improvement. This dealt 
largely with Jonassen’s Mindtools Framework (2000) and how this might support a learning 
organisation (Senge, 2006a). The research relating to the characteristics of specific technologies 
was not investigated prior to data collection to allow this to emerge without imposing any 
preconceived notions. Considering what has now been determined from the analysis of the data 
collected, a comparison with current thinking on specific technologies and their relationship to 




Much of the literature in this field focuses on the use of what Jonassen categorises as 
conversation and collaboration tools such as email, phone and videoconferencing as these often 
draw on other technology tools. James (2014) employs a definition of collaboration developed 
by Hartono and Holsapple (2004) as an introduction to an investigation of the use of Web 2.0 
collaboration technologies  in HE: 
 
Collaboration is an interactive, constructive, and knowledge-based process involving 
multiple autonomous and voluntary participants employing complementary skills and 
assets, with a collective objective of achieving an outcome beyond what the 
participants’ capacity and willingness would allow them individually accomplish. 
(Hartono and Holsapple (2004), p. 20) 
 
Hartono and Holsapple go on to add supplementary axioms to this definition that hold that 
collaboration is episodic and that “the internal governance structure of a collaboration episode 
includes both infrastructure and culture” (p. 20). Omona, van der Weide and Lubega (2010) in 
describing the link between ICT and Knowledge Management (KM) through the use of 
collaborative technologies note that “collaboration requires more than the ability to publish, 
display or aggregate information but rather through the ability to leverage the know-how of 
many individuals” (p. 96). It is very much in this sense that participants in this study described 
their use of ICT infrastructure when they spoke about engaging and collaborating with others 
in the context of a culture of quality. James (2014) asserts that “ICT is an important enabling 
factor for collaboration” (p. 564) and identified a wide range of Web 2.0 technologies including 
instant messaging, chatrooms, webinars, virtual workspaces, SMS/MMS, blogs, microblogging 
(e.g. Twitter), wikis, RSS feeds, podcasts and vidcasts, that could potentially be used for 
collaboration. However, the uptake of these virtual collaboration tools was lower than expected 
by staff and students in Australian HE where there was less than 50% adoption (Rosalind James, 
2014, p. 558). This finding agrees with the outcome of this study where participants identified 
very few of these potentially promising technologies as part of their normal suite of technology 
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tools 19 . Instead, participants preferred to use mature technologies such as phone, email, 
databases and the intra/Internet. 
 
Cheng and Liu (2008) presented an empirical study which investigated the relationships 
between different cultures within organisations and the adoption of knowledge management 
(KM) technologies. While the study did not specifically investigate a culture of quality, two of 
the cultural subsets, rational culture, which is related to the promotion of a learning organisation 
and group culture, which “emphasizes human resources, cohesive relationships and individual 
commitment and contribution” (p. 20), are most closely associated with the culture of quality 
identified by participants in this investigation. 
 
In line with James’ finding and this study, Cheng and Liu found that “there are only a few 
technologies such as database, email, intranet and Internet that were highly adopted and 
frequently used in KM activities.” (p. 15). They also found that knowledge storage/retrieval 
technologies, particularly databases, exhibited very high positive correlations with 
organisational culture. However, in contrast to the finding of this study, knowledge transfer 
technologies, of which email is a part, “did not show any significant relationship with 
organisational culture” (p. 26). Email was, however, the most significant technology from the 
perspective of implementation, leading to the conclusion that “the importance of email in the 
organisational knowledge transfer process cannot be overstated” (p. 25). Conversely, email can 
be potentially disruptive in the workplace when messages are misunderstood or misinterpreted 
due to the lack of “contextual indications through interpersonal interactions and body language” 
(Ogwu et al., 20) that would be present in face-to-face communication. 
 
Respondents’ accounts revealed that quality improvement or achievement of quality outcomes 
in a culture of quality was an iterative process where participants engaged in collaborations 
where they felt comfortable to brainstorm, propose theories, alternatives and solutions, make 
mistakes, seek and offer constructive criticism, edit, tweak, contextualise and compromise. 
Email together with ancillary information or knowledge creation technologies provided the 
medium through which these conversations took place. 
 
19 Participants and policy documents did identify instant messaging, SMS and wikis but these 
were isolated examples. Instant messaging and SMS were used largely for personal or social 




However, the theme of trust which closely connected the use of ICTs to a culture of quality was 
potentially the most important outcome of this investigation. Trust plays a complex role in any 
organisation and is more easily damaged than built up (Hunt et al., 2009). Trust and mistrust 
manifested in a range of contexts including leadership, performance, communication and data. 
Mistrust was found to be a common theme amongst staff when dealing with data provided to 
them, especially where that data related to their measured performance. Trust and mistrust were 
also themes found in data related to communication, especially by phone and email. The data 
indicated that mistrust of data and an absence of a trust environment in electronic 
communications would hamper a culture of quality. 
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7. A Conceptual Framework for Culture of Quality and Technology at a University 
The analysis presented in Chapters 5 and 6 indicated the difficulty of defining quality and what 
constitutes a culture of quality with particular regard to the use of technology. What is presented 
in this chapter is the literature and data that informs a conceptual framework. The contextual 
issues that exist in the university and the wider HE sector are also examined relevant to how 
they influence the way in which participants use technology. 
7.1. Case Study Thematic Connections 
With reference to the embedded case study design used for this study (see Figure 7), Figure 14 
depicts the university situated within the external context which includes government, industry, 
students and other stakeholders. The data analysis has revealed a number of outcomes which 
address the research questions (see Section 1.3) and are represented as a dynamic at play in the 
university. 
 
Firstly, the external environment exerts a downward and inward pressure on the university 
through the mechanisms of standards, regulation and measurement (Marginson, 1989, 2007, 
2011; Marginson and van der Wende, 2007; Watty, 2006). These normatively constrain the 
activities of the university and, as a result, inform or lead to modifications of university policy, 
especially as to how quality is interpreted and represented (Freeman, 2014; K. M. Smith et al., 
2013). In the same way, this external environment also influences staff perceptions of quality 
and how various policies and expectations are operationalised in their work, e.g. research 
assessment and professional standards (Englund and Gerdin, 2019). As a result, performance, 
in teaching, research and administrative functions, as assessed both internally by managers and 
externally by government, industry and students (Baird, 2008), was identified as a connecting 
theme between the external environment, the activities of the university and conceptualisations 
of quality to the extent that the terms quality and performance were used almost interchangeably 
in policy and staff narratives. 
 
Secondly, the construct of culture of quality, focussing on core beliefs, commitment and 
engagement, is interconnected with ICTs used by staff. Information and communication 
technologies used by staff, principally databases/data and email, had an element of trust 
associated with them. In particular, mistrust of data and data systems used for performance 
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measurement and which often inform workloads of academics, and the level of interpersonal 
trust concomitant with communication technologies were emergent themes. Hence, trust linked 
ICTs with the culture of quality. Dzimińska et al. (Dzimińska et al., 2018) identified trust in 
communication, though not specifically computer-mediated, as one of the bases for building a 
quality culture in a higher education institution. 
 
Notwithstanding this, the study found that university staff working in a performance-driven 
context got on with the process of “people growing”, or transformation of individuals, through 
teaching and research or the support of these purposes. The environment they found themselves 
in presented challenges and tensions which might be expected to limit or curtail the extent to 
which they might engage with each other to achieve personal, group and organisational 
outcomes or objectives especially regarding the quality of the work they do. Nonetheless, a 
commitment to professional values and a tacit alignment with the aims of the university 
permitted a culture of quality to develop. This culture was typified by engagement/collaboration 
through communication in an environment of trust (Dzimińska et al., 2018; Rakhudu et al., 
2017; Richardson et al., 2018; Yingqiang and Yongjian, 2016). 
 
Thirdly, performance, the link between core activities and quality, is also associated with the 
use of ICTs, primarily through the data sub-group whereby data was used, increasingly, to 
measure performance. Likewise, trust placed in managers and leaders by staff (Boden et al., 
2012; Considine, 2006; Migliore, 2012; Rowlands, 2014) is linked to the core activities of the 
university. 
 
Fourthly, as a logical implication, trust and performance are interrelated. Staff trust in 
performance measurement and evaluations is dependent upon trust in managerial leadership 
and the underlying data used as a basis of performance management (Grierson, 2016). 
 
Further, interviews with staff elicited a clearer understanding of a culture of quality as it existed 
at the university (see Section 6.2, Re-conceptualising Culture of Quality). This resulted in a 
richer description of participant’s notions and experiences of a culture of quality. This is not 
proposed as a definition but, rather, constitutes a contextual conceptualisation drawing together 
some of the different strands of the quality culture discourse, namely: collaboration (Ehlers, 
2009; Harvey and Green, 1993a); working towards quality improvement and quality outcomes 
(Berings et al., 2010; Rapp, 2011; Vlăsceanu et al., 2007); and the importance of professional 
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values and organisational values and aims (Adina-Petruţa, 2014; Bendermacher et al., 2017; 
Dagilyte and Coe, 2014). 
 
Finally, when considering technology mediated communication, different types of 
communication were distinguished: linear, one-way communications normally broadcast top-
down by leaders and management, mundane transactional communication, which supported 
normal day-to-day operations, and productive relational communication, a subset of 
transactional communication, which supports respect, trust and relationship building as the 
basis for fostering a culture of quality. 
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Figure 14: Thematic connections between constructs and elements in the university 
 
7.2. A Conceptual Framework 
The findings from this study are synthesised with extant constructs, frameworks and models 
across the areas of HE, quality, quality culture and ICT and enable the advancement of a 
conceptual framework (Table 19). This elaborates a subset of Ehlers’ (Ehlers, 2009) model, 














































Table 19: Conceptual framing of a culture of quality for different technology types 
 Characteristics of a Culture of Quality 
Technology Type Environment of low trust. Environment of high trust. 
Communication Technology 
• Mundane transactional exchange of work-related 
information. 
• Cautious interaction, audit trail mentality. 
• “Silo” mentality, local information not shared. 
• Top-down, linear communications/directives. 
• Productive relational communication. 
• Open, collegial and participatory interaction. 
• Connections and collaborations fostered. 
• Consultation-based leadership communications. 
Communication and 
Information Technologies 
used in conjunction 
Culture of quality hampered, dysfunctional or not present 
Productive relational conversations about quality improvement 
in an environment of trust mediated via communication 
technologies and supported by trusted data. 
Information Technology 
• Validity of data challenged. 
• Local data guarded. 
• Underutilised or unused data and data systems. 
• Wariness of decisions based on doubtful data (especially 
performance evaluations). 
• Timely and transparent data accepted as valid and reliable. 
• Positive knowledge sharing, both local and institutional. 
• Data and data systems used for improvement purposes. 





Ehlers' quality culture model, described earlier and used as one of the key guideposts in this 
study, comprises concentric layers of structural elements and enabling factors overlaid with 
transversal elements. In contrast, the conceptual framework proposed here is essentially two-
dimensional. The first dimension, technology type, is represented by the column on the left-
hand, or vertical, axis of the matrix. These are the technology types that were reportedly used 
by staff in day-to-day work. These have been grouped into three clusters: 
 
1. The topmost cell represents the setting where communication technologies are used for 
engaging with others in computer-mediated exchanges, conversations or discussions. 
The technology primarily used was email though phones and videoconferencing, for 
example, were also reportedly used by staff and fall into this group. 
2. The bottom cell reflects the situation where information technologies are used for 
storing or manipulating data. The most common technologies used by staff were 
spreadsheets but at the university level, databases and a data warehouse used in 
conjunction with a business intelligence platform were used to manage the large 
quantities of institutional data. 
3. The middle cell shows where communication technologies and information 
technologies are used in conjunction. Typically, data, such as a spreadsheet or other 
document containing data, is attached to an email communication sent to one or more 
other recipients who are working together or disseminated to a wider group. 
 
The second dimension relates to the level of trust that exists between staff working together. 
Although, in reality, this would be a continuous range from no trust at all to very high levels of 
trust, I have chosen to represent only the binary points of low and high trust along this 
continuum. Hence, this two-by-three matrix results in six cells where each cell illustrates the 
characteristics of a culture of quality that would be evident where the two dimensions intersect. 
For example, communication technologies used in an environment of low trust result in the 
mundane transactional exchange of work-related information characterised by an audit trail or 
“silo” mentality. “Top-down”, linear communications from leaders and managers would lack a 
consultative or consensual element. Conversely, computer-mediated communication in an 
environment of high trust would be characterised by productive relational communication that 
is open and collegial, and which fosters positive and collaborative connections and 
relationships. Communications from leaders in this environment are based on consultation and 




A similar situation exists with the use of information technology. In a low trust situation, there 
is a wariness about decisions based on doubtful data leading to the use of local data that is 
perceived to be more valid and reliable and a resulting guardedness of such data. Data systems 
that are perceived to contain doubtful data tend to be avoided or go unused. Migliore (Migliore, 
2012) maintains that “relationships of trust are needed…to make effective decisions regarding 
actions for improvement”. Hence, in conditions of high trust, valid and reliable data can be used 
as the basis of decision-making, particularly for quality improvement purposes.  
 
The horizontal row which shows the overlap between the technologies, identifies what would 
be observed when technologies are used in tandem. In particular, the cell in the low trust column 
identifies a situation where the culture of quality would be either dysfunctional or absent. 
Importantly, I suggest that it is where both communication and information technologies are 
used in conjunction in an environment of high trust that the greatest benefits are realised in the 
context of a culture of quality. The shaded cell in Table 19 is where this occurs. It is here that 
computer-mediated communication supported by trusted information will lead to cooperation 
that works towards data-informed quality improvement. 
 
In comparing this framework with that advanced by Veiga et al. (2014), the high trust column 
in this framework most closely corresponds to the high “group” column in the Cultural Theory 
framework which represents good relationships established within institutions. Similarly, the 
low “group” column of the Cultural Theory framework corresponds with the low trust column 
in this framework. The essential difference between the two frameworks lies in the second 
dimension of the matrix. The Cultural Theory framework employs the relationships with 
external regulation, or “grid”, dimension while the framework presented here draws on the 
technology types used by staff as the second dimension. Hence, the ideal confluence of 
technology types and trust, the shaded cell in Table 19, is most closely associated with an 
egalitarian Cultural Theory type (Veiga et al., 2014) or a regenerative quality culture (Harvey 
and Stensaker, 2008). 
 
This framework represents an interpretative synthesis of the phenomenon observed but also 
incorporates elements of extant models and frameworks. In particular, Ehlers maintains that the 
transversal elements of participation, communication and trust are important to the 
development of a quality culture and must be addressed in a consistent manner. What is absent 
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from his model, or at best implied, is that these three are interdependent. All three must be 
present and are reliant on each other in order to foster productive conversations. Although 
Ehlers was referring to communication in general terms, it applies especially to computer-
mediated communication where the medium is often devoid of the cues inherent in face to face 
communications that staff would normally use to gauge confidence in the interaction and that 
may create barriers to participation and the development of trust. Another aspect that is omitted 
from Ehlers model is that of trust in data. At the centre of the model are structures which 
comprise “systems, tools, and mechanisms to assure, manage, enhance or accredit quality in a 
suitable way” (Ehlers, 2009, p. 353) and encompass databases but the model does not elaborate 
on how these structures interact with the transversal elements of trust and communication. 
Notably, the framework advanced here includes the additional dimension type of information 
technologies and how these interrelate with the trust placed in the data that is being used to 
measure quality and performance within the university (Woelert and Yates, 2015). This, I 
believe bridges a gap but also endeavours to address the issues which emerged during this study 
around the use of data. In short, the framework synthesises strands found in a number of cultural 
models and specifically elaborates a subset of Ehlers’ structures, enabling factors and 
transversal elements but, goes beyond these by highlighting the unique role played by ICT in 




The purpose of this study was to investigate how university staff conceptualised quality and 
culture of quality and, considering that, how ICTs were used in everyday practices in ways that 
either fostered or hampered a culture of quality. Several existing definitions, constructs and 
models were used as the starting point for the investigation. Harvey and Green’s (1993b) 
definitions of quality in HE along with subsequent elaborations by other authors; the cultural 
and organisation models of Schein (2010), Hofstede et al. (2010) and Senge (2006b); and 
Jonassen’s (2000) mindtools philosophy. However, the most salient of these was Ehlers’ (2009) 
model of quality culture which was far more focussed on the HE or university context than the 
Schein, Hofstede and Senge models. To examine the constructs identified, policy and interview 
data were collected from a selected university and analysed using a case study methodology. 
8.1. Key Findings of the Research 
This study set out to address two research questions. The following sets out how these were 
answered. 
 
Research Question 1: How do university staff conceptualise quality and quality culture in the 
context of the work that they do? 
 
The university policy documentation examined, though extensive, failed to paint a clear picture 
of what was meant by quality as an overarching concept although there is significant literature 
about specific aspects of universities – peer review in maintaining quality in research, 
collaboration and standards in teaching and learning and audit in terms of quality assurance, 
meaning that quality arose from both the internal and external standards, expectations but also 
everyday academic practices in teaching and research. Notably, performance was consistently 
associated with quality within policy and interviewees reflected this performative aspect of the 
university in the way it informed their practice. However, in general, staff were able to 
accommodate these conflicting tensions in ways that were meaningful for their work context 
and, importantly, aligned with their professional values and notions of professionalism.  
 
Quality, as seen by participants, was generally consistent with the literature though different 
participants emphasised different understandings about what quality meant in their practice. In 
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contrast with the literature, an increasingly performance-driven environment influenced 
participant perceptions towards performance-framed notions of quality (e.g. citations, audits) 
and accountability as ‘measured’ via convenient or expedient indicators. While this dissonance 
emerged from the context of externally imposed standards, such as TEQSA and ERA,  and 
professional practice there was both a sense of inescapability expressed by interviewees but 
also indications of their adaptation to these as de facto quality criteria which staff could 
tolerably reconcile with individual and collective professionalism (Collyer, 2014; M. Wells, 
2007). 
 
The notion of a culture of quality was not consciously expressed as such. Nevertheless, the 
experiences related by participants were reflective of facets of quality culture models proposed 
in the literature including collaboration, communication and trust (Bendermacher et al., 2017; 
Berings et al., 2010; Ehlers, 2009, 2010; Harvey, 2009a; Harvey and Stensaker, 2008; Loukkola 
and Zhang, 2010). A culture of quality often developed locally amongst trusted colleagues 
within a teaching discipline, a research group or a support service centre. Although cultures of 
quality were evident across the university amongst different disciplines or groups with different 
work foci, a wider culture of quality was sometimes hampered by divergent individual or group 
conceptualisations of quality resulting in situations where trust could not be taken for granted 
and common ground had to be established for agreement about what constituted quality. The 
more varied the group of people involved, the less likely there would be an agreed 
understanding of quality, although this was mitigated to some extent by the articulation of 
university goals by senior leaders but simultaneously exacerbated by a top-down managerialist 
organisation which emphasised approaches to quality based on performance. This resulted in a 
tension (Berings et al., 2010) that was, nonetheless, accommodated by staff to indicate there 
was an agreed view that quality was important. 
 
Research Question 2: How are ICTs involved in everyday practices that can enhance or impede 
a culture of quality at a university? 
 
Both information and communication technologies were used by all staff interviewed as ICT is 
the norm. Notably, in the context of a culture of quality, communication technologies, 
principally email, were used in combination with information technologies, particularly data 
drawn from databases, as part of everyday work. An examination of the interrelationships 
between these resulted in the identification of two significant thematic connections which 
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bound all four constructs together, namely, performance and trust. Performance was found to 
be deeply embedded within the policy documentation of the university and, as a result, within 
the consciousness of respondents.  Performance partially replaced but unmistakably overlaid 
more traditional notions of the function of a university and how quality was articulated within 
it. Performance was also a general theme in the ICT aspect, particularly as data was relied on 
and used extensively to measure both the quality of teaching and research as well as the 
performance of individual staff. The impingement of technology on performance management 
exposed trust as the thematic link between technology and a culture of quality. 
 
Technology was used by staff at the university as the primary mode of communication 
increasingly replacing face to face interaction. Although email is possibly the most overly 
familiar technology used in a university workplace, staff using email supported by data was 
identified as the default means of communication. The asynchronous and aspatial 
characteristics of email allowed staff to overcome the increasing temporal and geographical 
dislocation challenges inherent to working in a multi-campus university. Email as a “virtual 
asynchronous meeting space” (Coppola, 2010) provided the mechanism through which staff 
could effectively engage and collaborate. Trust in interpersonal communication and, especially, 
any associated data, emerged as the connection between these constructs. The mistrust of data, 
especially that used for measurement of quality and performance, coupled with a lack of trust 
in communications mediated via technology were found to hamper what could constitute a 
culture of quality at the university. Equally, a culture of quality may be fostered and sustained 
when mediated via communication technologies only when an environment of trust exists 
supported by trusted data. 
8.2. What this Research Contributes 
This study resulted in a framework which elucidates the relationships between a culture of 
quality and the ways in which staff use technology within that context in one Australian 
university. The study examined and linked four aspects of the literature that are often dealt with 
independently: the purpose of HE (Khan, 2017), quality in HE (Campbell and Rozsnyai, 2002; 
Harvey and Green, 1993b; Mukhopadhyay, 2001; Vlăsceanu et al., 2007), culture of quality 
(Ehlers, 2009; Harvey and Stensaker, 2008; Veiga et al., 2014) and ICT (David H. Jonassen, 
2000; David H. Jonassen et al., 1998; D. H. Jonassen et al., 1999). Data was analysed at a level 
that focussed on policy documents and interviews with academic and professional staff of the 
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university to elicit their responses about personal experiences of their use of ICT for quality 
improvement purposes and then constructing abstract conceptions about it. 
 
This research makes a contribution to the ongoing discourse of quality culture and speaks to 
the particular role played by ICT but, more significantly, has demonstrated how critical the 
transversal element of trust in Ehlers’ (2009) quality culture model is with particular regard to 
the use of ICT as a medium of communication and data provision in a culture of quality. 
8.3. A Practical Outcome 
As a postscript, an unexpected outcome resulted from this study. As mentioned previously, the 
university had a total of 176 policies at the commencement of this study. Although it is not 
uncommon for universities to have so many policies, such a large number can often lead to 
policy duplication and internal policy contradiction. This situation concerned me enough to 
propose a project of policy reduction at the university. This project, which encompassed both 
academic and non-academic policies and was carried out in conjunction with relevant 
stakeholders including, in particular, Academic Board, did not affect the policies analysed for 
this study but did result in a significant decrease in overall policy number and internal 
inconsistencies. 
8.4. Implications for Universities and Further Research 
The best possible outcome of any research would be practical applications or suggestions for 
practice that fall out of the findings that can be employed in real settings. Following are the 
implications that result from this study and recommendations for how this research could be 
implemented in university workplaces. 
 
1. In the nebulous arena of quality, universities need to work towards better understandings 
of the multifaceted concepts of quality, that do not necessarily have complete 
convergence across different stakeholders and different functions of the university, and 
then critically examine the mechanisms to assess those different aspects of quality. 
 
2. Those in university leadership roles have a critical role to play in inculcating a culture 
of quality by: 
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• Working to foster reciprocal trust, repair breakdowns in trust and demonstrate 
trust in the professionalism of staff. 
• Taking an active part in clarifying and communicating institutional purpose; and 
• Acting to reduce the tension and distance between managerialism and 
professionalism by focusing less on [quality] management practices and more 
on inclusivity and collaboration, more on bottom-up approaches rather than top-
down controls;  
 
3. While continuing to provide performance data to external agencies, universities must 
provide data internally, which is timely and more reflective of the nature, measurement 
and complexity of performance as a process and not a product that really matters 
(“people growing”, teaching innovation, research engagement, etc.) rather than using 
convenient performance measures. 
 
4. The communication technologies have been demonstrated as critical in a culture of 
quality. Universities should continue to explore and leverage existing or emerging 
communication technologies, beyond email, such as team collaboration applications 
and virtual meeting tools, which provide support for participation, communication and 
trust. 
 
5. Information technologies, especially databases, have become extremely important as 
the complexity of universities has increased. Universities should work towards making 
sure these critical repositories of data are transparent, accurate, current and coherent to 
ensure that evidence-based decisions are underpinned by information that is valid, 
reliable and provided in a timely manner for the users. 
 
Several possibilities emerged during this research as fruitful areas for future exploration but 
were beyond the scope of the current study. The following is by no means an exhaustive list 
but may serve as starting points for investigation proposals. 
 
Staff Cultures 
While this study found differences between academic and professional staff, this was largely 
due to the differences in the work they do rather than their perceptions of quality or the way in 
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which they use ICT to enhance quality. As previously noted, little attention has been paid to 
differences between academic and professional staff cultures. Notwithstanding the differences 
between disciplinary cultures already investigated (Becher, 1981; Becher and Trowler, 2001; 
Lin and Ha, 2009; Vukasovic, 2014), and research into third space professionals (Whitchurch, 
2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013; Whitchurch and Gordon, 2011), further exploration of larger 
sample sizes may illuminate any meaningful differences in the cultures, quality or otherwise, 
between these types of staff. 
 
Tools for Quality 
Ehlers (2007) has identified quality competencies as part of the “quality literacy” aspect of his 
model. According to the literature, the use by individuals of “tools, instruments, and 
strategies….to pursue a permanent quality orientation in an educational setting” (p. 100) does 
not appear to be as widespread within HE as they are in business and industry. The introduction 
of business intelligence and learning analytics applications, for example, in HE is currently at 
an early stage but is not widely embraced or well understood. This may be partly because these 
have been imported from other sectors and are not best suited to the context or “business” of 
HE. Using these tools requires the development of knowledge and skills but, thus far, research 
investigating how these quality tools might be best contextualised for HE has been scant.  
Further research would be required to develop an initial body of knowledge and a possible 
model for implementation. 
 
Communication Technologies for Quality 
Several aspects of communication technologies have been identified as being particularly 
useful in nurturing a culture of quality. Specifically, the asynchronicity and aspatiality of email, 
the one-to-many capability of most communication technologies, the virtual equivalent of the 
meeting space and the ability to attach rich data to communications make these technologies 
ideal media. Combining some or all of these qualities into bespoke applications that support 
quality improvement may prove to be a fertile area of applied research. 
 
ICT for Creating Collaborative Quality 
ICT has been investigated from the standpoint of how it is used as part of quality work by the 
participants. Communication technologies were found to be enablers of collaboration and 
communication that are both important to achieving quality in teaching, research and also 
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administration. The question of whether ICT plays a role in facilitating or fostering a culture of 
quality was not pursued. Further study concentrating solely on communication technologies but 
focusing on how these technologies might act as a starting point for collaborative quality work 
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10. Glossary of Acronyms 
ARC: Australian Research Council 
AUQA: Australian Universities Quality Agency 
BI: Business Intelligence 
BSC: Balanced Scorecard 
CAQDAS: Computer Assisted/Aided Qualitative Data AnalysiS 
CQI: Continuous Quality Improvement 
EQA: External Quality Agencies 
ERA: Excellence in Research Australia 
HCT: Higher Colleges of Technology 
HE: HE 
HEI: HE Institution20 
ICT: Information and Communication Technology 
KM: Knowledge Management 
QA: Quality Assurance 
QI: Quality Improvement 
SIS: Student Information System 
TEQSA: Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Authority 
TQM: Total Quality Management 
  
 
20 This term was used in the consent form provided to respondents. However, as all data was 
collected from a single university site, the term “university” has been used throughout to 




11.1. Appendix 1: PLS and Consent Form (Institution) 
 
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY 
PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT AND CONSENT FORM 
 
TO:  [University Vice-Chancellor] 
 
 
Plain Language Statement  
Date: [Date] 
Full Project Title: Developing Cultures of Quality in HE Using Information Technology 
Principal Researcher: Jillian Blackmore (Deakin University jillian.blackmore@deakin.edu.au) 
Student Researcher: Mark Thompson (Deakin University mthomp@deakin.edu.au) 
 
 
This Plain Language Statement and Consent Form is 5 pages long. Please make sure you have all 
the pages.  
1. Your Consent 
You institution is invited to take part in this research project. 
This Plain Language Statement contains detailed information about the research project. Its purpose 
is to explain to you as openly and clearly as possible all the procedures involved in this project so that 
you can make a fully informed decision whether you are going to allow your university to participate.  
Please read this Plain Language Statement carefully. Feel free to ask questions about any information 
in the document. 
Once you understand what the project is about and if you agree for your university to take part in it, 
you will be asked to sign the Consent Form. By signing the Consent Form, you indicate that you 
understand the information and that you give your consent for your university to participate in the 
research project. 
You will be given a copy of the Plain Language Statement and Consent Form to keep as a record. 
2. Purpose and Background 
The purpose of this project is to determine the relationship that exists between the use of information 
and communication technology (ICT) and the development of a quality culture at the university. 
The total number of participants in this project will be determined by the ongoing analysis of data but it 
is expected that the number would be of the order of approximately 30. 
Previous experience has shown that technology may play a complex but otherwise hidden role in 
either supporting or hindering the development of a quality of culture at HE Institutions (HEIs). 
However, this area has been conspicuously under-researched. A better understanding of how the 
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interaction of technology with HEI personnel and the quality systems already in place occurs may lead 
to enhanced use of technology for quality improvement purposes. 
Your university is invited to participate in this research project because it has a reputation for taking a 
proactive stance on quality issues. 
 
The results of this research may be used to help the researcher, Mark Thompson, to obtain a Doctoral 
degree. 
3. Procedures 
Participation in this project will involve: 
• Identifying an initial pool of university personnel who can be approached for interview 
purposes. The pool should include those personnel from senior management, academic 
lecturers, researchers and non academic support service personnel who would be in the best 
position to provide information regarding quality processes at the university and the way in 
which ICT is used to support those efforts. It is expected that the size of the initial pool would 
be approximately 8. Based on the analysis of data from this group, further personnel would be 
identified for interview in order to provide sufficient data to complete the research. 
• Allowing the selected personnel who agree to be interviewed time to take part in interviews. 
o Interviewees will be asked a series of questions related to quality and quality culture 
within the university and their perceptions of how these are influenced by technology. 
o Each interviewee will be identified by a code such that the person’s name will not be 
linked to any comments made. 
o Each interview should take between 45 and 60 minutes. The interviews will be audio 
taped and transcribed. The records of the interviews will be stored separately from the 
names and interviewee codes. 
o No private or sensitive information will be elicited and participants may withdraw at 
any time either during the interview or subsequently. 
o A draft of the final research data and conclusions will be made available to 
participants and the university to check for factual errors before publication. 
o A copy of the final research document will be made available to all participants and 
the university if required. 
• Making documentation related to all aspects of quality within the university available for 
analysis. 
4. Possible Benefits 
Possible benefits include: 
 
• Gaining a better understanding of how ICT interacts with quality systems and personnel within 
a HEI 
• Improving the way ICT might be used for quality improvement purposes within HEIs 
 
We cannot guarantee or promise that you will receive any benefits from this project. 
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5. Possible Risks 
Since the interviews are confidential there should be no potential risks to participants. No private or 
sensitive information will be elicited and participants are free to withdraw from participation at any 
time. 
 
While every effort will be made to ensure confidentiality there may be additional unforseen or unknown 
risks. 
6. Privacy, Confidentiality and Disclosure of Information 
Data collected as part of this research, including original audio tapes and transcripts, will be stored for 
a period of 6 years after final publication after which time the data will be destroyed. Data will be 
stored in a locked filing cabinet at Deakin University. Any information obtained in connection with this 
project and that can identify your university or participants will remain confidential. It will only be 
disclosed with your permission, subject to legal requirements. If you give us your permission by 
signing the Consent Form, we plan to publish the results as part of a Doctoral dissertation. 
In any publication, information will be provided in such a way that neither your university nor individual 
participants can be identified. 
7. Results of Project 
Both the university and participants will be provided with copies of the final results of the research 
project. 
8. Participation is Voluntary 
Participation in any research project is voluntary. If you do not wish for your university to take part 
you are not obliged to. If you decide to allow your university to take part and later change your mind, 
you are free to withdraw from the project at any stage until the data is processed or the participant’s 
identifying details are removed. Any information obtained from you to date will not be used and will be 
destroyed. 
Your decision whether to take part or not to take part, or to take part and then withdraw, will not affect 
your university’s relationship with Deakin University. 
Before you make your decision, a member of the research team will be available to answer any 
questions you have about the research project. You can ask for any information you want.  Sign the 
Consent Form only after you have had a chance to ask your questions and have received satisfactory 
answers. 
If you decide to withdraw from this project, please notify a member of the research team or complete 
and return the Revocation of Consent Form attached. This notice will allow the research team to 
inform you if there are any risks or special requirements linked to withdrawing. 
9. Ethical Guidelines 
This project will be carried out according to the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human 
Research (2007) produced by the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia. This 
statement has been developed to protect the interests of people who agree to participate in human 
research studies. 
The ethics aspects of this research project have been approved by the Human Research Ethics 
Committee of Deakin University. 
10. Complaints 
If you have any complaints about any aspect of the project, the way it is being conducted or any 
questions about your rights as a research participant, then you may contact:   
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The Manager, Office of Research Integrity, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Highway, Burwood 
Victoria 3125, Telephone: 9251 7129, Facsimile: 9244 6581; research-ethics@deakin.edu.au. 
Please quote project number EC [number] -2008. 
11. Reimbursement for your costs 
You will not be paid for your participation in this project. 
12. Further Information, Queries or Any Problems 
If you require further information, wish to withdraw your participation or if you have any problems 
concerning this project (for example, any side effects), you can contact the principal researcher or  
 





PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT AND CONSENT FORM 
 
TO:  [University Name] 
 
 
Organisational Consent Form 
(To be used by organisational Heads providing consent for staff/members/patrons 
to be involved in research) 
Date: [Date] 
Full Project Title: Developing Cultures of Quality in HE Using Information Technology 
 
 
I have read and I understand the attached Plain Language Statement. 
 
I give my permission for staff of [University Name] to participate in this project according to the 
conditions in the Plain Language Statement.  
 
I have been given a copy of Plain Language Statement and Consent Form to keep. 
 
The researcher has agreed not to reveal the participants’ identities and personal details if information 
about this project is published or presented in any public form.   
 
 
I agree that 
 
1. The university MAY / MAY NOT be named in research publications or other 
publicity without prior agreement. 
 
2. I / We DO / DO NOT require an opportunity to check the factual accuracy of the research 
findings related to the institution/organisation. 
 
3.  I / We EXPECT / DO NOT EXPECT to receive a copy of the research findings or publications. 
 
 
Name of person giving consent (printed) ………………………………………………………  
 






PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT AND CONSENT FORM 
 
TO: [University Name] 
 
Revocation of Consent Form 
(To be used for participants who wish to withdraw from the project) 
Date: [Date] 




I hereby wish to WITHDRAW my consent to participate in the above research project and understand 













Please mail or fax this form to: 
 





11.2. Appendix 2: PLS and Consent Form (Staff Participant) 
 
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY 
PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT AND CONSENT FORM 
 
TO:  [Participant Name] 
 
 
Plain Language Statement  
Date: [Date] 
Full Project Title: Developing Cultures of Quality in HE Using Information Technology 
Principal Researcher: Jillian Blackmore (Deakin University) 
Student Researcher: Mark Thompson (Deakin University) 
 
 
This Plain Language Statement and Consent Form is 5 pages long. Please make sure you have all 
the pages.  
1. Your Consent 
You are invited to take part in this research project. 
This Plain Language Statement contains detailed information about the research project. Its purpose 
is to explain to you as openly and clearly as possible all the procedures involved in this project so that 
you can make a fully informed decision whether you are going to agree to participate.  
Please read this Plain Language Statement carefully. Feel free to ask questions about any information 
in the document. 
Once you understand what the project is about and if you agree to take part in it, you will be asked to 
sign the Consent Form. By signing the Consent Form, you indicate that you understand the 
information and that you give your consent to participate in the research project. 
You will be given a copy of the Plain Language Statement and Consent Form to keep as a record. 
2. Purpose and Background 
The purpose of this project is determine the extent to which technology plays a part in helping to 
develop a quality of culture at the university. 
A total of 30 people will participate in this project. 
Previous experience has shown that technology may play a complex but otherwise hidden role in 
either supporting or hindering the development of a quality of culture at HE Institutions (HEIs). 
However, this area has been conspicuously under-researched. Better understanding of how the 
interaction of technology with HEI personnel and the quality systems already in place takes place may 
lead to better use of technology for quality improvement purposes. 
You are invited to participate in this research project because you have been selected from a pool of 




The results of this research may be used to help researcher, Mark Thompson, to obtain a Doctoral 
degree. 
3. Procedures 
Participation in this project will involve: 
• Taking part in an interview. 
o You will be asked a series of questions related to quality and quality culture within the 
university and your perceptions of how these are influenced by technology. 
o You will be identified by a code such that your name will not be linked to any 
comments you make. 
o The interview should take between 45 and 60 minutes. The interview will be audio 
taped and transcribed. The records of the interview will be stored separately from your 
name and interviewee code. 
o No private or sensitive information will be elicited and you may withdraw at any time 
either during the interview or later. 
o A draft of the final research data and conclusions will be made available to you and 
the university to check for factual errors before publication. 
o A copy of the final research document will be made available to you and the university 
if required. 
4. Possible Benefits 
Possible benefits include: 
 
• Gaining a better understanding of how technology interacts with quality systems within a HEI 
• Improving the way technology might be used for quality improvement purposes with HEIs 
 
We cannot guarantee or promise that you will receive any benefits from this project. 
5. Possible Risks 
 
Since the interviews are confidential there should be no potential risks to you. No private or sensitive 
information will be elicited and participants are free to withdraw from participation at any time. 
 
While every effort will be made to ensure confidentiality there may be additional unforseen or unknown 
risks. 
6. Privacy, Confidentiality and Disclosure of Information 
 
Data collected as part of this research, including original audio tapes and transcripts, will be stored for 
a period of 6 years after final publication after which time the data will be destroyed. Data will be 
stored in a locked filing cabinet at Deakin University. Any information obtained in connection with this 
project and that can identify you or your university will remain confidential. It will only be disclosed with 
your permission, subject to legal requirements. If you give us your permission by signing the Consent 
Form, we plan to publish the results as part of a Doctoral dissertation. 
In any publication, information will be provided in such a way that neither you nor your university nor 
can be identified. 
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7. Results of Project 
Both you and the university will be provided with copies of the final results of the research project if 
required. 
8. Participation is Voluntary 
Participation in any research project is voluntary. If you do not wish to take part you are not 
obliged to. If you decide to take part and later change your mind, you are free to withdraw from the 
project at any stage until the data is processed or the your identifying details are removed. Any 
information obtained from you to date will not be used and will be destroyed. 
Your decision whether to take part or not to take part, or to take part and then withdraw, will not affect 
your relationship with Deakin University. 
Before you make your decision, a member of the research team will be available to answer any 
questions you have about the research project. You can ask for any information you want. Sign the 
Consent Form only after you have had a chance to ask your questions and have received satisfactory 
answers. 
If you decide to withdraw from this project, please notify a member of the research team or complete 
and return the Revocation of Consent Form attached. This notice will allow the research team to 
inform you if there are any risks or special requirements linked to withdrawing. 
9. Ethical Guidelines 
This project will be carried out according to the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human 
Research (2007) produced by the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia. This 
statement has been developed to protect the interests of people who agree to participate in human 
research studies. 
The ethics aspects of this research project have been approved by the Human Research Ethics 
Committee of Deakin University. 
10. Complaints 
If you have any complaints about any aspect of the project, the way it is being 
conducted or any questions about your rights as a research participant, then you may 
contact:   
The Manager, Office of Research Integrity, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Highway, Burwood 
Victoria 3125, Telephone: 9251 7129, Facsimile: 9244 6581; research-ethics@deakin.edu.au. 
Please quote project number EC [number] -2008. 
11. Reimbursement for your costs 
You will not be paid for your participation in this project.  
12. Further Information, Queries or Any Problems 
If you require further information, wish to withdraw your participation or if you have any problems 
concerning this project (for example, any side effects), you can contact the principal researcher or  
 




PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT AND CONSENT FORM 
 




Full Project Title: Developing Cultures of Quality in HE Using Information Technology 
 
 
I have read and I understand the attached Plain Language Statement. 
I freely agree to participate in this project according to the conditions in the Plain Language Statement.  
I have been given a copy of the Plain Language Statement and Consent Form to keep.  
The researcher has agreed not to reveal my identity and personal details, including where information 
about this project is published, or presented in any public form.   
 
 
Participant’s Name (printed) …………………………………………………………………… 








PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT AND CONSENT FORM 
 
TO: Participant Name 
 
Revocation of Consent Form 
(To be used for participants who wish to withdraw from the project) 
Date: [Date] 




I hereby wish to WITHDRAW my consent to participate in the above research project and understand 













Please mail or fax this form to: 
 





11.3. Appendix 3: Draft Interview Questions - Data Collection 
 
1. General information about the respondent 
a. Can you describe briefly your position and role at [institution name]? 
2. The “real work” of HE 
a. What would you say is the “real work” or core business of HE? 
b. How would you characterise other activities that occur in a university such as [give 
examples like research training, HR, planning, performance management, finance, 
etc.]? 
3. Personal definition of quality 
a. How would you define quality? 
b. Do you think your definition is shared generally by colleagues at [institution 
name]? If not, why not? 
c. How do you apply that definition to the work you do? 
d. How do you apply that definition when you collaborate with colleagues on matters 
relating to quality? 
4. Institutional Quality Philosophy21, Policy and Procedures/Quality Culture 
a. How would you put the quality philosophy of [institution name] into your own 
words? What is your understanding of the quality philosophy at [institution name]?  
b. How was this philosophy communicated to you? Is it communicated on a regular 
basis? How is it communicated? Does senior leadership at [institution name] 
actively promote this philosophy? 
c. Were you given any formal induction regarding this quality philosophy? 
d. What is your personal opinion of [institution name]’s quality philosophy? 
e. In your opinion, is this philosophy widely embraced and/or upheld by colleagues at 
[institution name]? What has lead you to form this opinion? 
If not, why not? What philosophy do colleagues subscribe to? Why do you think 
they do not subscribe to [institution name]’s quality philosophy? 
 
21 The phrase “quality philosophy” may need to be replaced by a more neutral expression to 
indicate that it relates to the overall position on quality taken by the institution. Alternately, 
“quality philosophy” may need to be clarified or defined by the interviewer. 
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If yes, is there a strong or positive commitment to the quality philosophy? Is quality 
discussed on a regular basis? 
5. Information and Communication Technology 
You may be familiar with the term Information and communication technology or 
ICT. For the purposes of this interview I am going to define it in the following way: 
ICT refers to electronic technologies, including computer hardware and software, 
telecommunication technologies (such as telephones, email, discussion boards, 
collaboration and file sharing, and video conferencing), the Internet, database and 
knowledge management systems22. 
a. In general, what types of ICT would you use regularly and for what purposes? 
Which technologies do you use most? Why is that? Which technologies do you use 
the least? Why is that? 
b. Are any of these uses related to quality work23 you either do alone or in 
collaboration with colleagues? Explain how you use them. 
c. Which technologies would you use the most for quality work? Why is that? Do you 
use any of these technologies because they fit with your definition of quality? 
d. Are any of these uses of ICT mandated or encouraged by [institution name]? If so, 
which ones? Do any of those technologies fit with or support the quality philosophy 
at [institution name]? If so, how? 
e. Do you carry out tasks related to quality that do not include the use of ICT? Why is 
that? Could a technology be used for these tasks? If so, why do you not use it? 
f. What advantages and disadvantages do you see with regard to using ICT for quality 
work? 
 
22 A printed copy of the definition was provided to the respondent. 
23 The phrase “quality work” was clarified by the interviewer as being any work related to 
quality improvement, quality assurance or any other aspects already discussed in parts 3 and 4 
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11.4. Appendix 4: Draft Working Definitions - Data Collection 
‘Quality Culture’ (or ‘Culture of Quality’) 
 
‘Quality culture’ relates to the ways in which an institution is viewed by the people 
that work within it and how those people use that understanding to investigate the 
world around them within the context of institutional quality 
assurance/improvement. 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
 
ICT refers to electronic technologies, including computer hardware and software, 
telecommunication technologies (such as telephones, email, discussion boards, 
collaboration and file sharing, and video conferencing), the Internet, database and 
knowledge management systems. 
 
 
 
